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CHAPTER 1 

INMODUCTION 

In the early part of the present century the need to make optimum use 

of the land in our towns and cities, due to considerations of shortage and 

cost., led directly to an increase in the height of the buildings to be 

found therein. This trend., further motivated by aesthetic, constructiona15 

and prestigious considerations is now reslýlting in the emergence of ever 

taller., more slender buildings throughout the world. 

Originally such structures were of the traditional frame and slab 

construction in either steel or concrete, however the height to which these 

can be extended is limitted by a combination of their incapacity and-inefficiency 

in resisting the lateral loads applied to them by wind and earthquake. The 

realisation of this fact has led to the conclusion that it is necessary to 

introduce large vertical members in order to cope adequately with the lateral 

loads; indeed, although in the case of tall buildings it is necessary to do 

this, it is both more rational and economical to do so,, as such members will 

inevitably be in evidence in the form of partitioning walls and service cores, 

even if they are not designed as structural components. The layman may well 

query why the practical advantages of including such architectural features 

into a more fully integrated structural assembly have only been exploited 

due to necessity; the reason is that the resulting buildings pose many 

problems to the structural analyst 
18 

1.1 Some problems associated with tall building analysis 

In the following work the term Ishear wc-xllt is used to denote an assembly 

of plate and beam elements lying in one plane, or reducible to that form; such 

structures are considered to carry lcads in that plane only. The term tcore, 

4 
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is used to describe a three dimensional arrangement of interconnected 

plate and beam elements which are capable of carrying a generalised loading 

system. 

Figure 1.1 illustrates a typical plane shear wall structure. It is 

evident that from the engineerts point of view the walls shoald be of pure 

cantilevered form in order to provide the fullest restraint to the applied 

horizontal forces whilst retaining simplicity of design. However in order 

to allow horizontal movement through the building it is necessary to pierce 

these walls with openings at each floor level, thus rendering the structure 

highly redundant. Apart from this., the weakened walls pose several other 

problems., even to a two dimensional analysis. As the most suitable design 

f or each two dimensional assembly of walls (i. e. panel) is a full cantilever., 

the engineer is not merely interested in solving an arbitrary system., but that 

which will give a reasonable proportion of the full interaction (say 80%) whilst 

still satisfying the architectural requirements. As the walls are usually of 

high aspect ratio it is necessary to allow for a reduction in interaction due 

to their axial displacements. As the width of the wall is normally large in 

relation to the depth of the connecting beams., significant local deformations 

may occur at the beam-wall interconnections; this effect is not taken into 

account in standard engineers theories. When the properties of the walls 

are uniform throughout the building height, and they are arranged symmetrically 

in plan (as in Figure 1.1)., then it is possible to distribute the applied 

horizontal loads to the walls in proportion to their stiffnesses, provided 

that the loading is symmetrical, and carry out a suitable two dimensional 

analysis of each wall in turn. Hc-iiever. if there is arW appreciable 

asymmetry, either in the structure (as in Figure 1.2. b) or the loading., 

then the floor slabs will distribute the stresses asymme tri c ally to the 

vertical components. and it becomes necessary to carry oulu some form of three 

dimensional analysis in order to estimate the loads each wallwill carry. 

It can be noticed that the structure depicted in Figure 1.1 IS 
'4 
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inadequately designed to cope with loads in the longitudinal direction 

(see Figure 1.2). In order to provide adequate restraint in this respect., 

whilst, maximising the moment of resistance of the walls taking the loads 

in the lateral direction, it is normal to provide these walls with flanges 

as shown in Figure 1.2. In such cases it is evident that the designer will 

require to know the most suitable flange width to be taken into account if 

simplified methods are to be used for the analysis - 

Another popular design for tall structures is the Itube in tube? 

arrangement shmm in Figure 1.3. The inner tube comprises a central core 

enclosing the vertical services, whilst the outer tube is composed of a 

series of frames describing the periphery of the structure; composite 

action of the two components is ensured by the in-planar stresses in the 

floor slabs. Once again symmetry of the structural plan and loading 

conditions may facilitate a two dimensional analysis, this time in the 

form of a shear wall-frame interaction problem, although shear lag in the 

frames perpendicular to the direction of the wind may well induce the structure 

into a torsional mode 
48. 

In cases where the central core acts alone in 

resisting the wind forces (e. g. a suspended building, ) eccentricity of the 

vertical loading alone could induce a considerable amount of torsion in the 

core. Once again any considerable asymmetry of the problem will necessitate 

an understanding of the three dimnsional behaviour of the structure. 

The. dimensions of the wall and slab components used. in tall buildings 

require them being considered as thin plates; in particular this implies that 

the fcoref components illustrated in Figures 1.2. b and 1.3 behave as thin 

walled beams. If there is no eccentricity of loading then such members are 

subjected to bending stresses only,, and a two-dimensional analysis using 

standard engineers theories should suffice; providing that these loads can 

be adequately deduced., and the effects of localised stress concentrations can 

be considered as negligible. However. if the core is subjected to eccentric 
-f 



horizontal loading which applies a torque, then apart from twisting about 

itts.. vertical axis the section will also warp 
1, 

ar. 0, the mode of deformation 

becomes both three dimensional and considerably more complicated. if the 

core is not required to actively resist the torque applied to the structure 

then the formerts torsional behaviour can be neglected; unfortimately, hmTever, 

this is not normally the case. 

Figure 1.4. a shows the warping mode of an open channel section which 

might conveniently be used as a central core containing a lift shaft. 

However it is well known that such members possess an extremely low 

torsional stiffness, a closed box section, with dimensions of the order 

used in tall buildings, being of the order of a thousand times more stiff in 

39 this respect than an open one It is convenient therefore to restrain 

the warping of the open section at each floor level with beams., rigidly 

connected floor slabs, or a combination of both (Figure 1.4. b), thereby 

creating an extremely complicated structural component requiring a three 

dimensional analysis. 

The above examples serve to illustrate some of the problems associated 

with the lateral load analysis of tall building structures. 

1.2 Existing methods of analysis 

Basically the methods of analysis for such structures fall into two 

categories: firstly there are discrete methods, whereby the structure is 

analysed as a large, redundant, statically indeterminate analogue and for 

which a computer is essential; secondly there are continuous methods., whereby 

the discrete structure is transformed into a continuous analogue thus 

enabling an approximate solution to be obtained manually. Both these 

approaches can be made to yield either two or three dimensional solutions. 
2,3 

Early workers concentrated on the two dimensional applications of 

the continuous connection method to the interconnected shear wall problem 
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shown in Figures 1.1. and 1-5. a. Figure 1.5. illustrates the basis of the 

method., which allows a closed solution to be obtained. This treatment can be 

extended to include the effects of axial and shear deformations in the beams 

and walls 
23334 

. the effect of local deformations on the overall behaviour5., 

6 14 
instances in which the walls have unequal width or varying thickness 

and cases where more than two walls are interacted7. However this treatment 

of the problem requires the loads on the individual walls to be known. Without 

recourse to a three dimensional analysis. the only rational way of achieving 

this knowledge is to assume the load at every floor level to be distributed 

to each wall in proportion to its stiffness; several authors 
8,9ý, 10512 have 

shown this assumption to be invalid. Further disadvantages of the method 

are that it is limi ted in application to cases in which the storey heights and 

locations of the openings are constant throughout the height of the building., 

that wall and frame interaction cannot be readily idealised (i. e. lack of 

generality)., and that no knowledge is gained about the actual local 

deformations. It has also been found that when the beams become deep, 

interpretation of the magnitude and distribution of the stresses in the 

beams., and at the beam-wall interconnections, is extremely difficult if not 

13 35 impossible Harrison has stated that for buildings of less than ten 

storeys the approximation may be questionable. 

The lack of generality of the continuous connection method led to the 

development of the wide column frame analogy 
15.06 

which is illustrated in 

Figure 1.6. Here the member stiffnesses are calculated in the usual way 

except that the beams are connected to the columns by rigid arms which span 

the half widths of the walls, thus taking into account the eccentric effect 

of the. wall-beam connections. The solution to the resulting problem can be 

obtained on a standard stiffness or moment distribution program and the 

17 loc , appropriate effects due to axial., shear , and 15 deformations can be 

taken into account. Clearly any asymmety of the problem is of no consequence., 
4 
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whilst in-planar cormected wall and frame problems can now be analysed. 

For ex&Tnple the tubular structure of Figure 1.3. can be treated as 

delineated in Rigure 1.7. : the central core is considered as a two 

dimensional wall; the columns are treated similarly to the wall except 

-', -hat the eccentric effect of the connections are not taken into account; 

the slabs can be considered either as rigid arms or equivalent beams, although 

the latter idealisation may not, in may instances., be justifiable in view of 

the highly arbitrary properties of the equivalent beams. It is apparent that 

no estimation of the torsional behaviour of the structure is gleaned from 

this type of analysis. 

The continuous connection and wide frame methods are approximate solutions., 

both yielding (normally) lower bounds to the deflections 13,15. Assuming the 

validity of a two dimensional analysis it therefore becomes necessary to 

assess the accuracy of such methods by comparing them with an exact result. 

When dealing with problems such as shear walls., where exact mathematical 

solutions are either impossible or impractical to obtain, it has in the 

past been usual to perform model tests in order to furnish the required 

data. It is well known that such tests are expensive, and that the 

results obtained are prone to many errors; indeed when one reads in the 

literature of cases in which theory and experiment do not agree within 

reasonable limits., it is as often as not the latter and not the former 

results that are doubted -a poor endictument of 'exactl resultst More 

recently the advent of the digital computer has fostered much interest 

in the finite element method 
19., 2o., 49 

of stress analysis, which is 

capable of analysing a very wide range of structures. An analogous 

structure, divided into a mesh. ý the elements of which are usually either 

triangular or rectangular in shape, is considered', and an approximate 

stress or displacement function (or combination of both) is prescribed 

within each element; when the approximate functions are chosen in a 

le 
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certain manner the variational principles of elasticity 
21,22 

ensure that 

as the number of elements increases, the solution to the analogous problem 

converges to that of the actual one. Thus once the behaviour of the method 

is understood., the finite element results can be considered as the required 

'exactf ones. Finite element analyses are usually more reliable and less 

expensive than model tests. 

To this end certain authors 
11,23 

have applied the finite element method 
24 to shear wall analysis. However in discussing reference 11 Schwaighofer 

Rajagopalan 
25 

, Elms 
26 

, and Erem-n 
12 

considered that in view of the often 

gross limitations of any two dimensional analysis of tall building structures 

(see e. g. Reference 18) the well known approximate methods should suffice. 

Eremin nevertheless considered that the method could be used to investigate 

in detail the local deformations which remain. ý even in a three dimensional 

analysis,, a major two dimensional -problem. 

Originally three dimensional analyses were not considered practical 

owing to the large number of degrees of freedom involved. However the advent 

of the digital computer (with its high capacity for repetetive calculations) , 

and suitable matrix methods of analysis, removed many of the restrictions 

previously imposed by the large amount of arithmetic work associated with 

such problems. 

Clough et al 
27 

considered the case where all the vertical members can 

be made parallel., in plan, to the horizontal axes. These members are panels 

consisting of any combination of uniform walls, beams,, and columns. Each 0 

panel is given one tran plational, and as many rotational degrees of freedom 

as required., in its own plane at each floor level, and itts stiffness matrix 

calculated by the wide column frame analogy. Axial displacements in the walls 

are therefore included. All the panels are then condensed down to their 

translational degrees of freedom and superimposed to give the stiffness 

ruatrix for the entire structurewhich is then solved directly. Thus each 

It 
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floor has only two orthogonal translational degrees of freedom; the floor 

slabs are treated as infinitely rigid in their own plane and of zero 

transverse stiffness; the torsional behaviour of the building is ignored. 

Weaver and Nelson 
28 

developed a similar method of analysis for buildings 

consisting of frames only. 

Khan and Sbaroum-s 
29 

developed an iterative technique in order to solve 

the same type of structure as that considered by Clough. All the shear walls 

are combined as one stiffness., and the frames as another; the centre of 

gravity of each system is then calculated and the distance between them 

spanned by link beams; equilibrium and compatibility conditions in the 

links are then used to solve the overall system, the first interaction 

assuming the deflected shape of the unrestrained wall system. This-problem 

having been solved, each column line is investigated separately by allocating 

the deflections for the overall system to the shear walls and force-fitting the 

frames. This analysis is subject to similar assumptions and restrictions as 

that of Reference 27., but has the advantage that only a small computer is 

required. 

Stamato and Stafford Smith 
32 

have presented an analysis similar to that 

of Clough which can accommodate panels in any plane. 

Winokur and Gluck 
10 

developed a method of analysis whereby any degree of 

asymmetry, in plan,, could be tolerated and the torsional behaviour of the 

structure approximated. Each vertical member is given three degrees of 

freedom at each storey: two orthogonal tranlations referred to an arbitrary set 

of global coordinates. Ad a rotation about the vertical axis. The bending, 

warping,, and St. Venant torsional stiffnesses associated with these freedoms 

are then calculated. The floor slabs are assumed infinitely rigid and of 

zero transverse stiffness; thus each floor level has only three degrees of 

freedom. The member stiffnesses are therefore superimposed directly to give 

the structure stiffness matrix, and the resulting equilibrium eam tions solved 
0 



for the required displacements. 

9 

This analysis is Suitable f or structures 

consisting of prismatic slýear walls and cores only; frame stiffnesses as 

calculated in reference 27 can be included. Gluck 
30 

extended this treatment 

to include inter-connected shear wall action, however., his analysis is 

restricted to instances where the properties of the vertical members remain 

constant throughout the height of the structure. Coull and Irwin 
31 

published 

an analysis similar to that of Gluck. 

The assumption that the floors act as rigid diaphragms in their own plane 

implies that the load redistribution due to the in-planar deformation of the 

33 floor slabs has been ignored. Goldberg considered the floor slabs as deep 

34 beams in their own planes. Majid and Croxton also developed a method of 

analysis which made this assumption and which could also take into account 

the eccentricity of the vertical loading which had previously been ignored 

or required a separate analysis. The latter authors have shown that both 

these effects can have a profound effect on the results. It is, however., 

hard to achieve any large amount of generality with analyses of the type 

presented in References 33 and 34. 

Ignoring the transverse stiffness of the floor slabs means that the 

effect of moment resistant connections between these and the vertical walls 

have been ignored; clearly, apart from obviously affecting the stresses in 

the floor slabs themselves, these may also affect the axial displacements 

in the walls. Qadeer and Stafford Smith36 have investigated this problem 

with respect to interconnected shear walls. 

Some authors355 
37-' have assessed the stiffnesses of the floor slabs by 

means of a finite element analysis. Zienkiewicz et al 
37 

concluded that in 

certain types of structure it is possible to neglect deformations due to 

transverse bending altogether; it does not seem, however, that this 

approximation can be regarded as a general rule of thu C) -mb 

It can be seen that in view of their inadequacies in respect Of torsion, 
0 
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many of the previously mentioned analysis cannot be expected to give 

reliable results when applied to the ? pierced torsion box' type structures 

depicted in Figure 1.4. Clearly the behaviour of these components becomes 

even more complicated when modified through horizontal beam and slab action 

with adjacent cores, walls, and columns. Little work has been published on 

this problem. 

Taranath38 developed a stiffness approach which adopts the warping 

deformation of the cores at each floor level as a generalised displacement5 

and which can accommodate column and slab action. Michae, 
39 

applied the 

continuous connection method to a symmetrical core consisting of two open 

channels., placed facing each other., connected by beams. In this development 

he assumes that the core maintains its cross-sectional shape during 

deformation. However it has been found 
4o 

that when pierced boxes adopt 

certain configurations the vertical members can undergo serious out of plane 

rippling., analogous to the local deformations encountered at beam-wall 

connections in plane shear walls. Harrison 
35 

has proposed a simple 

correction in respect of this phenomenum; it is,, however., not widely tested 

at the present time, and is applied only with difficulty when the inter- 

connecting beams become deep. 

It is seen that all the analyses discussed impose some restrictions, 

either on the geometry., or structural behaviour of the buildings to be 

investigated. Clearly, however., it is not always either possible, or 

desirable., to make a structure concur with the geometrical restrictions 

of a given analysis, whilst restrictions on structural behaviour are often 

made out of necessity, in order to obtain a reasonably straight forward 

mathematical treatment., and may not always be tenable. In order to 

consolidate existing work and allow for future developments it was decided, 

in the Department of Civil Engineering 
,,, 

to investigate the application of 

the finite elerwnt, method to tall building analysis. The present thesis 

comprises part of this work. IV 
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Finite element analyses of the type envisaged have been published 
37, ý 

41 
5 

in which full advantage is taken of the fact that in the small displacement 

analysis of thin plates the in-planar and transverse deformations of a single 

plate can be assumed independent" . Both these analyses allot six 

(displacement) degrees of freedom to each node in the analogue structure5 

I 
the minimum required for definition of a three dimensional problem. 

Unfortunately the internal element displacement patterns allowed by their 

representations are limited, and consequently high degrees of subdivision 

may be required in the vicinity of stress concentrations and points of high 

contraflexure. In the former analysis the bending and in-planar elements 

have different edge displacements; compatibility is therefore lost at the 

geometrical discontinuities which abound in all folded plate structures. 

The latter authors thought it desirable to maintain compatibility at these 

points, however the displacement functions used to achieve this end appear 
I to render the solution extremely stiff. 

The present author also feels that is is preferable to render identical 

the boundary displacements of the two types of element, as if this is not 

done the finite element analogue structure will tear (to some greater or 

lesser extent)., during deformation., at the geometrical discontinuities; 

theoretically this contravenes one of the basic requirernents for convergence of 
42 

the method It was decided to investigate the application of various higher U 

order (with respect to the element approximating functions 19., 45 ) elements so 

that the required three dimensional continuity could be achieved as efficiently 

as possible. Clearly a... similar criterion is also sought in respect of the 

relevant two dimensional problems. 

In reality the use of higher order elements increases either the -number 

of degrees of freedom at each node or the number of nodes Der element. As 

six degrees of freedom at a node is the minimum, required L for three dimensional 

definition., it is seen that the number of equations to be solved in the analysis 
4 
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of a real structure may become large. ZienkieT., Ticz et a137 considered that 

this fact may well be prohibitive. However it was anticipated that with 

the -utilisation of suitable programming techniques43 this would not be the 

case; moreover it was hoped that the more generalised deformation patterns 

afforded by higher order elements may actually reduce the number of nodal 

unknowns required to solve a given problem., as the corresponding number of 

finite elements required becomes less. It was appreciated, nevertheless. ý 

that the usefulness of finite element tall building analyses lies more in 

the field of research than design. 

1.3 Scope of this thesis 

Ihin plate finite elements (hereafter referred to as elements) are 

derived iria the variational principles of elasticity by three different 

methods. As the type of structure to be investigated is normally comprised 

of rectangular components it was decided to limit this work to a study of 

rectangular elements only. 

The first formulation relies on an assumed displacement field which is 

continuous over the structure and yields, in the mean, a lower bound to the 

displacements; various elements of both general and specialised application 

are derived. The second method is based on a self equilibriating stress 

field; the individual element approximating functions are derived through 

the mathematical analogies which exist between the flexure and extension of 

thin plates 
46,47 

. whence an upper bound5 in the man, to the stresses is 
V 

6btained. Thus it should theoretically be possible to obtain a bounded 

solution to various thin plate problems. The third method is the so-called 
22. 

stress hybrid approach . for each element internal stress and boundary 

displacement fields are prescribed; the latter field., which alone appears in 

the final solution equations, ý serves to weight the former. 
.. L By this means 

0 the continuity requirements on both fields are relaxed., and a solution which 
9 
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may be either an upper or lower bound is obtained. For the purpose of this 

investigation interest was focused on one flexural and one in-planar element 

only in each of the latter two formulations. 

All the elerients derived are demonstrated to converge as indicated above5 

and applied to some 2 dim. ensional problems of interest such as the plane shear 

wall structure discussed in Sections 1.1. and 1.2. ; and certain conclusions 

are made. 

The laws governing the transformation of the derived elements into three 

dimensions are established, and it is stated that a three dimensional element 

can be obtained by superposing suitable bending and in-plane elements. The 

extent to which each three dimensional element obeys the laws of compatibility 

and equilibrium is discussed; and it is shown that a practicality arising from 

the boundary value problem associated with the second formulation above precludes 

its use in this type of analysis. The application of the remaining three 

dimensional elements is demonstrated on models (which simulate typical tall 

building cores as discussed in Sections 1.1. and 1.2. ) that have also been 

analysed both theoretically and experimentally 
. 

by Harrison35 and Siddal, 
43; 

and certain conclusions are made. 

General computerised solution systems, one for each different formulation, 

and the relevant data format specifications., are given in appendices. 

Throughout this thesis finite elements are referred to simply as elements, 

whereas structural felementst are referred to explicitly. 

The significance of all notation, symbols, and abbreviations used is 

explained when first encountered in the text. 

Jr 

Pk 
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FIGURE I.. l SHEAR WALL STRUCTURE COMPOSED OF FLAT SLABS 

ARRANGED SYMMETRICALLY 
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FIGUIRE 1.2 TWO ID'EALISED PLANS OF SHEAR WALL STRUCTURES 
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closely 

columns 

outer tu 

FIGURE 1.3 TUBULAR CONSTRUCTION 

forminR inner tube 
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TORQUE 

unrestrained warping of 
open section. 

a) Unrestrained uniform torsion 

warping restrained 
by either beams, 
slabs. or slabs with 
drop beams. 

TORQUE 

b) Restrained non-unii-orm torsion 

FIGURE 1.4 ILLUSTRATING THE LiEiIAVIOUR OF A TYPICAL CORE UNDER 

! SOLATED WARPING. 
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LOAD 

a) Interconnected shear wall - discrete connections 

1 .1 

ID) Anolgue problem with the walIs continuously connected 

FIGURE 1.5 THE SINGLE BAY INTERCONNECTED SHEAF, WALL 

45 
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FIGURE 1.6 THE WIDE COLUMN FRAME ANALOGY APPLIED TO A SINGLE BAY 

INTERCONNECTED SHEAR WALL 
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a) Floor slabs considered as rigid, pin jointed arms 

r- 

b) Floor slabs considered as equivalent (moment resisting) beams 

1 

-------4 

fl_* 
-- 

II 
II 

-1- 
II 
II 
II 
II 

FIGURE 1.7 TWO DIMENSIONAL WIDE COLUMN FRAM ý. D -- -L 
ANALOGY OF FIGUPE ' .3 
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CHAPTER 2 

The theory of the Knite Element Method related to compatible models and 

the derivation of "a class of such elements. 

2.1 Variational formulation of the method 

The mathematical derivation of The Finite Element Displacement Method 

is well documented 19,225 49 
. and will only be briefly outlined here. It is 

based on the theorem of minimum potential energy which may be stated 
21,225 49 

as the vanishing of the first variation of the functional 

lip (I Dijkl 6ij Ckl 2 

where 

Sij the strain tensor 

- Fi ui) dV 

f 'Ti ui d. S(7 
(2.1) 

ui the displacement vector 

T, prescribed body f orces 

prescribed surface tractions 

matrix of elastic constants which express the stress-strain 

relationships 

and 
f dV and 

fd 
Scy represent integration with respect to the volume., and 

portion of the boundary on which tractions are applied respectively. 

Whilst the tensor form of equation 2.1 is independent of the special 

coordinates all the geometry in the present thesis is referred to a system 5u 

of orthogonal cartesian coord-Inates. A detailed study of the formulae of 

cartes-41-an tuensors is given in Reference 68. 

In applying the Finite Element Method to the above principle19., 
K5 49 

the continuous struc'u,,: Lre --*! -s 
divided, q-cdte arbitrarily, into a number of 

discrete elements. Approximate displacement functions are then prescribed 

throughout each ele,.,, 7ý. -:;. nL, by , r, 2a. -is of generalised dis-0 lacement and inuer'nolating 
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functions. When this is done the principle 2.1 will ensure that as the 

number of elements in the analogous structure increases, the finite element 

sol, ations will converge monotonically to the correct result. 

2.1 can now be written as 

n 
Tip 

f(l 
Eijkl 2 

e= 
F-ii F'kl - Fi ui) d 

Equation 

(2.2) 

- 
jTj 

ul. d Sue 

where n is the total number of elements in the analogous structure, and 
fd 

Ve5 
fd 

Sue represent integration over the volume, and portion of the boundary 

on which tractions are prescribed, respectively, of any particular element. 

Equation 2.2 is only valid if the element approximating functions allow 

the functional to remain defined. For this to be the case the interpolating 

functions must obey certain rules. These are again well documented 195 495 425 50 

and are sun mar ised as follows: 

(1) The functions must form a complete series. A series is said to 

be complete if, over the region of application, an arbitrary 

function F can be represented to the extent that 

ci ui 
1--> 00 

(2-3) 

examples of such series are polynomial and fourier series. 

(2) The functions must satisfy the geometric boundary conditions of 

the problem, and be capable of responding to the applied loading 

system. 

In the limit no contribution to the energy functional must be t(,:, -iven 

by the inter-element boundary regions. In order that the functional 

remain defined in the form of Equation 2.2 it is therefore necessary 

for the interpolating functions to be fully continuous across the 

inter-element boundaries to degree (N-1),. and piecewise continuous 

opý 
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within each element to degree N; where 11 is the highest order 

derivative occuring in the Euler eq7aations corresponding to 

the functional. 

When these requirements are fulfilled the assumed element displacements may 

be written., quite generally, in matrix form as 

U=L. q (2.4) 

where L is a matrix of interpolation functions, and q is the vector of 

nodal generalised displacenents (or degrees of freedom) pertaining to them. 

Throughout this thesis, where ever matrix notation is employed, a capital 

letter signifies a rectangular matrix of constants; and a normal letter 

signifies a column matrix of variables, pertaining either to a parametric 

field, or quantities derived there from. 

At this point in the arguement it can be demonstrated 
1ý9 

that if nt is 

the true value of the total potential energy of a problem, and "a i, 9 the 

approximate value indicated by any finite element displacement solution then 

R 

and that this leads to the conclusion that the internal strain energy of the 

k. kC%4p-V- system is o=sir-estimated. These facts will be used to advantage in the later 

work. 

Further to the above observation Melosh5o stated a vo-luntary requirement.. 

in addition to those already laid down, which the assumed displacement modes 

should satisfy as follows: ISince the rigid body modes of deformation involve 

no potential energy., an heuristic arguement suggests that selecting rigid 

states in deference to elastic ones will result in a lower energy and hence 

a better approximate solution. ' 

Thus it is advisable to ensure that the element displacement functions 

include the rigid body modes, although these would norn, ally be included under 

criteria I and 2 above in ariy case. All the elements derived in -, '. his thes. is 

include the rigid %states. 
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The strain distributions corresponding to Equation 2.4 are obtained by 

appropriate differentiation as 

F- = (2-5) 

substitution of Equations 2.4 and 2.5 into Equation 2.2 gives 

nTT 
Z (12 

qq-q (2.6) 
e=l 

where 

K= fB T. D. B. dVe 
(2-7) 

R= fL T-T? 
- dVe + 

jLb Td Sae 

where D is a matrix containing the relevant stress-strain relationships. 

and T are respectively the prescribed body forces and surface tractions, 

and the subscript b denotes L evaluated round the boundary. K and R are 

respectively the element stiffness , natrix, and vector of nodal loads 

equivalent to the applied surface and body loads. 

In order that the computational work can be carried out efficiently, it 

is usual- to derive individual elements in local coorindates (see Section 2.9.2). 

When assembling a mesh of elements to simulate a continuum it is therefore 

necessary to convert the element nodal displacements q to be compatible with 

an independent global system of both coordinates mad displacementst 

qf 

and the final f orm of the functional is thus 

=1 IT T 
KF . qI - qI .RF 

where 
nT 

KF=zX -e - Ke 
e e=l 

n 

e=l 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

are respectivel-y the stiffness matrix and matrix of consistent nodal loads of 

the assembled structure. it is noted that energies can be added CLlgebraically, 
. 41 
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As both the element and assembled stiffness matrices include., by 

virtue of the restrictions placed on the element displacement functions5 

the rigid body modes of the structure. ý it is necessary to prescribe a 

boundary value problem which constrains at least these in order to render 

KF non-singular. When this has been done, application of the minimum principle 

6n =0 will Y-ield-. 

KF . q1 -RF ý- 0 (2.11) 

which is a system of simultaneous lirp-ar equations, and can be solved for q?. 

Individual element displacements can then be obtained through Equation 2.8, 
CO 

and the stresses at the element nodes from 

D. Bn (2.12) 

wherelf, is a matrix containing the local values of B at the relevant nodes. 

Three points of interest arise immediate" from the above tb. eory: - LY 

(1) As the strains in the individual elements are obtained from the 

derivatives of the interpolation functions, they are not 

necessarily continuous across the inter-element boundaries. 

This leads to the conclusion that the value of stress at a 

given boundary will depend on which element was used to 

calculate it. 

(2) It has been mentioned that the above formulation will always give 

an upper bound to the total potential energy. This leads to the 

.. conclusion that in the man the displacements and stresses will be 

underestimated. However it is impossible to accurately estimate 

the error from a single finite element calculation. 

By the nature of the method the displacements, and hence the 

strains and stresses have been afforded a certain amount of 

continuity. This implies that singularities, such as 

ccncentrated loads, are unacceptable. 

These points ýeill be further discussed in Chapter 
0 
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The remainder of the work in this chapter was carried out by the author 

in conjuilction 'with R. E. Yeadon. 

2.. 2 The -use of interpolation formulae in The Finite Element Method 

This section describes the manner in which the explicit forms of 

Equation 2.4 are identified. 

In the past many element displacement fimctions have been derived by 

expressing the nodal generalised displacements in terms of arbitrary 

coefficients of a polynomial series 
23,53,54 

* This process involves a 

matrix inversion which normally has to be carried out in a computer. The 

method is tedioiis and gives little insight to the obtained displacement f ield. 

In the present text the displacement fields will be defined directly in terms 

of the standard Hermite and Lagrange interpolation formulae550 When certain 

rules are obeyed the result is the same as achieved by the polynomial approach., 

but more easily visualised. It is hence easier to generate both general 
61 

and specialised 
64 

elements. 

It is now convenient to define a set of functions of class Co as one which 

defines continuity of only the function itself across interpolation points. 

All Lagrange f ormulae are of this type., the simplest of which is the linear 

interpolation 

A, 
(2-13) 

A 2- 0 

A set of class CI functions is then one which defines continuity of both the 

function and itts first derivatives across the interpolation points. The 

basic functions 

B1 

B1 

B2 

o. -P this type Care the cubic Hermitian formulae 

0 -3 2 

01 -0 1s 

003 -2 S2. (2f . 1.4) 

-1 1j S3 
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These functions are shown graphically in Figure 2.1. 

Similarly a set of functions of class C2 is one which defines continuity 

up to and including the second derivatives across the interpolation points. 

Such a set of functions can readily be shaq-n to be 

D1 

Di 

D1 

D2 

D2 

D2" 

1 

0 

0 0 -10 15 -6 1 

0 0 10 -15 6 s 

1 0 -6 8 -3 S2 

0 0 -4 7 -3 S3 

0 0.5 -1.5 1.5 -0.5 S4 

0 0 0.5 -1 0.5 S5 

(2-15) 

where D1 D11 DIII give unit values of the function, its first derivative, 

and its second derivative respectively at S -: -- 0. D2 D2t D211 are the 

corresponding values at S=1. 

Consistent with the derivations for, and well know applications of., 

interpolation formulae in single and multi-dimensional problems, the 

following theorem for the derivation of assumed displacement fields can be 

stated: 

Any fully defined, single valued, finite element displacement field can 

be generated by permutating all the basic functions of the class or classes 

being used3 provided that an identical number of consistant nodal degress of 

freedom (dof1s) can be identified. 

In view of the fact that the basic functions referred to will describe 

the element boundary displacements, it can be demonstrated empirice-Ily that 

the application of this theorem, in conjunction with the one dimensional 

interpolation formulae of the type desscribed by Equations 2.13 - 2.15,, is 
limitted to elements whose boundaries can be brought into line vrith a set 

of cartesian axes. However5 once such elements 'nave been established they 

can be mapped into almost any shape5l!, 
19 

-1 11 
thereby5 theoretically, al oivi-ing the 

solution of a multiplicity of problems,, 
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Thus for thee rectangle of Rigure 2.2. a, when forming a displacement 

field (u) from the Co functions of Equation 2.13 the following permutalk-d on 

is required 

A, x 
[A, 

G) A2 

A2 

which leads to the fol1owing definition of the field 

ii = Al (-7) 
- A2 (y) 

-N2+A2 (x) ,A, 
(y) 

-N 

2 
(X) 

. A2 (Y) 
, Nj 

where N, j N23N33N4 are the required nodal doffs. 

readily shows 

N1 =ýl IU113 1ý2 ý IU123 N3 ý 
Ju133 N4 = JuJ4 . 

(2.16) 

Inspection of Figure 20 

The field u is now fully defined, and suited to use in The Finite Element 

Method., provided it obeys Criterion 3 of Section 2.1. 

This example surves to show that the above approach has the following C) 

advantages over that of the assumed polynomial: 

(1) Differing degrees of continuity in different directions can 

easily be catered for if required. 

(2) The approximate displacement functions are obtained directly 

instead of requiring a matrix inversion., thereby saving computer 

time. In fact the present approach leads to an extremely 

appealing computerised formulation of the relevant matrices 

(See Section 2.9.2). 

The functions are more readily identified and visualised. Hence: 

Artificially constrained elements can easily be derived from the 

general model. 

Suitable meshes are more easily chosen, and the sign-I f icance of 

results more readily appreciated. 

Iff 
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2.3 Application ol" the method_to thin plate theory -1 

Before the process of Section 2.1 can proceed there are three decisions 

to be rAde: 

(1) The relevant strain-displacement relationships must be 

identified. 

The sahpe of the element must be chosen. 

Suitable element approximate displacement functions must be 

derived. 

The latter will govern the choice of nodal unknowns. 

As stated in Chapter 1 the dimensions of the wall and slab components 

of tall buildings are usually such that thin plate theory can be assumed to 

apply. The individual plate elements will therefore be -under conditions of 

plane stress52 , plate bending 
44 

, or a combination of both 
44. 

The strain-displacement relationships for plane stress deformations 

are52 : 

x 
U9 

x 

I&yv 

5y 
(2-17) 

YXY U. ý y+ 
V5 

x 
%, 

where U and V are a set of orthogonal displacement components; and 

Y)CY are constant over the plate thickness, and can therefore be taken as 

typical at the middle siLrface. 

The equivalent relationships for plate bending are 
44: 

x W, 
xx 

&y W5 
yy 2.1 

YXY W., 
Xy 

where & X1 6y Yxy are the curvatures at the rdd-surface o-I the plate., and 

w is the transverse deflection component. 
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The most popular shapes of thin plate element in the past have been 

tIv,, triangle, general quadrilateral, or rectangle; it is also possible to 

19,51 Irvi. p these basic shapes in almost any chosen space . Clearly the 

moro adaptable shapes are the triangle and quadrilateral. it has been 

found. ý hmTever, that for a given degree of complexity rectangular elements 

give the best results 
49. 

Clearly they are also the easiest to understand 

from an intuitive 'viewpoint. Moreover., in view of the fact that rectangles 

can always be brought into line with a cartesian coordinate system. ý the laws 

of transformation are simpler. 

As most of the structure types it was hoped to analyse normally consist 

of combinations of rectangular shapes., it was therefore decided to use only 

rectangular elements in the present work. The theory of Section 2.2 can 

therefore be used directly in order to derive the element shape functions. 

In view of requirement 3. of Section 2.15 Equations 2.17 and 2.18 mean 

that different degrees of minimum field continuity are required in order that 

Equation 2.2 can be applied to the two independent problems. 

Equation 2.17 infers that inter-element continuity of U and V only are 

required. Eq 
, uation 2.18 implies that continuity of w; w, xy are required 

As it is the plate bending problem which requires the higher degree of field 

continuity it is proposed to establish finite element solutions to these 

first. Plane stress solutions iy-ill then be examined with reference to both 

the possible and desirable reductions in continuity requirements. 

2.4 Plate bending elements 

2.4.1 Conforming solutions 

As continuity- of w; Wx; W5 
y 

are required, the lowest order functions 

which can be used are those of Equation 
22.14. The equalion of the deflection 

w For a generalised boundary this means thau t continuity of w and w5n (the 
) are required, as continuit-y of w itself ensures tha normCILL -, -, lope/ U wins 

(the tangentia-I slope) will be compatible across the in, er-eleirent boundaries. 
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surface, in dimensionless coordinates, thus becomes-. - 

22 
y) B. (x) 

- Bj U) Bli (x) 
-B 

(Y) (W. 9-)jj 
i=l j=l 

111 
t) 

i1x1 

+ B. () . B() . 1 

+Bi1 (X) 
- BjI (Y) 

. 
I(W5 

XY)ij 
1 (2.19) 

55,5ý This element has sixteen doffs four at each corner node, and is well known 

The element will be referred to in the text as B/4/4/c. 
Equation 2.19 can be written in the form of Equation 2.4 as 

w (x., y) =L. q (2.20) 

(It is noticed that Equation 2.20 has been expressed in dimensional 

coordinates, although at this stage there is no need to do so). 

where 

L= 
[B, (x) B, (y) 

B1 (x) B2 (y) 

B2 (x) B 1(y) 

B2 (x) B2 (y) 

B, '(x) B, (y) 

B11 (x) B2 (y) 

f 
B2 '(x) B 1(y) 

B2 '(x) B2 (y) 

B (x) . B'(y) 11 

B1 (x) -B 2'(y) 

t 
B2 (x) . B, (y) 

B2(X) -B 21(y) 

B t(X). B1 (y) 
11 

B1 '(x) -B 2'(y) 

and 

B 1(x) - B'(y) 21 

B 21(x) .B2 '(y 

T 
q 

1"T11 
ll"T-Ixll 

1wyll 
w 'xy 

II 11"T12 lw'xl2 lw'yl2 lw'xyl2 

JwJ3 lw-'xl3 lw'yl3 lw'xY13 JwJ4 lw-, 
xl4 

lw-'yl4 1'5xyl4 

The relationship between the dimensional and dimensionless coordinates is 

illustrated in Figure 2.2, and the BI functions of Equations 2.19 and 2.20 

are defined by Equation 2.14. The shape functions defined by Equations2.19 

and 2.20 appropriate to the doffs at node 1 are shmm graphic-ally in Figure 

2.4, whence those at the remaining nodes can be visualised. 

If the above element is required to describe only pure bendLig then 

=0 can be app-j- the constraint w. lied to the nodal unknowns O-L 2.19 f Equation 

and the deflectim surface becomes 
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2 
(3E 

, y) = 7,71 
[B1 

(x-) - Bj (y) 
. 

l(W)ij 

i=l j=l 

+BB i 
(y) 

x iji 

1y w3- + Bi (x) -Bi 
(-) 1(y )ij 11 (2.21) 

This element has 12 doffs., 3 at each corner node., and should also be a 

useful tool for the solution of certain plates under symeetrical transverse 

loading., when the twisting moments do little work. It has been used effective15 

by several authors55, ) 585 60 
. and will be refe=ed to in the text as B/4/3/C. 

Inspection of Equation 2.21 reveals that the mixed second derivative is 

constrained to zero only at the nodes. It may be, therefore, that the element 

does not perform too badly in more generalised problems. However the mixed 

second derivative does appear explicitly in the functional, and there is no 

doubt that it is constrained in some way by Equation 2.21 throughout the 

element. Bogner et a, 
55 

and Clough 
60 

have stated that B/4/3/C does not 

always converge to the correct answer,, and recommend that it be used with 

caution, if at all. These facts not withstanding., there is no doubt that 

the absence of w., XY as a dof is an extremely appealing feature of this elemnt. 

Clearly on the basis of the theory of Section 2.2 it is possible to 

postulate many more sophisticated elements 
135 55,45 

. however, the 

convergence properties of the above elements., demonstrated in Chapter- 

appear to be satisfactory for the problems considered herein. 

2.4.2 Non-conforming solutions 

Bazeley et al 
56 

proposed an alternative statement of the criteria for 

convergence of flexural thin plate elements as follows: 'I'L any, group of 

elements can represent the rigid body and constlant curvature states exactly, 

then the finite element solutions will converge to the U true state of strain 

energy. ý though not necessarily in monotcnic -PLorlr,. i 

This is the criterion which allows the so-called non-confcorming elements 
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to demonstrateapparent convergence. 

The above statement can be interpreted as somewhat analogous to 

Criteria 1 and 2 of Section 2.1. When working in cartesian coordinates it 

is clearly desirable to obtain a polynominal expansion which is symmetrical 

in x and y. whilst to the knowledge of the author no one has attempted to 

formulate a non-conforming element which includes any terms of higher than 

fourth order. In such cases it is evident that the existence of all the 

second order terms goes some way to ensuring completeness, although., of 

course., completeness is by no means guaranteed. Also it is not possible to 

prescribe generalised boundary value, or loading problems, unless the rigid 

body and constant curvature modes are included in the expansion. 

However there is nothing in Bazeleyls statement analogous to Crit. -ricn 

of section 2.1; in fact it is demonstrated in Reference 56 that vanishing 

disecretisation. error can only be proved for certain mesh patterns. 

This relaxation of Criteria 1 and 3 of Section 2.1 allows the displacement 

pattern for both rectangular53 and triangular56 elements to be expressed in 

terms of the f ollo-wing dof Is only., at the corner nodes: w W. ý x W5 y" 

Typical of all non-conforming elements., the formulations in these references 

utilise displacement fields that are incomplete; and yield inter-element 

compatibility of transverse deflections., but not normal slopes. 

Whilst many useful results have been obtained using non-conforming 

solutions, no rigorous proof of their convergence characteristics has ever 

49 been given; indeed.,, these seem to vary dramatically from problem to problem . 

Bogner et al 
55 

surmise that convergence seems to be observed to a certain 

extent because the over relaxation of the continuity requirements at the 

boundaries is compensate-d to some degree by the increased stiffness afforded 

to the internal displacements. 
-L 

57 C'ough and Felippa state that: 'The use of 

non-conforming elements in general programmes has certain disadvantages 

: (a) energy convergence depends on the mesh subdivision pattern, 
4 

curvatures and be,, Lad-Ln, -,! moments may not converge even if the strain 
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energy does, and (c) no error control is available. f 

Notwithstanding the undoubted service given by various nonconforming 

elements it is assumed that, where conforming solutions are available, these 

would be used in preference. Conforming formulations only are therefore 

sought throughout this thesis; Siddall 
43 

has investigated the use of 

non-conforming elements in three-dimensional tall building work. 

2.5 Plane stress elements 

It has been shown that continuity of the basic functions U and V 

only is required. The simplestelement, therefore, that can be postulated 

uses a bilinear interpolation field, defined by equation 2.13.,: 

(x., y) Ai (X 
ij 

-) 
. Aj (Y) (U) 

j 
(2.21) 

22 
v (X3 y) = T, Z Ai (x) 

.Ai 
(y-) - (V)ij 

i=l i=111 

The U displacement field of this element was that generated in Section 2,, 2 

as an example of the use of interpolation functions. 

This basic element has 8 doffs, and has been considered by many 

authors 
195 225 55; 

it is not considered further here wing to itts poor 
13 

convergence characteristics Clearly higher order Lagrangian (CO) functions 
61 

pan be used by increasing the number of nodes in the element It is also 

possible to mix functions of different classes to good effect 
13,23 

Consider the application of the finite element displacement 
-method to the 

types of structure to be analysed., namely shear wall and core structures, 

When simulating these types of problem it is necessary to consider beam 

and slab interconnections. Beam elements can be comprised of a mesh of Co 

pý-ane stress elements. However a satisfactory slab interconnection can onl-yr v 
be achieved if slope continuity is rm-Lntained, and clearly this is not possible 

if continidty of only the basic function is allowed in the walls. 
0 
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As stated in Chapter 1, thin plate core structures can be considered 

as a special class of folded plate problem, and that the plate bending an: '- 

plane stress displacement components will not be independent at the folds. 

Clearly therefore., in view of Section 2.4.1, if any type of Co function were 

used for the plane stress displacement field, tears at the plate 

interconnections would be implied unless Lagrangian-type constraints were 

introduced to remove them. 

B. M. Fraeijs de Veubeke 
62 

suggested the following analogy for the 

production of elements suitable for in-planar defcrmation problems: 

IA duplication of the spline interpolation technique used to generate a 

conforming plate bending element, produces a new conforming analogue for 

plane stress-strain. ' Hence any fully defined displacement field suitable 

for plate bending analysis can also be used in plane stress analysis. 

Direct application of the analogy to Equation 2.19 leads to the definitioi 

of an element -with the following deformation pattern: 
22 

R) 
-B 

G) X'ý Y) = 7,7, yy u 
i=1 J=I 

[B, 
(X). Bj(-). 

j(U)ijj 
+ (X 

i ij 

R). B I (Y). (U5 u )ij + Bi (X). B iI 
(Y). I 

05ýoij +B iI 
(X 

22- 
xy v(3 Y) =Z7, Bý. ( )-B 

i X). 
I 
(V)iil 

i=1 j=1 

+Bi )ij 

+ Bi (X) (V5; - c yiI 
-C 

)ij I 

Bj 
-t 

(ý) -B i (R) .I (V. ýRý)ij 
II 

where the B, functions are defined by Equation 2.14. 
dof Is, the 8 at each corner riode being: 

U. 
9 

U. 
ýx 

Uý, 
y 

U. 
ý XY 

v V3 
yv .9xvI XY 

(2.22) 

This element has ý2 

and will be referred to in the text a3 ? /4/8/C. 
I# 
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Writing Equation 2.22., dimensionally, in the form of Equation 2,14. 

yields: 

U (x5y) 
L. q (2.23) 

LV 
(x3y)-i 

where 

B, (X) .B 
(Y) 0B (X) -BI 

(Y) 

B, 

B1 ' (x) B1 (y) 0 B1 ' (x) . B1 ' (y) 
- 

0 

BB 2' 

0B2B2 

BB 

0 

B2 (x) .B1 

0 

B2 1 (x) .B1 

1BB 

21 
(ý 

B 

B2 (x) .B1 

B5, 

B 11 

B2 (x) -B2 (y) 

B2 (y) 0 

BB v) 2 21 
(v 

0 

B2' (x) . B1' (y) 

BB 

B1 1 (x) B1 (3r) 

0 

B2t (x) . B1 (y 

0 

B2' (x) . B1' ( 

0 

0 

B 21 (x) 
- B2' 

ly 

0 
0 B2 1 (x) 

-B2t( 
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and 

q Dull Ivii lu-,, I-l IV,. Il IU,. Il iv, yll I ujxyj 1 Vqyj I 
JU12 IV12 IU'yl2 V5 

x12 
IU'xl2 IV'yl2 JU-x-yl2 IV'-x-v 

. 

12 

JU13 IV13 JU'yl3 IV'xl3 1 U5 
x13 

IV'yl3 IU'xyl3 IV'xyl3 

JU14 IV14 lu-'yl4 IV-, 
xl4 

lu-'xl4 IV-'yl4 lu-,: 
)wl4 

IV-'xyl4] 

The B. functions of Equations 2.22 and 2.23 are defined by Equation 2.14. 
1- 

The shape functions defined by Equations 2.22 and 2.23 appropriate to the 

doffs at node 1 are shown graphically in Figure 2.51 whence those at the 

remaining nodes can be readily visualised. 

F/4/8/C can be seen to have good application to shear wall and folded 

plate ; structures. The nodal doffs U, 
Ya nd V, 

x can be interpreted as 

rotations, thus allowing full continuity at plate to plate, and plate to 

beam connections. Indeed3 as all the first derivatives are taken as nodal 

ý4ýnowns., inspection of Equation 2.17 reveals that the strains and hence 

stresses are continuous. Moreover, a combination of this element with 

P/4/4/C will allow full continuity of the strain tensor to be transmitted 

through any folded plate problem. The latter is an extremely useful facility; 

unfortunately the presence of the mixed second derivatives as doffs renders 

the number of equations to be solved in genera. 1 three dimensional problems 

extremeýy large (see Chapter 

Qlearly it is possible to form the analogue of equation 2.21 by applying 

thpl*-cubic constraints U, 
xy = V., 

XY =0 at the nodes of Equation 2.22. This 

eleMent., which will be referred to as -P/4/6/C, may be suitable for the 

P, P, -4! ysis of general problems. It must be appreciated., however., that these 

pqnstraints will inhibit the convergence of the remaining doffs in some way. 

Nevertheless it might be expected that the consturaints on the present 

displacement field have less effect on the overall behaviour than that 
d 

Wflich is app-Tied to the displacements of B/4/-')/C IATIV ds -1 s because -the 
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mixed second derivatives no longer appear explicitly in the function-al. 

It has been stated that elements to be used in shear wall analysis 

should ideally have the required rotations as nodal unknowns. Whilst 

PA/8/C satisfies this criterion it may be that it is more complex than 

necessary for many applications. 

In order to achieve compatibility with bewn elements., Macleod 
21 

developed a rectangular plane Stress element which adopted the rotations 

U and Vu 
yx as doffs at alternate nodes. Unfort -nately this formulaton 

suffers in that problems involving a degree of symmetry cannot, often. ý be 

idealised. Indeed, it is seen that the displacement field of a single 

element is heavily biased towards skew-symmetry. Here an element with 

doffs UVU. ý y 
V. ý x at each node is proposed. Clearly if a suitable 

internal displacement field can be identified, then this element will be 

of totally general application. Due consideration of the theory of Section 

2.3 reveals such a displacement pattern to be: 

22 
u 0ý5y 7- 

[Ai 
(R). Bj (y). l(U)ijl + Ai (R). B i ij 

-) =71M Mý) 
i=l j=l 

11 

( 2., 'ý 

7 
2 

v (X. ý Y) = T, 
[Bi 

(x Aj (7). I(V), 
jl + B. 1 (-ý). A. f 

I. i ij i=l j=l 

where the AI and BI functions are defined by Equations 2.13 and 2.14 

respectively. 

Equation 2.24 is a mixture of Co and C1 functions. The U displacement, 

for instance, is linear in x and cubic in y (vice versa for V). In order 

that Equation 2.24 can be more easily visualised the shape functions 

corresponding to the doffs at node 1 are delineated in Figure 2.6. This 

element will be referred to in the text as PILAVC, and has been considered 
ff) 

by other authors ý)45 63 

Inspection of Equations 2.24 and 2.17 reveals that Parabolic and 

constant variations, uill bee allowed to the shocar and direct strains 
Al 
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respectively., throughout each element. However this observation should not 

allow one to fall into the trap of thinking that the elerknt deforms 

predominantly in shear 
63. 

for, as pointed out by Yeadon 
13 

, and as is 5 -- 

about to be demonstrated here, in addition to being able to describe the 

pure shear condition the element can also describe the no shear condition. 

Indeed, inspection of Figure 2.6 clearly suggests that the element should 

perform extremely well in flexure; a surmise that is in fact., adequat -ely 

demonstrated in Reference 63 by virtue of the fact that good results are 

obtained for an 8x1 cantilever carrying a point load at the free end 

(a predominantly flexural problem in which shear deformations are knaTn 

to be almost negligible)o 

It is apparent., however, that this element will be inefficient in 

respect of problems in which pure tension or compression predominate, C-als the 

ýnajor deforpiations associated w-ith such stressing are constrained to be linear. 

Yeadon has suggested a modification to P/4/4/C whereby the nodal 

unknowns are replaced by: UvU. ý V. ý On application to shear yy 

wall analysis this element will be able to accomodate the U. 
y rotations 

associated with any horizontal beam elements., whilst allowing continuous 

dirept stresses up the wall. The element will constrain plane sections to 

remain plane after bending, an assumption which is known to be reasonably 

valid as long as thp aspect ratio of the wall is high. Clearly Yeadonts 

element also eradicates the problem discussed in the previous paragraph, and 

is 4 fiqrther manifestation of the ease with which interpolation formnudae are 

appIded to The Idnite Element Method. 

It ýs interesting to note that ID/4/4/C can be derived directly from 

'ippa 64 
. P/4/8/C in a manner similar to that discussed by FeL : namely by 

transf orraing the edge cidsplacements of P/4/8/C into normal and tangential 

coMPonents, and constrar-lining the latter to be linear. 

yip4don 
13 

has also suggested that U the latter tvTo nodal unk-ncwns of 
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P/4/4/c can be transformed into the average nodal rotation ez and. the 

average shear angle c XY 

U 

V 

oz 
[ 

&xy 

V., 
x 

)12] 

+ V. 9 
x)] 

(2.25) 

If it can be said that the shear strains in a problem are negligible 

.x Cy 
then the constraint 0 can be applied to the nodal unknowns. This 

will result in an element with the nodal rotation uniquely defined., and 

doffs UV0 at each corner node. This element will be referred to 

in the text as P/4/3/C. 

The definition of Oz is a facility that has been sought by previous 

workers 195 41 in the context of three-dimensional analysis. However the 

present formulation demonstrates that the nodal rotation cannot be fully 

defined independent of the nodal shear angle. The comments made on the 

I general application of B/4/3/C and P/4/6/C also apply to the present element., 

P/4/3/C - 
Inspection of the convergence curves of Chapter 5 show that P/4/4/C is 

indeed a useful tool with wide application,, but that it is generally not as 

efficient as the higher order elements. This is unfortunate, for., as it 

possesses only the minimum continuity req-Ldrements (and hence dof's) in 

order that general plate connections can be idealised it is certainly more 

appealing from an intuitive point of view. It would thereforee be convenient 

if an element with superior convergence characteristics to P, /4/4/c. but with 

the same nodal unknowns could be developed. 

2.6 Application of The Principle of Static Condensation to-the Finite 

Element Method 

It was first observed by Pian 05 4- that it is possible 'o superpose on the 
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displacement distributions of Equation 2.4 a displacement field of the type 

L (2.26) 

which do not affect the displacements at the element boundaries. Clearly such 

a distribution is of no consequence to the finite element solution process. ý 

and the variations on this field can therefore be extracted as a pre- 

requisite to it. The benefit of such an additional field will be that 

although the boundary displacements, and hence nodal doffs., of an element are 

not affected, its convergence characteristics must be accelerated, as it will 

have inevitably been rendered more flexible internally. In view of the 

conclusions made in the previous paragraph it was decided to apply this 

process, which is commonly known as fThe Principle of Static Condenstationt 

to P/4/4/C. The theory required., additional to that stated in Section 2.1., 

proceeds as follows: - 

When distributions of the type 2.26 are superimposed on those of 

Equation 2.4, the overall displacement field is conveniently re-written as 

Lq. Lr* (2.27) 

where q are a set of generalised displacements that affect the element 

boundary conditions, and ra set of generalised displacements that do not. 

The strains are obtained by appropriate differentiation as I 

&= Bq *q+Br. 

substituting Equation 2.28 into Equation 2.2 gives 

n 
71P ý- Z 

e=l 

T 
40 K-qq .q+r Krq ,q 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

TTT 
rqRrR 

rr q r) 

where 

K 
qq = 

JBq T 

Krq = 
jBr T 

oD. B. dV 

9 dV 
(2-30) (continued) 

.9 
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T ýrr 
JBr 

D Br . dVe 

R 
JI, TpfT 

qq 
dVe +L qb 

Rr LrT dv 
e 

f 

T. dS 
cYe 

(2-30) 

and the subscripts have their obvious meanings; all other symbols are as 

previously defined. 

As the dof Is r are local to each element the minimmm conditions with 

respect to their variations can be carried out at element level, thus 

giving 

rq *qK rr 
Rr (3 2.11) 

solving Equation 2.31 for r. and substituting into Equation 2.29 allows the 

functional to be expressed in terms of the generalised displacements q 

only: 

1T. Ke 9q-qTR+C q p e=l ee 

where 

Ke K 
qq -K qr -K rr 

Krq 

Re 2- Rq ,-K qr -K rr . Rr 

(2,33) 

(2-32) 

are respectively the element stiffness matrix, and matrix of equivalent 

nodal loads, and 

T Ce -1 Rr Krr Rr (= constant) 2 

Equation 2.32 is of exactly the same form as Equation 2.6, and 

therefore solves in an identica-1 manner. 

It is now necessary to discover the rules governing the choice of the Cý 

local displacement fields, analogous to those stated for the distribulvions 

defined by Equation 2.4. These proceed as follows: 

(1) As has already been stated, the local modes must not affect -the 

inter-elerp-ent compatibility required by the Finite Element Process. 
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This sL-. iply means that they must not affect the boundary 

displacements, which are defined explicitly by the tprime 

variables I or I nodal unknowns I. 

(2) In view of criterion 1 above, it remains only to restate the 

completeness criterion such that Equation 2.3 becomes 

cci uIZ pi vi 
00 j -> 00 

(2-34) 

where the last term on the left hand side represents the contribution due 

to the new functions, and the other terms a-re as defined by Equation 2.3. 

It is evident therefore that the local functions must also form a 

complete series, and that this series must not affect the elera-ant boundary 

displacements. Alternatively it can be stated that the new series must be 

complete with respect to the other terms. 

In order that these two conditions can be readily complied with., and 

that the integration and allied computer routines already written for the 

production of the 'parentl elements (see Section 2.9.2) can be utilised, 

it IS convenient to derive suitable functions in a siridlar way to those 

which satisfy inter-element compatibility. 

Consider now the derivation of a set of such functions for use with 

P/4/4/c - 
The u displacement field of Equation 2.24 is restated as 

u (x, Y) = 7,7,1 
[Ai(x) 

Bj (Y 
-1 (U)ij 1 

i=l i= 

Ai (X-). Bjl(y-). J(u, 
y)jj 

(2.24a) 

Reference to Equations 2.13 and 2.14, and Figure 2.6 shows t-hat 

Condition (1) above redu. -es to the folluuing six (rp-iniin-um)requirements: 

, at y=0., y=1U=U, -= (2-35) 

at x=0, x=1u:: -- 0 (2-36) 

In view of Equati6ns 2.35,2.36., 2.24a., and 2-34 full definition of u 

'N 
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and u., must be maintained throughout the element (i. e. separate variations 

must be taken internally on u and u., -). As the number of ways in which u 
y 

and u., - can be defined through these requirements is infinite, this allows y 

an infinite number of displacement modes to be defined., al-l-though only two 

of these will be independent. Furthermore5 Equations 2.35 and 2.36 represent 

only the minimum boundary constraints. The inclusion of higher order 

boundary conditions allows an infinite number of independent functions 

to be defined. 

Consistent with the general application of infinite series., if the n' th 

order approximation is included then so should eall those of order less than 

n, and it is therefore the lowest order term that is first sought. In the 

present context it is recalled that the minimum nwrber of constraints which 

must be applied to the functions in u are six in the y direction (4 at the 

boundary and u and u, y 
internally)., and three in the x- direction. Two 

separate functions will be required in the y direction in order that neither 

u nor u. - is in any way artificially constrained. At this point., the manner 
y 

in which u and u,, - are prescribed internally is entirely arbitrary; however 
y 

it is convenient., both from a computational and visual aspect) if this is 

done by giving them alternately unit and zero value at -=I. The required Y2 

functions in the u field are then 

f, = (16ý2 - 32y 
3+ 

16y 
4) 

(x -x2 (2-37) 

-2 -3 -4 -2 f2ý (-8ý + 32y - 4oy + 16yý) (x -x) 

These are delineated in Figure 2.7. 

The above arguement can be duplicated to cater for the v field, thus 

generating an element possessing a displacement field of the type 2.26 with 

4 doffs. The latuter can be interpreted for conve. -dence as dof's in uv 

v., - at an arbitrarily removeable node at ---he centre of the element; Ul yx 
thus allowing the stiffness matrix associated with the complete displacement 

field (see Eouation 2.27) to be generated by precisely the same co"rr. puter 
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routines., described in Section 2.9.2. used to formulate the stiffness 

matrices equivalent to the distributions defined by Equation 2.4. Once 

this element has been expressed in the form of Equation 2.33 it can be 

used in finite element ana--. Lyses in exactly the same manner as P/4/4/C. 

The element will be referred to in the text as P/4/4,4/c. 

An infinite series can be generated in the same manner as Equations 

2.37*of the form 

y 
(DO -2 xx2 U5- Et uj( 

[E 
yxx 

Imil 
+- i 

(Y Iy )i I- 

-2) +E f( my y21 v xy E (x x V. i( z1yy Mi ix 

where 

El (S) 00 

E 2(s) 
-00 

16 -32 

32 

16 01 

-4o 16 s 
2 

s 

s3 

S4 

S5 

(2-39) 

and the higher order EI terms are harmonics of these basic functions. 

., 
The Author has found the second term of this series to be However 

arithmetically unstable. 

(2-38) 

As stated,, Equations 2.35 and 2.36 represent only the minimum constraints 

which must be applied. It is therefore possible to superimpose on EquatLon 

2.38 marT other infinite series by placing higher order constraints5 at will, 

on the boundaries and internally. 

Perhaps the simplest of the higher order series is obtained by alloving 

variations on the derivatives of u with respect to - x and v with respect to 

y on the edges, x=0, x=1 and y=0., y=1 respectively. The first term 

of this series is shuvTn graphically in Figure 2.8; when this is superim-posed 

on the first term of Equation 2,38, an element with 12 internal dof is is 
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generated. This element has not been considered further. ý as the local 

dof Is cannot be expressed in the form of Equation 2.47; which is inconvenient 

as it means modifications would have to be made to the computer routines used 

to generate the element stiffness matrices. 

series which combines both internal and boundary var--*-ations can be 

expressed as 

m 

x=7, Z1 
[F 

(: 7) 
-E (Y) Fi (x) 

.E 
(y) (U. 9 

00 
Uk 

k= 1 i= i 
(U)ik 

y ik 

(2.4o) 
m 

2Zxx F. (Y). E Fi(y 00 -) 
.1 (vj, VIk ( 

k= i= 11 
(V)ik 11 

-'ý)ik 
l] 

where (m-2) is -the number of variations additional to those specified by 

ý; quations 35 and 36 taken at the element boundaries, on each field. The 

first term of Equation 2.4o is obtained by introducing variations on: 

X=0., -= .1--1 at x 21 xý1u atX 2 
ýx (2.41) 

at QP 2P y=1; v at y 

Apd týie higher order terms are obtained by introducing variations at the 

bplqndarie, s only on the higher order derivatives of u with respect to -7 

4 2'- lid v with respect to yp 

Consider the u field of the first term of Equation 2.40. The requirement., 

viewed in Qo-ntext with Equation 2.34mean that the chosen functions rius-11, 

p1low separate variations on u internally; and on u. - internally., and on fle 
x 

pages R= Oý, Xý F 1,. When the independent internal variations on u and u, - x 

are tajcen., as beforep alternately at R= then the required shape functions 2 

as shown in F, -. gure -2.9p 
It is noted that the first two functions Fi 

operate over half the interval only, and that the latter two are the fiuictions 

1ý1 and Ell defined by Equation 2.39. Each of the functions Fi must., be 

perinutated against the separate variations on u and uý- (Ej) Twhich are y 

defined by Equation 2.39. 

4 
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This series is only meaningful when superposed on that represented by 

Equation 2.38. It can be seen from Figures 2.7 and 2.9 that by curtailing 

both series at the first term, and superimposing them on the field defined 

by Equation 2.24, an element with twenty local doffs is generated. 

It wou-Id appear,, therefore, that apart from being inconvenient in respect 

of the computer formulation of Section 2.9.2., local displacement modes 

formulated on the basis of an increased number of either boundary or internal 

variations are unrealistic in view of the -high munber of dof Is invoked; 

whilst the higher order harmonics of the type defined by Equation 2.38 are 

arithmetically unstable. The present study has consequently been limited 

to application of the element -P/4/4,4/c to various problems (see Chapter 5). 
Nevertheless this one element should provide a useful assessment of the 

present formulation. It has been stated that the internal modes illustrated 

in Figure 2.9 are inconvenient with respect to The Authorfs computer 

formulation. This fact notwithstanding., if they could be shown to 

accelerate the convergence of P/4/4/C to an appreciable degree., then the 

computing difficulties could certainly be overcome. It is seen that the 

effect of the local modes is to render the stiffness matrix of the Tparentl 

element more flexible. Thus., as more local modes are added the direct 

stiffnesses will converge to some optimum value. If different series are 

nixed., clearly this convergence will not necessarily be monotonic. However, 

the principle of minimum potential energy guarantees that the direct stiffnesses 

will always be over-estimated; the mthod should therefore give a reasonably 

well behaved lower bound to the strain energy. Moreover the fact that t-he 

method is based on the application of infinite series ensures that it is the 

lowest order terms that will have the most proffound effect on the convercyence,, 

Thus any higher order local modes that can be superimposed on P/4/4/c cannot CD 

have a better effect on the convergence characteristics than those included 

in p/4/4,4/c. The latter element can therefore serve as a guide to., the 

S. ui -1-nmlif. v- and efficiencv. of the present finite element formul-a-luion. 
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It is now possible to hypothesise on the range of application of elements 

whose, stiffness matrices are defined in the form of Equation 2.33. 

It has been stated that in general the answers obtained from a 

compatible finite element analysis and the exact answers to the mathematical 

problem will not be in agreement. The discrepancy is a consequence of the 

finite element mesh having only a finite number of doffs., and theref ore 

generally not being capable of exactly reproducing a given di-splacement, 

field; either inside the elements or on the inter-element boundaries. The 

effect of adding modes local to the individual elements will be to imporve 

the satisfaction of the compatibility equations inside the elements., and 

hence accelerate convergence. The local modes, however, are incapable of 

reducing the error terms at the boundaries. It can therefore be stated 

that if the boundary displacement modes of the 1parentl element are 

inadequate to give an acceptable approximation to the potential energy 

of a problem at a given mesh division, then no amount of local displacement 

modes will eradicate this fact. In such cases convergence cannot take place 

until the boundary displacement modes have been improved. 

However with reference to P/4/4/C., it is not the basic performance that 

is under question., merely its efficiency in comparison with the higher order 

elements. Indeed, inspection. of Fig-are 2.6 clearly shows that the element is 

capable of representing both shear and flexure, and the wide applicability of 

the element is demonstrated in Chapter 5. It can reasonably be expected that 

the element P/4/4,4/C will S4 show the de 1-rýd improvement. At this stage only 

the rate of co.. -, Tvergence of 'the local displacement modes remains under question. 

2.7 Note on the choice of element displacement -C I. tunctions 

For several reasons 'uhe appro, -dnate finite element displacement fields 

of Equation 2.4 are usually expressed i4ri ter-Tr-s of interpolation formulae 
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based on a polynomial expansion. In general the choice of which type of 

interpolation is used is arbitrary5 provided that it allows the functional 

(Equation 2.2) to remain defined. However most authors have found it 

convenient to use either the Lagrange or Hermite formulae. 

The Lagrangian formulae, which can be interpreted as zero order HeriTite 

interpolations., increase the order of the element displacement field by 

taking variations on the basic functions of the problem at an increased 

number of points. The Hernite formulae increase the order of the element 

displacement field by taking variations., at a certain number of points., not 

only on the basic functions but on their derivatives. 

Some author s57,67 have applied the spline technique to finite element 

analysis. Here a mesh of elements, derived by any suitable interpolation., 

is assembled; continuity of certain slopes or curvatures is then invoked 

whence it is found that the required derivatives can be related to the 

corresponding nodal displacements - Thus. ý often., the individual element 

matrices cease to have any physical significance. Splining interpol, -ý'Uions 

are, however., rarely used and are not considered further in this thesis. 

Although the in-plane elements derived in this chapter all utilise 

class C1 (first order Hermite) functions, in order to facilitate the 

idealisation of generalised plate and beam connections., the solution of 

marT purely plane stress problems is also of interest. In this respect 

it would be interesting to compare the performance of the present elements 

against those considered by other authors which use different functions, 

usually the Lagrangian CO interpolations5l, 
61 

0 

It is generally accepted that for a given number of doffs in a problem, 

a better solution will be obtained using a smaller number o. L -P higher order 

elements than a greater number of low order elements. HoTiever little is 

read on the relative performances of the different types of interpolation; 

awring either to the difficulty in obtaining an identical nun. ber of dof's to 
4 
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given problem with the differing approximations, or to the fact that most C) 

Výorkers' may use only that which is most convenient to them. Tentatively 

the folloving points are put forward in favour of the present approach. 

It is true that elements based on Lagrangian interpolations will, in 

general5 possess nodes not only at the element corners5 but at other points 

on the bounda-ry. It can be noted that mid-side nodes are only capable of 

affecting the boundary displacements of two elements., whilst even in problems 

constructed entirely of rectangular shapes., corner nodes can be common to 

four elements. Clearly therefore5 as far as the solution process is concerned 

corner nodes are more efficient than midside nodes. Ifne elements. ý based on 

the Hermite interpolations, described herein., possess nodes at the corners 

only. 

Secondly it can be said that the solution to a structural problem would 

normally include the calculation of the stresses, which are obtainea from the 

derivatives of the displacement. In view of this it is more convenient to 

take the relevant derivatives as unknoims in the first place, than to have 

to calculate them via the basic displacement functions. 

Finally., it can be seen that if the function that describes the actual 

displacement pattern of arT loaded, continuous, structure is of order n. it 

Piust have f -LL11y continuous derivatives up to order (n-1 ). It seems reasonable 

to suppose that one is more closely appraximating such a function by directly 

allowing the lower order derivatives to be continuous, than indirectly ýy 

specifying the basic function at more points; and consequently that the 

former approximation be more efficient. It must be stressed., however, that 

this arguement is purely heuristic and not capable of proof. 

This latter fact notwithstanding., an interesting antithesis to the 

above conjecture arises in elastic analyses., at points such as re-entrant 

corners., where a singularity in the stresses is expected. The Finite 

Xlement Teel-inique is a continuum method. ý invoking a certain degree of 
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continuity throughout the structure; clearly., therefore., the affect of 

applying the method at points of singularity will be to lenforcel continuity, 

thereby distributing the effect of the singularity throughout the problem. 

It would seem reasonable to suppose that the higher the prescribed degree of 

continuity, the further reaching this effect, and the worse the results, will 

be. An alternative statement was made by de Veubeke, who said 0 that in the 

Vicinity of a singularity one is not allowing , but constraining the 

derivatives to be continuous, and would therefore expect., in a displacement 

analysis., fa worse lower bound'. This hypothesis has been demonstrated 

empirically by Yeadon13 , who found that in re-entrant problems P/4/8/C 

performed measurably worse than P/4/4/C at the same mesh divisiont Whilst 

-4. 

in the present context one could state the antithesis of the arguement of 

the previous paragraph, it seems that a stronger arguement can be posed: 

that in the vicinity of a singularity., the lower the order of the element 

approximating functions., the more accurate will be the result. However at 
69 

-least one author has stated that the Finite Element Process., being basically 

a continuum method. ý is unsuitable for direct application to discontinuous 

problems. The problems associated with apply-ing the method at singularities 

are further discussed in Chapter 

2.8 Statement of the relevant stress-strain relationships 

Once the element displacement functions have been chosen,, it is necessary 

to identify the stress-strain relationships for the type of problem under 

Oonsideration. For conditions of isotropic plane stress these are52 (in the 

absence of temperature effects) 

CIX v0x 

E 
2v0y 

(2.42) 

001 -V 
XY 

r -Y yx 
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For an isotropic plate under transverse bending 

MX v0F, 
X 

m E. t3 
v10F, (2.43) 

y 12 (1 -v 
2)y 

L- 
m 

xy-i L00 1-v YXY-. 
& 

where 

Young' s modulus 

v= Poisson's ratio 

plate thi ckne ss 

In the plate bending problem it must be remembered that M 
XY acts on 

both sides of the plate; in Equation 2.43., therefore., the term (1-v) 

should effectively be 2(1-v). 

2.9 Computational Aspects 

When the properties of the finite elements to be used are understood, 

the method proceeds along standard lines5 the primary steps being as follows: 

(1) Disecretisation of the continuum into a mesh of finite elements. 

The choice of mesh will normally be governed by experience. 

(2ý Calculation of the element stiffness matrices. 

Assemblage and solution of Equation 2.11. 

The first step is self explanitory., and for the purposes of this text it is 

convenient to consider the remaining steps in reverse order. 

2.9.1 Assemblage and solution of the stuctural stiffness matrix 

The system used to solve all the problems considered in the ensuing 
43 

1 chapters was devised by Siddall This system is based on the method of 

Gaussian Elimination., in order to facilitate the high level of sdbstýucture 
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breakdown which can be used to great advantage when the geometry of the problem 

to be solved is of a repetetive nature; as is seen to be the case with many 

-tall building structures. More specifically the solution process adopts 

the twave front techniquel., and is written such that large problems can be 

solved on a relatively small computer with access to a large amount of disc 

backing store. 

2.9.2 Calculation of the element stiffness matrices 

A system has been devised which can compute the stiffness matrices of 

all of the elements of Sections 2.4.2.5. and 2.6 very quickly. The theory 

behind the system is most easily demonstrated by example. 

Consider the stiffness matrix generated by Equations 2.24 and 2.42. The 

matrix is readily visualised as shown in Figure 2.10., partioned into blocks of 

(4x4) numbers, each block representing the effect of unit movements in the 

dof1s of one node on those of another. As Equation 2.24 is in dimensionless 
form it is possible to further subdivide these into blocks of (2x2). each 

relating to au and v field. The stiffness matrix for the first sub-block is 

then 

v 
10 [K] 

=t. 
f fE2 

5x 0 (01 ) 5y x0 
dR. dý 

X=O ,D1 
-V 03y (a 03- v100 (CL, 

y L00C (01)3 
yy 

JL _j 

(2.44) 

where 

0, =A1 (x-). B, 

al = Bi (X A, 

C= -v)/2 

x= X/A 

See Equations 2.24,2.135 
and 2.1-4 

4 
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On performing the necessary matrix multiplication Equation 2.44 becomes 

11wX 

[K] 
(X 

5 Y) 
t-E 

2 dx . dy (2-45) 
1-v 

I 

X0 Y=O 
where 

y 
12 

)3- 

The stiffness matrix is derived initially in dimensionless form as this 

facilitates the integration of the shape functions. [K](x-, 
y-) is readily 

transformed into, 
IK ](xy) 

as: 

00 ). ) (0 ). 
ý -1 ixix0T 

(oi) -9 7- (0 ). 
9- 

1 

yiY 

dx A. d7i 

dy =B- dý 

whence 
11wx 

[K ]' 
(X, Y) =EoA*B,,, t 

f. f 
dR . dy 

1 -V 
2--xz 

X=O Y=O 

where 

w2 01) 
x]2+ 

C2 [(Ol 
y 

]2 

AB 

x1 V40J. '- ).! P- + C. (O )5- 
9- AB IxIy1y1). x 

z (al 
y]2+C 

[(, 
al )J-] 2 

B2A2x 

or 
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Iký+kA 

(x, y) t-E 
2 

111 0A 112 C-T 

1 -V k2l 1*V+k 212 C 

k 121* V+k 122 *C 

k6A+kC. 
B 

221 222 Aj 

where the prime indicates that the nodal unknowns have not yet been 

transformed., and k 
d-jk are the terms arising from the integration of 

the relevant form of the shape functions: 

i refers to the row of the stiffness matrix 

j refers to the column of the stiffness matrix 

k refers to the position of the term inside the stiffness coefficient 

It can readily be shown that the above block repeats ituself along the 

rows and columns. Further. ý the block will maintain the same form for an 

isotropic plane stress element no matter what order of derivative is to 

be defined,, as at this stage the nodal unknowns have no dimension - i. e. in 

this case 

u1000u 
a_ 

v000v 

y00B0 
(U5 

y 

(v5-)i 000A (V5 
x 

or 

q=A. q? 

whence the stiffness matrix K of Equation 2.7 becomes 

T A 

h7) 

(2.48) 

The above theory is presented to the computer in the following manner. 

A set of routines is readily written to produce the coefficients k 
J-jk 

of Equation 2.46, and those used in the case of plane stress formalat-ions 

are shown in Appendix 4. The routines required to produce the coeff-21-cients 

f or plate bending elements are f ormulated in a simi Lar way The x and y 

components of the dimensionless shape functions aree read into the arrays A 

(2.46ý 
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and B respectively, and the pertinent differentiations performed. The 

functions are then permutated together along the rows and colimns as 

indicated by Equation 2.46, integrated by the function PI, and the 

resulting coefficients permanently stored5 one raw at a time, on magnetic 

tape, via the array FUNCT. Only the coefficients for the part of the stif fness 

matrix above and including the leading diagonal are produced. 

the fact that when performing integrals of the type 

I=-fj0 (x , y) .a (x- , y-) . dý . dý 

x=O y=O 

where 0 and a are separable functions such that 

ýo (x-) . 

(x-. ' y- C (X -) 
- 

Use is made of 

'he product of two line it is convenient to re-write the problem as -V 

integrals - i. e. 

I=1 -) 
.C (-) -U- A (X x 

x=O 

jB (Y) 
.D 

(Y) 
. dý 

Y=O 

prob em is to be The remainder of the work is carried out., each -time a 

solved, by the subroutine SFSM- The relevant coefficients k 
ijk of Equation 

2.46 are located on the magnetic tape by an identifier in the program data. 

The upper half of the stiffness matrix, in the form of Equalu-ion 2. -)-. rl6 is then 

produced by rows. Finally the element nodal unknowns are given the correct 

dimension by a transf ormation of the type illustrated by Equations 2.47 and 

2.48; the lower half of the matrix is then produced by symmetry. 

The method used to generate P/4/3/C perhaps merits further attention. 

direct application of the above procedure is tedious., and it is fa-r simpler 

to first produce the element P/4/4/c, then carry out a transformation in 

order to obtain the nodal unkno-vms in the form of Equaui on 2.255 and -L-L ;" 
nally 
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0 

remove the rows and columns pertaining to the shear strain. 

The computational. advantages of expressing the element stiffness 

matrices in the f orm of Equation 2.48 have also been appreciated by Dupuis 

and Goe, 
45, 
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function B1 

f=l 

fs 
s 

=0 

f =o 

fs 
s 

function B 

f =o 

fs 
s 

=l 

f=O 

f5s =o 

function 

f=O 

f9s =O 

f=O 

f9s =o 

S=o 

0 

IF 

f=l 

fIs =0 

f=O 

f5 
s 

=1 
I 

function B2 

FIGURIE 2.1 ILLUSTRATING THE FOUR BASIC FUNCTIONS OF TH171 CUBIC 

INTERPOLATION OF EQUATION -0-14 -f 
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V(V) 

91) 

X(U) 
(050) 

a) Dimensionless coordinates 

Y(V) 

(02B) 

X(U) 
(OM 

b) Dimensional coordinates 

(A, o) 

FIGURE 2.2 SHOWING LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR A RECTANGULAR ELEMENT 

IN CARTESIAN C'OORDTNATES, AND THE LOCAL NODE NUMBERING 

SYSTIEM ADOPTED THROUGHOUT THIS THESIS 

w 

(1,0) 
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Y(V) 

1 

lul 

ý, 

1 

1 

0- 
u 12 

IP- x(u) 

gm 
14 

NI3 

TIGURE 2.3 SHOWING SHAPE FUNCTIONS AND NODAL FREEDOMS OF THE 

RECTANGULAR 
_ELEMENT 

GENERATED BY THE BI-LI14EAR 

iNTERPOLATION OF EQUATION 2.16 

if 
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shape function due to 

dof w at node 1. 
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-4-- 

x 

shape function due to 

dof w, at node 1. 
x 

shape function due to 

dof w, at node 1. 
y 

shape funct--, on due to 

dof w5xy at node 1. 

FIGUPI 2.4 SHA IPLE -r LN TI C)ý 7S DUE TO THE DEGREES OF FREEDOM AT NODE ONE 

OF Elj'-r, %EI; T B/'-'1/4/IC 

I 
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X(U) 

tI 

Vil 

IV5 l 

Y l 

-I 

1 
V5 

[1 

rIGURE 2.5 SHAPE FUNCTIONS DUE TO TFE PEGREE'S OF FREEDOM AT NODE 

ONE 07, ELEMENT P/4/8/C I 

I 

1 
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lu 11 

Y(V) 

I 

1 

1 
I 

IV 

V5 
x1i 

FIGURE 2.6 SHAPE FUNCTIONS DUE TO THE DEGREES OF FREEDOM AT NODE 

T IT' ONE OF ELEMENI P/4/4/C 

usyll 

X(U) 
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H-- 

1 

to 

FIGURE 2.7 GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS 1- OF E". QUATIONS 2.37 
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I 

(E1) 

a) Function B 

var ation on v, at 

II 
(the functions (B 

I 
and (El ,E1 are defined in 

dimensionless form by equations 2.14 and 2.39 respectively) 

(Ei) 

oo< 

Function 

varation on 

I 

Y: ýo 

at V 
y 

SH TVý ING , THE COMP014ENT I 
Ij V OF THE LOCAL DISPLACE FIGURE 2.8 

FIELD GENERATED BY TAKING VARATIGNS ON THE BOUNDARIES, 

DIKýCl P11.1,1L[IC. OF THI r' STRAINS OF LLEtIENT 
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BLOCK 1,1 BLOCK 1,2 BLOCK 1.3 BLOCK 1.4 

stiffness stiffness stiffness stiffness 
coefficients coefficients coefficients coe, '-"fi-. ients 
representing representing representing representing 

forces at node 1 forces at node 1 forces at node I 4---orces at node 
due to dor-'s at due to dof's at due to dof's at due to dof's at 

node 1. node 2. node 3. no dle 4 

BLOCK 2,2 BLOCK 2,3 BLOCK 2,3 

+ 

J-- 4- BLOCK 3,3 BLOCK 354 

+- 

j- BLOCK 4.4 

4- 

FIGURE 2.10 ILLUSTRATING THE CONVENIENT SUBDIVISION OF THE STIFFNESS 

MATRIX__OF_P/4Z4/C INTO BLOCKS OF (4 x 4) 
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CHAPTER 

The theorýy of the finite element method related to equilibrium models 

based on the thin plate analogies, and the presentation of a class of 

such elements. 

3.1 Variational formulation 

The starting point for all self-equilibratir)g models is The Principle 

of Minimum Complementary Energy, which can be stated2lý, 
22 

as 

71 .1 dV -TdS 2 c 
Cijk 1 Cy ij k] 

fai 

Iu 

where 

Crij = the stress tensor 

C= an elastic compliance matrix 

uI prescribed displacements 

(3.1) 

T= surface tractions 

and 
JdV. 

ý Su represent integration over the volume, and portion of the 

boundary over which displacements are prescribed respectively. 

Consistent with the previous work the basis of the application of the 

above principle to the finite element method is then the validity of the 

approximation: 

n 
TEC (fcijkl (Tij cr dV T dS (3.2) 

e=l i- kl efiI ue 

where 
JdV 

and 
, 

dS indicate integration over the volume, and portion e ý[ ue 

of the boundary on which displacements are prescribed respectively of any 

particular element. 

In order for Equation 3.2. to hold true, approximate stress fields are 

defined throughout each element such that they obey the following 22, - 70 
,, -nil es .1 

11 
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(1) The equations of elemental equilibrium must be 

patisfied through the element. 

(2) Eqlailibriim of the inter-element surface tractions 

must be maintained. 

The stress field must imply no spurious kinematic 

f reed orris., 

ýDnce these conditions are met., The Principle 3.1. guarantees that any. 7 

finite element solution to a given problem will yield an upper bound to 

49 the internal strain energy, and hence to the stresses (in the mean) 

It is well known 22,495 70 
v that in general finite element equilibriiLm 

models are more difficult to obtain than the compatible formulations of 

Chapter 2. However, in the present context it is necessary only to recall 

-'-'-at a compatible solution for the problem of a thin plate iulder plane stress 

conditions expliqitly generates an equilibrium solution for a plate bending 
47,74 

problem and vice! -versa This statement is quite general., subject only 

to certain continuity requirements dictated by individual problems. 

For p? cample, when Equation 2,4 is applied to a plate bending problem 

one obtains,, quite genera)ýy 

w(x, y) = 

whence the relevant strains are derived by appropriate differentiation 

r7l- 

x W5 
xx 

W,;, 
-Vv B. y 

y XY Xy 

The thin plate analogies now ensure that the function w can also be used 

to define a self-equilibriating stress field for plane stress-strain -, hich 
- -- u, W1 

satisfies all the requirpments of Equation 3.2 such that, in the absence 

of body forces 
.. I 
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cr y W. ý 

CT 
x 

W5 
yy 

XY 
W. 9 XY 

B. q (3-3) 

The essentials of the thin plate analogies are summarised in Appendix 1. 

Thus it can be seen that the analogies allow the element stress fields 

of Equation 3.2. to be written as 

cr B, q ! -. (3.4) 

where the vector S contains potential functions due to the body forces in an 

in-planar analysis, or the traverse loading in a plate bending problem. 

Substituting Equation 3.4 into Equation 3.2. gives 

nTTT 

c 
Y, (21 

q. K, q ! -. q "q +A + A, 
e=l 

where 

K 
fB T CB. dV 

e 

T B C, ý, dV 
e 

JT 
W. Bb dS 

ue 

Aw*S, dSq (= constant) 

T A, S C, S dV constant) 

(3-5) 

(3.6) 

where A and A1 are independent of the finite element mesh, the subscript 

b denotes B evaluated round the element boundary and w- are the prescribed 

displacements. C is an elastic compliance matrix containing the strain-stress 

relationships. The symbol K is used here for the element flexibility matrix 

in order to emphasize its correspondence to the analogous stiffness matrix 

of Chapter 2, and q is now the solution vector of nodal stress function 

values. 

As before it is usual -', -, o (ýerive the element -matrices in local 
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coordinates wherever possible. In the present case, ho,. iever: S will be a 

function of the global coordinates. For the calculation of G (Equation 

3.6), therefore., the element stress functions5 or more precisely their 

derivatives (B), will have to be expressed in terms of the global 

coordinates. 

The element nodal stress function parameters are then assembled into 

the global system by the transformation 

qf 
I 

and the function to be varied finally becomes 

TT 
R=I c2 q1 KF q1 - q1 

where 
n 

KF 7j 
e=l 

T 
GF - q1 

e 

GF 
e=l 

n 
kT G F 

e=l 

(3-9) 

where KF is the flexibility matrix of the assembled structure; and GFý ýT 
F 

represent the contributions due to body forces ard prescribed displaceme. -nts 

respectively. 

, Application of the minimum principle the yields 

KFq, -GF-GF (3.10) 

where it is remembered that both the element and asserrLled flexibility 

matrices include the rigid body modes of the analogous plate. C) 

The similarity between Equation 2.6 an' 3.8, and Equations 2.11 and v 
CL 

n 

, ), 
I. o indicate how strong is the resemblance. between the present formulation 

(3-7) 

A+A1 (3.8) 

. 77 
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and that of Chapter 2. Indeed the matrix K of Equation 3.8 is identical 

to that of Equation 2.6 except that the matrix of elastic constants is now 

required to give strains in terms of stresses. Furthermore the mathematical 

derivation of the analogy given in Appendix 1. ý and more precisely in 

References 47 and 743demonstrates that there is a precise'correspond--nce 

between the two procedures5 and that all the elements derived in Chapter 2 

can be applied to the present method with certain changes of notation. 

There is clearly, therefore, no need to reýestablish the derivation and 

limitations of the finite element matrices, and the existence of a solution 

to Equation 3.10. However, the displacements of Chapter 2 analogue as stress 

resultants, ý and it is these., therefore., that constitute both the nodal 

unknowns and the prescribed surface tractions in the present formulation. 

It is evident-then that the solution vector, of nodal stress function values5 

J of Equation 3.10 will be subject to certain constraints. Thus before the 

present formulation is fully established it will be necessary to identiý 

the general form of these constraints., and then reduce the solution matrix 

of Equation 3.10 into a form which can be dealt with by a standard solution 

process. First it is convenient to make certain restrictions on the anaý-ysis 

which., although not necessary, simplify the present treatment: 

(1) No prescribed displacements are allowed. 

Body forces are not considered ýn the plane stress 

analyses. 

As in Chapter 2 only structures composed of rectangles 

are considered. This allows the simplification that the 

normal and tangential directions at the boundaries can 

always be brough-'k-. into line with the cartesian coordinate 

system; thus no attempt is made to differentiate between 

the boundary, and coordinate directions. 
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3.2 Demonstration that the vecto. - of nodal unknowns is subject to a 

-system of banded linear constraints 

This is best achieved by example. 

Consider the problem of ca clamped square plate under the action of a 

transverse u, d., l, of unit intensity. Symmetry conditions 'reduce the problem 

to one quarter of the plate if the finite element mesh is composed of 

rectangular elements. The boundary conditions (in the absence of prescribed 

displacements) on that part of the plate are then as shown in Figure 3.1. In 

the present analysis the bending moments and shears are defined through two 

functions U and V (See Appendix 1) by Equations 8.16 and 8.19 as: 

. -x 

U-1 2 
x2 

05 4- V5 
y 

yy 

- (2 
2) -XX 

and for a of unit intensity the potential functions can be written as 

;; -:: 
I (x 2+y2 

2, ý 22 4 

As the finite element formulation is in terms of the U-V functions 

it is necessary to rerwrite the boundary value problem as shown in Figure 3.2. 

These conditions must now be integrated to give the boundary values of the 

basic functions and first derivatives. ý which will determine uniquely the 

finite elem ent boundary value problem. TIjus: 

on edge 2- 

V3 
xx 

=- Y12 

2 V 

___ + A-x 4 

-ý7 

2 
(3.12) 
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on edge 

U. 
9 :-T 
yy 2 

-XY +C (3-13) 
2 

-XY 
2 

7+ Cy +D 

on edge 1-2., and edge 1- 

V., 
x= (3.14) 

In order that the constants of integration of equations 3.12 and 3.13 

can be determined we recall the continuity conditions, which for right 

angled corners are stated as : 

us+ Un- 

uu 
ns 

(3.1S). 

In addition it must be remenbered that the rigid body modes of the 

analogous plane stress plate must be removed. To this end it is demonstrated 

in Appendix 1 that any solution to the equations 

C 

C 
(3.16) 

will not affect the stress of Equations 3.11. It is readily verified that 

Equations 3.16 are satisfied by putting 

at 3 

=0 at 11 
(3-17) 

through Equations 3.115 and 3.17, and apply-ing the condition 3.14 at 4, 

Equations 3.123 3.13 and 3.14 becor. e: - 

:f 
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on edge 2- 

ý, xx 

V. i x xy 3 
27 

2 
v= -x + 

3x 

on edge 3-4 

U9 x 
yy 2 

u3 y 
-XY 

1 

2+ 1-6 

2 
u+y 

g'. 7- 16 

1 

(3.18) 

(3-19) 

and conditions 3.14 remain unchanged, except it is remembered that. U., y+ 
v5x =0 

is already prescribed at point 

Equations 3.14. ý 3.18 and 3.19 now constitute the prescribed boundary 

values of the stress function field. Thus it is seen that the variations on 

q' (see Equation 3.8) are not arbitrary but are subject to a set of quasi- 

diagonal linear constraints. 

3.3 On the solution of a banded quadratic form subject to a system of 

banded linear constraints 

There are several ways of solving this problem, however the method to 

be described here was devised by Morley 
715 73 

for application in exactly 

this type of finite element analysis,, and Tvrill be found to have many 

advantages in the present context. 

Maintaining Morleyis notation., the constraints are readily written as 

c0 ql? -G qc 
= (3.20) 

(where G 
qc 

is the constrained vector q1 of Equation 3.8. ) 

The significance of the subscripts becomes apparent- on consu. 1tation o-C 

Figure 3.3. This shows the constraints implied by Equations 3.14,43.18., 3.19 
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I 

substituted into Equation 3.20, when the analysis of the previous section 

is. to be carried out using a single element which is the analogue of 

P/4/4/c (for which the nodal unknowns are U, V5 U5 
y 

v3x ). I. t will be 

demonstrated that this element possesses sufficient continuity requirements 

for this particular analysis., moreover the simplicity of the associated 

boundary conditions will serve in the present context to demonstrate the 

general form of Equation 3.20. It is seen that the components of the matrix 

Tlc are either unity or zero, and that its bandwidth is never greater than 

two. In fact it is readily demonstrated that in the case of generalised 

boundary shapes the general form of T ic is only altered in as much as the 

unit coefficients can take arbitrary values, provided that derivatives are 

not taken as nodal unknowns. If derivatives are taken as nodal unknowns 

the band width of T 1C will be slightly increased. 

The following additional notation of Reference 71 is now required: 

T 
oc - where all the lonediagona-1 coefficients on lines containing 

no constraint are replaced with zeros. 

T, where all the non-zero coefficients other than those covered 

by the previous case are replaced with zeros. 

G 
oc 

where all the q, coefficients of G 
qc 

are replaced with zeros. 

G 
qO - where all the CI coefficients of G 

qc 
are replaced with zeros. 

Then5 re-writing Equation 3.20 as 

qt? =T1 C- 
1G 

qc 

and separating the constrained and unconstrained (including partially 

constrained) parts gives 

-1 
q'I =T lc 

or 

q'I =T1 C- 

9G qo 
+T lc- 

1. 
G 

oc 

a lo o qf +T lc- 
1. 

G 
oc 

(3.21) 
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substituting Equation 3.21 into Equation 3.8 gives 

T IIT q'I G+A+A+A (3.22) TE 
c2qK q'I FC FC 12 

where 

-1T -1 K FC 
IT 

1cT, 0KF' 
[lC 

T 10 

T G FC -'ý 1c T, - (GF -G+Ka*G 
IT 

0-FF 
IT 

1C OCI (3.23) 

T -1 T -1 A9*G 
oc] 

T. 
KIIc Goc (=constant) 2[ ic F-[I 

The variations on q'I are now arbitrary. It is also seen that as 

Equation 3.22 is of exactly the same form as Equation 2.6, it solves in 

precisely the same way. It is noted, however, that the matrix K FC is- now 

singular owing to the removal of the constrained ro-ý, is. K FC is, nevertheless, 

readily rendered non-singular by placing any number on the diagonals of these 

rows; an expedient that will not otherwise affect the solution. 

When expressed in the form of Equation 3.22 the present problem can 

therefore be solved for q1t pro rata by Siddallts system. The fincal solution 

to the complete matrix of nodal unknowns is then readily obtained from 

Equation 3.20. 

3.4. The solution of problems with indeterminate boundary conditions 

It remains to be shown that the constants of integration encountered 

in equations of the type 3.12 and 3-13- may, on occasions., be i ride terld. na te; 

but that a complete solution to the problem can still be achieve 
72 

a 

Consider the fixed ended beam problem delineated in Figure 3.4. The 

stress boundary conditions are, by convention (see Appendix 1)., as shown 

4. in Figure 3.5. In the presen-L, treaument the stresses are defined in tuerms 

of a single function W by equation 8.25: in the absence Of body forces., as 

a- 
w 

qxx 

lyy (3.24) 
4 TAT 
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The finite element formulation is in terms of the function W,, and it 

is therefore necessary to re-write the boundary conditions as shown in 

Figure 3.5. Integrating these to give the boundary values of the function 

and its first derivatives, which will be required by the fLnite element 

simulation, gives (see Figure 3-5). through Equations 8.25: 

on 1-4 

W. ý 
0 

WIXX 

0.3 

wg 
x= -x +A 0.3 

2 
-x + Ax +B 0.6 

on 47 

W5- 
v 

W3 
xc 

w Cx 

on 

W. ýXx W5 XY 
0 

W3, 
xE 

Ex +G 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

In order that the constants of integration of Equations 3.25 - 3.27 can 

be determined we recall the continuity conditions expressed by Equat-ions 

8.27., and eliminate the rigid body modes of the analogous plate by 

prescribing any admissible solution to the equation 

w= cl + C2 "x+C3. (3.28) 

It is readily verified that Equattion. 3.28 is satisfied by taking 

W= W5X 0 at point 1 

W=0 at point 3 ýf 
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whence Equations 3.25 3.27 reduce to 

on 1-4 

w, xy= 0 

W. ý xx 0.3 

we 
x 

0.3 

-x 
2 

o. 6 

on 

XY 

-10 

-1 Ox + 15 

on 

x5r . 5cx W3 
, 

w3x =E 

Ex 

The constant E is indeterminate., and the problem cannot bý solved by 

a single application of The Finite Element Method. 

A solution is obtained by expanding the solution vector (qf of Equation 

3.8) in the form 

qt =Q. k (3.29) 

where the i columns of the matrix Q are the solutions to the following n 

subsidiary problems: 

i where all the known constants of integrat,, ion., plus arýy 

body forces or transverse loads, are given their actual 

values, and the unknown constc, j , n'-s are prescribed as 

zero. 
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i=2, n- where the (n-1) unknown constants (e. g. E in Equations 

3.27) are given unit value in turn, all other information 

being prescribed as zero. 

and the n coefficients of the column matrix k are the desired scaling facto--s5 

hence k1=1. Equation 3.29 iS therefore an application of the principle of 

superpoý`ition. 

Substituting Equation 3.29 into Equation 3.8 gives 

TI 
TE 

ck kro 41 H+J 2F. k 

where 

F 

H 

i 

QT 

T GI 

A, + 

(3-30) 

(3-31) 

Here the n subsidiary calculations have already been carried out, and the 

n columns of the matrix Gt are the matrices (G., - ýF), of Equations 3.95 

generated by the respective subsidiary analyses. 

Application of the minimum principle then gives 

6 nc =0= (F .k- H) bk (3.22) 

which is readily solved for k., subject to the constraint k The 

original problem is finally solved by back-substituting into Equation 3.29. 

It is noted that if no body forces (or transverse loads in the case of 

a plate bending analysis) are prescribed that the solution to Equation 

3.32 reduces to 

T. Q*k=0 (subject to k, = 1) 

provided that k= klq k2-i. e. there is only one unknown constant. 
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3.5. Some comments on the Finite Element Stress Function Approach 

3.5.1 Range of applicability of the method 

As the analogy includes a direct correspondence at all times between 

integrability and equilibriiLm conditions.,, all the elements of Chapter 2 can 

be used in conjunction with Equation 3.22 as self equilibriating elements. 

However, only those elements with continuous strains will analogue as 

stress-diffusive. It is now therefore possible, in theory, to obtain an 

upper bound solution to any thin plate structure composed of rectangles, 

provided the region is simply connected. This statement is true for both 

two and three dimensional structures, for the de Veubeke amalogr 
62 

used 

in Chapter 2 to maintain displacement continuity between bending and 

in-planar elements remains applicable. A three dimensional element 

composed of P/4/8/C (this time as the bending component) and B/4/4/c now 

all ows complete transmission of the stress tensor to be achieved accross 

discontinuities of geometry. 

-3-5.2 
Multiply Connected Problems 

., 
in a particular region, it is not possible to define the boundary If v 

as a continuous unique line, then the region is said to be multiply connected. 

Problems in such areas may be significantly more complex than outlined 
47 

, in Section 3.5.1 for it can be shown Lhat the single valuedness of a stress 

function field in a mItiply connected region depends on the equilibrim of 

the resultant forces around each separate contour. When these resultant 

forces are kmwn, then the multi-valued part may be extracted as a 

IT 

prelimi-nary to the finite eleir., ent solution. lowever. ý consider the -example 

of a plane wall with an internal boundary, loaded as shown in Figure 3.6. a. 

This prol, -jem can only be solved,, using the present -Tpethod,, by reformulating 

the boundary value -problem as shwn --in Figure 3.6.11) (thereby reducing the 

multiply connected structure to a singly connected one) and equating the 
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stresses on the edges 3-4 and 9- 10. This process clearly affects the 

solution of Equation 3.22 adversely, as the sizes of both the overall 

problem, and the constrained submatrices (c. f. Figure 3-3) are drastically 

increased. It can be noted that if the structure were symmetrical, the 

multi-v'aluedness of the problem could be extracted by using the arguments 

of syrreetry and skew symmetry. However this would automatically invoke 

indeterminate constants of integration; problems of this type are best 

solved by other methods. Having noted that theoretically the problem 

posed by Figure 3.6. illustrates a limitation on the present technique5 

it can be seen that when analysing tall building structures any holes are 

not-normally considered loaded5 and that the limitation is not important. 

3.5.3 Continuity limitations. 

Inspection of Equations 3.11 reveals that when, in plate bending 

analyses., transverse -loading is to be included, the functions 2 

and their normal slopes must be continuous. This fact constitutes one 

of the main objections to the present formulation as marýy practical 

loading conditions are not easily approximated by such functions. Although 

functions such as fourier series can be chosen to meet these requirements, it 

is evident that their identification may well constitute a major portion of 

the problem, and that numerical integration procedures will be required in 

order to evaluate the matrix GF of Equation 3.8. Further to the above 

observation it can be noted that in addition to 2 and 2 ,n5 U-In and V5n 

should be continuous across the inter-Qlement boundaries*7 This fact does not 

restrict the choice of elements (i. e. those derived in Chapter 2) that can 

be used in such analyses (see footnote). 

Further to the major point made in the previous paragraph., one can 

surmise that a similar limitation should be placed on the prescribed surface 

tractions. Consider the problem illustrated in Figure 3.4. As shown there 

* In fact only continuity of U, V, and Q are required as this will ensure that the ls-, 
derivatives are piecewise continuous; thereby leaving the functional defined. However, 
if U -1 

r) 

" 
--- --4- - --. &- 

-----inuous 
interpretation of the shears may be difficult. 
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is a discontinuity of thee loading at point 4., and this irzriediately implies 

singularity in -the stresses at this point. As the present. finite element 

method requires at least piecevise continuous transmission of the stress 

field, it is e-vident that the prescribed surface tractions should be 

continuous. 

Nevertheless, when using any continuum analysis., it is true that all 

the parameters of the problem should, strictly speaking, be continuously 

prescribed. This fact notwithstanding. many meaningful results have been 

obtained by stiffness analyses in which-this requirement is not met with 

respect to the prescribed loading. However it is a feature of the 

formulation of Chapter 2 that the means by which the problem is defined 

render the solution insensitive to discontinuous loading. Whilst this is 

achieved at the expense of some accuracy in the stresses, these would not 

normally be critical at the loaded interfaces. In the present analysis the 

governing functional is defined explicitly in terms of the stresses, and 

whilst many elements will be capable of accepting boundary conditions of 

the type illustrated by Figures 3.4 and 3.5, one can expect the effect of 

the discontinuity to be distributed through the problem to a far greater 

extent than would be the case in a displacement analysis. 

An unappealing feature, therefore, of the present formulation is that 

it can be expected to be sensitive to what are normally considered as in- 

significant flower order singularities'. 

3.6 Finite Elements used 

For the purpose of an initial investigation it was decided to limit the 

library to one plane stress element and one plate bending element. 

In the case of a plane stress analysis the choice is li. riuted to either 

4- on the B/4/3/C or B/4/4/c. Considering the former element, the constraint 

mixed second derivative -will analogue as a direct constraint on the shear 

stress. Thus such an element will have the same limited range Of application CZ) 
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0 

as the displacement element P/4/3/C. On the other hand the application of 

B/4/4/c is both general and straightforward. When used in conjunction with 

Equation 3.8 it will be referred to as P/4/4/E. 
Assuming that the best choice of plate bending elemnt is also a 

general one., the library of Chapter 2 yields two possibilities., -namely 

P/4/4/c and P/4/8/C. In the present context the fact that the component 

functions of P/4/4/C are allowed different order approximations in the two 

coordinate directions (see Figure 2.6) simply means that the element will 

analogue with a constant variation of Mn throughout each element, whilst 

M 
ns will be continuously transmitted. In addition to this implying that 

heavy inter-element discontinuities of the direct bending moments can be 

anticipated, it also means that'the convergence of such an element may be 

much faster for certain problems than others; although it was noted in 

Section 3.5.3 that the element would be capable of accepting 

transverse loads. 

On the other hand -P/4/8/C will analogue with continuous stresses 

across all inter-element boundaries., and owing to its inherent symmetry 

should prove to be simple and general in application. It has also been 

noted that a three dimensional thin plate element ensuring full continuity 

of the stress tensor is achieved by superimposing this element on P/4/4/E. 

The element will be referred to in the text as B/4/8/E. 

3.7 Statement of the relevant strain-stress relationships 

The matrix C of Equations 3.6 is defined, in the absence of temperature 

effects5 for conditions of plane stress52 as: 

&x -V 0 CY x 

y -V 0Gy 
E 

Výy 002 (1 +V) TXY 

LJLL 

(3-33) 
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and for a plate under transverse bending 
44 

as: 

&X 1 
-V 0 MX 

ey 12 -V 10 MY (3-34) 

,3 u 
YXY 00 (1+ V) MXY 

LiLi 

In problems of plate bending it must be remembered that M 
XY acts on both 

ý; ides of the plate,. so that when considering the total work done by the 

stresses on the strains the term (1+v) becomes (1+v)/2. 

3.8 omputational Aspects 

The solution of a problem by the present finite element method is 

typified by the following steps: 

(1) Disec retisation of the continuum into a mesh of finite elements., 

and the solution of the boundary value problem. 

(2) Calculation of the element flexibility matrices (K of Equations 3.6). 

Calculation of the element load matrices (G of Equations 3.6). 

Assemblage of Equation 3.10. 

(5) Assemblage of Equation 3.22. 

(6) Solution of Equations 3.22 and 3.20. 

Calculation of the nodal stresses and deflections. 

The solution of any indeterminate constants of integration, 

and re-calculation of the desired stresses and deflections. 

Extracting the first step as the data requixed by the computer solution, 

and appreciating that steps 4 and 6 are overcome by a direct application of 

the Siddall system., it remains only to consider steps 2,, 3., 55 7 and 8. A 

computer listing of the complete solution system is given in Appendix 

The program, in its present form, is subject to the limitations stated 

in Sections 3.1 and 3.6. 

A 
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3.8.1 Calculation of the element flexibility matrices 

Recourse to Section 3.1 reveals -that in principle we are attempting to 

solve the same problem as in Section 2.9.2. Indeed comparing Equation 2.7 

r and 3.6. and noting that the shape functions being used in both cases are 

identical, it is evident that the only changes in the format of the subroutine 

SFSM will be necessitated by the change in the matrix of elastic constants. 

Further comparison of Equations 2.42 and 3.33,2.43 and 3.34 reveals that if 

the sign of Poissonts Ratio is reversed in the input data for the present 

case., then the necessary alterations to the subroutine as p-reviously 

formulated are self evident. 

3.7.2 Calculation of the element load matrices 

In the case of a plane stress analysis these represent the effect of 

body forces, and, in the present treatment, will therefore be null. 

In the case of a plate bending analysis the element load matrices 

express the contribution of the applied trans-verse loading. 

Equations 8.16 can be written as (c. f. Equation 3.4) 

my ulx 22 

MX v9y1 (3-35) 

-i 0 m XY - 
:' (U. 9 yx)--- 

0! %, 

where the functions 2 are required to satisfy the equation 

q=21 5xx +2 2yy 
(3-36) 

(q is the intensity of the transverse load) throughout the continuumand are 

therefore functions of the global coordinates. In view of Equation 3.36 it 

is riot possible to obtain the matr--,, -x G of Equations 3.6 in terms of local 

dimensionless coordinates as before. The element shape functions must also 
4 

be expressed in terms of the global coordinates, 
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It is nud recalled that the element being considered (B/4/8/E) is 

derived from f our basic functions, written in dimensionless form as: 

A 0 -3 2 1 

A, 0 1 -2 1 S 

B, 0 0 3 -2 S2 
(3-37), 

L 
Bi 

J L0 
0 -1 1 

-1 L 
S3 

-i 
which when subjected to a transformation, into global coordinates, of the 

type shown in Figure 3.7, become in say X: 

Al (X) 

I 
Al(X) 

BIM 

I 
BI(X) 

22 
1+3X, +2Xj 

A2 A3 

23 
- 

(A+2X, 
+Xl 

A A2 

23 
3Xl+2Xl 

A2 A3 

23 
-X, -Xl 

A A2 

2 
6Xl+6Xl 

A2 A3 

2 
1+LtXl+3XI 

A A2 

2 
-6Xl-6XI 

A2 A3 

2 
2X1+3XI 

A A2 

-3 -6X, 

A2 A3 

-2-3XI 

A A2 

3 +6Xj 

A2 A3 

-1-3XI 

A A2 

2 

A3 

1 

x 

A2 

2 
-2 x 

A3 

A2 

3 
x 

(3.38) 

The first two terms in the colunm matrix G of Equations 3.6 can now be 

determined from 

X=XI+A Y=Yl+ 

GI 12 

G2 

jEt 

3 

X=Xl Y=Yl 

(considering both 

(Dj 
x0 

(D ,v1 -V 0Q dx. dy 

0 (Dj, IDJ ý -V 102 
Ly 'Xi -- 

01 0 

12(li-v) 

0 

edges of the platc, the term 2(1+v) becomes 1+v 
2 

( . 3.39 ) 
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or: 

X=X, +A Y=Y, +B 

Gj 12 -'ýl 2X dX. dY 
I 

G2 Et 3 (8ý1-V22) 
-'ýl 5y 

X=Xl Y=Yl 

/ 

This basic block will repeat itself down the column. 

(3.40) 

The integrations to be carried out are then of the form 

ff 
0 (X, Y) .2 (X., Y) dX . dY 

and a more detailed treatment of Equation 3.39 cannot be made unless 

exact form of Q is known. For example., in the case o'L a uniformily 

distributed load of intensity q Equation 3.36 is satisfied by writing 

22q (X2 +y2 12 IT 

Expressing the 'Lunctions 0 and 2 of Equation 3.39 as: 

2=F (X) + G(Y) (3.41) 

Jol Jx A' (X) 
. B(Y) 

(3.42) 
01 3y C (X) 

-D (Y) 

1 

(where the basic functions (see Equation 3.36) are written as A., B, C5 D 

for clarity only, and the prime denotes differentiation) it can be seen 

that the integrals of Equation 3.39 are most conveniently written as 

X=Xl +A y-- y1 +B X+X 1 +A Y=Yl +B 
i-, (1 -v) F(X). A1(X)dX. B(Y)dY+ 

fA 
iii G3 ('ýdX. 

ZEB(Y) 
G(Y)dy 

Et 
x=xi Y=Yl x=xi Y=YJ 

(3. L. 3) 

.1 
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X=Xl +A 

1,23 (1-v) 
JF(X). 

C(X)dX. 
2 Et LX=Xl 

Y=Yl +B 
ID 

I (Y) dY+ 

Y=Yl 

X=Xl +A 
IC 

(X)dX. 

X=Xl 

Y=Yl +B 
ID 

I (Y) -B (Y) dY- 

Y=Yl 

(3.4! 43) 

Alternatively., in the case of a hydrostatic load in the X direction the 

load can be expressed as 

MX 

(where q is the intensity of loading) 

and if the load varies from zero on the edge X=0., to unity on the edge X=1ý, 

then the functions 2 can be written as: 

X3 

ExpressLng 

22ý 

as 

21= 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

and maintaining definitions 3.40, the integrals of Equation 3.39 are written., 

for this case as 

X=Xl +A 

G 
12v F(X). Af (X)dX 

1- 

fl 

Et3 
I 

X=Xl. 

Y=Yl +B 
iB 

(Y) dY I 

Y=Yl 

(3.46) 

X=Xl +A 

G2 :-+ 
12v F(X). C(X)dX 
Et3 

X=Xl 

Y='IL7'1 +B 
IDI 

(Y)dY I 

Y=Yl 

The element matrices G, of Equations 3.6., are calculated and summed to give 

the column matrix GU FORMZ (See 
F -, of Equations 3.9. in the subroutine 

Appendix 4), the action of which is su--ramarised as follows: - 

In a plane stress analysis a n-ull matrix of the correct size is 

returned to the disc. 

In a plate bending analysis the routine requires any pertinent loading, 

da-ýn- The subroutine Ithen Derforms the following steps for each element in 
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the disecretised structure. The element global- coordinates are read, and 

its physical properties and position in the global stiffness matrix 

located. The class of functions being used is calculated in global 

coordinates (see Equation 3.38), differentiated as required, and stored 

in the Arrays A (functions in the X direction ) and B (functions in the 

direction) by the subroutine COIEFFT. The element shape functions and 

derivatives as required by Equation 3.40 are then obtained by pe mutating 

the basic functions., and the pertinent integrations (see e. g. Equations 

3.43 and 3.46) performed by subroutines similar to that discussed in 

Section 2.9.2, thereby f orming the element matrix G of Equations 3.6. In 

order to effect the eventual output of the nodal stresses, the nodal values 

of the 2 functions are required (see Equations 3.11). As the element global 

coordinates are not retained these values are calculated at this stage, and I C) 

stored on the disc. Finally the element matrix G is added into the global 

matrix GF As listed in Appendix 4 FORM can cope only with udlIs. 

3.7.3 Assemblage of Equation 3.22 

The nature of Equation 3.21 as shown in Figure 3.3 is quite general for 

rectangular boundaries., the (2x2) submatrices displaying one of the following 

two forms: 

10 

01 

1 Ii 
p--I--I II 

0 
___1_-J 

- none., or constant constraint (s) 

- linear constraint 

In fact the f Orm of Equation 3.20 is only very sl-L gh tly -more c m, plex 

for rectiline-ar boundaries. In this case the constraints will contain 
I 
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trigonometric coefficients. However the problem contains a more general 

boundary shape, then the size of the submatrices may be increased if 

derivatives are taken as nodal unkn(x%Tns. Whilst the basic method can 

still proceed, the subroutines described herein are written specifically 

for (W) submatrices. 

The inverse of T ic is now the inverse of the sub. -matrices., which in 

this case will be 

none, or constant constraint(s) 

linear constraint 

# 

The inverse of T 
1c 

is now ritten more concisely as 

NU = NG x NPG 

I where 

T 11 T 12 

T21 T 22 

T33 T 34 

T43 T44 
V 

NU ' NU- 1 

NG = nw-aber of , -Llodes in the problem 

NPG = number of unknowns per node 

V 

4, 
T NU-1 U 

T 
NU )T NU 

(3.47) 

P-ý, 
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T is stored in this form in the computer. Furthermore the multiplication 
. 1c 

T 1c- 
I. 

T10] can again be carried out on the submatrices., resulting in one 

of the two standard forms: 

0 

or 

or 

the diagonal elements take the value zero if the 

row contains a constraint or unity if the row 

is unconstrained 

In fact no loss of generality is involved if this is written as 

0 

or 

or 

and constant constraints are now more conveniently dealt with as (1 x1 ) 

submatrices. 

o -1. 
-. 4--4 

0 
linear constraint 

It can now be visualised that the effect of the matrix multiplication 

T 
will be to remove completely from the 

IT1 

CT 10 *K-IT1cT 101 

solution matrix the rows and columns pertaining to a constrained value. 

In the case of a linear constraint the effects of the constrained row and 

column are removed to the adjacent ones by a sLmple matrix operation. The 

result of a constant constraint is to remove the constrained row and column 

to the i,,. atrix of constants - i. e. to alter the form of the column matrix 

IdIWA 
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GF of Equation 3.8. 

The computer routines which perform the necessary operations are now 

surmiarised. 

The computer requires at any one point in the calculation of Equations 

3.23, three column matrices, the matrix T1C -1 in the f orm 3.47ý and at least one 

blocO of the matrix KF of Equations 3.9. When only a small computer is 

available there may well not be enough roorm in the core to hold all this 

information simultaneously. The subroutine SETCONSTR therefore stores the 

follcwing four arrays on the disc: - 

The inverse of T 
1c in the form 3.45 colix-nn-wise as a one 

dimensional array. 

column matrix containing the G 
oc coefficients of Equation 3.20. 

A control matrix of the same size as Goce As has been stated., much 

of the matrix multiplication can be carried out a p. -iori to the 

analysis of individual problems. Thus only the overall effect on 

the matrix KF need be carried out in the computer. In order that 

this can be achieved the rows are given the following control 

numbers 

1 signifies an unconstrained raw 

2 signifies a linear constraint 

signifies a constant constraint 

The formulation will require a duffffv matrix of the same size as 

G 
oc which is a-located at this stage. 

It will normally not be possible, at least on a medium sized computer., 

P. O. 

to hold all the information necessary in the core. It therefore becomes of 

paramount importance that the core be efficiently organised in order that the 

time consumed is kept to a minirr,, ur , I. It is well known that this is achieved 

The matrix KF is readilýy subdivided into blocks which represent the effects 
of one node on another (see Figure 2.10). Siddall's system is based upon 
this fact and the matrix is supplied already partitioned into sucil-I blocks 
which are of size NPG*NP. 11+1 NPG iS the number of unknui-ns at a node and 

1 which gives the position of each block in the 

9 
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by 1-ý(, ping the number of disc transfers to a minimum. The subroutine 

MK(-, ', ): ). '; ']. 'EQNS achieves this in the following manner. If it is Possible 

tO fj, -L all the matrices 1 to 4 above in the core together with at least 

Oll", Illock of the matrix KF this is done; the remainder of the core being 

f il I -ýt with as much of the matrix K as poss--Lble. Othe-nvise the routine F 

caloid. ates how much of the matrices 1-4 above can be accommodated in equal 

propw-Lions., and allocates the remainder of the core to KF. The routine then 

perl't, j-111.9 the following three operations on the matrix KF, one block at a 

tiniti 

(1) The column matrix K-T 1c G is f or-, Tied oc 

(P) The columns are constrained 

The rows are constrained by 

by K 
[TI 

C-1 
T, 0] 

IT1 
c- 

1T10]TK [Tlc-l 
Tlo] 

The first operation is performed by the subroutine FORMRHS1, and the 

f Oll oving two by successive applications of FLEIV..,. T. 

It is now a very simple matter to f orin ' 'uhe column matrix G FC of 

Equiti-lons 3.23, and this is done by the subroutine FORMRHS2. it i's noted 

that if the interal strain energy is required to be output (see Sections 

5,2 and 5-3) then the quantity A2 of Equations 3.23 will be required. This 

is h-I t, o readily evaluated by FOPLMRHS2. 

When calculating the matrix K FC of Equation 3.22 
-it 

is useful to note 

ýhat -1,11,0 full constraint of both a row and column can be -achieved by merely 

plae-It-jt-,, - a zero on the diagonal. The matrix multiplications associated with 

the voduction process 
43 

will then automatically ensure that the complete row 

and are prescribed as zero. The diagonal number is temporarily given 

ýInit Value while the associated block is being inverted. 

Mee Equation 33.22 has been solved., the subroutine SO-LCONSTEQNS then 

s0lvc,,, ý Elquation 3.20 for the complete matrix of nodal freedoms. 

All the routines mentioned in this section a-re completely general.. They 

Will ilci, form the above operations no mav tter how large the rmtrix KF or hoiý,, 
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small is the core available for the solution matrix. The latter point is 

true in as much as the core required is so small as to effectivelLy give 

no limit in this respect. 

As a footnote it can be stated7l that the present method is an efficient 

solution of constrained problem, s provided that the constraints are reasonably 

well banded. The inversion of TIc3 the formulation of 
[T 

1c- 
IT 

101 9 and 

all the su6cessive operations required on these matrices can be carried out 

on square submatrices the size of the bandwidth. 

3.7.4 Calculation of nodal stresses and deflections 4 

The element nodal stress matrices a-re readily obtained by differentiating 

the element shape functions, and inserting the nodal coordinates. Multiplying 

this by the nodal stress function values then produces the required stresses. 

These calculations are carried out by the subroutines B8STRESS and n4smms 

for the elements P/4/4/E and B/4/8/E respectively., the element nodal stress 

function values having been extracted from the complete solution by the 

subroutine SIRESSES. 

The calculation of the element nodal deflections is achieved by obtaining 

( via the general expansion for the element stresses)the expresson for 

deflection throughout the element, and substituting the nodal coordinates. 

The general expression is, in turn, obtained by integrating the strain-stress 

relationships of Equations 3.33 and 3.34. The program, as it stands, will 

only perform this calculation for in-planar analyses; huwever. ý it is a 

mathematically trivial exercise to extend the argumentt, to plate bendig 

examples. The majority of the work is performd by the subroutine PI, 4STRESS., 

I. which requires the global coordinates of node 1 (see ngure 2-2) of each 

element f or which displacements are to be output. 

For the purposes of this section (x., y) are takem to denote the global 

coordinates. 
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The basic functions from which the element is formed are calculated. 5by 
the subroutine COEFFT, in global coordinates and stored in the arrays X and Y 

as in Section 3.7-2. The complete element stress functions can then be 

o" obtained by permutating the basic functions and multiplying by the 

appropriate local value. The stress distributions throughout the element 

are in turn obtained by the explicit differentiation and superposition of 

these functions. The strain-stress relationships are now most corrveniently 

written as 

U. ý CTX -v CY -a xy 

p V. jj y (T. y-v Gx (3.48) 

E(u. +V5 =T. 2(1+v) -C ý' x xy 

and 4re stored in this f orm in the arrays C., Dý, E respectively. 

. Equations ý. 48a and 3.48b are then integrated in-situ to give 

Ep (U f (Y) )= 
J( 

Cfx -v CY y 
dx +A-a 

(3.49) 
F, F(V g(x)) =c-va dy +B-b 

f( 
yxI 

where ; C(y) and g(x) are functions., at this stage unknown, in y o-rdy 

and x pay respectively. Equations 3.49 are then differentiated. ý in-situ, 

and re4rranged to give 

E iD u- (3 , 

y ay 
(cr + 7- - vcy ) dx 

xy1 7y 

(3-50) 
E av a c[ 

1((7 
- va ) dy + '2r- gW 77 Tx- yx cx 

II 

pubstituting Equations 3.50 into Equation 3.48c then gives 

r +L 

[f 
(Y)] 2(1-v) 

V(T y) 
dxl ax 

li 
, CY y- 

va x ex CD 
(3-51) 

I t. 

and Equa ion 3.51 is held in the array D. Ry maintaining the identity of 

T 
Xy 

ý; quatipn ý. 51 the solutions to the functions F- rf(yý and [g (x)] are 7y 
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obtained, integrated., and substituted back into Equations 3-so to give 

U= Ux -v Cly dx + f(y) +A+ Cy 

(3,, 52) 
V= cy - vo x 

dx + g(x) +B- Cx 

The u-v displacement field has now been determined apart from the solution 

to the rigid body modes 

A+ CY 

B- Cx 
(3-53) 

and when these have been prescribed the u and v fields are defined uniquely. 

In order to simplify the prograirýEquations 3.53 are not allowed a general 

solution, but are solved to give u=v=u. 0 at the origin of coordinates. y 
As it was envisaged that only cantilevered structures would be analysed, the 

coordinates could always be adjusted to satisfy this requirement. 

In the case of a plate bending analysis the calculation of deflections 

will be somewhat simpler. Analogous to Equations 3.48 we can write 

K. w., xx 
Mx- vm y 

K. W3 
yy my -v mx (3-54) 

K. W3 m +V) XY XY 

where K 12 

Et 

and these equations can be stored in the computer in precisely the same way 

as Equations 3.48. Direct application of Equations 8.26 then gives the 

displacements and rotations as: 

W3X 
[J(M 

- VM ) dx + (1 +v) . 
fýý 

dv +A xy xy 

eý) dy + (1 +v) 
lýýy 

d wi y7y- X] +B (3-55) 

w =jwgx dx + 

J%Tly 
dy +C 

., upon the prescri tion of the rigid body viodes which pW 

Ax By 
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uniquely define the element displacements. 

71 ý, 73 Finally it must be remembered that in general the present finite element 

method will not give an exact solution to the equations of compatibility, 

and that consequentially the above calculations will not give a unique solution 

for the displacements or deflections. The solution will depend upon the chosen 

integration path., and in the method described herein this is defined by the 

chosen 
. 
solution to Equations 3.53 or 3.56. 

3.7.5 The effect of Cany indeterninacy in the bouridary conditions 

Whilst, in princiPle., the argument of section 3.4 demonstrates that 

the indeterminate constants of integration cause no problem, there is little 

doubt that the procedure is unappealing from a computational point of view. 

The data preparation for the problem is greatly increased., the solution to 

Equation 3.32 is complicated by the constraint on kj., and even after solving 

Equation 302 the stresses remain to be calculated. Indeed, in view of the 

latter two statements, and the fact that the indeterminate constants of 

integration will normally be few in number., the most practical approach is 

as fol-lows: 

ýtQre the original flexibility matrix of the problem (K of F 

; $quation 3,8). 

(2) Output the stresses., and required displacements, and store the 

pplution vectors for all the subsidiary problems. 

(3) Calculate and output the matrices F and H of Equation 3.32. 

Solve Equation 3.32 by hand., or on a desk computer. 

The required stresses and displacements Can then be obtained 

1)ýr pcaling and superposing those of the subsidiary problems. 

I 
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FIGURE 3.6 

FIGURE 3.6 b) 
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cHAPTER 

The theory for a class of thybridl finite elements, and 

the presentation of one such element. 

4.1 Background to the method 

In the previous chapter the principle of minimum. complementary energy 

was used to generate a special class of finite elements of the self 

equilibriating type. It was mentioned that,. in general-., the straight 
I 

forward application of the finite element method to this principle has 

been hindered by the restrictions placed upon the approximate stress fields. 

In the following text, the general method of obtaining equilibrium models will 

be outlined., and hence the associated difficulties formalised. It will then 

be shown that these problems can be overcome by modifying the principle so 

that it generates elements of the fassumed stress hybrid, 22,755 76 
type. 

It is recalled that the principle of minimum complementary energy 

is written, in the context of a finite element application., in the form 

of Equation 3.2., and that the approximate element stress functions must 

satisfy: 

(1) The conditions of internal equilibrium. 

(2) The conditions of inter-element equil-ibrium. 

They must generate no spurious kinematic deformation modes. 

The first condition is easily satisfiedin the case of a linear static 

analysisýtby expanding the stresses in two parts. The first part satisfies 

the equations of homogeneous equilibrium., whilst the second is a particular 

solution of the equations of equilibrium with the prescribed body forces. 

The approximate element stress field is then written as 

cr =F-p+ Fr - Pr 
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where F is a (polynomial) function of the coordinates and pa set of 

associated unknown parameters. As pointed out by Pian and Tong 22 
, 

foA. 

elements with prescribed surface tractions some of the coefficients p 

in the first term of Equation 4.1 -will be known . In this case all the 

prescribed pis are placed in the second term. 

22!, 76 
- of The second stipulation can be shown to impose a se-11. 

Lagrangian-type constraints on. the inter-element variations of Equation 4.1. 

The constraints can be visualised as the inter-element boundary displacements. 

When these are included the functional of Equation 2.2 is written as. ' 

n 
TE 

e=l 
'Cijkl - (Yij- - (7 kl . dV - 

jTi 
u. dS 

ceIe 

(4.2) 
JT 

IuI 
dS 

ue 

where 
JdS 

e represents integration around the entire boundary of any given 

element. 

Apart from a detailed consideration of the approximate stress functions 

Equations 4.1 and 4.2 enable arbitrary self-equilibriating finite elements 

to be derived70 * The element surface tractions are written in terms of 

generalised boundary loads Q (the local values of the surface tractions at 

a finite number of boundary points)., and the corresponding interpolation 

functions. ý as: 

TA. Q (4-3) 

Each generalised load then generates a generalised displacement through 

the identity 

T 
q. Q 

ITi 
ui dS (ILLI). 

However., the surface tractions can also be written in terms of the 

assumed stress distribution: 

R. p+ Rr .Pr (4-5) 

where R is a matrix cont(-:: Lining the boundary values of F. 
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It is evident, therefore, from Equations 4.3 - 4.5., that the number of 

generalised displacements and the number of assumed stress modes are 

uniquely related. 

It is well known that the third stipulation on the assumed stress modes 

is, in general, satisfied 
22,499 70,77 

if the relationship 
. between the stress 

and displacement modes of the problem -under consideration satisfies the 

expreýsion 

(4.6) 

where 

X= nurnber of unknown stress amplitudes 

number of generalised displacements 

the number of Y that are constrained. 

Here the minimum number of displacements that must be 

constrained are the rigid body modes of the structure. 

In the case of a finite element analysis Equation (4.6) will be true 

for any complete structurb if it is true for every element in the structure; 

and it is therefore necessary, in general., for the element ass-umed stress 

distributions to satisfy Equation 4.6. However, it is recalled- that for a 

given stress distribution satisfying the equations of inter-element 

equilibrium X and Y of Equation 4.6 are related; and in fact it is 

extremely diffi cult49 to obtain element stress distributions which obey 

all the requirements of Equation 3.2. 

The lack of application of the basic energy principles (Equations 2.1 and 

3-1) to many problems of practical interest has., in recent years., prompted 

research workers to study the possibilities of relaxing the continuity 

requirements they impose on otherwise admissible apploximalte sur-ss and 

strain fields. In fact this end can be achieved in a multiplicity of ways 
21 3 70 

by introducing further field variables which can be visualised as Lagrangian 

multipliers maintaining the necessary constraint conditions. 
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In the literature these modified principles are usually classified as 

one of two types. Those in which the final matrix equations contain both 

stresses and displacements as unknowns are called Imixed formulationsf5 

whereas those in which the solution equations are homogeneous in either 

stresses or displacements are known as thybrid methodsf. 

4.2 Variational formulation of the lassumed stress hybrid, method 

The above terminology., and the present finite element method 

I- 

225 755 765 78 are both due to Pian arxi Tong The f ormula ti on is 

tantamount to reducing the principle of minimum complementary energy 

to a form which can accept stress distributions of the type defined by 

Equation4.1without further limitations. 

Consistent with the foregoing text the method is based on Equations 

3.2,, an approxinate stress field of the type defined by Equation 4.1, 

and an approximate bo-undary displacement field of the type 

Ub L. (4-7) 

The L are interpolating functions which apply only to the 

individual boundary segments., and are therefore far more easily constructed 

than the displacement functions of Chapter 2. However, as in, Chapter 2 they 

must be such that the functional remains defined in the inter-element regions. 

The chosen boundary displacements must therefore give inter-element compatibili-ty 

up to at least degree (N-1), where N is the -highest order derivative occuring 

in the functional. The generalised displacements q are referred to nodes on 

the element boundaries, and will constitute the final unknowns in the solution 

equations. 

When the boundary displacements are introduced into Equation 4.2 as 

an Additional field., they are Lagrangian multipliers. removing the constraint 

that Equation4.1 sa-lu-isfy inter-elerlent equilibrium. -Purthermore., (-: Ls the 
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method relies on assumed boundary displacements, these must satisfy the 

kinematic boundary conditions (i. e. ui =ý)., whilst equilibrium with the Ui 

prescribed surface tractions is no longer ensured (i. e. Tj / Ti). The 

functional to be varied., therefore, is now 

n 
TE =z1 

[f! 

2 Cijkl (71j a dV u dS +u dS 
e= 

k-1 e 

ITi 

2. e 

fTi 

i Ge] (4.8) 

As the boundary displacements are prescribed, Equation4.4 now solves f or 

the generalised. nodal forces (i. e. stiffness coefficients). As these are only 

weighted integrals of the boundary tractions it is seen that only the nodes., 

and no longer the entire boundaries that are in equilibrium. However3 the 

fact that across any boundary overall equilibrium is maintained is clearly 

sufficient to satisfy the boundary traction requirement. 

Finally it is noted that as the number of generalised displacements 

and stress amplitudes are independently chosen., they can always be rpade to 

satisfy Equation 4.6. 

Substitution of Equations 4.1,4.5, and 4.7 into Equation 4.8 yields -. 

npT. 
H-THTST n=Ip+pr- Pr -P e) 

e=l 

where 
T 

H 
fF 

C. F dVe 

T 
Hr F C- Fr dVe 

T 
G 

IR 
L dS 

e 

T 
Gi 

(R 

rL 
dS 

e 

s Gr Pr TL dSe 

B 'I 
TC dV 

e2 Pr 
JFr 

* Fr 
e] pr 

where T are the prescribed surface tractions. 

(4-1o) 

As the stress modes p for different elements care independent, the 

(4.9) 

stationary conditions on them yield - 
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H. p+ Hr * Pr -G- *q = 

solving for p from Equation 4.11 and substituting into Equation 4.9 gives 
n 

TL 

e=l 

where 

K 

(I 2C 

HG eL3ment stiffness matrix 

Ce 

(4.12) 

GT" H- Hr pr-S matrix of equivalent nodal loads 

TT 
Pr .Hr" H-1 .Hrpr7Be= constant 

application of the minimum principle to Equation 4.12 then gives 

-KF . ql +ýF= (4.14) 

where K and are the assembled stiffness matrix and matrix of equivalent F 
ýF 

nodal loads respectively. 

(4-13) 

As Equation 4.14 is of exactly the same form as Equation 2.11 it solves 

in precisely the same way. 

As in the previous chapter only one element of each class is considered., 

and these are chosen in order to give continuity of displacement across the 

inter-element boundaries of a three-dimensional structure. This -is achieved 
755 76 by using the plate bending element derived by Pian and Tong , and applying 

the de Veubeke Analogy 
62 

to obtain the edge displacement functions of a suitable 

in-planar element. 

However, it will be shown that the latter element cannot be derived through 

the principle (Equation 4.8) as it stands. The reason for this is stated and 

a suitable principle is formulated. Nevertheless5 the element is not derived 

explicitly as it possesses the same edge displacements as P/4/4/c. Thus 

Pianfs bending element can be used in conjunction with P/4/4/c for the 

solution of three-dimensional problems. 

It will be seen that the relaxation on the continuity requirements of the 

stiffness formulation of Chapter 2 reduces the number oJI doffs reauired to 

ensure the convergence of plate bending., and hence three dimensional solutions. 
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However, the utilisation of a dual field technique results in considerably 

more complicated convergence characteristics as the method is no longer 

based on a lbounding principle, 
76. 

Also., owing to the lack of homogenity 

of the relevant equations, the elements are extremely tedious to produce. 

4.3 A plate bending element 

As previously stated, the element used is that derived by Pian and 

Tong75,9 76, 
Its derivation is reproduced here for the sake of completeness. 

When the constraints on the two fields are studied, it is realised. that 

while the stress field of Equation 4.1 is subject only to Equation 4.7; the 

boundary displacement field must, in addition to this. ýpossess sufficient 

continuity to allow the functional to remain defined in the inter-element 

regions. It is therefore the choice of the boundary displacement field 

which will. ý to a large extent, dictate the nature of the assumed stress 

field and not vice-versa. 

Accordingly it is recalled that the displacements which must be 

compatible along each edge are the transverse deflection, and normal 

slope. It is understood that the degree of continuity being sought is 

the rdnimum adnissible., and the latter requirement will therefore govern 

the chosen displacement field. The lowest order function to allow continuity 

01 W-In would seem to be a linear interpolation. With reference to Kgure 4.1 

this is equivalent to specifying w, n on5 say, edge 1-3 as 

wlyll . (l -L)+W., y 

Ix IA3' 

In order to define w., y at nodes 1 and 3 it is necessary only to define 

the deflection along the edges 1-2 and 3-4 as a c-ubic. This is readily 

achieved by taking as generalised displacements w and w. Y at all four 

corners ., a choice that will also give the required continuity of w., y 

on edge 2-14. Duplication cf this arguement to the normal slopes on the 
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edges 1-2 and 3-4 leads to the conclusion that a suitable choice of generalised 

diSPlacements is: 

qT 

[Iwll I 
Wxl. I 

1W., 

3rll 

I 
IT 

121 
"*T5xl 

2 

J'K 

-y 

12 

1 (4-15) 1w 13 1 
W5 x13 1 W5 y13 

Iw 14 lw5xl4 1 
W5 y14] 

The normal slopes are here expressed as the derivatives of the transverse 

deflection in order to facilitate transformation of the element into three 

dimensions. The positive directions of the deflections and derivatives of 

Equation 4.15 are shown in Figure 4.2. 

When the boundary tractions have been identified., the edge displacements 

conjugate to them will be expressed in term of one dimensional interpolation 

functions and the above nodal displacements5 thereby defining Equat-Lon 4.7. 

From Equation 4.15 it is seen that the element possesses 12 doffs. In 

order that the element obey Equation 4.6 a quadratic expansion for the stresses 

is requ-ired. This is initially written as 

m=22 
xp1+ P2 *x+ P3 *y+ P4 x+ P5 * xy + P6 *y 

My = P7 + P8 *x+ P9 *y+ Pi 0x2+ Pl 1 *. xy + Pl 2*y2 (4.16) 

22 
Hxy = P13 + P14 x+ P15 07+ P16 x+ P1 7" xy +p 18 -y 

However. it is necessary for Equations 4.16 to satisfy the homogeneous 

equations of equilibrium 

m3m3 Qx 
xx- -xy 

my5y - mxy5x - 1ý ý- , (4-17) 

Q-X 5x- Qy -, y :: -0 

substitution of Equations 4.16 into Equations 4.17 results in the identity 

P4 + P12 ' -'ý P1 7 

Furthermore it is necessary to note that an integral part of Criterion 2 

of Section 4.1 is that- the approximate stress field must be able to simulate 
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and transmit the prescribed boundary tractions. These are normal-ly written 

in terms of the normal moment Mn and the Kirchoff normal force Vn m Qn - Mns5n; 

where the introduction of the latter results in the definition of four corner 

forces, with directions as shown in Figure 8.4. It is easily verified that the 

corner forces can only be accepted and transmitted by Equations 4.16 if P16 : -- 

p18 1,,: 0. The matrix F can now be written as shown in Figure 4.3. There are 

15 independent pts and the element has 3 rigid body modes. The present 

element is therefore always equivalent to a kinematically stable system. 

The boundary tractions acting on a rectangular element are shown in 

Figure 8.4. Howevercomparison of Figures 4.2 and 8.4 reveals that the 

identification of the normal slopes as the derivatives of the deflection 

has not lead to a consistent system for both the deflections and boundary 

tractions. This is remedied by re--vTriting the latter as 

[T ]T [Fl 
- (vx) (mx) F (v -) 12 12 2y 24 

(MY) 
24 

F4 (vx)43 - ('&)43 -F3 (Vy) 
31 

(H 
Y)311 

(4.18) 

whence the conjugate boundary displacements are 

[l 
WIJ (w) (W, ) (w) (w ,) 

[ 
Ub] 12 x 12 

1w12 
24 y 24 (4.19) 

1w14 (w)43 (w3A3 1w13 (w)31 (W. 9 A] 

The matrix L of Equatiorý 4.7 can now be formulated., and is shown in 

Figure 4.4. The functions A1 and A2 are defined in dimensionless form 

(i. e. s 2S 
, 

Y- ) by Equation 2.13. The functionsB BBB are AB1234 

defined by Equation 2.14 as 

B, 0 -3 2 

12 (4.20) 
B2 003. -2 s 

3 
B20 -1 01 

-1 LsJ 

The matrix R defined by Equatiow4-5,4-. 18., and the matrix F of Figure 4-. 3 

is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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The matrices G and H of Equations 4.10 are not given explicitly here., 

but as computer subroutines in Appendix 4. In these subroutines the matrices 

are entered column-wise in one dimensional arrays. 

This element will be referred to in the text as B/4/3/H. 

4.3.1 On the use of this element in three-dimensional problems 

When identifying a plane stress element which will give boundary 

displacements that are compatible with those of B/4/3/H it is again 
62 

convenient to use the de Veubeke Analogy In the present case this 

arguement generates an in-planar element with doffs 

u ul x U, yv 
V5X V3 

y 
(4.21) 

However u., 
x and v, y 

are identified as the in-planar direct strains, and 

will therefore only affect the edge displacements of the adjacent in-plane 

elements. In order to maintain continuity of displacement with B/4/3/H it 

is ncessary only for the rotational derivatives to be defined. A viable 

solution to the three-dimensional problem can therefore be achieved using 

an in-planar element with corner nodal displacements 

U3 y Vq (4.22) 

The present formulation should not be confused with that of Chapter 2 

where an application of the analogy to B/4/4/C directly generated P/4/8/c. 

In that instance the in-planar direct strains had to be defined as nodal 

variables in order to transmit the stiffness due to the presence of the 

mixed second derivative as a dof. The generalised requirements for continuity 

of both first and second derivatives are dealt with more fully in Chapter 6; and 

in the present context it is necessary only to glance at Figure 4.6 to verify 

that the nodal unknowns suggested by Equation 4.22 are sufficient to allow the 

implied element -, o possess the desired degree of compatibility. Here it is 

noted that for the sake Of simPlicity the elements are shown in line with the 
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axes. In the general case it becomes necessary to relate the normal and 

tangential components at the boundary to the cartesian ones. It is 

demonstrated in Chapter 6 that this may increase the number of unknowns 

at a node. 

4.4 Some comments on the application of this work 

(1) As the method is no longer based on a bounding principle5 a 

solution may be either an upper or lower bound. Pian and Tong77., however., 

have demonstrated that any solution will be bounded by an equilibrium model 

with the same internal stress distribution, and a compatible model with the 

same boundary displacements. 
/ 

(2) As the coefficients p for different elements are independent3 the 

value of stress at an inter-element boundary will depend, to some extent., on 

which element was used to calculate it. 

The problem must be stated in terms of the kinematic boundary 

conditions. Clearly, under most circumstances, it is also possible to 

prescribe the mechanical boundary conditions. ý and doing so should accelerate 

convergence. However the effect will diminish as the number of elemnts is 

increased. 

The particular solutions, from which the associated matrices required 

for the analyses performed in the ensuing chapters are readily derived., are 

77 
given in Appendix 3. Pian has shown that the finite element solutions will 

be independent of the particular solutions as long as the expansion in the 

general coefficients p (see Equation 4.1) is of at least the same order 

as that in p r, 
the stress amplitudes equivalent to the prescribed loading. 

If the particular solutions are not included. then the element stress 

functions no longer satisfy the equations of equilibrium of the original 

problem5 and convergence iS no longer guaranteed. However, it should . be 
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possible to obtain a reasonable approximation to the original problem by 

replacing the body forces, and transverse loads, by statically equivalent 

boundary tractions. It is then only necessary to consider the work done by 

these tractions on the element boundary displacements, and the formidable 

character of certain of the matrices of Equations 4.13 is avoided. 

4-5 Computational aspects 

The mathematical formulation of the present method necessitates a 

/ 

somewhat more cumbersome numerical approach than before - However. $ the formal 

similarity of Equations 2.11 and 4.14 implies that it is essentially only the 

peripheral operations of element formulation and stress output that can be 

fundamentally different. In fact this is the case, and the present program 

uses Siddallts routines for the assemblage and solution of the structural 

matrices. 

Inspection of Equations 4.10 and 4.13 reveals that they display two 

major differences from the analogous equations of Chapters 2 and 3 which are 

detrimental to the ease and conciseness of their application to a omputer 

solution. Firstly it is not possible to derive a semi-automatic method of 

element production of the type discussed in Section 2.9.2. The element 

stiffness matrices must be formed by introducing the matrices G and H of 

Equations 4.10 explicitly., and carrying out the operations implied by 

Equations 4.13. This renders even a small library of elements extremely 

cumbersome. Secondly, the form of the particular solution required for the 

prescribed surface and body forces is such that its interaction with the 

homogeneous stress distribution results in matrix operations wl-dch render 

it impractical to assemble the matrix of equivalent nodal loads prior to 

the Finite Element Process. 

Thus the folloving segment changes are required to be made to Siddallls 

system as listed in Reference 43: 
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(1) SFSM and PRCDEL are replaced by HYEDEL, FG121S, FH1215 5 CP- 

(2) STRST and SMTS are replaced by HYBDSTR., ST1215. 

The routine FRHS is required. 

Certain charges to the MASTER segment are necessitated. 

These subroutines are listed in Appendix 

The element stiffness matrices are produced by the subroutines HYBDEL. 

/ 

First the element matrices H and G of Equations 4.10 are formed. In order to 

satisfy any boundary traction requirements it may be necessary to eliminate 

certain of the coefficients p of Equation4.1- This is done by the subroutine 

CP. The matrices H-1., 
[H-1] T-G, and K are then calculated by simple matrix 

manipulations. ý the matrix K being reduced to the form required by Siddallts 
43 ]T 

routines The matrices K, 
[H 

G, G5 H-1 are then stored, in that 

order, on the disc. 

Subroutines are incorporated into the program, as required, to produce 

the matrices H. - Pr 

solutions. In order 

it is also necessary 

calculated at the no( 

reference number and 

and S (see Equations 4.10) which define the particular 

that Equation 4.1 can be solved for the final stresses 

to store the matrix 
[Fr 

* Pr] n; 
this is Fr * Pr 

les. Each particular solution is then asigned a 

stored on the disc in the form of the above matrices. 

These operations are also carried out by HYBDEL. 

In order to produce the column matrix of equivalent nodal loads it is 

necessary to associate each element with the particular solutions it is 

intended to carry. This information is assimilated in the MASTER segment 

and stored in the array JD. It is then a relatively simple matter for the 

subroutine FRHS to retrieve the relevant element and particular solution 
T 

matrix 
[H-] 

. G, Hr - Pr-ý and S, in order to form the element matrix 

of equivalent nodal loads., which is finally added into that of the structure. 

This calculation is carried out for each element in the structure. 

The routines HYBDSTR and Sr. r'1215 essentially solve Equation 4.11 for the 

coefficients p., and hence Equation 4.1 for the nodal stress values for each 
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element in the structure. In order that these computations can be carried 

out., the matrices H-1, G, Hr * Pr.? and [Fr 
* Prl n are retrieved from the 

disc., except that if a given element carries no surface or body loads the 

latter two matrices are given zero value. 

4.6 On the derivation of higher order hybrid elements 

The Author spent a considerable amount of time attempting to formulate 

/ 

a plane stress element based on the theory of Section 4.2 and a boundary 

displacement mode defined by Equation 4.22. The boundary displacements will 

clearly be identical to those of P/4/4/c, whilst the 18 parameter internal 

stress distribution, which was derived from a general cubic expansion, is 

shown in Figure 4.7. However, it was found that whilst for certain cases 

apparently convergeift results could be obtained., for other cases they could 

not. It is pertinent to identify the cause of., and remedy for., this 

phenomen-um. 

The prerequisites of the application of Equation 4.12 are: - 

(1) An approximate stress field which need not satisfy inter-element 

equilibrium., but which does satisfy equilibrium in the interior 

of the elements. 

(2) The strains are defined5 throughout the problem., explicitly by 

,. the above stress field and the stress-strain relationships: 

ij Cijkl ' '7 kl 
(4.23) 

An independent boundary displacement field which is capable of 

maintaining overall equilibrium of the inter-element surface 

tractions. 

However., it is seen that the bo-undary displacement modes implied by 

Equation 4.22 result in the independent definition of the shear strain at 

the element bolu-ndaries. Clearly this is in direct contravention of 
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requirement (2) above, and thus it is not possible to generate an element 

of Pian's lassumed stress hybrid' type through Equation 4.22, or indeed any 

higher order displacement modes. 

In view of this arguement it is now possible to state a more rigorous 

requirement., that must be ret by the boundary displacement modes., than that 

I 
stated in Section 4.2: that when generating finite elements for use in 

conjunction with Equations 4.12. and 4.13, the chosen displacements must 

ensure inter-eloment continuity of degree N-2 only; where N is the highest 

order derivative occuring in the functional. 

However., it can be shown that a hybrid formulation similar to that of 

Section 4.2 can be generated iýsing the displacement field of P/4/4/c and a 

stress field of the type given in Figure 4.7. 

Let us consider as the starting point the chosen element stress fields; 

whence the functional to be varied will again be a modification to the 

principle of minimum complementary energy (Equation 3-1). 

In view of the existence of the strain energy function it is evident 

that the chosen higher order displacement field must be continuous throughout 

the volume of the problem. Clearly in the present instance this is the case. 

It remains., therefore, to identify the significance of this displacement field 

with respect to Equation 3.1. 

It is noted that it should now be possible to make the body and surface 

forces do work against the element displacements only, as was the case with 

the elements of Chapter 2. If this is true it will be possible to withdraw 

the requirement that the stress modes satis: ýy the equations of equilibrium. 

Clearly., at the element boundaries the displacement field will play a similar 

role to that which it played in the development of Section 4.2. Accordingly 

the functional to be varied is written., in the context of a finite element 

analysis., as: 

n 
(2 Z0 cy 0a+ )- Ai) dVe 

e=1 
(2 ijkl Ij kl ij., j i 

I (Ti -Ai+ Ti Tli) dSe] (4.24) 
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where Ai and are Lagrangian multipliers maintaining equilibrium. 

Th! Eý variational derivative of this principle then yields: 

bcy, j 

" (aij 
j+ 

Pi) 6, k 
i) dVe - 

J( 
(Ti Ti) 6, k 

" (A 
i 

Til ) bTi - (A 
i-Xti) 6Ti) dS 

e] 

and the stationary conditions are: 

in 

whe nc e -22L (U 
1+u j3i) = Cijkl "3kl 

cr 3 

and on 

Ai=A 'i = u, - (the boundary displacements) 

uI 

T 

Thus the principle to be varied in the present case is: 
n 
z ijkl cyl, , (7 k1 + ((7ij3j + ui) dVe 

e 

- 
f((Ti 

- Ti) -ua. + Ti Ti 
I) 

dSe] 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

and it is seen that there are only two changes from the requirements of the 

formulation of Section 4.2. Firstly that the stresses need no longer 

satisfy the equations of equilibrium. Secondly,, as Equation 4.28 is an 

independent dual field principle it is no longer necessary to place a 

requirement on the relation between the numbers of stress and displacement 

mode s. 

Further to the first observation., it is noted that, in general, the 

stress modes should not be made to satisfy the equations of homogeneous 

equilibrium., for to do so may preclude the satisfaction of overall equilibrium. 

However., it can be seen that if no body forces are prescribed, then the unknown 
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stress amplitudes can be made to satisfy the equations of homogeneous 

equilibrium in the same manner as those of Sections 4.2 and 4.3. This 

should now accelerate convergence and reduce the size of the matrices. 

Nevertheless, it must be noted that ensuring satisfaction of equilibrium 

in V does not mean that the second term of Equation 4.28 can be ignored. 

The presence of this term serves a dual purpose: to maintain internal 

element equilibrium, and to maintain the requirerwnt that the strains 

can be derived -from the element displacement functions (see Equations 

4.26). The latter fact is more readily appreciated when Equation 4.28 is 

integrated by parts to give: 

n 
cr. . (U. CY +u TE -2! C 

ijkl - (3ij kl ij Ij e=l 
(4.29) 

+ T. u. dS iri . Cd S + u. ) dV + Tis 
e c7e u IefIIj-I 

where the boundary is now divided into parts on which displacements only 

and stresses only are prescribed; and it is noted that in the present case 

the method relies upon assumed boundary displacements that can always be 

made to satisfy the kinematic boundary conditions. Indeed, it will be 

shown that this form of the principle is also more convenient as it leads 

to a finite element formulation very similar to that of Section 4.2. 

Equation4.29 is equivalent to Reissner's principle8o. 

Comparison of Equations 4.28 and 4.29 shows that if the stresses can 

be made continuous across the interelement boundaries they can be considered 

as Lagrangian multipliers removing the requirement that the displacements 

be continuous. Pian and Tong 22 have discussed the va. 
. 
rious relaxations in 

continuity requirements that can be achieved using Reissner's principle. 

However., in the present case, the first four terms of Equation 4.29 

define the functional to be varied. The stresses5 which need satisfy 

neither the overall or boundary equilibrium requirements (see discussion 

after Equation 4.28)y are expressed as (c. f. Equation 4.1) 

a=F-p (4-30) 
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in each individual element. The element displacements, which are derived in 

exactly the same manner as those of the elements of Chapter 25 are expressed 

as (c. f. Equation 2.4) 

u L. q (4-31) 
Substituting Equations 4.30 and 4.31 into Equation 4.29 gives: 

n 

e=l 

where 

H 

G 

TTT (21 P. Hp9G. q+q. 

8= 

fT 
C-F- dV 

T F. B dV 
e 

TT L. P dV 
e+ 

JLb 
dS 

ore 

(4-32) 

(4-33) 

It is seen that Equation 4.32 is of the same form as Equation 4.9 and 

can therefore be expressed., in terms of the displacements only, in the same 

f orm as Equation4.12. Jndeed. ý inspection of Equations 4.10 and 4.33 reveals 

that the only difference, in as much as the computer is concerned., between 

the present formulation and that of Section4.2 is that the f ormidable 

character of Equations 4.13 is now avoided. This is due to the fact that 

a particular solution for the prescribed loading is no longer required. 

Equation 4.32 simply becomes: 

TE 

i( 

--21 qTK. q+ q'T S) (4-34) 
e=1 

where 

KGT. H- 1G (the element stiffness matrix) 

The formulation defined by Equations 4.32 - 4.34 has been considered by 

Han and Tong 22 
, who state that: f The application of Reissnerts principle in 

this form does not provide particular advantage over the compatible model tD 

since the interelement boundary compatibility is still required. I 

This seems rather a harsh j-udgement as the method will almost certainly 

give a more efficient solution than that of Chapter 2. In particular it can 
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be stated that the plane stress element derived through the present 

formulation in conjunction with the displacement field defined by 

Equation 2.24 will be more efficient5 both for in-planar problems 

and for use in three-dimensional analyses with B/4/3/H3 than P/4/4/C. 

The element was not considered Pirther by The Author only due to lack 

of time. 
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clukt. 'rap, 5j 

Some two-dimensional applications of thin 

, 
plate finite elements 

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part is devoted to 

a demonstration of the convergence, and relative efficiency of the elements 

formulated in the previous chapters. This is achieved by applying the 

elements to certain test structures., some of which are designed to highlight 

certain of the problems which are likely to arise when more complex types of 

structure are tackled. In the second part certain of the elements are applied -1c 

a plane shear wall structure . 

CONVERGENCE 

It is standard practice in finite element work to present convergence 

results graphically. It is first., therefore. ý necessary tO decide what 

properties are to be selected as the plots of the ordinate and abscissa in 

order that the performances of all the chosen elements under various conditions 

can be compared. 

5.1 The plot of the abscissa 

Before proceeding further it is necessary to note that apart from the 

considerations pertaining to the individual element appraximating functions 

(that have already been dealt with)5 convergence will not necessarily be 

observed unless a stipulation is placed on the manner in which a problem 

is idealised as successive finite elerwnt meshes - This criterion was first 

stated by Melosh 
50 

, with reference to displacement elerents, as follows: 
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'Displacements conforming with the potential energy theorem will lead to 

solutions with definable disecretisation error (that part of the error due 

to replacing the continuous structure by one composed of finite elements). 

However3 unless the functions are selected carefully, increasing the number 

of fictitious cuts will not necessarily provide an answer with smaller error. 

In the following development? (see Reference 50) ta condition is defined on the 

basic matrix of displacement functions. The condition requires that the 

displacements of a subelement may be identical to those generated in it by 

displacements on the element before subdivision. This insures that the 

state of minimum potential energy of the original structure is a possible 

deformation state of the subdivided one. Hence monotonic convergence is 

assured?. 

Thus it is evident that successive higher order mesh approximations 

should contain all the deformation modes of the previous mesh if monotonic 

convergence is to be observed, and consequently that convergence is primarily 

a function of mesh size. 

The property taken as the plot of the abscissa is therefore the total 

number of doffs generated by the finite element meshes; and this is plotted to 

a square root scale for convenience. 

5.2. Plot of the ordinate 

The equations of elasticity can be written in terms of either stresses 

(equtions. of equilibrium) or strains (equations of compatibility), the exact 
I 

answers to one set of equations being the solutions to the other. However a 

finite element analysis will not normally yield a set of exact answers. 

Moreover, it can be appreciated that a given approximation to the equations 

of compatibility will not normally yield the same approximation to the equations 

of equilibrium. A given finite element solution will therefore normally be 

biased in favour of either the stresses or the displacements (strains). 
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-he - aments of Chapter 2 were derived by directly For instance .tý ý1-- 

approximating the displacements such that the equations of inter-element 

compatibility are obeyed throughout the structure. The boundary conditions 

are written in terms of displacement only as it is not a simple matter to 

prescribe the Kirchoff boundary conditions; the solution process then ensures 

that the nodes only are in equilibrium. It can be shown that this method leads 

to a definite 'lower boundt on the displacements (in the mean), whereas no such 

conclusion can be made regarding the stresses. Finally it can normally be 

assumed that further errors will be incurred on the stress results owing to 

the fact that they are calculated from the derivatives of the displacements. 

These observations lead to the conclusion that at a given mesh division the 

answers for the displacements will be superior to those for the stresses. 

The variational formulation of Section 3.1 indicates that the opposite 

is true of the elements of Chapter 3. These were derived by approximating 

the stresses in terms of functions which always satisfy the equations of 

equilibrium; the solution process then solves for compatibility at the 

nodes only. The problem is normally specified in terms of the mechanical 

boundary conditions, and kinematic boundary conditions can only be applied 

in terms of weighted averages. In this case it can be shown that the method 

leads to a definite 1upper boundt on the stresses (in the mean) but not on the 

displacements; indeed., as pointed out by Morely7l. , the displacements can only 

be calculated by integrating the stress-strain relationships and it is not 

possible to obtain a unique answer to them, as in view of the (normally) 

approximate nature of the stresses the values obtained will depend upon the 

chosen integration path. These arguements lead to the conclusion that at a 

given mesh division the answers for the stresses will be superior to those for 

displacements. 

Unlike the elements of Chapters 2 and 3, those of Chapter 4 were based 

on a dual field; and therefore no lbound, can be placed on either the 
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displacements or stresses. Pian and Tong 76ý, 77 
. however, have shown that a 

displacement solution will be a 'lower bound' to the displacements ( in the 

mean) of a hy"brid solution using the same mesh and elements with the same 

boundary displacement modes., whilst an equilibrium solution will be an upper 

bound to the stresses (in the mean) of a hybrid solubion using the same mesh 

and elements with an identical internal stress distribution. This suggests 

that in comparison to a displacement solution, a hybrid one, of the type 

discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. will give better answers for the stresses 

at the expense of the displacements; vice-versa in comparison to an equilibrium. 

s oluti on. 

The above arguements illustrate that if the displacement or stress at a 

given point were taken as the plot of the ordinate, the res-ulting convergence 

curves would necessarily be biased in f avour of one of the models - Normally 

the discrimination shown would not be justified unless it was required to 

study either the stresses or displacements in isolation. Another arguement 

against such a plot is that erroneous convergence characteristics may be 

encountered, owing to the fact that the convergence at the point chosen may 

not be typical of the overall problem. In fact it is easily demonstrated 

(via the variational formulation) that for a stiffness solution this is only 

the case if a single point load is applied to the structure, and the displacement 

underneath the load is plotted; it is impossible to apply point loads to the 

equilibrium elements of Chapter 

Inspection of the relevant functionals shows that a property which is both 

common to all the formulations discussed, and is always a direct measure of 

overall convergence is the internal strain energy of the structure. A plot 

of this property will clearly, therefore., be unbiased towards an particular 

finite element model. 

Thus it would seem that the internal strain energy of the problem is a 

convenient choice of parameter for the ordinate. It must be remembered., however., 

that this course of action does not eradicate the fact that finite element 
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solutions will normally give better answers for the displacements than 

stresses or vice-versa; and that this aspect of the problem will certainly 

be of interest when it is not convenient or possible to produce both upper 

and lower bound solutions. 

5.3 On the computation of the internal strain energy of a structure 

In order to facilitate the above operation, the theory of this section is 

presented. 

Siddall's solution system is based on the method of Gaussian elimination5 

which is equivalent to successive applications of the principle of static 

condensation. The mathematical basis for the program can therefore be written., 

for the compatible model., as in Section 5.3.1., and adapted for the other models 

as shown in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3-3. 

5.3.1 Compatible solutions based on the potentia. 1 energy theorem 

The starting point is Equation 2.9 which is now written more conveniently 

as: 

=1TT np ýF (S. ') 

where the first term on the right hand side represents the portion of the total 

due to the internal strain energy. 

Now let the generalised displacementsq be partitioned, quite arbitrarily, 

such that 

q 
[q, 

q2]T Equation 5.1 then beomes: 

TTITTT 
q1 Kll q1+q1K 12' q2+2q2K 22 q2-q1R1q2R2 

(5.2) 

MinjLrdsing Equation 5.2 with respect to qj, and solving for q, in terms of q2 gives: 
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K 12 *q2+K 11- 
1. R1 (5-3) 

Substituting Equation 5.3 into Equation 5.2 allows the functional to be 

expressed purely in terms of q- 2* 

ITT np ýF q2K. q2-q2R-C 

and the internal strain energy is: 

u=iT. 2q2R. q2+C 

where 

k 
.=K 22 

K 21 *K 11 *K 12 

R2K 21 *K 11 R1 

KR 1 

(5.4) 

(5-5) 

IN 

(5.6) 

Siddall's system repeats this procedure by nodes until the required 

nunber have been condensed out. Clearly in the case of a final structure 

the process is repeated until only one node remains., at which point the 

program solves f or the unkno-vms at that node and back- substitutes to obtain 

those at all the other nodes. In the case of a substructure, however, it will 

normally be required to condense down to a given nuriber (larger than unity) of 

nodes. This latter fact is stated for the sake of completeness., for it is 

demonstrated in Section 5.3.4 that the present technique cannot be used to give 

the strain energy in a substructure. 

Thus ultimately q2= q' the final unknowns (i. e. the doffs at the last 

node), and Equation 5.4 becomes 

TE = 'L 
TT (5-7) .p2 qf .R. qf - ql 

where 
NRM 

Cl Zc 
n=l 

and INRM = the number of nodes condensed out. Application of the minimum principle 

TE =0 yields 
a- so KI . ql - Rl (5.8) 
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The computer then solves for q1. Substituting for 71 
. at from Equation 5.8 

gives 

n (at minimim) = -fl qI 
T-R? 

- qI 
T- 

RI - Ct p2 (5-9) 

or n (at minimum) = qIT 9 
71 

- Cl p2 (5-10) 

and from Equations 5.5 and 5.9 

u (at minimum) =qT+C, 2 

It is a trivial matter to calculate C1 as the solution procedes, whilst 
T the term y' , q? is obtained from the product of the final condensed load 

matrix and the displacement values pertinent to it. It is evident., therefore., 

that with very little extra effort Siddall's system can be made to output the 

solution to Equation (5-11) in addition to the nodal displacements and stresses. 

5.3.2 Hybrid solutions based on Equation 4.9 

Equation 4.13 can readily be reduced to a form similar to Equation 5.1 as: 

TT 
TE qq+qR+ Cn 

n 
(5.12) 

where n is the number of elements in the structure., and Cn is defined by Equation 

4.14. The other terms retain the same meaning as in Equation 5.1. Inspection of 

Equation 4.9 reveals that n represents the internal strain energy of the problem. 

Application of the arguement of Section 5.3.1 to Equation 5.12 results in 

the conclusion that: 

(at minimum) = -1 ql 
T+C, 

+ZC 2n (5-13) 

Apart from the contribution from the particular solutions generated by the 

loading, Equation 5.13 is of exactly the same form as Equation 5.11., and can 

therefore be calculated in exactly the same way. 
0 

5.3-3. Equilibrium solutions based on the complementary energy theorem and 
the thin plate analogies 

mi, a -, +-n-rtina noint is Eauatiorf 3.22. Inspection of Equations 3.1,3.8. arxi 
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3.22 reveals that if displacements are prescribed,,, the present teclunique 

cannot be used to calculate U (the internal strain energy). However, in 

the absence of prescribed displacements Equation 3.22 can be written as: 

=1TT R+A+A (5.14) 

where q is now s-ubstituted for q'I., and the column matrix R is G FC except 

that it contains no contribution from GF Further., it is remembered that 

immediately prior to the inversion of the diagonal blocks (see Reference 43) 

it is necessary to place an arbitrary nunber on the diagonals of the constrained 

rows (see Section 3-3) in order that K is non-singular; and that this number 

must be reset to zero imediately after inversion. 

Equation 5.14 now represents U. Application of the arguement of Section 

5.3.1 to Equation 5.14 results in the conclusion that: 

U (at ininimum) = q1 
T 

C? +A+A 212 (5-15) 

The term A, (see Equations 3.6) can be extracted from the finite element 

process. The term A2 is readily calculated as the constraints are being applied 

to the system (see Section 3.7-3). The remainder of the right hand side of 

Equation 5.15 is calculated as described in Section 5.3-1. 

5.3.4 Note on the calculation of the strain energy of a substructure 

It is evident that the raethod of solution of Siddallts program, outlined 

in Section 5.3-1, is ideally suited to substructure analysis. It was hoped 

that, apart from its many other advantages 
43 

, this technique could be used to 

give an estimate of the finite elemnt disecretisation error 
50 

involved in 

different areas of a problem; thus allowing any necessary mesh refinement to 

bb optimised. However, it is the purpose of this note to demonstrate that the 

present technique cannot be used to generate the strain energy of a substructure. 

This arises due to the fact that the variations on the nodal variables of the 

individual substructures are not independent. 
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Consider the cantilever problem J-11-lu-strated in Figi-ire 
, 
5,. 1 5 Which 

is to be solved, by a compatibl- analysis, using two substructures as 

indicated. Whilst there is little advantage in using the substructure 

technique for this example., the simplicity of application serves to 

illustrate the point in question. 

The total potential energy of the individual substructures can be 

written as: 

i=iq, 
T (5-16) 

1TT (Hp) 
2 :- -ýý q2. K20q2-q2*R2 (5-17) 

where K1 and K2 are the assembled stiffness matrices of the first and 

second substructures respectively, and the remainder of the notation 

follows automatically from this fact. 

Despite K1 being singular, it can be condensed down to the last five 

numbered nodes (see Figure 5.1. b), by partitioning q, into 

TTT 
q, q1aq lb] 

(where q lb are the doffs remaining after condensation)., and expressing 

Equation 5.16 in the form of Equation 5.21 and hence Equation 5.4 as: 

1TT. 
-c (5.18) 

p)1 == -ýF q lb . Klb .q lb -q lb R lb 1 

Duplication of the above arguement to substructure 2 yields: 

(n = -1 qT-K. q-qTR-c (5-19) 
p) 22 2b 2b 2b 2b 2b 2 

The total potential energy of the problem can now be expressed as: 

(n 
P) 3 ! '- (np), + (n 

P)2 
(5.20) 

Noting that q lb ýq 2b 
(say) q and substituting Equations 5.18 and 5.10, 

into Equation 5.20 gives: 

-T (n)=K1b+K2 b] p 

or 

eq-qT. 
[R 

lb +R 2b] - Cl - C2 (5.21) 

(np)3 = 17 qT. K3 .q-qT. R3-c (5.22) 
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as K 
lb is symmetrical,, positive semi-definite., and K 2b 

is positive definite., 

K3 is positive definite. Equation 5.22 can therefore be made to yield the 

internal strain energy of the entire st -ructure in exactly the same manner as 

Equation 5.4. 

However, minimising and solving Equation 5.21 as it stands yields: 

q=q lb =q 2b = 
[K 

lb +K 2b] 
-1 

* 
[Rlb 

+R2 b] 
(5.23) 

The inverted matrix of Equation 5.23 is non-separable, and there is 

evidently no way of substituting Equation 5.23 into Equations5.18 and 5.19 

in order to yield Equations of the formof 5.10 and 5.11. 
If it is required to know the strain energy of any given substructure 

it is necessary to store its original stiffness matrix, and carry out the 

appropriate matrix multiplications af ter the solution process has taken 

place. 
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5.4 Demonstration of, and commentson, the convergence of the 

in-planar elements 

5.4.1 3x1 Cantilever subject to a u. d. l. 

This will test the performance that can be expected of the elements 

when applied to problems in which flexural stresses predominate, for it is 

well known that here the deflections due to shear account for only about 

3% of the total. 

The problem to be analysed is delineated in Figure 5.2. Symmetry 

conditions reduce the part of the structure which requires scrutiny to 

that which is shaded. The problem was analysed using all the available 

elements at the four mesh divisions shown in Figure 5.23. The prescribed 

boundary values pertinent to each finite element analysis are shown in 

Figure 5.3. 

The convergence curves are shown in Figure 5.4. These readily 

demonstrate the good convergence characteristics of all the elements 

discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, and the anticipated upper and lower bound 

solutions. 

Perhaps the most noticeable feature is the extremely high degree of 

efficiency obtained by P/4/4/E. This is even more striking when one 

considers that the curves are biased against this element, as at most 

mesh divisions the actual number of unknowns in the problem is considerably 

less than that implied here. This is dýie to the constraints applied to 

the stress function field by the boundary conditions, and is true for all 

the examples considered in Section 5.4. 

Considering the compatihle elements it is seen that, in general, the 

higher the order of the element, the more efficient it is; however, in 

. practice this may be countered by the minimum mesh required to define the 
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geometry of the problem. In particular it is seen that the constraints 

applied to the second derivatives of P/4/6/C render it discernably less 

effective than P/4/8/C; indeed, it converges only marginally better than 

P/4/4/C. Especially disappointing is the performance of P/4/4,4/C. 

which converges in a virtually identical manner to P/4/4/C. This was 

unexpected in view of the excellent results obtained by applying this 

technique to the element P/4/2/C 22 in Reference 66. In the present case 

it is concluded that only a negligihle improvement is ohtained owing 

to the fact that the internal functions are necessarily far more stiff 

in relation to the boundary displacement modes than was the case in 

Reference 66. Clearly this is an effect which will become more pronounced 

as the order of the boundary displacement modes is increased. 

The fact that P/4/3/C is constrained to eliminate shear strain at 

the element boundaries means to all intents and purposes that any 

deformation due to shear cannot be simulated; this element, therefore, 

will not converge to the true solution. Howeverý as expected, in the 

present case the discrepancy between the converged solutions indicated 

by this element and the others is only about 3%. We can therefore 

expect P/4/3/C to perform well under circumstances in which shear stresses 

play a small role. 

Figures 5.5,5.6,5.7 and 5.8 demonstrate the stress results obtained 

from each analysis. It is seen that only at the root of the cantilever 

are the results at all inconsistent either with each other, or with the 

established Engineer's Theory of Bending (E. T. B. ). 

As would be expected, it is shown that as long as the internal 

strain energy (I. S. E. ) has converged to within reasonable limits, then 

the stress results can be interpreted as indicative of the problem being 
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simulated. In particular, considering the analyses which imply discontinuous 

stresses or displacements across the inter-element boundaries, it is 

justifiable to average the results obtained from adjacent elements provided 

that the I. S. E. has converged. 

The reasons for the variance in root stress results are not implicit 

in the basic theories involved, but arise out of discrepancies implied by 

the definition of the clamped boundary in the different analyses. In the 

E. T. B. Cr 
y 

is ignored throughout the problem; in particular this means 

that the clamped end is completely unrestrained in the ly' direction, where 

as in most of the finite element analyses (see Figure 5.3). cy is fully 

restrained. However, it is also seen that the boundary conditions implied 

by the different finite element analyses are by no means consistent. This 

could be overcome if a means of rdlaxing ay at that section were available. 

However, the only feasible expedient towards that objective would be to 

clamp the fixed end at point z (see Figure 5.2) only. This would allow 

the ay stresses to become zero at the root, but unfortunately would 

constrain all the shear stress at that section to be transferred through 

that one point - i. e. a singularity will be imposed. Singularities can 

lead to highly dubious results, a fact that is demonstrated in Section 5.4.3. 

Nevertheless, Figure 5.8 illustrates that the discrepancies are only local 

to the root; moreover, St. Venant's principle suggests that if the exact 

stress distribution in that area should be of interest, then the boundary 

of the problem should be produced back into the encasterating medium. 

A further contribution to the root stress problem is that a fully 

clamped boundary is an extremely severe restraint implying high stress concen- 

trations (if not a certain amount of plasticity) in that region, thus 

rendering stress interpretation difficult even though convergence has 
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apparently taken place. 

5.4.2.1 x1 Cantilever subject to a u. d. l. 

This will test the performance of the elements when applied to 

problems in which shear strains play a more important role (here accounting 

for about 17% of the total deflection predicted by E. T. B. modified to 

include deformation due to shear 
82). Indeed this should be a more rigorous 

test altogether, because, owing to the shape of the structure the rate 

of change of gradient of the stress contours will be more severe. Also, 

following on from the previous analysis, a deeper insight into the effect 

of the boundary conditions implied by the different analyses should he 

obtained, as St. Venant's principle cannot be expected to apply over a 

structure of these proportions. 

The structure under test is illustrated by the shaded part of 

Figure 5.9, and the boundary conditions associated with each of the analyses 

are shown in Figure 5.10. Again the mesh patterns used are those delineated 

in Figure 5.23. 

The convergence curves are shown in Figure 5.11, and again P/4/4/E 

appears to converge reasonably quickly, certainly in comparison with the 

compatible elements. 

Here the elimination of the second derivatives of P/4/6/C constrain 

it to converge with a virtually identical efficiency to P/4/4/C. Once 

again P/4/4,4/C shows no discernable improvement on P/4/4/C. 

Figure 5.11 also demonstrates P/4/3/C converging to a value approximately 

10% below that of all the more generalised elements; moreover, should a 

problem arise in which shear stresses are critical an analysis with this 

element would show them to be zero. Clearly therefore it is unsuitable for 

application to such problems. 
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Particularly interesting is the unexpectedly poor performance or' 

P/4/8/C; indeed, P/4/3/C excepted it converges worse than any other compatible 

element. The reason for this is the great difficulty posed by the largely 

ambiguous boundary value problem created by the presence of the second 

differentials as dof's. The Author in fact attempted several permutations 

and the results given herein are the best of those. Clearly there is a 

problem in applying elements which utilise dof's with poor physical 

significance to analyses in which the definition of the boundary conditions 

is going to have a profound influence on the results throughout the structure. 

Figure 5.12 again demonstrates the poor stress interpretation at the 

root. It also demonstrates that in the case of P/4/4/E this is due rather 

to the high stress concentration in that region rather than any problem 

associated with the boundary conditions, for even at the quarter span good 

results are obtained. By comparison only with an 8x8 mesh does P/4/8/C 

(with twice as many dof's per node as P/4/4/E) give reasonable stress results. 

Comparison of Figures 5.8 and 5.12 indicates how the shape of the direct 

stress blocks has been changed due to the presence of the increased shear 

stress. 

Figure 5.13 shows the good rate of convergence of the longitudinal 

stresses in the extreme fibres obtained using P/4/4/E. It also demonstrates 

that although this element yields an upper bound solution to the stresses 

in the mean, it does not necessarily do so at any given point. 

Also of interest is the fact that the P/4/3/C results for the stress 

pattern delineated in Figure 5.13 converge to the correct answers. This is 

due to the fact that the extreme fibre stresses are unaffected by the action 

of shear throughout the problem, as under this loading condition the shear 

stress on that edge is always zero. This illustrates what a poor test for 

convergence the plot of Figure 5.13 would be and underlines the importance 
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of a rational approach to this criterion. 

5.4.3.3 x lsimply supported beamsubject to a u. d. l. 

The problem to be analysed is shown in Figure 5.14, and symmetry 

conditions reduce the part of the beam requiring scrutiny to that which is 

shaded. 

Further to the comments made in Section 5.4.1 on the possible effects 

of a singularity on convergence it is proposed to perform this analysis 

twice as indicated in Figure 5.15. In the first instance, in an attempt 

to simulate E. T. B. conditions, edge 1-2 is held, in the ly' direction, 

only at point 2, thus enabling cy to go free along this edge. This, however, 

imposes quite a severe singularity in that all the shear along that edge 

must now be taken through point 2. In the second case botho 
y and T XY are 

allowed to diffuse along the edge, thereby removing the singularity. This 

problem should be a good test for the effect of a discontinuity, for it is 

well known that the stress pattern should be quite simple; using the elements 

described herein we can therefore anticipate rapid and correct convergence, 

provided reasonable boundary conditions are prescribed. 

The convergence curves for analysis (a) are shown in Figure 5.16 and 

demonstrateý an extremely slow rate of convergence to a result alarmingly 

different from that associated with the problem without the singularity; 

the P/4/4/E curve is here included to indicate the latter results as this 

element is incapable of accepting the boundary conditions of analysis (a). 

However, when the singularity is removed, as in analysis (b) all the elements 

converge quickly to the correct results, as shown in Figure 5.17. Nevertheless, 

here again it is seen that P/4/8/C is less efficient than P/4/6/C at the 

lower mesh divisions due to the effect of the prescribed boundary conditions. 
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Figure 5.16 shows that the problem with singularity converges to a 

significantly different value from the problem w--*Lthout one. It also shows 

that in the problem with singularity, the higher the order of an element 

the slower it converges. This is the converse of what is normally expected, 

and is due to the fact that in the present case the higher order elements 

are constrinaed to maintain a high order to continuity in a region where 

there should be a discontinuity. This type of behaviour can therefore be 

expected in the zone of influence of a singularity. Furthermore, since 

P/4/4/E performs so well in continuous problems, and since it cannot 

even accept the discontinuity at the boundary discussed in this section, 

an heuristic argument suggests that we may also expect this element to 

perform badly if it is applied to an analysis in which an internal stress 

discontinuity is implied. 

5.4.4 SymTrary on the performance, and range of application, of the in- 

planar elements considered in_Chapters 2 and 3 

From the foregoing examples it would appear that, in general, the 

best rate of convergence is obtained using P/4/4/E. Whilst it is felt 

that this may be attributed in part to the fact that in each analysis 

considered the boundary conditions are more explicit for this element 

than any other (see Figures 5.3,5.10 and 5.15), it is probably true to 

say that this will generally be the case, and is an extremely appealing 

feature of the element. 

Before attempting to apply P/4/4/E to more complicated problems, 

however, it is pertinent to observe the following: 

0 
The means by which the boundary tractions (i. e. edge loadings) 

are transmitted are the best linear, and best parabolic fit, between 

nodes for the direct and shear components respectively. This implies that 
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point loads are unacceptable, and, in view of the means by which the 

stress function is transmitted, that variations in definition of the loading 

function should coincide with the mesh divisions. Furthermore, whilst 

a certain amount of discontinuity of the direct component of loading can 

be accepted, any discontinuity in the shear component along an edge is 

unacceptable due to the presence of T XY as a nodal variable. Such 

disadvantages may be of concern when arbitrary loading conditions are to 

be considered. Some other difficulties which are likely to arise with the 

use of this element were discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. 

These facts may preclude P/4/4/E from general application, although 

there is no doubt that in certain circumstances it is an extremely useful 

tool. 

In comparison all the compatible elements are capable of transmitting 

considerable generality of loading, albeit at certain cost to convergence 

and stress interpretation. 

Of the compatible -elements P/4/8/C is often the most efficient. 

However. % owing to the large numher of dof's at each node this may in 

practice be countered by the minimum number of nodes required to define 

the mesh. Problems are also shown to ensue from the boundary conditions 

associated with this element, especially at low mesh divisions. In 

particular this element performs badly when applied to problems incorporating 

a singularity. Here it must be remembered that owing to the fact that 

the strain tensor is continuously transmitted, a high degree of continuity 

of both stresses and displacements is guaranteed; under normal circumstances, 

however, this can he considered very much in favour of the element as it 

implies simultaneous stress and displacement output. 

P/4/6/C is seen to perform well, although in most cases not 

significantly better than P/4/4/C. It is perhaps worth noting that the 
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constraint on the second derivatives does not appear to have affected 

the generality of application. Further coment than this is considered 

unnecessary as the element can justifiably be subjected to much of the 

argument of the previous paragraph. - 

Thus it appears that perhaps the element considered herein most 

suitable to conTletely general application is P/4/4/C, for it certainly 

gives superior results to the lower order rectangular and triangular 

elements, whilst not suffering to any appreciable degree from any drawbacks 

that may be associated with P/4/6/C, P/4/8/C. and P/4/4/E. 

Element, P/4/4,4/C shows no improvement on its parent element. 

As stated in Section 5.4.1 it appears that the technique described in 

Section 2.6 is only of value when applied to the simplest functions 

transmitting continuity of degree Co across the element boundaries. 

Element P/4/3/C is a useful tool provided that its limitations are 
I 

understood. 

5.5 Demonstration of the convergence of the plate bending elements by 

means of their ap2lication to a clamped_square plate subject to a 

u. d. 1. 

The problem under consideration is the shaded portion of Figure 5.18. 

The prescribed boundary and loading conditions associated with the different 

analyses are summarised in Figure 5.19. The mesh divisions used for each 

element are illustrated in Figure 5.24. The convergence curves are 

delineated in Figure 5.20, whilst Figures 5.21 and 5.22 demonstrate some of 

the stress results obtained from the different elements at various 

mesh divisions; again little variance from the anticipated results is 

apparent. 

B/4/8/E gives an efficient and rapidly convergent upper bound solution. 
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This element gives full (quadratic) continuity of Mn. and at least 

linear, piecewise, continuity between the nodes of Vn, along the element 

boundaries. It is seen that in application the high order functions of 

this element, unlike those of its analogue P/4/8/C, do not imply ambiguity 

at prescribed boundaries. This is because the Krichoff boundary conditions 

are applied directly to all four first derivatives; indeed, along certain 

lines of symmetry the second derivatives can be explicitly prescribed. 

It can therefore be anticipated that B/4/8/E will perform extremely 

efficiently except in the vicinity of a singularity. 

One drawback to this type of equilibrium analysis as applied to plate 

bending problems is the fact that point loads can only he applied to the 

nodes at the boundaries of the problem through Equation 8.20 (see 

Section 8.1.3a. ). An internal point load, or indeed any arbitrary internal 

transverse loading must be simulated by a suitable fourier series or similar 

continuous function compatible with Equations 8.16,8.17, and 8.18 

(see also Section 3.5.3). Clearly the identification of such suitable 

functions is not necessarily a trivial exercise, and the analysis is 

further complicated by the fact that the form of function chosen affects 

the computer program to a considerable degree. Conversely, generality 

of loading is readily handled by the compatible and hybrid analyses, 

thereby r6ndering such solutions a far more attractive proposition to 

the practising engineer. 

Figure 5.20 demonstrates that B/4/3/H can be either an upper or 

lower bound, and that for this problem as long as more than one element 

is used to represent each quarter of the plate, then a lower bound 

solution is obtained. This seems reasonable, for the solution process 

is certainly weighted heavily in favour of the displacements (especially 

if stress boundary conditions are not applied), although of necessity 
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there will always be a greater number of stress modes than displacement 

22,77 
modes in this type of analysis . 

Whilst there is no mathematical justification for saying so it 

appears reasonable to suggest that in most practical applications, 

with which a sizeable mesh would normally be associated, we can expect 

this element to produce a lower bound solution. 

Pian and Tong 76 have shown that if the stress boundary conditions 

are prescribed in addition to the displacement ones then convergence 

can be greatly enhanced. However, the apparent increase in efficiency 

that would undoubtedly be observed on curves of the type shown in 

Figure 5.20 would have to he balanced against the fact that each element 

must necessarily be generated separately; it is recalled that the 

formulation of each different element invokes the inversion of a 15 x 15 matriy 

Furthermore, this may necessitate different types of particular solution 

being applied to elements with different types of prescribed boundary 

traction. Finally, it is felt that this technique, whate7er its 

mathematical advantagess detracts from the basic simplicity of approach 

afforded by The Finite Element Method, especially with respect to problems 

involving repetetive geometry. For the above reasons the present author 

does not consider it worthwhile prescribing any stress boundary conditions 

to this element, especially in view of the excell6nt results demonstrated 

in Figure 5.20. 

With respect to the compatible elements, B/4/4/C is seen to 

converge well, although not as efficiently as B/4/3/H. 

Owing to the fact that the pure twist term Ixyl has been omitted 

from the polynomial expansion for the displacement pattern of B/4/3/C, 

this element is shown to converge to a lower value for the I. S. E. than 

all the other elements. At the 8x8 mesh division, however, this element 
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gives an answer only 2% lower than the true value, whilst scrutiny of 

Figures 5.21 and 5.22 reveals that even at the 4x4 mesh acceptable 

results for Mx and My are obtained. Nevertheless Figures 5.18 and 

5.22 illustrate that the twisting moments M 
XY 

do not play a particularly 

important part in the problem considered. We can clearly expect this 

element to perform somewhat less spectacularly when applied to problems 

in which the twisting moments play a more dominant role. 

The Author had originally intended to apply these elements to a 

plate under hydrostatic load, however, whilst this posed no great problem 

to the self equilibriating and hybrid models (see Sections 3.7.2 and 

8.3.2), hand calculation of Equation 2.10 for the compatible elements was 

found to be extremely tedious; and for the sake of a demonstration of 

convergence this project was abandoned. This demonstrates how a seemingly 

straightforward application of The Finite Element Method can be impracticable. 

5.6 On the importance of prescribingthe external loading instrict 

accordance with the variational formulations 

The last paragraph of the previous section was concerned with this 

lemma, and it is evident that if it is possible to relax the correct 

requirements without adversely affecting the results, then it should be 

expedient to do so. 

With respect to the compatible elements, the correct means of 

introducing the applied loading is via Equation 2.10. However, it is 

readily verified that the work done by any applied loading on the displacement 

modes due to nodal u, v, 
_ 

or w is an order higher than that-done on the 

displacement modes due to any derivatives. Furthermore, except at 

nodes on the corners of external boundaries there is a tendency for the 

latter to cancel each other out. It is common practice, therefore, to 
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consider only the effect of the loading on the displacement modes due 

to the nodai'variations on u, v. and w. In the case of a u. d. l. this 

is equivalent to 'lumping' the load to the nodes. If the loading function 

is more complex, provided a reasonably large mesh is used, a linear 

variation between the nodes would normally be an acceptable approximation; 

whence the load can be distributed to the nodes accordingly, Finally, once 

it is demonstrated that the 'lumping' process does not affect the solution 

for the, displacements to any appreciable extent, inspection of Equation 2.12. 

reveals that the same will he true for the element stresses. 

In the case of a hybrid analysis it is also possible to apply the 

load as described above, thereby obviating the need for a particular solution 

for the loading. This technique will allow a solution to he obtained, for 

both internal element and overall nodal equilibrium are guaranteed. Furthermore 

comparison of Equations 2.9 and 4.12 demonstrates that the effect of the 

loading on the solution for the generalised displacements is the same in 

both cases. We can therefore apply the main argument of the previous 

paragraph to the effect of the means of distributing the prescribed loading 

on the solution for the displacements. However, inspection of Equation 4.11 

reveals that this can have an undetermined effect on the solution for the 

element stresses. If the external loading is such that it affects the 

stresses in only a small proportion of the elements in the mesh, it may 

be that the technique under review can be considered a justifiable expedient; 

in general, however, the solution for the element stresses will be greatly 

enhanced if the external loading is applied through a particular solution 

consistent with Equation 4.5. 

Self equilibriating solutions of the type described herein proceed on 

the explicit understanding that equilibrium is maintained at all points and 

at all times throughout the analysis. Thus no relaxation of the equilibrium 

equations governing the applied loading can be contemplated. 
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5.7 A shearwall analysis_by upper and lower hounds using finite elements 

As stated in Chapter 1 the shearwall. has received considerable 

attention in recent years. Several proposed analyses are, however, poor 

at accommodating generality of loadiTig and asymmetry of the structure. 

Owing to the complexity of the problem, very few authors have considered 

anything other than the twin coupled shear wall. Furthermore, by varying 

the aspect ratio of the beams and columns, completely different types of 

behaviour can be encountered. It has been demonstrated that subject only 

to the mesh division chosen, the Finite Element Method should, in principle, 

be able to offer a completely general, if expensive, alternative analysis 

to this problem. This structural configuration poses the major analytical 

problem encountered in the two dimensional analysis of tall buildings. 

It is therefore a suitable practical problem on which to further demonstrate 

the application of some of the finite elements considered in this thesis. 

Several authors have already applied the finite element displacement 

method to the shearwall problem 
11513923 

with apparently a fair degree of 

success. These workers presented overall displacement and stress results. 

As stated by Yeadon, however5 the main problem with these structures is in 

estimating the distribution of stresses at beam-wall interfaces. 

The latter author included some stress distributions for such an 

area; his results were not encouraging. This is perhaps hardly surprising, 

for at each beam-wall connection there are two re-entrant corners each 

incorporating two singularities, as shown in Figure 5.25. Moreover, the 

singularities are severe, particularly in the IxI direction where at one 

point ax is required to be both the maximum beam stress and zero wall stress. 

Clearly a large mesh division will be required in order to allow these 

high stress gradients to develop in such areas. However, this may he 

uneconomical using rectangular elements. In an attempt to simulate a 
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beam-column connection Yeadon 13 
considered the Droblem shown in Figure 

5.26 at a large mesh division; he was, neverthe-less, still unable to 

obtain any conclusive results in the region of the re-entrant corner. 

In this section a further attempt is made to quantify this problem 

by means of repeating Yeadon's compatible analysis, and then increasing 

the mesh division with a view to relaxing the mathematical model in the 

region of the beam-wall interface. A comparison of the I. S. E. generated in 

the two analyses will then give some indication of any further mesh refinement 

required. Finally, a solution using P/4/4/E will he sought. Comparison 

of the upper and lower bound solutions should provide conclusive evidence 

as to the accuracy and suitability of a finite element model for shearwall 

structures. 

The shearwall chosen is illustrated in Figure 5.25, and has been 

analysed experimentally by Bellamy 81 
and theoretically by Bellamy 81 

and 

Yeadon 13 
. The geometry of the wall is such that it is in the partially 

interacted region, thus considerable wall axial deformations, and beam 

flexural stresses will be developed. 13 In this connection, recourse to 

Figure 5.25 indicates that the higher are. the flexural stresses in the 

beams, the higher will be the order of the discontinuity in the stresses 

at the re-entrant corners: we can therefore anticipate considerahle 

singularities to occur in these localised regions. Further phenomena 

associated with partial interaction are that the walls deform predominantly 

as plane sections, and local deformations at the beam-wall interfaces 

are significant. 

5.7.1 Solution bycompatible elements 

Following the conclusions drawn in Section 5.4.4 on the suitability 

of each of the compatible elements considered to general application, the 
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analysis is carried out using element P/4/4/C. 

The mesh used by Yeadon for a single storey substructure is shown 

in Figure 5.27. The final structure is assembled from five four-storey 

substructures and therefore consists of fifty-four nodes, each with four 

dof's. The boundary conditions were u=V= Vs 
x=0 applied at the foot 

of the structure. The analysis took only 31 minutes on the computer. 2 

This solution gave a tip deflection of 0.0316" as compared to 

Bellamy's experimental result of 0.0341" ,a discrepancy of only 7.3%. 

Yeadon 13 
also found the vertical deflection profile to be in good agreement 

with other theories. The predicted distributions of ax and ay at the 

ninth and tenth floors are shown in Figures 5.29 and 5.30 respectively. 

Figure 5.29 illustrates the expected ambiguity of axe Figure 5.30 shows 

that there is ambiguity of ay not only in the region of the beam-wall 

connections, but along the length of the inner edges of the walls; this 

phenomenon was not observed by Yeadon 13 
who found ay to be reasonably 

well behaved. However, his stress results were presented for a model with 

much deeper beams, in which the singular behaviour of the stresses is 

far less pronounced, than that under consideration here. In his case the 

transfer of load between the walls was facilitated predominantly by the 

(parabolic) shear stresses in the beams: it is seen that there is no 

singularity in the behaviour of the shear stresses at the re-entrant 

corners, and that the individual finite elements permit continuous, parabolic, 

shear strain to be transmitted across the interelement boundaries. The 

present solution gave the I. S. E. of the structure to be 0.0296 lb in. 

The mesh refinement chosen in order to facilitate a better finite 

element model is shown in Figure 5.28. Here symmetry of loading and 

structure have been taken advantage of so that despite the large increase 

in . mesh division, the final structure has, in fact, ten nodes less than 
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that formed by the coarse mesh of Figure 5.27. 

This model gave a tip deflection of 0.033" .a slight improvement 

on the coarse mesh. The distributions of a and a at the ninth and tenth 
xy 

floors are given in Figures 5.31 and 5.32. Figure 5.31 allows no more 

insight into the correct distribution of a than was obtained with the 
x 

first analysis. Inspection of Figure 5.32 shows that whilst the interpretation 

of ay at the re-entrant corners is still impossible, the increase in mesh 

division has allowed sensible results to be obtained at the wall sections 

furthest from the beams. It should now, therefore, be possible to consider 

this region in isolation using as boundary conditions the values obtained 

from the present analysis at the mid-heights of the two . floors. However, a 

suitable mesh division still remains to he identified and to this end it is 

noted that the present analysis gave an equivalent value for the I. S. E. of 

the whole structure of 0.0312 Ib in. 

This is virtually identical to the value obtained from the analysis 

using the coarse mesh, showing an improvement of only 5% despite the vast 

increase in mesh division, whilst inspection of figures 5.31 and 5.32 reveals 

that the singularities are still distributed over a reasonably large area. 

Clearly this problem is exhibiting very slow convergence of the type shown 

in Figure 5.16. Thus it appears that in order to obtain an acceptable 

solution to this problem by the present method the area in the vicinity of 

the singularities must be discretised as being formed of minute component 

elements. Such a discretisation is considered impractical without recourse 

to elements with non-orthogonal boundaries; such elements have not been 

considered in this thesis. Moreover5 inspection of Equation 2.2 reveals 

that an application of the present finite element method implies continuous, 

piecewise, integration of the strain energy function throughout the 

structure. It is not possible to integrate across a discontinuity. It is 

seen , therefore, that the finite element method as stated herein is not 
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suitable for application to discontinuity, and that convergence in such 

regions will never be guaranteed. With recourse to the present Droblem, 

as a material with zero Poisson's Ratio is feasible, sing*ularities are 

presumably implied in the strains as well as the stresses at the re-entrant 

corners. It should, therefore, be possible to introduce into the 

displacement pattern a function which implies this fact, and carry out 

the integration accordingly; however, such an analysis is beyond the 

scope of this thesis. 

These facts notwithstanding, certain authors 
13323 have found the 

present finite element method to give good results for the overall deflection 

profile of shear wall structures. This is probably because in practice 

the zone of influence of the singularities is local; furthermore, as they 

do not directly affect the dof's which have been used by these authors 

to describe the global displacement, the dispersement of the singular behaviour 

has also been reasonably localised in the finite element models. Thus the 

results at the outer edges of the walls have been largely unaffected. It 

therefore seems fair to suggest that research workers can continue to 

obtain results by the present method against which other theories can be 

tested. 

5.7.2 Solution by Equilihrium Elements 

In order to obtain an upper bound solution to the problem delineated 

in Figure 5.25 it was decided to perform an analysis using P/4/4/E. in 

addition to yielding stress results to compare against those of the 

previous section this will also provide conclusive evidence on the performance 

that can be expected of this element when applied to discontinuous problems. 

It may be that this analysis will give worse results than that of the 

previous section for in this case the prime variables w w,, x Wy WS XY are 
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interpreted as either stresses or stress resultants (see Section 8.1.3(b)) 

and therefore more likely to be sensitive to a stress singularity than 
r* 

the displacements and their mixed derivatives. 

An application of the substructure technique to this type of analysis 

is less appealing than before, for the prescribed stresses are necessarily 

described as functions of the global coordinates of the final structure. 

Thus any node in a substructure at which a prime variable is prescribed 

will have to be left remaining in the final structure. Nevertheless, if 

the loading on the outer boundary, and the rigid body modes of the analogous 

plate, are prescribed as shown in Figure 5.33, then the prescribed stress 

function values on that boundary are as shown in Figure 5.34. It is now 

seen that all the nodes on edge 1-2 can be prescribed to zer . o, thus only the 

nodes on edge 3-4, and those on boundaries common to at least two sub- 

structures need be left in the final mesh. Accordingly a suitable mesh for 

a single storey substructure is as shown in Figure 5.35. 

It is noted that this problem is multiply connected. The loading 

condition on a typical internal boundary is as shown in Figure 5.36. It 

is well known that in multiply connected areas each boundary can undergo 

a relative movement analogous to rigid body displacements without affecting 

47 
the stresses Utilising this fact, but ignoring the singular behaviour 

of the stresses at the corners results in the conclusion that all nodes on 

each internal boundary can also be prescribed to zero. If this is the case 

then a suitable single storey substructure will be as shown in Figure 5.37. 

However, consider Figure 5.37: It has been demonstrated in Section 5.7.1 

that the mode of deformation of this structure is typified by skew- 

symmetry about Section A-A; but it is readily seen that at Section X-X such 

deformation cannot occur. Clearly, therefore, ignoring the singular 

behaviour of the stresses at the internal corners in this way has led to 
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an anomalous definition of the stress pattern throughout the structure. 

However, as the internal boundaries are unloaded, ignoring them 

will not affect the overall equilibrium of the problem (i. e. W will remain 

single valued) 
47 

. and it is not necessary to take into account the 

multiply connected properties of the structure. We can simply leave the 

internal boundaries of the analogous plate in bending to deflect as they 

wish, and accordingly the single storey mesh used for this analysis was that 

shown in Figure 5.35. The final structure was assembled from five four- 

storey substructures and consisted of 115 nodes with four dof's at each. 

A total of some 300 constraints needed to he applied to the structure, 

even at this crude mesh division, and these took some considerable time to 

produce by hand. 

At this stage it is perhaps worth noting that no attempt was made 

to produce displacement results from this analysis, despite the fact that 

with only a slight alteration the program would be capable of so doing. 

Consider that it is desired to know the displacement at point 1 in Figure 5.38. 

It is possible to back substitute in the substructure concerned and thus 

find the relevant nodal stress function values, and then via the theory of 

Section 3.7.4 to obtain the displacement functions throughout that element. 

However, the displacement functions obtained require the correct solution 

to the rigid body modes to be identified before the explicit element 

displacements can be known. In Figure 5.38 suitable boundary conditions 

are shown at point 0 which will allow the displacements in the adjacent 

element to be identified. The solution for these will then have to be 

used to furnish suitable rigid body modes for its adjacent elements and so 

on. This effectively means that before any displacements can be calculated, 

the stress function values at every node in the structure must be known; 
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0 

this partially defeats the object of analysis by substructures. 

Furthermore in order to obtain the few displacements required so that 

the overall behaviour of the structure can be ascertained, it will be 

necessary to complicate the output-with much unwanted information, and 

require even more tedious preparation of the input data. Finally, as 

pointed out by Morley: as the stress functions used in a finite element 

analysis will not in general satisfy The Equation of Compatibility 

(Equation 8.7), then the displacements obtained by this method will not 

be unique, but will depend on the chosen integration path (e. g. path (a) 

or (b) in Figure 5.38). 

The stress results obtained at the ninth and tenth floors for a 
y 

and ax are given in Figures 5.39 and 5.40 respectively. Comparison of 

Figures 5.39 and 5.32 shows no discernable correlation exists between 

this analysis and that of the previous section. The most noticeable aspect 

of Figure 5.39 is that the walls appear to be deforming as plane sections. 

Study of Figure 5.40 reveals that no flexural stresses have been developed 

in the beams. This analysis has incorrectly predicted the behaviour of 

the wall as being fully interacted - i. e. behaving predominantly as a full 

cantilever, the holes being too small to allow any flexural stresses to 

develop in the beams. 

In order to ascertain the reason for these totally incorrect- results 

being obtained, it is pertinent to focus attention on the deflected form of 

the analogous plate in bending. This is shown in Figure 5.41 with only 

two holes for the sake of clarity. Here it is seen that the deflection 

in the IxI direction is similar to a cubic, thus generating the linear 

curvatures which analogue as linear ay-i. e. plane sections in the walls. 

Clearly in the 'y' direction the displacements are dominated by the 

4 
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prescribed parabolic form along the one edge. This of course is basically 

the same displacement mode as the plate without holes, and it would seem 

that by the present analysis this same basic displacement mode *ill 

be obtained no matter what the size of the holes. The plane stress analogue 

of this effect is that we will always obtain a fully interacted shear wall. 

To identify the cause of this problem consider the beam stresses 

in Figure 5.31. Here the variation in ax across the depth of the beam 

is typical of that encountered in flexural members - i. e. at least linear 

variation with zero stress at the mid-depth. It is now recalled that the 

ax stresses in the beam of that shear wall analogue as the curvatures in 

the ly' direction of the plate under consideration$ and that linear 

curvatures generate cubic displacements. Thus if the correct nature of the 

beam stresses is to be predicted by the present analysis then the deflected 

form of the area between the two holes will have to be of a form similar 

to that depicted in Figure 5.42. By inspection it seems extremely unlikely 

that this type of deformation can be induced simply by the boundary 

displacements depicted in Figure 5.42. It can therefore be surmised that 

if such a deformation should occur, and there seems little doubt that it 

should, then it is due purely to the singularities in the curvatures at 

the internal corners breaking off in a skew symmetric manner against the 

basic overall deflection of the plate. Thus one of the dominant features 

of shear wall action analogises in the present treatment as purely local 

rippling deformation due entirely to the presence of the singularities. As 

the latter have been completely ignored in this analysis, and furthermore 

as. inspection of Equation 3.2 reveals that the present formulation is also 

basically a continuum methods it is possible, indeed the evidence of 

Figures5.39 and 5.40 indicate that it is highly probable, that convergence of 
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this analysis to the correct result may never be obtained. Figure 5.43 

indicates that the deflected form of the analogous plate will not - he 

radically altered if the loading is prescribed in a purely skew-sy=, etric 

fashion. 

These non-convergent results were not anticipated at the outset 

of this analysis, for other workers 
53969 

have considered pierced plates 

in bending using basic finite element techniques and obtained convergent 

resull-s. However, both these workers considered plates supported at the 

external boundaries, subject'only to transverse loading. Whilst transverse 

loading of a plate in bending does. not have a direct analogy in a plane 

stress analysis of the type considered here, the problem is basically 

similar in nature to our shearwall subject to symmetrical loading. Clearly 

under such circumstances the singular behaviour of the stresses at the 

internal corners may be expected to be a far less dominant feature than 

was found to be the case in the present analysis. 

Morley 69 has suggested a means by which the singularities can he 

taken into account in this type of analysis. 

When it was considered that those incorrect results may in part be 

due to the fact that stresses were taken as the prime variables in this 

analysis, an attempt was made to re-formulate this element with the 

required inter-element equilibrium transferred by means of displacements, 

using the technique proposed by de Veubeke 
70983 

. This would retain the 

upper boundedness of the solution, whilst hoping to render it less sensitive 

to the stress singularities; as is the case with a finite element analysis 

using standard displacement methods. However, as stated in Appendix 6 

P/4/4/E does not appear to generate an element of this type. 
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1 

1 

1 

2 

3- -x 
(U) 

plate thickness= 0.3 

v=0.3 
E=1 .0 

u. d. 

FIGURE 5.2. THE CANTILEVER PROBLEM CONSIDERED IN SECTION 5.4.1. 

ELEMENT EDGE 1-2 EDGE 2-4 EDGE 4-3 EDGE 3-1 

U=V=e 
P/4/3/C z U=o 

=0 

U=V=Us 
P/4/4/C y U=o 

=0 

u=v=u9 U=Ug 
P/4/6/C y x 

0 =0 V9 y 

U=V=ug y 
u=u9x 

P/4/8/C 
=0 =0 =V I y 

52 W=wq W=-, .x +5x-7.5 
x 6 

P/4/4/E W=W2 =0 
x = W's w2 

5 
= -I. X+5 wi 

xy y x 

=0 I =0 = W, $ ws 
1 xy y 

*Origin taken to be at point 2 (see Figure 5.2), and the rigid body 

-modes of the analogous plate constrained by making w=w, =o at 2; 
W9=0 at 4. x 

NOTE: For the compatible analyses the loading is prescribed through 
Equation 2.10, with the individual terms calculated a priori 
to the computer program. 

FIGURE 5.3 THE FINITE ELEMENT BOUNDARY VALUESAND PRESCRIBED 

-- -- ----I "ED W QrrTTnV A, _T '17H THF PRnPT. Tm n7 

I 
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Internal 
strain 
energy 

developed. 

P/4/4/E 

150 

P/4/8/C 

P/4/6/C 

130 

P/4/6/C 

110 

P/4/4/C 

P/4/4 54/C 

90 

3/C 

46 8 10 12 14 

N= Number of D. O. F's in problem. 

P4/6 

4/4/ 

16 18 

FIGURE 5.4. DEMONSTRATION OF THE CONVERGENCE OF THE PLANE 

STRESS ELEMENTS ON A 3xl CANTILEVER SUBJECT 

TO A UNIFORMILY DISTRIBUTED LOAD. 
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40 80 

"'ý4x4 
mesh. 

. 0e 

8x8 mesh. 

v beam-depth. 
- 

distribution at root 

c 

Lnd 8xg 

results 

: ident . 

distribution at 
1 

span. 4 

P/4/4/E Results (cr- linear in each element and 
x 

discontinuous across interelement boundaries). 

40 80 120 

and 8x8 

results 

ident. 

pt 
1 

distribution at 4 span. 

P/4j8/C Results (cr-ý parabolic in each element and 

continuous across interelement boundaries). 

FIGURE 5.8. TYPICAL STRESS BLOCKS IN or- OVER THE HALF 

BEAM DEPTH ORTAINE'D IN THE ANALYSIS OF A 

3xl CANTILEVER. 

20 40 

distribution at root 
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x(u) 

1 

1 

1 

2 

3 

nr-YNIIý` 

u. d. 

plate thickness= 0.3 

0.3 

1.0 

T FIGURE 5.9. THE CANTILEVER PROBLEM CONSIDERED IN SECTION 5.4.2. 

ELEMENT EDGE 1-12 EDGE 2-4 EDGE 4-3 EDGE 3-1 

vZ6 
P/4/3/C Z u=O 

=0 

P/4/4/C y 
u=O 

=0 

U=V=UI u=ug 
P/4/6/C y x 

=o =0 =V 13 y 

U=V=U, ) u=ug 
P/4/8/C y x 

=o =Ug =o =V 9 XY y 

5255 
= W=W9 1-11 6. x+3 X- 6 

P/4/4/E =o W=W9 xy 55 
x =o =w9 W9 Wt 

x=-, 3 . x+ 3 
X y 

=o =Wt W, ) xy y 

*Origin taken to be at point 2 (see Figure 5.9), and the rigik-, L bcdy 
modes of the analogous plate constrained by making w=w, 

x=O 
at 2; 

W1, y 
=0 at 4. 

NOTE: For the compatible analyses the loading is prescribed through 
Equation 2.109with the individual termg calculated a priori 
to the computer program. 

FI'GURE 5.10 THE FINITE ELEMENT BOUNDARY VALUESsAND PRESCRIB- 

CIATED WITH THE ýT PROBLEM Or" SECTION 5.4.2. 

u. d. 1. 
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0 10 15 
loý 

4x4 mesh 

8x8 mesh 

beam depth. 

distrihut ion at root . 

nd8x 

resuIts 

ident . 

1 
distribution at - span. 4 

P/4/4/E Results (Cy-linear in each element and 
x 

discontinuous across interelement boundaries) 

0 

sh 

8x8 mesh 

depth. 

distribution at root . 
distribution at 

1 
span. 4 

P/4/8/C Results (cr- parabolic in each element and 
x 

continuous across the interelementboundaries). 

FIGURE 5.12. TYPICAL STRESS 8LOCKS_LN CýX- OVER THE HALF 

BEAM DEPTH OBTAINED TYSIS IN THE ANAL OF A 

lxl CANTILEVER. 

024 
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STRESS ( rt- ) 

17 

15 

13 

11 

9 

7 

5 

3 

I 

FIGURE 5.13. PLOT OF EXTREME FIBRE STRESS (Cr ) FOR THE -1xl 
-1 x 

CANTILEVER USING ELEMEJJTS P/4/4/E AND P/4/3/C. 
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1 

1 

u. 1 

I 
I 

2j 

I 

(\ y vj U. u. i, - 

3 

1.0 

FIGURE 5.14. THE SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM CC'NSIDERE'l-) IIN 

SECTION 5.4.3. 

Analysis perfo,., med twice 
a) With edge 1-2 constrained only at point 2. 
b) With edge 1-2 constrained along its length. 

'tRigid body modes of analogous plate in bending held by putting: 
W=wt x 

=WS y 
=0 at point 1 (see Figure 5.14) 

NOTE: Loading applied to the compatible analyses as shown in Figure 5.3. 

FIGURE 5.15. THE FINITE ELEMENT BOUNDARY VALUES ASSOCIATED 

: &LEMENT iDGE 1-2 EDGE 3-1 EDGE 4-3, EDGE 2-4 

1 

P/4/3/C v=O u=E) =o u=O 
Z 

y P/4/4/C v=O u=O 
=o v9 

x 

u=ut u=O 
P/4/6/C v=O 

y 

=o vs =v9 =O at 4 ug 
x x y 

u=U u=O 
P/4/8/C v=O 

0 v9 =VI =O at 4 u ') x x y 

W: __O .5-x 
0.3*2 -2.5 w9 W2.5. x t P/4/4/E =O IJ=WV 0�5 x 

y .x wl =- 
x 0.3 =o W$ W =-2.5 $ XY X 

W=W9xu =o 

x (U) 

plate thickness = 0.3 

v=0.3 

OF SECTION 5.4.2. 
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2.0 2 
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I 

+4 

3 

2.0 

plate = 0.3 
thickness 

loading = u. d. l. of unit 
intensity over 
the entire plate 

0.3 

1.0 

6- 

FIGURE 5.18. PLAN VIEW ON THE CLAMPED SQUARE PLATE 

CONSIDERED IN SECTION 5.5. 

ELEMENT EDGE 1-2 EDGE 2-4 EDGE 4-3 EDGE 3-1 

B/4/3/C 
=W9 w=ws =Ws W=Wý 

t x y =0 WS W9 =0 x y 

B/4/3/HI 
y x 

=0 

W=W9 
x 

=W 
2 

W=W9 
x 

=ws 
y 

B/4/4/C 
y 

=0 W9 =Wg =0 W9 =W9 

9 

xy xy x 

xy 
P el% .xy 

at 1 only V=-XLY+x-l 42 4 4 42 
at 3 only 

B/4/8/E 
+ Vj 0 u9y 

x 
1 

ug =- 
U- 
2+2 

1 
=-U v9 2'2 

at 2 only y x =-0.5 vs x Y x 
=-O. 5 u9 

vs = 
xy 2 ug = xy 2 

y 

Rigid body modes of analogous plate under plane stress held by 
prescribing : u=v=u, =0 at x=y=l (point 4. Figure 5.18). 
The loading is prescYibed as indicated in Sections 3.2 and 3.8.2. 

1 tLoading applied as indicated in Sections 4.2 . 4.5 and 8... l. 

NOTE: Loading applied to the compatible analyses as shown in Figure 5.3. 

FIGURE 5.19.: THE PRESCRIBED VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH THEPROBLEM 

CONSIDERED IN SECTION 5.5. 
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EQUAL DIVISIONS 
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beam 
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x 
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EQUAL -! beam 2 
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EQUAL lbeam 

f IVISIONS depth 

". 
x 

FIGURE 5.23. THE MESH DIVISIONS AT WHICH THE IN-PLANAR 

ANALYSES OF SECTION 5.4. WERE PERFORMED. 
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LIGURE 5.24. 
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0.25 0.5 
i-0iý0,1 

---1- 
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1 0.125 

a @I 
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1.0 

individual 

element size 

equivalent 

mesh division 

(1.0 x 1.0) x1 

(0 .5x 0.5 ) 2x2 

(0.25 x 0.25 4x4 

(0.125 x 0.125) x8 

ELEMENT MESH DIVISIONS USED 

B/4/3/C (2x2), (4x4), (8x8) 

B/4/3/H (lxl), (2x2), (4x4), (8x8) 

B/4/4/C (2x2), (4x4), (8x8) 

B/4/8/E (lxl), (2x2), (8x8) 

--0-- 

ILLUSTRATING THE MESH DIVISIONS AT WHICH THE 

PLATE BENDING ANALYSES OF Sll "CTION 5.5 WERE 

PERFORMED. 
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a =maximum beam stress. X 
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�I 

04 

U) 

(V 
ý4 
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4-J 
U) 

0 
CN 

(Y = 

v 

A 

yh = 1.7 

�V 

laL=1.8" 

(a=0.3) 

k zu 11 81 

L=6 

430,000.0 lb in 
2 

it 
plate thickness = 0.25 

a =finite beam stress. y 

0.35 

sway loading = 0.1 lb/in(from the left) 

FIGURE 5.25. 

(Y=O. 85 ) 

THE TWIN COUPLED SHEAR WALL CONSIDERED 

IN SECTION 5.7. 
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FIGURE 5.27. COARSE MESH IDEALISATION OF A SINGLE STOREY 

x 

SUBSTRUCTURE USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF SECTION 5.7.1. 
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FIGURE 5.28. FINE MESH FOR A SINGLE STOREY SUBSTRUCTURE USED 

IN THE ANALYSIS OF SECTION 5.7.1,, SHOWING THE 

'nnt I XTr) AD V C"n-NDITIONS, FOR SKEW - SYMMETRY. 
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FIGURE 5.33. THE STRESS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS TO BE APPLIED TO 

THE SHEARWALL ILLUSTRATED IN FIGURE 5.25. AND 

CONSIDERED IN SECTION 5.7.2. 
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FIGURE 5.35. 

nodes prescribed to zero at substructure level. 

0 other nodes eliminated at substructure level. 

SINGLE STOREY MESH SUITABLE FOR USE IN THE 

ANALYSIS OF SECTION 5.7-2. 
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FIGURE 5.36. LOADING APPLIED TO A TYPICAL INTERNAL BOU'NDARY 

OF THE SHEARWALL SHOWN IN FIGURE 5.25. 
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/Y 

FIGURE 5.41. DEFLECTION PROFILE OF THE PLATE IN BENDING 

ANALOGOUS TO THE PROBLEM DELINEATED IN FIGURE, 5.33. 
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/ 
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FIGURE 5.42. THE BASIC DEFLECmLION MODE OF FIGURE 5.41. SUBJECT 

TO LOCAL DEFORMATIONS OF THE TYPE ANALOGOUS TO 

SHEARWALL BEAM ACTION. 
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'FIGURE 5.43. DEMONSTRATING THE MODE OF DEFOMATION OF THE PLATE 

IN BENDING ANALOGOUS TO THE SHEARWALL PROBLEM SH_CV,,,, 

IN FIGURE 5.33. IF THE LOADING IS APPLIED SKEW 

SYMMETRICALLY. 
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mPT-E, R. 

The application of tYdn plate finite elements 

to three-dimensional analysis 

6.1 Derivation of the transformation matrices 

It has been noted that certain of the elements of the foregoing chapters 

possess sufficient continuity of the prime variables to suggest that their 

application to three-dimensional (3-D) thin plate structures., of the type 

discussed in the introduction to this thesis., will ensure convergent results. 

However, before proceeding furth(ýr it is necessary to establish the laws which 

govern the transformation of -these elements. In this respect it is noted that 

the element displacements5 or stress functions in the case of the elements of 

Chapter 3, Ui (i. e. u., v., w) are vectors in a rectangular cartesian coordinate 

system xk (i. e. x., y., and therefore constitute cartesian tensors of the 

first order. 

The relationship between the components of the vector ui with respect to 

local coordinates xk., and the corresponding components ujI of the same vector 

with respect to the global coordinates xit is therefore expressed as (see 

e. g. Reference 68): 

ul. =a a-i uiI 

where 

xk == a kl 

The longhand notation for Equation 6.2 is: 

a 12 x2+a 13 

a 21 x11+a 22 x2+a 23 

a 31 xl '+a32V+a 33 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

(6-3) 

whence it can be seen that the a kl- coefficients of Equations 6.2 are the cosines 

0 
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J aXp S Tn vie Tj of the angles between the ou- 
-L .. of the de-, Pini-t--; A-on o-, F' 

Equation 6.1 the numerical -,, alues of the coefficients aij will be identical 

to the ak, coefficientis. Also., itu is noted that these coefficients are constant 

with respect to any given transformation., that the first derivatives of ui with 

respect tqu are the coefficients a and that Idgher order derivatives are ij 

zero. 

In fact5 when establishing the transformations for the derivatives of ui5 

it is more convenient to refer to the a and a coefficients as the appropriatý-- ij kl 

partial derivatives. The coefficients a Ij are then written as: 

U, 
Ut 

uI 
VI 

us 
Wl 

a V. ýUl v5vt V. ýWl 

w5ut w5vf W. ýw t 16ý 

and the a kl coefficients, as: 

X. ý x X., 
yt 

X. $ ZI 

a Y3XI Y. ýYf Y. ý ZI 

Z. ýx I Z. ýYl zIZI 

(6.4) 

(6-5) 

It is also well known (see e. g. Reference 68) that, in the case of cartesian 

tensors., there is no distinction between the covariant and contravariant parts. 

This means that at all times x. ýx, W., 
Vt 

V. ýW, (for instance) can be considered 

equivalent to xf, x vtjlw W15V respectively; alternatively it means that 

Equations 6.1 and 6.2 can be re-written as 

Ut a ij uI 

XI a kl xk 

without the a ii and a kl coefficients changing values. 

In order to obtain the transformation matrix for the first derivatives of 

ui it is necessary to differentiate Equation 6.1 with respect to Equation 6.2: 
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auj a Ui iDuf i 
ax k zi -1 l' -o--x 

= a. . 

14 

auf j ax 1 
c8ýxk 

*** ul'k = a, j . ak, . ulj.,, (6.6) 

This transformation is shown in matrix form in Figure 6.1. Here the indeces 

to be summed are taken in the order in which they are first encountered on the 

right hand side of Equation 6.6; the order of the derivatives in the tensor 

UIk is there f ore 

U, 
x V. $ x W. ý x U. ý yv9y W5 y U. ý z V9 z W., z1 

(6-7) 

Thus, in general, a transformation from a 2-D local coordinate system 

into a 3-D global system, of a finite element containing any first derivatives 

as doffs., will incur all nine first derivatives appearing as nodal unknowns. 

However. ý at this point it is worth noting that the individual components 

of 6.7 can be identified as either rotational or strain (i. e. direct) derivatives,, 

and that several of the elements discussed in the previous chapters maintain 

continuity of the rotational derivatives only. Reference to Figure 4.6 shows 

that., if 900 transformations only are to be considered, there is no interaction 

between the rotational and strain derivatives. It is well known that many 

structures are composed purely of elements at right-angles to each other. 

It can be seen., therefore, that where the highest order derivative occuring 

as a nodal unknown is the first, it may be possible to reduce the total 

number of doffs at each node from 12 to 9. This observation will be used 

to advantage when the application of specific finite elements is considered. 

In order to establish the transformation for second derivatives., and 

maintain the tensor summation convention., it is necessary to re-introduce 

the coordinates as 
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p=a pq XI q (6., 

where Equation 6.8 is at all times identical to Equation 6.2. 

Then. ý re-stating 

au (3 u auf 
i 

ax dut k 

aut a 
ij 7- xk 

whence 

CF) 
2ua. 

cax ax Ia2 ul . 
N ux CE)X kpkpq 

or 

u i'kp a, j ak, a 
pq Ut j"lq 

(6.9) 

Permutating the indeces of Equation 6.9 as before, the order of the components 

in the third order tensor u15 kp are: 

ug 
xx V. ý xx W. ý xx U5 

YX 
V. 9 YX W. ý YX ul zx V3 zx 

W5 zx U. ý XY V3 xy 
W5 

xy U3 
yy 

V. ý yy W. ý yy 
(6.1o) 

ug 
zy 

V3 
ZY 

W3 
zy 

U. ý xz 
V3 

xz 
W3 

xz 

ug 
yz 

V. 9 yz 
W., 

yz 
U3 

zz 
V9 

zz 
W3 

zz 

Thus Equation 6.9 states 27 relationships. However. ý it is well known 
52 

that: for 

two perpendicular sides of a cubic element the components of shearing strain 

perpendicular to the line of intersection of these sides are equal. Thus, 

for example., w., _ 
w. This fact is made further apparent when the 

Yx- 

transformation matrix is written out longhand. 

It is now appropriate to condense the 27 relationships implied by 

Equation 6.9 into 18 independent ones., in such a manner that the mixed 

derivatives are expressed as the cyclic permutations only, of the indeces 
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1 and q. TI-ds action will in no way affect the transformation, and the tuennsor 

of second derivatives (Equation 6.10) can nmi be re-written, for convenience., 

as -, 

u 
i5ký u9 Xx Vs 

"cc 
W5 xx U. 9 yy 

V9 
yy 

W. 9 yy 

U. ýZz vqzz W. ýZz U5 XY V, XY W5 XY 

U. ýYz V5 yz W5 yz U3 zx V9 zx W5 ZX 

The transformation matrix implied by Equations 6.9 and 6.11 can now be 

expressed as: 

lk 21 

A 12 

22 

where 
A 11 and 

A 22 represent the effects of the direct and mixed second 

derivatives of themselves (in the two coordinate systems), respectively, and 

A 12 A 21 are the matrices of cross-products. These matrices are given,, in 

full., in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. 

Thus., in general, a transformation from a 2-D local coordinate system 

into a 3-D global system., of an element containing any second derivates as 

doffs., will incur all 18 components of Equation 6.11 appearing as nodal unknowns. 

However., analogous to the observation made in respect of the first derivatives, 

inspection of Figures 6.2 and 6.3 reveals that, for 900 transformations, there is 

no cross-effect between the direct and mixed second derivatives. It can also be 

noted that all the elements discussed in the previous chapters, with second 

derivatives as doffs., ensure continuity of the mixed derivatives only. Thus., 

when 90 0 transformations are considered. ý the total number of doffs at a node 

can be reduced from 30 to 21. 
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6.2. ication of the elements of Chapters 2,3 and 4 to 3-D thin plate 

analysis. 

It is first convenient to re-introduce the suitable elements, both by 

reference number., and the dofts they imply. For this purpose all the elements 

are assumed, to be in the x-y plane. 

Bending elements: 

101EMENT DOPS 

B/4/4/c w3 W ý w WI . xy X y 
B/4/3/C W, w Wj x y 

B/4/3/H W5 wW ý . x y 

In-plane elements: 

I, 

ELEMENT DOPS 

P/4/ 8/C u v U. ý V5, U3 yx 

vy U5 xy Vxy 

P/4/6/c u v Vs U5 x y 

U5 V. ý x y 

P/4/4/c u v vi ug x y 

P/4/3/c u v 0 
z 

The equilibrium elements of Chapter 3 are not considered separately in 

the ensuing discussion as this would only entail a duplication of the 

observations pertaining to the displacement elements of Chapter 2, except that 

the expressions tplate bendi-ngt and Iplane stressI5 Istress, and IstrainI should 

be interchanged. Also the words Idisplacementl and Ideflection' should be 

subst- ''I'- 'p"", 
+4 """ '* 
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The element P/4/4,4/c is discarded as a result of the conclusions made in 

the previous chapter. 

In order to understand the use of the above elements in 3-D plate work it 

is necessary to remember that., to all intents and purposes, the in-plane and 

transverse bending components of displacement can be considered as independent 

This law is only violated at discontin-ui. ties in geometry., where the physical 

interpretation of certain of the displacement components inevitably changes. 

This fact is demonstrated in Figure 4.6. However3 it can be seen from Figure 

4.6 that it is only the components which affect the displacement normal to 

either edge that are subject to this dual interpretation. Although., for 

simplicity., the diagram shows a 900 discontinuity parallel to the axes., it 

can readily be appreciated that the above remains Ithe case no matter what 

the included angle at, or orientation of, such a connection. Indeed. ý it is 

generally true to say that the in-plane and plate bending components of 

displacement which do noý interact with each other cause no more problem 

than if the structure were a 2-D plate subject to both stretching C-Xnd 

transverse forces. 

Thus it can be seen that., 4part from the computational problems and 

considerations arising from the approximation of the strain tensor., it is 

only necessary to discuss the compatibility of the linear translations and 

rotational derivatives5 and the satisfaction of nodal equilibrium at geometrical 

discontinuities., in order to establish the validity or otherwise of the application 

of the proposed elemnts to 3-D plate work. In this respect it is noted that all 

the displacement components under scrutiny of the proposed elements are 

generated by the first order Hermite functions defined by Equation 2.14, and 

therefore possess the required degree of compatibility. However, it will be 

instructive to discuss each comination of elements separately, and carry out 

certain tests., in order to establish satisfactory answers to the remaining 

questions. 

Although this is not always the case (see Reference 44), it has been found to 
be a reasonable approximation for 3-D problems of the type considered in this 
thE 
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A complication arising from the defirdbion of the rotational derivatives. 

In order to establish the satisfaction of the laws of compatibility5 it has 

been convenient to state that the addition of the in-planar and plate bending 

components that do not interact with each other cause no more problem than if 

the discorhinuity did not exist. This is certainly true of the in-plane 

components, but an over-simplification in the case of those due to plate 

bending. 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the connection between two elements in the y-z and 

z planes, and attention is focused on the deflections, along the common 

edge of these, parallel to the y and x axes respectively. 

It is evident that in a real structure, cast monolithically5 the derivatives 

shown (u. 
y and v., x) will bear some relation to each other of the type 

U5 y+ 
Aov! px = (6-13) 

Indeed., it is reasonable to suppose that the connection can be considered as 

completely rigid, in which case it will be necessary to apply the constraint 

ug 
y+V. ý x= 

(6.14) 

However., these two components are unrelated by the transformations derived 

in Section 6.1. The two slabs will therefore be taken as simply supported at 

the connection shown, unless the constraint of Equation 6.14 is imposed. 

It is also appreciated that the constraint can only be applied directly 

to the nodes., and that at other points on the connection line the remaining 

doffs may affect the slopes. However., prescribing Equation 6.14 at the nodes 

should go a long way towards doing so throughout the connection. 

Clearly., the constraints defined by Equations 6.13 and 6.14 are identical 

to those defined by Equation 3.20. As the variational principles (Equations 

2.2 and 4.8) do not need to be re-written for 3-D problems, it will be possible 

to include the constraints in the mathematical process by expressing Equations 

2.9 and 4.12 in a similar fashion to Equation 3.22. When this is done, the 

present problem can be solved in conjunction with the computer routines 
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necessitated by expressing 2-D problems in terms of the stress funct-ion elements 

of Chapter 3. It is remembered3 haiever, that this process required the 

constraineed rows to be adjacent to each other in the solution rrAtrix. In order 

that this be the case; it is necessary to further transform Equation 6.7 into: 

Vk %ý-- 1 
ul y V. 9 x Wq xu9ZV. 9 y 
U. $ x 

Wq 
y 

V. 9 Z 
Wq 

7-1 

This transformation can readily be programmed into the computer, and the 

subroutines used to form Equation 3.22 incorporated en bloc in order to effect 

the solution of the equations under consideration. All the computational aspects 

of the 3-D problem are discussed in Section 6.3. 

It will be noticed5 however. ý that if the connection is of a form which 

cannot be delineated parallel to the axes., the constraints required to enforce 

its inherent rigidity on the present mathematical formulation may embrace the 

whole tensor of first derivatives. Whilst this fact does not invalidate the 

form of Equation 3.225 it does render The Authorts computer routines ineffectual 

as they are only written for two by two constraints. 

It may be thought that this problem could be avoided by re-writing the 

dof Is of the in-Planar elements (say) u., Y, and v., x as (u, 
y- V5 x 

)/2 (=0 
Z) 

and u, + v. Y) (working in local coordinates)., and re-defining the 
yx XY 0 

slopes of the plate bending elements to suit. The definition of 0z would then 

seem to enforce a rigid connection. However., it will be shown in the ensuing 
a 

discussion that this may result in erroneous convergence characteristics being 

encountered in the presence of the in-plane shear. Also., it is not convenient 

to obtain a general transformation for the rotations as this would require 

re-formulating all the basic elements., and difficulties in transforming the 

shear strains and direct first derivatives are implied. 

Thus., for ease of computation, the examples shown later in this chapter 

are limited to structures consisting purely of elements at right-angles to 

each other. ý and hence special attention is hereafter focused on such cases. 
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In these problems it is evident that the structural elements in-; olved can 

always be brought into line with the rectangular cartesian axes. 

It can be noted that the problem under discussion in this section is 

not encounýpered in the application of the equilibrium elements of Chapter 

as continuitýr of the normal moments (in Figure 6.4 these will be Mz) across 

geometrical discontinuities is automatically ensured. Indeed3 if the connection 

shown in Figure 6.4 were to be considered as simply supported,, the boundary 

value problem would have to be re-defined, as if the structure were multiply 

connected (see Section 3.5.2)., and Mz constrained to zero on the separate 

edges. Nevertheless., difficulty will be encountered interpreting the twisting 

moments at the connection; although stress interpretation at such edges will 

always remain a problem when 2-D plate theory is used to solve 3-D structures. 

6.2.2 Three-dimensional displacement elements 

As stated in Chapter 2. an element which seems instantly appealing can be 

formulated by combining P/4/8/C and B/4/4/C, as it can simulate any thin plate 

structure composed of rectangles. This fact arises as both elements are 

completely general in their 2-D applications., and full continuity of 

displacement and nodal unknowns is assured. The major objection to this 

combination is the extremely high number of doff s involved; inspection of 

Equations 6.1,6-7., and 6.10 shows that., in general, there will be thirty 

at each node. However., when considering 900 transformations this nurber can 

be reduced to 21 (see Section 6.1) which., in view of Equation 6.15, are most 

con-, reniently written as: 

lu vwU. ý y 

V., y U. ý x W5 y V5 z 

V. ý XY 
W5 XY U., yz V5 

yz 

V., x ws x 

W9 z U. ý XY 

W5 yz 

ul 
z 

U. ý zx V. ý zx 
W. ý ZXI 

(6.16) 
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, element is effectivelýr inapplicable to ary but 900 transformations,. Thus th, 
X-A. - v- 

whilst solutions to problems involving only those will be extremely expensive. 

The element should., howe-V-er, always give convergent results against which others, 

which obey-the equations of compatibility and nodal equilibrium to a lesser degree. ý 

can be tested. 

Another combination which will give continuity of both displacement and nodal 

forces across discontinuities in geometry is P/4/6/C with B/4/3/C. This has the 

advantage that the second derivative terms are no longer defined as doffs, thereby 

reducing the number of generalised displacements at a node to 12: 

lu 
vw ul y V. 9 x W. 9 x 

ul 
z V. ý y U5 x W. I. y V. 9 z W. ý ZI 

(6-17) 

This remains the case no matter what the orientation of the element. However., 

it must be appreciated that both these eleirents are constrained in as much as 

the mixed 2nd derivatives are presCribed to zero at the nodes; and that any 
i 

results obtained will have to be compared with known solutions in order to 

assess whether or not they are convergent on the correct answer. However,, if 

it can be established that in a certain class of problem the constraints on 

the mixed second derivatives do not significantly affect the strain pattern., 

then this element will certainly give a more efficient solution than the 

previous one. 

Further to the arguements of the previous paragraph, it is noted -that a 

combination of P/4/4/C and B/4/3/C will result in the general requirement of 

12 doffs at a node, defined by Equation 6-17, ý which can be reduced to the nine 

of Equation 6.18 (see Section 6.1) if the problem involves only 900 transformations 

EU 
v U. 2 y vi x wi x 

U. 9 Zw'yV. 9 Z] 
(6.18) 

Indeed., inspection of the convergence curves of Chapter 5 indicates that 

P/4/4/c can usually be relied upon to perform at least as well as P/4/6/c.. Thus 
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the present element will be more efficient than the -previous one for 900 

transformations at least. Hawever5 the mode of deformation of BA/3/C is 

still constrained, and as the structural elements in bending can be expected 

to undergo. considerable reversals of curvature. ý especially if the structure 

is in torsion, this may often be the limiting factor. It should also be 

noted that stress interpretation may be a prob--Lem with P/4/4/C, as the direct 

stresses are constant throughout each element. 

It is apparent that a combination of P/4/3/C and B/4/3/C is possible. 

The combina' 'uion will have only six dof Is at a node. It can also be appreciated 

that P/4/3/C may be a useful tool whenever comparisons are to be made with 

solutions which ignore the in-plane shear strains. Nevertheless., it may 

transpire that the effects of the constraints imposed on both elements may 

often preclude the use of this 3-D element. Moreover, as stated in Section 

the transformations derived in Section 6.1 are not applicable to 

P/4/3/C. This combination is not considered further here., but has been 

developed and applied by Siddall 
43 

0 

As the mixed second derivative of B/4/4/C does not affect the boundary 

displacements, continuity of displacement is maintained when this element is 

combined with ariy of P/4/3/C. P/4/4/C., P/V6/C., whilst compatibility of nodal 

unknowns is not. Consideration of the latter point seems difficult from a 

physical point of view; however it would appear tantamount to simply supporting 

the portion of the nodal forces due to the doffs u. yz VýIzx W5 XY 5 which should 

be compatible with those due to the.,, twist of the adjacent in-planar elements. 

If the dimensions of an in-planar structural element are such that its 

associated resistance to the twist term can be considered infinite in 

comparison to that of the relevant bending element., then the above may be 

a reasonable approximation. The only purpose of the bending dof is u, yz V. ý zX 

W, XY will then be to allow the plate bending components a more flexible 

deformation pattern than is possible using B/4/3/C. As previously stated, 

P/4/3/C is not convenient to transform, and this combination is not considered. 
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However corrbinations of B/4/4/c wilith P/4/4, /C and Z/4, /(-)/C are amenable., and 

with a suitable truncating facility incorporated in the computerised 

transformations (in order to remove the rows and columns equivalent to the 

redundant doffs) will result in 3-D elements with 12 and 15 doffs at a node 

(see Equatjons 6.19 and 6.20) respectively., for 900 transformations. 

lu 
vw Uý, y v5x W5 

x 
U3 z W5 y V5 z W5 xy ug 

yz V5 ZXI 

q [u vwU. ý y V. ý x W. ý x 

V. ý y 
115 x W5 y V. ý z 

W. ý z W, ý XY] 

U5 yz V-, zx 

U5 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

It is evident that these elements are not a worthwhile proposition for 

general transformations as this would again result in 30 dof Is at a node. 

Clearly5 even if this nuAer were not considered excessive, it would be 

expedient to -use the combination of B/4/4/C and P/4/8/C rather than the 

present elements. 

-s that can be constructed from the elements All the compatible 3-D element 

derived in Chapter 2 have now been discussed. It remains only to demonstrate 

that in the presence of the in-planar shear strains it is inadvisable to define 

the rotations OX 0y Oz as dof's. This is most easily done by recalling 

that the element from which P/4/3/C was derived had nodal unknowns: 

U. 9 y-v9 X) 
(U. 9 y+V. 9 

which are readily re-stated as: 

uv0y z XY 

This element can be used in 2-D problems as an alternative to P/4/4/c. However, 

this statement should be extended to 3-D problems with caution., as in the 

presence of Yx3r, Oz no longer uniquely defines the rotational derivatives u, y 
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and v -P-; nn, 1, -y p-I u _L ., xe 
As y 

xy 
is o., ly def... r' in t. I., ve - J_ane, this will. resul- in 

compatibility between the in-planar and transverse bending components being 

lost at geometr--, -cal 
discontinuities. In turn., this will result in a 

contribution to the strain energy of the structure from the inter-element zone 

which leaves the functional (Equation 2.2. ) undefined 
42. 

Whillst it may be that 

compatibility between the bending and in-plane displacements across the geometrical 

discontinuities is not necessarily as important a criterion as that between 

adjacent elements of the same type and in the same plane (because normally the 

contact area would represent a lesser proportion of the total, and the associated 

stiffnesses may be of differing orders), it is nevertheless theoretically a 

necessary one for correct convergence to take place, as Equation 2.2 does not 

need re-writing for 3-D work. The Author does not consider it (advisable to 

use plate bending and plane stress elements which are incompatible with each 

other in the analysis of the core structures described in Chapter 1. 

t 

6.2.3 Other three-dimensional elements 

It can be appreciated from Section 6.2.2 that the major difficulties in 

applying the displacement elerents of Chapter 2 to 3-D structures arise as a 

consequence of the need to transform the second derivatives required by the 

plate bending problem. This fact led the Author to consider alternative plate 

bending formulations in an effort to remove the presence of the second derivative 

as a dof., whilst maintaining a general range of application and an edge 

displacement pattern that can be made compatible w-ith a convenient in-planar 

element. 

Further to the above., it is interesting to note that for convergence to 

take place it is not necessary for the in-planar and plate bending components 

of a problem to be derived by the same variational formulation., merely that 

the requirements of all the formulations used are met. 
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It has been demonstrated in Section 11-3.1 that continuity of both 

displacements and doffs5 across geometrical discontiinuities. ý will be ensured 

by a 3-D element comprised of B/4/3/H and P/4/4/C. 

It is. now, therefore, possible to propose this element. In general5 the 

element will, have 12 doffs at each node, these being defined by Equation 6,, 17. 

When applied to 900 transformations the element can be reduced to the nine doffs 

of Equation 6.18. 

In view of its wide range of applicability (the element has the same range 

of application as B/4/4/C and P/4/8/C)., comparitively low number of doffs., and 

the favourable convergence characteristics of the individual 2-D elements (see 

Chapter 5)., the present element can be expected to be far more efficient than 

any of' those previously discussed. 

6.3 Computational Aspects 

For reasons that are made apparent in Section 6.4 no attempt has been made 

to apply the stress elements of Chapter 3 to 3-D problems. 

It remains5 therefore, to produce a program which is capable of generating 

all the 3-D elements discussed explicitly in Section 6.2. The primary operations 

to be carried out by this program are as follows: 

(1) Calculation of the element stiffness matrices. 

Formation of the element matrices of equivalent nodal loads. 

(3) Formation of Equation 2.9. 

Transformation of Equation 2.9 into the form of Equation 3.22, 

Solution of Equation 3.22. 

Calculation of element nodal stresses. 

Steps 3,4, and 5 have already been discussed in Section 2.9.1 and 3.7-3. 

The computations equivalent to steps 2 and 6 follow automatically from those 

described in Sections 2.9 and 4.5 once the transformation matrices have been 

established, ý and are not considered in any detail here. 
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In order to simplify the present program, it was decided to make an 

approximation on the 17brid formulation of B/4/3/H: namely that no particular 

solutions equivalent to the prescribed body and surface forces would be 

considered. (see Section 4.4). 

The calculation of the element stiffness matrices %, which is carried out 

by the subroutine FRMEL., is best understood by referring to the Ccmput, ýý-r 

listing of Appendix 4.6. in conjuncT-ion the following explanitory notes. 

The matrices are asserrbled by blocks (see Section 2.9). If the eleinent 

contains any 2nd derivatives these blocks are of size (21 x 21)., with the 

dof Is arranged according to Equations 6.1,6.7, and the last 9 components of 

Equation 6.11. If the element contains only first derivatives, the blocks are 

of size (12 x 12) with the dof Is arranged according to Equations 6.1 and 6.7. 

First the required transformation matrix is calculated. It is noted that 

this is not necessarily re-calculated for each element, but merely for each 

different plane. t, 

I Each 3-D element is. hen formed in the x-y plane by calculating the 

stiffness matrices of the relevant plate-bending and in-planar 2-D elements 

in turn., and placing the individual stiffness coefficients in the appropriate 

rows and columns. 

The stiffness matrices are then transformed (block by block) according 

to Equation 2.105 and further transformed so that the appropriate constraints 

can be applied to the vector of first derivatives (see Equation 6.15). 

F-inally., any redundant doffs are erased from the stiffness matrices by 

truncating them down to the required size (see e. g. Equations 6.17 and 6.18). 

and stored on the disc. 

A copy of each transformation matrix (truncated if required) is stored 

on the disc in order to facilitate the stress calculations. 

As previously statedý, the constraints on the rotaiional derivatives 

(see Equations 6.13 and 6.14) are applied using the computer routines 

described in Section 3.7-3. However., it must be remembered that the manner 
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in which these routines have been incorporated in-tuo -Lhe present program renders 

it impossible to cater for constraints in which the GOC coefficients (see 

Equation 3.20) are non-zero (i. e. constant constraints). 

Further., it should be noted that when a 3-D solution has been obtained 

by mixing copipatible and hybrid elements, that the internal strain energy of 

the structure cannot be predicted (see Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). 

I 
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6.4 On the Application of the Eau librium elements derived in Chapter 3 

to three dimensional problems 

The fact that we can maintain the required degree of continuity 

of dksplacements across the geometrical discontinuities means in theory 

that it should also be possible to maintain equilibrium across these 

'boundaries'. 

Consider the channel structure shown in Figure 6.5. The boundary 

conditions are: 

on edges 3-LI, 7-8 

y XY yy 

on edaes 2-4,6-8 

cr 
x=T XY 

=Mx=Vx= 

on edge 3-7 

CF TMV 
x yz yy 

at 3 

R3= -0.166 

at 7 

R 0.166 
y 

and the relevant stress functions are defined through: 

in the x-y plane 

(5 
x= 

W5 
yy 

y xx 

XY 
.5 

XY 

m 
x 

my 

m 

XY 

v 

x 

v 

y 

vs 
y 

us 
x 

3- (U +V 2y5x 

ý yy 

-vs 
xx 
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in the y-z plane 

ýLz 

CF 
zU9 vv 

T 
yz -U 9yz 

MyW 
1) z 

Mz V9 
y 

M1 (W 
yz 29y+ 

vs 
z 

Vy -V5 
zz 

z5 vv 
.F -1 

Before these conditions are integrated around the boundary, it is pertinent 

to remember that continuity at the corners yields the following information: 

at 7: W2 
y+ 

vljz = 0.166 

at 3: W5 + Vq = -0.166 
-Z 

at 1.5 : W5 
y+ 

V5Z =0 

at 2,6.54ý758 U5ý + VS 0 
yx 

i 
Here it is seen that the standard definition of the bending moments 

has not led to a unique definition of these : for instance, when referring 

to My it must he remembered whether it is My in the xy plane or the yz 

plane. Perhaps more serious is the fact that we will he unable to prescribe 

continuity of the direct stresses (in this case ay) across the discontinuities 

in geometry. 

Next it is necessary to determine a satisfactory solution to the rigid 

body modes. Inspection of Figure 6.5 reveals that a translation in, and 

a rotation about each of the three axes should he sufficient to define 

these, thus we surmise that the structure has six rigid hody modes. More 

correctly, we note that the in-planar and plate bending solutions are not 

independent; it should therefore he possible to identify the correCt- solution 

to the rigid body modes from either aspect: 
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a) by plane stress approach 

We prescribe the rigid body modes in each plane as before, thus 

U=C. y +C1 

W=C 
3*y + C4 

U=C 6' z+C7 

-C. x+c2 

C2C5 

-C 6* x+C 

but require now, in addition, that U, V, and W remain single valued at 

the origin, thus: 

C, =CCC 
-L 7 C2 = C5 

48 

and the solution to the rigid. body modes becomes 

U=C. y +C 6" z+C1 

V= -C. x +C 3* z+C26.21 

W=c 3'y - C6*x + C4 

b) By plate hendinE approach 

This time the rigid body modes in each plane individually are 

U=C+C 1* y+C 2' z 

V=C3+C4x+C 5' z 

W=C6+C 7' x+C 8"Y 

however, we now require, in addition, to prescribe that planes 

orthogonal before deformation remain so afterwards, therefore: 

U10 
y+ 

VSX =0c1= -C 4 

W5 
y+ 

VSZ =0c8= -C 5 

wsx + U5 
z=0c7= -C 2 

and the solution to the rigid body modes becomes 

C. y +C 6' z+C1 

-C. x +C 3' z+C2 

C 
3- y-C 6' x+C4 

6.22 
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It is seen that Equations 6.21 and 6.22 are equivalent. 

Finally, we transcribe the stress boundary conditions into 

stress. function boundary conditions: 

on- edze . 3-4 

w9XX = WS 
XY 

= USX = V$XX = dy =0 

whence 

wsx =A; W3, 
y=B; 

W=A. x +C 

U9X =0; V5 
x=D; 

U=E; V=D. x +F 

on edze 3-7 

UI)ZZ = u5zy = W5Z = v5zz dz=0 

whence 

u5z =G; U$ 
y=0; 

U=G. z +H 

w9z =0; V, 
zJW=K; 

V=J. z +L 

on edge 7-8 

W2 
xx 

= Ws 
XY 

= u9x Vsxx = dy =0 

whence 

w2x =M; Wý 
y=N; 

W=M. x+P 

U5X =0; VS 
x=QU=RV=Q. x +S 

on edge 6-8 

ws 
yy 

= W$ 
XY 

= Vs 
y 

U5 
yy 

dx =0 

whence 

Wýy =T; Wý 
x= 

AA ;W=T. y + BB 

v5y=0; U5 
y= 

CC V= DD ;U CC. y + EE 

on edg 2-4 

W, 
yy 

= Ws 
XY 

= Vs 
y 

us 
yy 

= dx =0 

whence 

w9= FF Ws 
x 

GG W FF. y + JJ 

vs 
y=0 

us 
y 

KK V LL ;U= MY + MM 
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satisfying Equations 6.21 by putting 

at %ýj Vsx = w9x = V$z =0 

then D,, A, J2 M5, Q5 AA =0 *4 1 
and at 3U= 

then C=E=F=H=L=K=P=S= JJ = LL = MM = DD =0 

using in addition 

U)y+ v9x =0 at 7;; Q=0 

ws 
y+ 

vs 
z= 

0_. 116 at 8; T=N=0.116 ; BB = 2.784 

us 
y+ 

v9x =0 at 8 CC =0 

u U- at 8 EE =R 

This leaves two undetermined constants of integration G and R. However, 

although it has not directly entered the boundary conditions, presumably 

this problem will geherate no Mzx moments. Utilising this fact allows 

G to be determined, and requires in addition, W, 
x+ 

USz =0 to be prescribed 

at each corner. Nevertheless, R remains at this stage indeterminate. 

Thus it has been shown that an application of the theory of Chapter 

Three to even the simplest, singly connected 3-D problem requires some 

considerable work in order to identify the boundary values for the stress 

functions; and that furthermore this type of analysis can always he 

expected to involve undetermined constants of integration of the type 

discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.7.5. 

The models considered in Sections 6.5,6.63 6.7. and 6.8 are typical 

of the type of structural element used as tall building cores. The complex 

geometry and modes of deformation of these require that a large number of 

dof's ar6 needed in order to simulate their behaviour. At the mesh 

divisions chosen a large computer took between 10 and 20 minutes to perform 

a single analysis on each of these structures. The fact that these types 
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of structure are multiply connected in a complex manner inevitably 

means that in practice one can expect several initially indeterminate 

I 
constants of integration to be involved in their analysis, each of 

whiclý requires a long computer run to render it determinate; and even 

this assumes that the stress function boundary conditions can be satisfact- 

orily identified. The Author considers that these facts prohibit the 

use of this type of stress diffusive element to general 3-D plate problems, 

and no attempt has been made to obtain upper bound solutions for the 

analyses which constitute the remainder of this Chapter. 

6.5 Study of a prismatic core with evenlyspaced beams 

The model and loading are illustrated in Figure 6.6. This model 

was also considered by Siddal, 43, 
and the experimental values given 

here are taken fron, , Reference 43. The finite element results obtained 

using a combination of P/4/3/C and B/4/3/z 
53 

; 1+ is remembered that whilst 

this combination results in only 6 dof's al. a node, P/4/3/C is incapable 

of simulating deformation due to shear, whilst B/4/3/z is non-conforming 

and therefore not certain to converge 
49 (see also Section 2.4.2. ), 

although no particular type of deformation is precluded by its use. 

Results are presented for the model with 1" and 3" deep beams. Comparison 

is made between Siddall's finite element and experimental results, and 

equivalent analyses using all'the viable combinations of elements discussed 
I 

in Section 6.2. 

In order to maintain direct comparison with Siddall's work the mesh 

division chosen for a single storey substructure is that used in Reference 

43, and is shown in Figure 6.7. Here it is seen that, following from 
I 

the work done on the shearwall problem, a fine mesh is alloted to the 
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beams as the mode of deformation os these can be expected to he more 

complex than the other components. The final structure was assembled 

from five four-storey substructures and was thus composed of 45 nodes. 

6.5.1 Model with 1" beams 

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 compare the values obtained for the rotation 

at the back of the channel using the various analyses. 

The P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H results are seen to be approximately 5% 

more flexible than the model. 

The model results can he expected to be slightly overstiff owing, 

for example, to the effects Of the strain gauges, the fact -I-hat the 

loading is applied through non-frictionless pulleys, and the fact that 

all the creep might not have taken place at the time of reading. In 

fact the onlY problem which might render the model results under-stiff 

is lack of full fixity at the base. However, in this case the base plate 

was a heavy steel anchoring block whilst the model was of perspex; the 

ratio of the two IEI values coupled with the dimensions involved should 

have ensured full fixity. 

It appears, therefore, that to all intents and purposes these 

results indicate the converged solution. The results show Siddall's 

answers to be approximately 17% overstiff, and this despite the fact 

that owing to the beams being shallow, the in-planar deformation due to 

shear in this problem was thought to be small. 

The results obtained using R/4/4/C + B/4/4/C are virtually identical 

to the P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H solution. It therefore seems that the comments 

made on the presence of the incompatible second derivative in this 

formulation were essentially correct. 
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As expected P/4/4/C + B/4/3/C is shown to predict over-stiff 

resu-"Lts, whilst P/4/6/C + B/4/3/C shows little improvement on Siddall's 

solution. 

the values for the I. S. E. generated in the structure predicted hy 

the various analyses were as follows: 

P/4/6/C + B/4/3/C 

P/4/4/C + B/4/3/C 

P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H 

P/4/4/C + B/4/4/C 

- 0.000650 lb in. 

- 0.000674 lb in. 

- 0.000753 lb in. 

- 0.000765 lb in. 

6.5.2 Model with 3" deep beams 

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 compare the values obtained at the back of 

the channel using the various analyses. 

Again P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H and P/4/4/C + B/4/4/C give very similar 

results. P/4/4/C + B/4/3/C and P/4/6/C + B/4/3/C yield a result very 

similar to each other which is more stiff than that predicted by 

the other two combinations. 

However, comparison with the experimental results is not quite 

what was expected. Best agreement with these was obtained using P/4/6/C 

B/4/3/C; both these elements are formulated in strict accordance with 

the theory of Chapter Two, and furthermore, both have constraints applied 

to their kinematic modes of deformation. This combination is almost 

certain, therefore, to yield an over-stiff solution (as was the case in 

Section 6.5.1), however, it is seen here to give a slightly more flexible 

result than the experiment. Similarly we must expect P/4/4/C + B/4/3/C to 
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give an over-stiff answer; nevertheless, here again we see that a result 

slightly more flexible than the experimental has been predicted. 

Experience tells us that shear deformation, especially in the in-planar 

analyltis of the beams, must play a noticeably more important role in 

this problem than in the previous one; and in this respect it is noticed 

that Siddall's analysis is incapable of simulating in-planar deformation 

due to shear. We should expect, therefore, that Siddall's results would 

compare less favourably with the correct solution for the channel with 3" 

straps than for the channel with 1" straps. However, the discrepancy 

\--, between Siddall's and the experimental results is seen to be the same in 

both cases. Finally, there is much consistency between the results 

obtained for the two structures using the element combinations considered 

in Section 6.2. All this evidence leads the Author to believe that the 

experimental results associated with the present analysis are considerably 

over-stiff, and that a far better approximation to the true mode of 

deformation is that predicted by P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H. Although it has 

not been conclusively demonstrated that this combination is not converging 

as an -upper 
bound, all the experience gained from the analyses of Section 

5.4 indicates that this will not he the case, and that we can expect 

this combination to converge as a lower bound. 

The values for the I. S. E. generated in this structure as predicted 

by the various analyses were as follows: 

P/4/6/C + B/4/3/C 

P/4/4/C + B/4/3/C 

P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H 

0.000115 lb in. 

0.000116 lh in. 

0.000122 lb in. 

P/4/4/C + B/4/4/C 0.000126 lb in. 
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6.5.3 Comparison of the performance of the different element 

combinations 

The results obtained from analyses on both models are consistent 

despite the largely different modes of deformation, especially in the 

beams, that can be expected. At first it was thought that this problem 

may be one in which in-planar forces predominate, and consequently that 

the results obtained from these analyses might not be subject to general 

interpretation. However, it is seen that in both analyses the substitution 

of either B/4/4/C or B/4/3/H for B/4/3/C makes a considerable difference 

to the results, and thus stresses causing out of plane bending must play 

an important role. Hence these results should be indicative of those to he 

expected when the elements are applied to general 3-D plate structures. 

As anticipated, P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H offers a completely general solution 
i 

to folded plate problems, provided that the structure can be idealised as 

formed of rectangular elements. 

Under the conditions tested P/4/4/C + B/4/4/C yields results very 

similar to those of P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H, however, it does seem possible 

that under certain condtiions the presence of the incompatible second 

derivative might lead to an overflexible solution; more important, the 

fact that P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H is both more general and more efficient 

precludes the use of this combination. 

P/4/4/C + B/4/3/C gives a better solution than Siddall's analysis; 

however, it is quite conclusively demonstrated that B/4/3/H is both more 

general in application and more efficient than B/4/3/C. The only advantages 

in using this combination therefore, lie in the fact that B/4/3/C is 

more easily programmed than B/4/3/H, and that a lower bound solution is 

assured. 
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The con-bination of P/4/6/C + B/4/3/C (with 12 dof Is at a node) 

predicted a worse lower bound than P/4/4/C + B/4/3/C (with 9 dof's at 
I 

a node) for each analysis. This combination is therefore extremely 

inefficient. In particular it is seen that the constraints applied to 

the second derivatives of P/4/6/C have, in both analyses rendered it 

discernably less efficient than P/4/4/C. 

Finally, it must be said that the two reasons results superior to 

Siddall's have been obtained are: 

1) That in-planar elements capable of simulating deformation due 

to shear have been included. 

2) That converging plate bending elements of general application 

have been included. 

It is seen that the substitution of B/4/3/H (with w, and w, 

transformed as rotations) for B/4/3/z will introduce the second of these 

sophistications into Siddall's analysis, whilst still retaining the 

advantage that only 6 dof Is at each node are required. Therefore, when 

analysing problems in which the deformations due to shear stresses 

are known to be negligible there is little point in using the more time 

consuming and expensive techniques described herein. Siddall, for instance, 

obtained excellent results from his analysis of this structure subject 

to loading which produced bending only. 

With respect to the structural problem considered in this section 

40 
it can be concluded that local flange rippling does not occur to any 

great extent in view of the good results obtained at a coarse mesh division 

in the flanges. Siddall, in fact, performed an analysis with increased 

mesh division in those parts of the flanges which are not connected to 

the beams, and obtained no significant difference in results. More 
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particularly it is demonstrated that in order to predict the behaviour 

of this type of structure account must he taken of the out of plane bending 

stresseý developed in the vertical members, and that analyses which ignore 

this aspe'ct cannot be expected to produce reliable results. 

6.6 Study_of a twin-interconnected core 

The model is illustrated in Figure 6.12 and is considered here under 

two loading conditions: 

1. Two horizontal loads applied in opposite directions at the free 

end producing a torque of 61h in. and causing twisting 

2. A horizontal u. d. l. of llb/in. causing bending. 

The model results for loading 2 are taken from Reference 84, whilst 

those for loading 1 are taken from Reference 43. 

Again the finite element results quoted due to Siddall were ohtained 

using P/4/3/C and B/4/3/z. This worker found a suitable mesh for the walls 

was 4 divisions across the width, and 22 equal divisions up the height, 

further refinement than this bringing about no improvement in results. He 

also considered the interconnecting slabs at 2x2,4x4,6x6, and 8x8 mesh 

divisions and his results for these are given here. Subject to the conclusions 

drawn in the previous section this analysis was carried out using P/4/4/C and 

BV4/3/H. As a superior bending element is used, it was anticipated that 

a 6x6 mesh for the interconnecting slabs would be sufficient. The finite element 

idealisation using these wall and slab meshes were assembled as described 

by Siddall. 

Figures 6.13 and 6.14 compare the rotation at the back of one channel, 

and the lateral deflection of one channel, respectively for loading cases 

and 2. Very little improvement on Siddall's results at the equivalent 

floor mesh division are evident. The present, more sophisticated approach 
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does not seem to be justified, and it is pertinent to identify the 

reasons for this being the case. 

The zone of connection between the walls and slabs represents a much 

smallqr. proportion of the former than was the case in the previous analysis 

using even the 1" beams. Furthermore, considering the problem in torsion, 

the slabs appear to be far more flexible in this respect than were the beams 

in the previous analysis. Thus they offer only comparatively little 

restraint to warping, and generate insignificant shear stresses in the walls5 

whilst undergoing large twisting deformations themselves. The dominant 

parameter therefore is the mesh division afforded to the slabs, and this is 

indicated by Siddall's results which demonstrate the finite element solution 

converging monotonically as the slab mesh is increased. As B/4/3/z allows 

twisting deformation, and appears to he converging, the anticipated 

significantly superior performance of B/4/3/H was clearly over ambitious in 

this case. 

The problem in bending is evidently somewhat analogous to the 2-D 

problem of an uninteracted shearwall. Thus again we expeCt insigqificant 

shear stresses to he developed in the walls, whilst this time the slabs 

undergo large flexural deformations. Consistent with this appraisal of 

the problem Siddall's results indicate the problem converging monotonically 

as the slab mesh is increased, and although in this case B/4/3/H does give 

slightly I better results than B/4/3/z at the equivalent mesh, this could not 

be interpreted as a dramatic improvement in the finite element model. 

Siddall concluded that as the slab mesh was increased the results would 

continue to converge. However, as the slabs undergo severe reversals of 

curvature, whilst being rigidly fixed to the walls at their four corners 

it is almost certain that in the experimental model some plastic deformation 
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must occur in the slabs near the points of interconnection. Moreover, 

considering the finite element model. the slabs apply point couples to 

the in-Planar edge stresses of the walls. Previous experience with 

singulavities suggests this may inhibit convergence. Indeed, Siddall 

performed an analysis at the wall mesh used herein and a more reflned version 

using the conforming,, lower bound, combination of P/4/4/C + B/4/3/C and found 

that the more refined mesh gave a worse lower bound than the coarse mesh; 

he concluded that this was due to computer round off. Whilst this is 

possible it also seems that these results could he caused by singularity 

trouble. Thus the Present Author considers that although increasing the 

slab mesh division will almost certainly enhance the finite element results, 

absolute convergence to those of the experimental model may not he achieved 

by this expedient alone. 

Finally, therefore, as shear deformations are insignificant in this 

structure, there is no advantage in using the P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H combination 

(with 9 dof Is at each node) over Siddall's solution with B/4/3/H substituted 

for B/4/3/z (with 6 dof's at each node). Perhaps more important, the problem 

considered in this section illustrates the importance of taking into 

account the correct properties of the transverse floor slabs. It is recalled 

that several of the analyses discussed in Chapter 1 ignore this fact 

altogether. 

6.7 Study of a prismatic core with external diaphragms 

The model and loading are shown in Figure 6.15. Again this model was 

considered by Siddall, and the experimental values quoted herein are taken 

from Reference 43. The finite element results due to Siddall were obtained 

using P/4/3/C + B/4/3/z. Again the 
. 
mesh division used for the present 

11 
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analysis is identical to that considered by Siddall. The mesh division 

afforded to the slabs, and hence that across the width of the wallsis 

illustý-ated in Figure 6.16, whilst the walls had 36 equal divisions up 

their height. The final struCture was assembled from 4 two-storey and 
I-, 

a single one-storey substructure in the manner described by Siddall. 

Comparison is made between Siddall's theoretical and experimental results, 

and an analysis performed using P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H. and an analysis 
35 

obtained by modifying the thin walled beam theory 

Figure 6.17 compares the rotation at the back of the vertical member 

, -obtained by the different analyses. Again the analysis proposed herein 

shows very little improvement on Siddall's result. It seems reasonable to 

assume that the reasons for this are similar to those deduced in the previous 

section: namely that the warping restraint offered by the slabs is not 

sufficient to generate appreciahle shear stresses in the structure, whilst 

B/4/3/z has performed unexpectedly well. However, these results are 

approximately 20% overstiff as compared to the experimental values. The 

results obtained using the thin walled beam theory incorporated an assessment 

of the slab stiffnesses predicted by Siddall's analysis at the mesh division 

shown in Figure 6.16. Siddall therefore concluded that the discrepancy between 

the finite element and model results could be reduced primarily by increasing 

the wall mesh. The present Author agrees with this surmise. In the case of 

the strapped channel considered in Section 6.5 the beams were of sufficient 

depth to ensure that the flange rippling was a smooth function throughout 

the length of the member, and thus only a coarse wall mesh was required to 

simulate this behaviour. In the present case, however, the slabs are very 

shallow and widely spaced. Thus the rippling of the flanges is probably 
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a far more localised phenomenon 
40 

than before, which has not been 

allowed by the crude mesh. Furthermore, owing to the nature of 

the flange-slab connections, in-planar rippling as well as out of plane 

rippling can he anticipated in this structure. It seems likely, therefore, 

that increasing the wall mesh in the zone of the wall-slab interconnections 

will improve the results, and that this should be carried out using an 

analysis with P/4/3/C + B/4/3/H. 

I 
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6.8 Twin-interconnected asymmetrical core 

This model was tested by Harrison 35 
. and has been considered 

35 43 theoretically by Harrison and Siddall. The experimental values for 

displa("--'ement and strain are taken from Reference 35. The f inite element 

results due to Siddall were obtained using P/4/3/C + B/4/3/z. and these 

are compared against the results obtained using P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H. The 

model and loadings are illustrated in Figure 6.18. The finite element 

mesh divisions used for the walls and slabs are illustrated in Figure 6.19. 

The final structure was assembled from five four-storey substructures 

in the manner described by Siddall, and consisted of 70 nodes each with 9 

dof Is. 

Figures 6.20 and 6.21 compare the values obtained for the rotation at 

the back of one channel under loadings 1 and 2 respectively. Again no 

improvement on Siddall's results is apparent, the common error between the 

finite element and experimental values being 20%. which is superior to 

Harrison's analysis. In view, of the previous results obtained on models in 

which the horizontal members were formed only from slabs, a lack of 

improvement on Siddall's results was perhaps to be expected. Clearly again 

the restraint offered against warping has been insufficient to generate 

significant shear strains, whilst the performance of B/4/3/z has been better 

than anticipated. 

In this analysis strains were output as well as displacements, and 

some values for longitudinal strains are plotted in Figures 6.22 and 6.23. 

Not surprisingly these results were also in complete agreement with 

those due to Siddall, and show quite good agreement with the experimental 
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values. The values obtained for the shear strains were small, except 

on a line up the central walls of the vertica' members through the points L 

of conn""ection with the slabs. Perhaps again this indicates that large 

displacement gradients should occur in the region local to the slab-wall 

interconnection which have not been allowed by the mesh afforded to this 

zone in the present analysis. This would not detract from the fact that 

Siddall increased. the wall mesh as illustrated in Figure 6.19, with no 

improvement in results. Again it is seen that the slabs apply point couples 

to the in-planar stresses of the walls; also, perhaps more significantly, 

the floor slabs each have two re-entrant corners, a fact which can be 

expected to hinder convergence. 

The analysis using 9 dof's per node took approximately five times 

longer than that using 6 dof's per node. Although this was no doubt in 

part due to the fact that of necessity the disc backing access routines 

used in the former analysis were far less efficient than those used in the 

latter, it does demonstrate the saving in computer time that can he 

achieved by the less rigorous analysis. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION ON THE FI14ITE ELE14EIlT METHOD AS APPLIED TO THIN PLATE 

THEORY, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THIS RESEARCH 

7.1 Two dimensional plane stress analysis 

7.1.1 Lower boundcompatible formulations 

In this thesis it has been shown how the use of interpolation formulae 

can facilitate the identification of hiaher order rectangular finite 0 

elements, and hence accelerate'convergence. Here improvement of the element 

displacement functions was only attempted by means of transmitting inter- 

element continuity cf certain derivatives as well as the hasic functions 

at corner nodes (Hermite interpolations) primarily to render the element 

edge displacements compatible with the rectangular bending elements that 

can be derived through the theorem of minimum potential energy. 
55 Nevertheles,.: 

there is definite evidence 
61 (see also Section 2.7) that this means of 

improving the element displacements may be more efficient than increasing 

the number of boundary nodes at which independent variations on the basic 

functions are allowed (Lagrangian interpolations). 

For reasons stated in Chapter 1 this research has been limited to 

a study of rectangular elements (although it has also been demonstrated 

il 
how specialised elements can be derived from the more general models). 

Nevertheless, experience gained in dealing with this type of element has 

led to a system for assembling finite element models being established 

in the Department, and part of the aim of this research was to assist with 

such a project. Contrary to popular lay belief the development of 
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sufficiently general and computerised algorithms for this type of work 

is not necessarily a trivial exercise in logic. A suitable framework having 

been established, it is now possible to introduce any of the well known 

w, 70961 51 
triangular or more generalised elements . or indeed any other type of 

element considered in this Chapter. 

With specific reference to this research it was stated in Section 5.7.1 

that the use of triangular elements may he useful in order to facilitate 

stress interpretation in the vicinity of a singularity. However, it is also 

made evident in that section that the mesh refinement required would probably 

be prohibitive, and even then may not ensure convergence. It would appear 

that more work needs to he done on this subject, especially, as is demonstrated 

in this thesis, many structures of practical interest imply stress singularities 

when subjected to an elastic analysis. 
4 

7.1.2 Other formulations 

The appeal of being able to predict upper and lower bound solutions 

to a given problem is self evident. An upper bound analysis by finite 

elements based on assumed stress functions, derived by the Southwell 

Analogies 74 has here been presented. However, many difficulties have been 

shown to arise in the application of these elements, not the least of which 

is poor visual interpretation of what is actually happening in the mathematical 

model. There exists an alternative method of obtaining an upper bound 

solution by finite elements 
70922 in which the solution equations are 

expressed in terms of generalised displacements; such elements could 

therefore be instituted directly into the solution system for compatible 

elements. It has been demonstrated, however, that such elements are difficult 

to identify. In particular, it is demonstrated in Appendix 6 that the 
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existence of a Southwell Analogue does not guarantee the possibility 

of its conversion to this form. Existing plane stress elements of this 

type are extremely cru e 
70 

There can be little doubt that upper bound 

finite element solutions to the plane stress problem are far more difficult 

to obtain than lower bounds. In particular it has been shown in this 

thesis that singularities can play havoc with a straightforward application 

of the Finite Element Method. Morley 69 has proposed a technique hy which 

account can he taken of the singularities, hut it is complex to apply. 

Once recourse is made to mixed and hybrid formulations a good intuitive 

understanding between physical phenomena and their mathematical simulation 

can be very difficult to retain. Whilst there is evidence that these 

formulations can lead to a more efficient mathematical model 
22 

their main 

advantage lies in their ability to allow a relaxation on the inter-element 
I 

continuity requirements in more complicated problems (e. g. plate bending 

and shell analysis). When there is ample evidence that good results can 

he obtained for structures under plane stress conditions, of arbitrary 

geometry, using the well established, and more simple to apply, theory of 

finite element analysis by compatible methods then it is probably expedient 

to do so. 

7.2 Two dimensional plate hending anal s 

Owing to the fact that the second differential enters directly into 

the variational formulation, solutions to these problems are more difficult 

to obtain. Neverthelesss efficient conforming upper and lower bound 

solutions have again been demonstrated. Here, however, it is shown how the 

relaxation of continuity conditions at the interelement boundaries afforded 

by Pian and Tong's assumed stress hybrid approach 
75576 

allows a simpler 
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model to be obtained. The upper hound solution was sought through self 
"4 equillbriating stress functions derived through the Southwell Analogies' . 

Againt.. many problems were shown to ensue from its application. However, 

on this occasion upper bound solutions formulated in terms of generalised 

displacements are available 
83 

. and should an upper bound solution he 

desired, the Author would tend to favour this latter expedient. 

Again this research was limited to a study of rectangular elements. 

Compatible elements of triangular or general quadrilateral form have 

been established56357558, but they are complex. The difficulty in 

obtaining triangular plate bending elements is, in view of the Southwell 

Analogies, a direct consequence of the problems encountered when 

attempting to formulate triangular self equilibriating plane stress elements. 

Conversely, owing to the comparative ease with which triangular compatible 

plane stress elements are formulated, we should expect a number of 

triangular self equilibriating plate bending elements to be available, 

and some authors 
73983 have-proposed such analyses. 

The difficulty encountered in the formulation of plate bending 

elements by standard theories has led, apart from the hybrid solution 

already mentioned, to several authors using mixed methods (see Reference 

86) in order to more readily obtain an algorithm for this problem. 

7.3 Three dimensional thin plate, analysis 

At the outset of this research it was hoped to produce a 3-D 

rectangular finite element that was both general in application and 

reasonably efficient. P/4/4/C + B/4/3/H has, in general, 12 degrees of 

freedom (dof's) per node which reduce to 9 if all the elements in a given 

problem can be brought into line with the cartesian axes. This is a 
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large reduction on what was initially thought to be necessary. The 

element is fully conforming, precludes no type of deformation associated 

with thin plate problems, and appears to give a lower bound solution. 

An ear""lier finite element analysis was proposed 
43 

using elements P/4/3/C 

B/4/3/z 53 
. This has the advantage that only 6 dof's per node are required. 

However, P/4/3/C does not allow any significant in-planar deformation 

due to shear, whilst B/4/3/z is non-conforming. Here an alternative 

formulation is suggested, namely P/4/3/C + B/4/3/H. This combination is 

fully conforming (the substitution of B/4/3/H for B/4/3/z can have a 

marked effect on the results. 'see Section 6.5). retains the advantage 

that only 6 dof Is per node are required, even in completely general 

application, and will be extremely useful if in-planar shear deformation 

can be ignored. 

The drop from 12 or 9 to 6 dof's per node represents a very large 

saving in computer time, and it is therefore pertinent to be able to 

identify which situations will require the more sophisticated analysis. Tall 

building structures are normally composed of one or more vertical, 

prismatic members whose behaviour is modified by horizontal beam and slab 

action. Four such test structures have been analysed in Chapter 6 of this 

thesis. It was found that only when the horizontal members were of 

comparable dimensions to the vertical ones did in-planar shear deformation 

become significant (In Section 6.5 it was found that including this action 

could relax the structure by in excess of 20%). Although this was only the 

case in one out of the four structures tested, it may well occur more 

often in practice; the model tested in Section 6.7 for instance is extremely 

weak in torsion and, before being adopted as a real structure, would 

nI, probably require drop beam as well as slab action to increase its strength 

in this respect. 
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However, in problems where shear stresses were insignificant 

it has been demonstrated that, due to facto. rs such as localised deformations 

and S ingularities, good results may still he difficult to obtai. n, and 

that the chosen mesh division can have a profound influence on results. 

Clearly in the absence of reliable experimentalL. results for comparison 

(and it is recalled that one of the major justifications for a finite 

element analysis is to obviate the need for such results), only considerable 

experience will guarantee that an accurate theoretical model of the problem 

under consideration has been achieved, as it is not possible to predict 

the error involved from a single finite element analysis. 
87 

To this end it is noticed that the formulations already discussed give 

(normally) a lower bound to the internal strain energy of the structure. 

An atterpt has been made herein to develop a finite element method which 

will predict a complementary upper bound solution to thin plate problems. 

It is stated that there are basically two methods of achieving such a 

solution: 

1) By maintaining internal and inter-element equilibrium through 

formulating the problem in terms of, and solving directly for, 

a suitable set of stress resultants (stress functions). 

2) By maintaining internal element equilibrium using a parametric 

stress distribution which generate certain surface tractions 

at the element boundaries that can be defined in terms of 

interpolation formulae and generalised loads. If each generalised 

load can define uniquely a generalised displacement (for 

otherwise the work done by the equivalent surface tractions cannot 

be evaluated) the problem can be formulated in terms of the 

latter, and it is then these which constitute the unknowns in 

the solution equations. 
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Much effort has been put into a formualation of type (1) above 

as the pseudo-visual approach afforded assures that such an analysis 

should., theoretically, he possible. It is found, however, that the 

method becomes far too complex to be of any practical use in 3-D problems, 

as the computational effort required becomes excessive, and the physical 

interpretation of many aspects of the mathematical model becomes extremely 

dif f icult. 

It would appear, in. view of the findings of other workers 
70989 

(re-stated briefly in Section 4.1) in conjunction with the statement of 

Appendix 6, that it is not possible to asseTrIDle a self equilibriating 

3-D plate analysis by the second method. 

Unfortunately, therefore, the Author has been unable to suggest an 

upper bound solution for 3-D plate structures. 
i 

Again the analysis proposed has been restricted to structures which 

can be composed of rectangular elements. Extension of the analysis to more 

generalised configurations appears difficult. The numerically complex 

36557585 
form of the compatible triangular plate bending elements precludes 

their application to 3-D work, whilst suitable self equilibriating elements 

are presumably even more difficult to identify than before. 

It does, however, seem possible that a solution could be obtained 

using mixed methods. A triangular plate bending element with linear 

86 
edge displacements and constant moments has been proposed The edge 

displacements of this element would therefore be compatible with the 

constant strain in-planar triangle 
61 

. The latter element is extremely 

inefficient, however, this may he partially overcome by re-formulating 

the element as an assumed stress hybrid of the type suggested by 

Pian 
75 

. Visser88 has proposed a plate bending triangular element with 
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linear moments and quadratic edge displacements; this element therefore 

has edge displacements which can he made compatible with the linear 
70 

strain triangle 

Such analyses, however, pose serious problems when plates in different 

planes intersect only at one point (see, for example, the structure 

I considered in Section 6.6). This is because the nodal unknowns of neither 

the constant nor linear strain triangles can accept a point couple. 

These facts notwithstanding, the solutions of typical tall building 0, 

structures that have been presented compare highly favourably with the 

alternatives where these exist. There can be little doubt, however,, that 

the finite element method is costly to apply to such structures, and it 

may he that the computer time involved precludes its application to 

problems in which several vertical cores and shearwalls are interacted 

through horizontal ýeam and slab action. Nevertheless, an application of 

the method to problems of the type considered in Chapter 6 can yeild an 

insight into the basic mode of deformation of the individual components, 

thus perhaps encouraging more specialised theories to he developed which 

describe adequately their structural behaviour, whilst minimising the 

computational effort involved. 

4% 
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APPENDIX 1 

S-un-mary of thin plate theory 

As ýhroughout this thesis only rectangular boundaries are considered 

no attempt 
, 
is Riade here to distinguish between the normal and tangential5 

or x and y components of stress, strain., and displacement. Temperature 

eff ects are neglected. 

Governing equations of a plate under plane stress conditions 

Consider the plate shown in Figure 8.1. If the thickness of the plate is 

small in comparison to the other dimensions, and the plate is only subjected 

to loading in its own plane, then the stresses normal to the plane of the 

plate are negligible, and the associated strains do no work. This is the 

condition of plane stress. If the displacements of the plate are small in 

comparison to the major dimensions., then the small displacement theory can 

be assumed to apply. The governing equations are then summarised as 

f ol I ows: - 

(a) Stress The state of internal force., which is constant throughout the 

thickness of the plate. ý is defined by the three components of stress 

(7 cr 17. 
x3 Y. > XY (8.1) 

The physical significance of these is illustrated in Figure 8.2. The stresses 

should satisfy the equations of elemental equilibrium 

CY 
xx XY y+o 

(8.2) 

CY y5y 
+ Ir XY x+o 

(where ý., ý are body f orces) 

The stresses are further related by the equation 

a= 10 -3) X. v xx +2v+ cr (8 
XY XY y yy 
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At the boundaries the stresses must be in equilibriiun. -with the prescrilbed 

surface tractions, 

cr x. 
dy + uxy . dx 

CF 
y, 

ax 
+ 'r xy . dy 

F dl =0 x 

F dl =0 yI 

(8.4) 

and by convention the stresses are given the actual sign of FIF if the 
xy 

direction of the normal to the surface coincides with the positive direction 

of the axes (i. e. tension positive). 

(b) Strain The state of strain in the plate, again constant throughout the 

thickness., is defined by the three components 

&=6x&y Yxy (8-5) 

which are related to the two orthogonal components of displacement., U and V., 

by 

x 
U3 

x 

y V. ý y 
(8.6) 

Yx- + V3 U. ý yx 

The strains are not independnen., but related by the equation of compatibili ty, 

£y3 xx - YXY-9xy + c-x J 
yy 

0 (8-7) 

(c) Stess - Strain Relationships These are expressed as either Equation 2.42 

or 3.33, whichever is appropriate. 

8.1.2 Governing equations of a thin plate under transverse bending: 

Consider again the plate shown in Figure 8.1. The plate is subject only 

to loads in the z direction. In this case., as the stresses are no longer 

constant across the thickness of the plate, it is no longer the actual 

stresses but their resultants (bending moments and shear forces) that are 

of interest. If the deflections are small in comparison to the thickness 

of the plate., then the stresses and strains at the mid-surface are negligible. 
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Moreover., if the thic-Ir"ness of the plate is small in comparison to the major 

dimensions, then plane sections can be asswried to re-main plane after 

bendin, g,., a-rid the only stresses acting in the z direction are the vertical 

shears that must be in equilibrium with the loading. 

(a) Strqss The state of internal stress., can be defined by the five 

resultants: 

C, = MX. 9 M3M 
.7 QX 9 y XY QY (8.8) 

The positive values of these are delineated in Figure 8.3. These results -- 

are in turn defined by 

ivi cr .z dz 

mýr =j cy . z. . 
d7, 

m 
XY =f Ir XY .z. dz (8-9) 

Q=f Irx o dz 
xz 

Qy =f Tyz . dz 

I, 
(where the limits of inteuration are from -t/, 2 to +t 12 -In each case). CD -L 

The bending moments and shears must satisfy the equations of elemental 

equilibrium 

M5-mQ=0 
XX XY x 

Q0 m5 mxy5x 'y (8.10) Y 
++q0 QX 

xyy 
(where q is the intensity of the loading., positive in the direction of z) and 

are related by the equation of overall equilibrium 

m92M, +M5= x xx XY . XY y yy 
(8.11) 

At the boundaries the moments and shears must be in equilibrium with 

the prescribed surface forces. The Kirchoff boundary conditions are: 

M 
nn (8.12) 

nn 

where V, the Kirchoff normal force., is the total resultant shear actin, -, at n C, 

any point., and is given by 
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M 
ns 5s e13) 

where the subscripts n and s denote the normal and tangential directions to 

the bo-undary respectively. It is remembered that when the twisting moments 

are transTormed in this way, in addition to the distributed shears V 
n., 

there 

also result concentrated corner forces of magnitude 2M 
XY - 

Thus at corner 

points where no concentrated force is expected (i. e. the twisting moments are 

zero), it is necessary to prescribe , in addition to 8.13. 

ns 
(8.13a) 

The resultant forces acting at the boundary of a rectangular plate are then 

as shown in Figure 8.4. CD 
(b) Strains The straining at any point throughout the thickness of the plate 

is calculated from the curvatures of the middle surface. The three components 

of strain acting are again given by Equation 8-5., but are this tire related 

to the single transverse component of displacement w through 

x 
W, 

xx 

y W. ý yy (8.14) 

YXY W5 XY 
The strains are not independent but related by the equation of 

&3+&5+65q x Xx XY xy y yy D (8-15) 

where D., the flexural rigidity of the plate., is given by 

Ea t3 v2 
12 

compatibility 

(c) Stress - Strain relationships These are expressed as either Equation 

2.43 or 3-34, ý which ever is appropriate. 

8.1.3 The thin plate ana ogies 

(a) Analogy between in-planar displacement and plate bending equilibrium 

analyses 
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When an approximate finite element solution is sought to a plane stress 

problem through the theorem of minimum potential energy (Equation ý. 2)., the 

element strains are derived through admissible approxiiTiate displace--rent 

functions. via Equation 8.6. The variational derivative of Equation 2.1 

yields Eqýation 8.7., which is the necessary and sufficient condition for 

the strains to be derived from the two functions U and V. 

Alternatively., when an approximate finite element solution to a plate 

bending problem is sought through the theorem of mini-mum complementary C> 

energy (Equation 3.2), the admissible element stresses (Equation 8.8) are 

prescribed directly (c. f. Equation 4.1). The variational derivative of 

Equation 3.1 yields Equation 8.11., whic"a is the condition that the plate be 

in equilibrium at every point in the problem. 

The resemblance of Equations 8.7 and 8.11 is striking, and implies that 

if we can write the bending moments of Equations 8.8 in terms of two functions 

U and V in a similar manner to that in which the strains of Equations 8.6 are 

'ormer functions will related to the displacement functions U and V. then the fL 

satisfy Equations 8.10 and 8.11. In fact it is readily verified that Equations 

8.10 and 8.11 are satisfied by putting 

MX V5 
y- 

My U5 
x-22 

(8.16) 

m (U, + V. ý xy 2yx 
. 1o, 

whence 
'IN 

(U5 Q V. ý x yy XY x (8.17) 
(U., 

Xy - Vxx) (2 
.y22 

and the condition of vertical equilibriiLm is satisfied by putting 

(21)5xx + (S? 
2)-'yy (8.18) 

For practical cases it is always possible, though often not trivial, 

to identify suitable S? (x., y) functions. This process is often facilitated 
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by the fac J9 
that either 21 or 22 can be put equal to zero., with no loss 

in generality of Equations 8.16 - 8.18. 

The correspondence of Equations 8.6 and 8.16 is thus established. 

Although more rigorous mathematical proofs of this fact are available 
74,47 

it can now : be stated that: any approximate (or exact) displacement field that 

is admissible for the solution of a plane stress-strain problem in conjunction 

with the theorem of ninimum potential energy5 is also an admissible stress 

function for the solution of plate bending problems in conjunction with the 

theorem of minimum complementary energy. 

The boundary value problem (Equation 8.12) is now stated in terms of the 

Southwell stress functions U and V as: 

U5 
x=My+2 

v5y =Rx+ S2 
2 

U. 937. =V- 
'(2 

)., 
xýI 

V. ýXx =ýy- (2 
2) -ýy 

(8.19) 

and at points where no concentrated force, or twisting moment., is to be 

anticipated 

ul V., 
x= 

(8.20) 

In the case of a finite element analysis., at least., the boundary value 

problem will not be specified directly in the form of Equations 8.19 and 8.20, 

but wil I be stated in terms of the nodal dof Is of the analogous plane stress 

plate. Equations 8.13 and 8.14 will therefore need to be integrated as 

U. s y 
IU5 

yy 0 dy + 
fu5xy 

. dx +AI 

ug us, dx 
xf xx 

ufU. 9 y 
dy + 

similarly for V. 

JU 

jxy dy +B 

I 
U. ý dx +C 

(8.21) 

In order that the constants of integration can be found it is pertinent 
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to recall the contirmity reqid -rem-ents at orthogonal corners 

uu 

+u u3x 
x 

(8.22) 

U3 + U3- 
yy 

similarly for V., and 

U3 
y+V. 9 x= 

(8.23) 

where R is the prescribed corner force., positive in the direction of transverse 

load. 

In addition to Equations 8.22 and 8.23, comparison of Equdions 8.21 and 

8.16 show that any solution f or U and V of the f orm 

C 

-cl x+C 
(8.22i. ) 

will not affect the stresses. Clearly E, 
_uations 

8.24 represent the rigid 

body modes of the analo'gous plane stress plate., and can be given any 

arbitrary solution in order to yield the boundary values of the Southwell 

stress functions. It can further be shown 
47 

that in a multiply connected 

region5 each boundary can undergo relative displacements of the type defined 

by Equations 8.24. 

An alternative statement to the above can be propounded. Inspection of 

Eqations 8.20 show that the physical interpretation of the functions U and V 

at aV point,, is that they are the sum of all the momentsmeasured from the 

origin to that point. Clearly, as the boundary must be in equilibrium., 

starting at any point on it and describing the complete periphery of the 

problem., the sum of all moments must vanish. However, as the chosen origin 

is completely arbitrary, it is seen that so is the chosen solution to 

Equations 8.24. 
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(b) Analogy between plate bending d-Lsplacerrient and in-planar equilibrium 

analyses 

The corollary of the previous analogy can be stated as follows: arly 

displacement field that is admissible for the solution of a plate bending 

problem in conjunction with the theorem of minimum potential energy is also 

an admissible stress function for the solution of plane stress-strain problems 

in conjunction with the theorem of minimum complementary energy. The validity 

of this statement is readily established by an appropriate application of the 

arguement of Section 8.1.3a. 

It is seen that Equation 8.2 and 8.3 are satisfied by putting 

a W. ý F 
x Yy 

CT W5 
xx 

F (8.25) 
y 

-W5 'lky xy 

where F is a potential function equivalent to the prescribed body forces 

such that 

F. ýx 

I 

Y= 

The correspondence of Equations 8.14 and 8.25 is exact. Analogous to the 

argw-nent of Section 8-1.3a the present finite element boundary value problem 

will be defined, in addition to Equations 8.25, in terms of the Airy stress 

function W and its first derivatives. 

W. ýx 
fw! 

pxx . dx + 
/W. 

ý XY 

W, 
y 

fW 
.9 yy - dy + 

/W 
5 XY 

w 
ýW3X 

o dx + 
/w, 

y. 

It is recalled, 

dy +A 

dx +B 

dy +C 

therefore, that 

(8.26) 

and- that the identification of the constants of integration is facilitated by 

the equations of continuity at the corners: 

ww 

W. ý x 
W. ý x 

(8.27) 

w 
ý, y 

W. ý y 
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and the arbitrary prescription of the rigid body modes of the analogous plate, 

through arjy solution to the equation., 

Cl +C2. x+ C3 -Y (8.28) 

Here the physical interpretations of W W. ý x and W5 
y at any point on 

the boundaij7 are that they are the resultants of all the moments, and stresses 

in the directions of the axes x and y respectively between the arbitrary origin 

and that point. 

Similar conclusions can be made., about the prescription of boundary value 

problems in multiply connection regions, to those stated in Section 8.1.3a. 

i 
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APPEMIX 2 

Specifications for the computer programs used in conjunction with the 2-D 

analyses by Hybrid and Equilibrium finite elements, and the 3-D analyses 

discussed in Chapter 

Attempting to make the programs as general as possible has resulted in the 

input data required being both lengthy and repetetive in nature. Although this 

is more than compensated for in practice., by the fact that it renders the 

programs extremely powerful, it has greatly increased the difficulty of 

compiling comprehensive and lucid specifications. Therefore. ý in order to aid 

the understanding of the formal specifications, the input data required by 

several of the problems solved in the previous chapters have been given3 at 

the end of this appendix., as examples. Moreover., in order to standardise 

the compatational approach5 the data format to the present programs has been 

kept as close as possible to that devised by Siddall. This author has given 

several lucid explanitory notes on the power of his data specification in 

Reference 43. 

All three specifications adopt the following convention: - 

The data required is specified by LINES., where the specification LINE 12 

does not necessarily refer to the twelfth line of data physically but to 

LINE type 12. 

Where., after all the repetitions of a given LINE of data have been 

completed, it is required to consider next a LINE other than the next successive 

one., this is indicated by the statement 

GOTO N 

is the appropriate LINE number) 

where a certain LINE of data may take different forms depending on what 

information it is intedned to convey to the program; these are denoted LINE 4a, 

* The program used for the 2-D analyses by compatible elemnts is due to Siddall. 
The specification for this program plus a program listing is given in Reference 43. 
A separate program was written for the solution of 3-D structures as a larger 
computer than that available at Bradford was required for these analyses. 
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LmE 4b etc. 

The above convention can be readily understood by considering the ensuing 

example. The column on the left shows the data format as indicated by the 

specificati, on. The column on the right is then the input data required by the 

program to sýmulate some (structural) problem. 

LINE 1 

LINE 2a 

L INE 3 

GOTO 2 

LINE 2a 

LINE 3 

I' 

LINE 2b 

GOTo 4 

LINE 4 

L INE 5 

etc. 

Here LINE 1 may contain certain initialising data5 whilst LINE 2a tells 

the program to expect a certain number of LINES type 3. The program then 

returns to read LINE 2. and a further LINE of type 2a repeats the above process. 

However this time., upon returning to LINE 2. ý the program reads LINE type 2b 

which tel Is the program that the next LDE of data will be one of type 4; 

whence the ensuing LINES of data appear in ascending numerical order. 

- This convention allows loops., and nested loops, of data to be visualised. 

It is assumed that the reader understands a little FORTRAN., as the form in 

which the data should appear is indicated, in brackets, alongside each LINE by 
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the appropriate Fortran format descriptors. 

Finally, in addition to the specified data, the programs also require a 

considerable amount of disc backing store. An approximate evaluation 

(underestdinate) of the amount of REAL irarnbers required to be stored can be 

gained from 
, 
the expression 

el 

NS N NE NNOD 
Z 7, (N +m7,7, 

j=l M7--1 p=l q=l 

-N 

(NNOD -q+1f* (NPG * NPG +1 

where 

NS = total number of (sub)structures in the problem 

N= number of nodes in the (sub) structure 

NE = number of different types of element 

(2-D or 3-D) in the total problem 

NNCD = number of nodes per element 

NPG = nuaber of unlmowns per node 

Clearly the above necessitates the inclusion., in the programs, of a set 

of disc backing access routines. Those used by The Author in the 2-D analysis 

programs were developed in the University of Bradford Computing Laboratory., and 

have been found to be extremely efficient. However, these only access 32 K of 

computer core, and the ICL XFAT routines were used in the 3-D program. The 

reader can incorporate any similar routines of his own choice by merely 

re-writing the subroutines IRECRD and RECWT. A call to these routines is of the 

orm 

WT 
CALL REC A., B, C, D) 

RD 

where 

A= the position of the first bucket to be transferred 

B= the munber of buckets to be transferred 

the array involved in the transfer 

.D= 
the position of the first element-in the array C to be affected 
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Here 1 bucket = 64 REAL numbers 

List of symbols common to all specifications 

NPG., NDOF = number of dof Is per node. 

. NOT = total number of different 2-D elements required., or the 

%, 
number of different 3-D element required in each plane. 

NDS = the number of different planes in a 3-D problem . 

NTEL = nuiTber of finite elements (2-D or 3-D) + substructures + 

final structure required for the complete problem . 

NSPR = number of spaces to be allocated to the solution matrix. 

Th! s allows the core to be dynamically allocated 

13D takes the vallue True if the problem is 3-D 
I 

takesthe value False if the problem is 2-D 

ITYP is a reference'number indicating which finite elerwnt is 

to be generated. 

B5T are the linear dimensions of a finite elerient in the x. y. 

and z directions respectively. All elements are calculated., 

initially at least, in the x-y plane. 

V= Poisson's ratio 

Youngts modulus 

NELS = nurber of elements in the (sub)structure being considered 

(here no distinction is made between either 2-D or 3-D finite elements or 

previously generated substructures) 

NGL = the number of nodes to be left remaining after the structure 

has been reduced. Declaring this as zero indicates that the 

structure being generated is the final structure. 

TRHS = the number of load cases to be considered on a given 

(sub)structure. 

NELF., LCAS. ý NELM., NLOAD, ý NDEF - see the relevant parts of Section 8.2.1. 
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8.2.1 S ecification for the 3-D cancalLysiLs program 

GENERAL DATA 

LINE 1 

NDS, N21. ý NTEL, ý NPG5 NSFR.! ) ITYP1., ITYP2 (710) 

N21 = 21 if second derivatives are present 

12 if second derivatives are not present 

NPG = the number of doffs per node in the solution matrix - i. e. after 

the element matrices have been truncated 

ITYP1., ITYP2 - each 3-D element is composed of bending and in-planar components. 

These are ITYP for th in-planar and bending components 

P/4/4/c 
P/4/8/C 

P/4/6/C 

B/4/3/C 

B/4/4/c 

B/4/3/H 
I 

[LINE 21 

IKROW 
IKROW3 

respectively, and tdke one of the following values 

1612 

3216 

2413 

1202 

16o4 
40 (see also LINE 3 of the hybrid specification) 

(1610) 

IKROW = the number of rows of the element matrices that are to be condensed out 

- i. e. (N21 - NPG) 

the individual IKROW rows in ascending order. The order to be taken is 

that defined by Equations 6.7, and 6.11 (mixed 2nd. derivatives only). 
ELEMENT DATA 

LINES 35 4. and 5 are repeated en bloc NDS times 

I 
LINE 

NOT 
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[LINE T] 

This contains the direction cosines of the displacement vector uiI in 

global coordinates xit with respect to the displacement vector uI in local 

coordinateý x. The direction cosines are read in the oder indicated below. 
I 

It 

Ut 47 u 

Vt 258 v 

Wl 369 w 

The numbers are read in the format (9FO. 0) 

I 
LINE 51 

I 
This will be repeated NOT times for each value of NDS. 

A. ý B., V5 E5 T5 LSTR MO. 0., L3) 

LSTR = True if stresses are required, otherwise False 

STRUCTURE AND' SBUSTRUCTURE DATA 

The part of the program which deals with the assemblage and solution of 

the relevant structural equations was developed by Siddall., and has an extremely 

powerful substructure facility. That is, it can assemble a structural stiffin. ess 

matrix and., by the process of Gaussian elimination., reduce it down to a specified 

number of nodes. This structure can then be used in the same manner as the 

original finite elements to produce further., more complicated., structures. 

Thus the repetetive geometry of many standard types of structure can be quickly 

simulated in the computer. For the purposes of this section and those on the 

formation of the load matrices and access to the required displacements, no 

distinction is made between the finite elerwnts or previously generated 

substructures. 

In order to make the program as efficient as Possible5 the nodal data (see 

LINE7) is required to be input in a certain manner. This is stated in Section 

8.2.4. and fully explained in Reference 43. 
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I LINE__ 6_ I 

NELS, NGL5 IRHS 

[LINE 71. 
NNOD 

12 

10) 

(30 10) 

This LINE will be repeated NELS times. See Section 8.2.4. 

Il. = the generation number of the element which is being added into 

the structure. These are numbered increasing from unity in the 

order in which they were generated. 

NNOD = the number of nodes - in that element. If the element is a 

substructure this will be NGL for that substructure. 

12 = the nodes of the structure being generated to which the element 

is attached. These should be given in the order in which they 

9, 
were numbered in the formulation of the element. 

Lines 8- 11 set the linear constraints on the first derivatives that are 

required by the arguement of Section 6.2.1. In its present form the program 

will only accept linear constraints of the type X1+D .X2 "2 0 i. e. the 

load matrix must not be affected by the constraints. 

I 
LINE 81 

NBTPS (10) 

This is the number of constraints. LMS 9 and 10 will then be repeated 

en bloc NBTPS times- 

LINE 9ý 

13 123 133 2.13 0.0 

12 = node number 

MO., 2FO. 0) 

13 = freedom being constrained. The constraint goes in the row pertaining to 

Xl (see note above). 
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LINE 

D (FO 
- 0) 

The negative value of the coefficient in the linear equa-1.1ion X1+D-X2=0 

LINE lj 
_L 

, W. c 
, 1. 

$ 
Il 

1 
01 1.1-3 0.0 DIO. ý 2FO-0) 

Il = one number higher than the highest numbered node. 

I LINE 12 1 

For a node possessing at least one constrained (to zero) dof: 

ND OF 
z 12 (2110) 

Il = node number 

12 = unity if the dof is constrained., otherwise zero. 

LINE 18a will be repeated until all the constrained nodes have been specified. 

If all the constrained nodes have been previously specified by 

LINE 18a 

ND OF 
135 13 2110) 

13 = zero 

[GOTO 6--j - unless NGL was declared as zero 

- i. e. the final structure has been generated 

STRUCTURE LOADING DATA 

The data of this section generates the load matrices on successive 

substructures until ultimately Qne load case on the final structure has been 

created. The program then solves for the displacements and stresses of the 

final structure, whence the substructures can be re-accessed if required 

(see next section). A further load case on the final structure can then be 

considered by returning the data to this section (see LINE 17b). 
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I LINE 13 1 

r-(a) ] This is required if the data of this section is incomplete - i. e. 

the loading case being considered on the final structure has not been fully 

generated., 

NELF,,, LCAS 

NELF (sub)structure being considered. These are assumed to be 

of the previous section and the element data. 

LCAS load case being considered on that (sub)structure. 

If the data is complete i. e. a single load case on the final 

structure has been formed: 

00 

I GOTO 171 

LINE 14 1 

This LINE is required if there are substructures inside the structure 

being considered, that are loaded. The LINE wiLl be repeated until the effects 

of all loaded substructures have been added into the load matrix of the present 

structure. 

NEIM, NLOAD 

NEIM = reference number of the substructure. For this purpose the 

substructures, and finite elements, are assumed numbered in the order 

in which they were added into the structure under consideration. 

NLOAD = load case, on that substructure5 required. 

numbered in the order in which they were generated by the data 

(210) 

(210) 

(210) 

r(-b)] 
If there are no more loaded substructures inside the structure being 

considered 

0, 0 (210) 

[LINE 151 
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ed surface tract-ions. Gives the nodal loads equivalent to the prescribe 

The LINE will be repeated until these have been exhausted. 

Ni, NFK,, A (2JO5 F0.0) 

niimber of node 

NFK = dof 
, at that node being loaded 

A= intensity of the load 

If all the loads have been added in 

0050.0 (2105 FO-0) 

GO-TO 13 

DATA REQUIRED TO GIVE THE DESIRED STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENT 

-OUTPUT 
I 
LINE 16 1 

As the displacements f or the final structure are automatic ally calculated 

and output, this LINE is not required in that instance (see LINE 13b). 
C 

Where substructure output is required: 

NELF., NEIM., NDEF., 0 (41o) 
NELF = the structure from which the displacements of the present one are to 

be calculated. The structures are assumed numbered in the order in 

which they were originally generated. 

NELM = the structure for which displacements are to be calculated. The 

structures are assumed numbered in the order in which they were 

added into NELF. 

NDEF = Load case being considered on NELM. 

If no further substructure output is required: 

05 05 03 0 (410) 

[GOTTO 18] 

I LINE 17_1 

l(a)l If stresses are required: 

NFIR. ý NLAST (210) 
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NFIR = number of first node f or which stresses are required 

NLAST = rramber of last node for which stresses are required 

This mode of data a-1lows the output to be relatively uncluttered, as the stress 

output is selective. Several sets of nodes can be selected as requiring stress 

output by repeating this LINE. 

If no further stresses are required: 

-1. ý 0 (210) 

I GOTO 16-1 

CLOSING DATA 

LINE 18 1 

If it is now intended to an. -ýlyse the same final structure under a 

different loading condition: 1 (10) 
, 

GOTO 13 1 

If the above is not the case 
i 

0 (10) 

L 
--- -1 

INE 19 

If a totally new problem is to be analysed 

1 

If the above is not the case., this LINE stops the program 

0 (10) 

8.2.2.. Specification for the solution by equilibrium elements 

GENERAL DATA 

LLINE 1 

NPG5 NOT5 NTEL., NSPR 

ELEMENT DATA 
r-- I 

LINE 

(41o) 

I TYP., A., B., -V) E) T 
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It is noted that it is the negative value of Poissonts ratio which is required. 

Here ITYP takes one of the following values: 

P/4/4/E 16o4 

B/4/8/E 3216 

STRUCTURE AM SUBSTRUCTURE DATA 

For explanitory notes on the structural assembly facilities of the 

program., and the restrictions on the presentation of the relevant data5 the 

equivalent section of the 3-D specificttion should be consulted. It must be 

remembered, however., that when using equilibrium elements of the type described 

in Chapter 35 the prescribed surface tractions solve as self-stressing modes 

which impose a set of linear constraints on the solution matrix. This has 

the effect that only one load case can be considered on each structure; which 

further means that, in general., the substructure facility can no longer be 

used to simulate repetetive geometry. 

LINES 3 and 4 are defined by LINES 6 and 7. respectively, of the 3-D 

specification. 

LINES 5 and 6 generate the body forces acting on each finite element of 

the structure. It is recalled that the transverse loads in plate bending 

problems are treated as body forces. As in the present analysis body forces 

are not considered in problems of plane stress, these LINES should only be 

declared when solving a plate bending problem.. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3 different routines will be required to generate 

different types of load. This fact results in the data required by LINE 

being dependent on the loading function. In its present condition the program 

can generate udl's only, and in this case the data required is: 

NE FL -ID - 
XL (FO - 0) 

The intensity of the udl. 

FL-INE 
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J 1.. ) 6 %-ý Th-,, -s . rril-1 be repeated NELS' time-5 and give- the coordinates of each 

finite element in the global system. 

xl. s X2., Y15 Y2 (4FO-0) 

where the notation is defined in Figure 8-5. 

rL NE IT 

NBTPS (io) 

This is the number of constraints on the structure. In this respect it must 

be remembered that all the constraints to zero at a particular node are set 

simultaneously. NBTPS will therefore be the number of constant (non zero) 

constraints plus the number of linear constraints plus the number of nodes 

at which there are constraints to zero. 

-LINE ý] 

This will be repeated (NBTPS + 1) times. 

If the constrdýnt under consideration is linear: 

15 il. ý 12,2.1., u MO., 2FO. 0) 

It is noted that the types of constraint which can be considered are 

limited to those that can be expressed as X1+D. X2 7'- U; where the rows 

pertaining to the dof's X1 and X2 are adjacent. The constraint should be 

placed in the row pertaining to X 16 

ia node number 

J2 the dof at that node being constrained 

as defined above 

In this case the program requires a further LM of data giving the negative 

value of the coefficient D. This should be given under the format (FO. 0). 

19 

Il., 12 

A 

If the constraint under consideration is constant and non-zero: 

il. ý 3.15 

= as def ined by LINE 8a 

= the value of the constraint 

MO., 2F0.0) 
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If a node has any doffs cop-strained to zero: 

NPG 
0. ý il. ý 

7- J2 
i=l 

the node under consideration 

(141o) 

J2 1 if the dof under consideration is constrained 

0 if the dof under consideration is not constrained 

If there are no further constraints on the structure: 

13 113 1. ý 1.1.9 0.0 DIO., 2FO-0) 

1-1 = one nunber higher than the highest numbered node in the structure. 

LINE 10 

NPG 
03 0 (10io) 

IGOTO 3-] - unless NGL was declared as zero - i. e. the final structure 

has been generated 

STRUCTURE LOADING DATA 

LINES 1-1 and 12, which declare the loading data for the present program., 

are defined exactly as LINES 13 and 14 of the 3-D specification and will not 

be redefined here. It is noted that there is no equivalent to LINE 15 of the 

3-D solution. 

DATA REQUIRED TO GIVE THE DESIRED STRESS AND DISPLACEMENT OUTPUT 

F-- LLINE lý3 

This is defined exactly as LIM 16 of the 3-D specification. 
r I-- ý14 JINE 

If stresses are required: 

NFIR., NLAST., IDEF (210, 

NFIR = number of first node for which stresses are required 

NLAST = number of last node for which stresses are required 

IDEF =a logical variable which should be declared as true if deflections are 

required, otherwise false. At present the system is only prograrm-ned 
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to calculate displacements for plane stress analyses. IDEF 

should therefore be declared as false if a plate bending 

I 

problem is being analysed. 

. 
If no further stresses are required: 

-13 F (210) L3) 

GOTO 1767] 
LINE 15 

This is only required if IDEF (above) was declared as true: 

NDEFS 

XlE., YlE (2FO. 0) 

NDEFS 

required nodal displacements defined by Line 14a. 

XlE., YlE = 

GOTO 

CLOSING DATA 

LINE M 

If a new problem is to be considered: 

the number of elements involved in the calculation of the 

the global coordinates of node 1 (see Figure 2.2) of each 

element. The elements must be presented in the order in 
C, 

which they were added into the structure under consideration. 

1 

FG -OT O-i] 
If the above is not the case, this line stops the program: 

0 (To) 

8.2.3 Specification for the solution by hybrid elements, 

[LINE 1 

NPG. ý NOT3 NTEL., NSFR (410) 
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ELEMENT DA'PA 

LINES 2 and 3 are repeated en bloc NOT times. 

ITYP., A., B, V, E., T (10,5FO-0) 

As the only hybrid element considered in this thesis is B/4/3/H: 

ITYP 1215 

-I LINE 3,4 

If there are no constraints on the field p of Equation 4.1: 

0. ý 0 (210) 

If there are constraints on the field p: 

Il 

z 12 
i=l 

the number of constrained pis 

12 the rows of the matrices G and H of Equations 4.10 pertaining to 

each of the constrained pis. 

DATA FCR GENERATING PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS EQU171ALENT TO THE 

PRESCRIBED SURFAC', E AND BODY LOADS 

[LINE q0 

LTYPS (10) 

The total number of different particular solutions required (including cases of 

the same load type on elements of different sizes). 
I 

LINE 

Lines 5 and 6 will be repeated en bloc LTYPS times, unless LTYPS was 

declared as zero in which case they are not required at all. LINE 5 will 
control the production of independent particular solutions; and as it is 

possible to generate an infinite number of these, it is not possible to give 

a stringent data format. The discrepancy will, however, be confined to the 

actual loading data required by the various subroutines. These can be 

written and included at the individualls discretion. The undefined data 

(and equivalent format) are delineated by ? 
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J, A, B, V, E, T, ? (Io., 5F10-0, ?) 

J= an index by means of which the program selects the subroutine to 

generate the required particular solution. 

LINE 

as LINE 3 for the relevant element. 

STRUCTURE AND SUBSTRUCTURE DATA 

LINES 7 and 8 are defined as LINES 6 and 7 of the 3-D specification. 

L 
--j 

INE 9 

This gives the data on which finite elements are to be associated with 

which particular solutions, in order that the load matrix for the (sub)structure 

can., in part, be evaluated. Loading on any substructures that are included in 

the structure under consideration will have already generated a separate load 

matrix which will be added in prior to the final solution proCess. 

will therefore be repeated MHS times. 

NELS 
z 

i=l 
(3212) 

A= the particular solutions acting on the respective elements. 

LINE 

The forner 

are numbered in the order in which those were generated; the latter 
I 

should be arranged in the order in which they were added into the 

structure. A zero indicates an unloaded element; clearly all substructures 

fall into this category. 

LINE 101 

This is defined as LINE 12 of the 3-D specification. 
"I 

[GO 
- unless NGL was declared as zero - i. e. the final structure has 

been generated. 

STRUCTURE LOADING DATA 

This is defined in exactly the same manner as the 3-D specification. 

DATA REQUIRED TO GIVE THE DESIRED STRESS AND DISPLACEMENT OUTPUT 

This is defined in exactly the same manner as in the 3-D specification. 
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CLOSING DATA 

This is defined in exactly the same manner as in the 3-D specification. 

8.2.4 Note on the substructure data re red by the programs 

The programs have the facility such that, where a node appears at which 

all the dofts are constrained to zero., then that node can be numbered in the 

mesh as a null., or zero., node. 

In order to facilitate the organisation of the system, and minimise the 

time spent in searching the discs, Siddallfs routines require that a 

(sub)structure must be assembled in such a way that the lowest numbered 

non-zero nodes to which the successive elements being added in are connected, 

shall be in ascending order. 

When producing a structure mesh, the nodes to be left remaining after 

condensation must be the, highest numbered ones. 

When overlaid in the manner shown in Appendix 4, the hybrid program 

uses 1OK3 and the equilibrium program 9.2K of computer core. These estimates 

are inclusive of everything except the core to be allocated to the solution 

matrix. 
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A 

APPENDIX 3 

Particular solutions used in conjunction with the hybrid elements 

of Chapter 4 

The elemnt node numbering, and coordinate systems are shown in 

Figure 2.2. 

8.3.1 Particular solution for a uniformily distributed load on element B/4/3/H 

This is of the f orm 

MX x2- Ax 00 PlFl 

2 
my 0y 13Y 0 PF2 

m 
XY 

001J ýF3 

3 
where p Fl 

B3q 
77 

2 (A +B) 

3 
FF2 A3. q3 

2(A +B 

FF3 `: ': -q 

and q is the intensity of the u. d. l. 

The solution was derived from the expansion: 
22 

.Mx1+P2*x+F3-y+ 
P4 *x+ P5 *y 

i 

m P6 + P7 *x+p80y+ P9 -x2+ Plo -y2 y 

ppp2y2 Mxy 11 + 12 .x+ 13 *y+ P14 .x+ P15 . xy + P16 

subject to: 

(8.29) 

Mx 09 Q independent of y, on edges 1-2 and 
x 
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M=0. 
,Q independent of xon edges 1-3 and 2- 

yy 

Q Qy 0 at 
A B] 

x 

[X 

2 2j 

A. Mx =BM at 
AB 

y 

[X 

221 

Mxy I Y'xy 12 
' "': I llxy 13 1 mxy 14 

Equations 8.10 

23 

q. AB +jVx. dy + J, vx. dy +f Vy . dx +fV- dx + R, +R2 
1312y 

=0 

8.3.2. Particular solution for a trapezoidal load, in the x direction, on 

element B/4/3/H , 

The load is expressed in the form 

q=m. x+C 

whence the particular solution chosen was 

mxx2_ Ax 000 PF1 

my 0y2-B. y 00 PF2 

m 
XY 

001 x2y - Axy PF3 

fl- 
PF4 

where 
PF1 = -0-3. A. m 

PF2 = 0.05. A. m - 0-5-C 
PF3 = 0.125. A. B (c + 0.5 A-m) 

'PF4 = 0.25 m 
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The solution was derived from the expanion 8.27, except that M was allowed 

a variation in x2y. Thus5 initially there were 17 P's. 

XY 

This expansion was then subjected to: 

mX0 on edges 1-2 and 3 

my0 on edges 1-3 and 2 

MXY 
11=I 

Mxy 
12 

mxy 13= 
*I mxy 14 

Equations 8.10 

Q-X independent of y 

Qy =0 at (x = 0.5A, y= 9-5B) 

x 
Q=0 at (x = 0.6Aý, y= 0-5B) 

2 4 34 
q. dx . dy + V . dy +f Vý , dy +V . dx +fV . dx 

x 1 3 y y 2 

RR3+R4ý 

Equation 8.11 
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APPENDIX 4. 

Program listings 

The program used to calculate the 2-D solutions by compatible elements 

43 
is due to Siddall and is not reproduced explicitly here. It is effectiveLy 

comprisýd. of the listings given in Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2, but requiring 

an independent MASTER segment. 

The program required to generate the 2-D solutions by equilibrium elements 

is formed from the listings given in Sections 8.4.1,8.4.22 8.4.3. and 8.4.4. 

except that the version of subroutine PTELN used must be that given in Section 

8.4.4, and not that given in Section 8.4.2. 

The program used to formulate the 2-D solutions by hybrid elements can 

be assembled from the listings given in Sections 8.4.2 and 8.4.5. except 

that the subroutine PRODEL listed in Section 8.4.2 is not required. 

The program used to calculate the 3-D solutions obtained in Chapter 6 

can be obtained from the listings given in Sections 8.4.1ý 8.4.25 8.4.35 

and 8.4.6. except the version of PRODEL used must he that given in Section 

8.4.6 and not that given in Section 8.4.2. 

It remains only to consider the line of PRUPN (a subroutine listed in Section 

8.4.2. ) which reads: 
C 

COMMON/C8/D(64), SM(64), SN(64), JT(8), JS(8) 

Here the arrays D, SM, and SN should he of size NPG x NPG, and the arrays 

JT, and JS of size NPG, where NPG retains the definition given in Section 8.2. 
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The subroutine described in Section 2.9.2. 

SUBROUTPIL ýFbM(P, AjR, V,. '-, T) 
LOGICAl LO 

DIMENSION P(lUU())#KIR(lý) 
DATA KIR/30,44 158,72,9U, ', *Ufl 11 115,140, OjI65o l)8/ 
10LNM 
LOx, TRUE, 
IF(LNM. NE. 16)GO TO 7 
LOn, FALSE, 
LNM=22 
Ns 16 

7 IF(LNM, GT, 2U)I;: LNMrl() 
I R'tKT R (I) 

3u3 NI; IR-NR 
IF(NI)301,300FU 
DO 302 jul, ril 

302 READ(21) 
GOTO 300 

301 REWIND 21 
Nk61 
GOTO 303 

300 READ(21)NNINDUF 
NRIR+N*1 
IF LNM 

. 
GT I U) 60 To 400 

C=2.0-2.0*v 
FOR EQUILIBRIUM SULN THE ABOVE LINE READS1 
D=T 
DuE*T*T*T/lZ, /(I, -V*V) 
A3BAAA 
B3ABB8 
A Br- A* B 
F (I )=I, 
F2)cA 
F 3) ; xB 
F4)=A*B 
F (5) ! -A* A 
F6+a 
M1 
DO I lal ,N 
LmN*I+i 

READ(2i)(P(J)oJqL#L+5*(N-1+1). J) 
D05 JXT iN 
P 01) ý( P( L) *A 34* P( L+1 ) +P ( L+e) ) *V+P L+0 *C) /AF, *P L+3) *B3) *D 
M=M+i 

5t L+ 5 
iMM+I 

GOTO 305 
400 Cc(l-v)/Z. 

D=E*T/(l-V*V) 
FOR EQUI Ll RR I Uj'-l SULN THE ABOVE LINE READS 
D;; I?, /F/T/T/T 
F(I)=b/A 
F2C*A 
F3V 
F4C 
F (5) r-A/8 
F(6)d--Ftl)*C 
12 c1 
Mcl 
D04 1 mi ,N 
LrN*1+1 
READ(21)(P(J)iJ9L(4+2*(N-1-ý1)-1) 
Kg 12 
DO 2 Jcl#N 

P(M)m(P(L)tF(L1+1), &P(L*1)*F(L1+2»*D 
KrK41 
IF(K. E0.3)Ký: 1 
MKM*l 

2 tu (. +2 
12-1 2+1 
MZM#1 

4 IF(12, FQ. 3)Jizl 

F(4)#F(5)=A 
F(3), F(6)ý-8 

F(9)eF(10)=A*A 
F(II)fr(12)BB*8 

305 Lcl 
D03 Iml , N-1 
LaU#1 
MBN*ý+I 
DU6 Jzl+IIN 
p(M)ap(L) 
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La L# I 
6M in M#N 
3 CONTINUE 

L21 
DO? 0 I al iNN 
DO? O lXxl#NDOF 
x4F(Ix) 
DU20 M2FlrNN 
DO? O lYxlsNDOF 
P(L)=P(L)*X*F(ly) 

a0LmL*I 
IF(LNM. LT, 2V)GO TO 21 
KvS 
DO? 3 Jiml#NN*N 
CPK) 
DpK41 
PK=DC 
PK+I)D+C 

23 KvK6NDOF 
Kx2*N 
D024 I al iNN 
D025 JwjjN 
KKI 
CPK 
DPK+N 
PK=D"C 

is P(K*N)qD+C 
?4 KXK*N*(NDUF"I) 

IF(LO)GO TO el 
Ma6 

D026 I pi ;4 
Mr-M+l 6 
D026 jal il 2 
Mx; M#l 
D026 011 *3 
P (L )=P W) 
L, *L+l 

26 MUM41 
Na 12 
NDOF93 
LNMa 18 

21 RETURN 
END 
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8.4.2. Siddallfs 
43 

solution routines. 

SUBROUTINE C! l0LltxV(AjNjli) 
DIMENSION A(M. m) 
DO IIIN 
DO iJIN 
SUMjoA(I*J) 
IF(I. EQ. 1)GOTU 3 
DO Z V41 0101 

2 SUMeSUMeA(Ktl)*A(KoJ) 
3 IF(J, NF. I)GOTO 4 

IF(SUM. LE, O)GOTU 5 
TEMP=I/SQRT(SUM) 
A(f, J); cTEMP 
GOTO 1 

4 A(I#J)aSUM*TEMP 
I CONTINUE 

DO 6 1: 411Ngl 
DO 6 jlgl+I#N 
SUMMO ,0 DU 7 Kltl#Jlll 

7 SUMmSUMvA(K#I)*A(K, J) 
6 A(all)zSUM*A(JJ) 

Do 81 ;qI IN 
DO 8 j:; IIN 
SUMVO. O 
DO 9K cl JIN 

9 SVMk'SUM+A(Ktl)*A(Klj) 
8 A(f#J)#A(Jrl)=SUM 

RETURN 
5 STOP 8 

END 

SUBROUTINE RDELS(SS) 
LOGICAL 1CON113D, LD#LE 
COMMON/Cl/IC#lH#NRRiNeRRtC(3), fJSPRiNRA#NRPB, lýIPGr 

INP2#ýIP3#ITBiNLSM#NFNDPNRQtJE(128), 140T 
Z/C2/ICONPNNODiNREC#NRECS, NPoSrlAtNESPNELS#NGS* 
3NRMIMSS, MSF, NRH$#LRHS, (. DEF 
4/C4/13nolDplEtIF, ITYP1#ITYPe#NST1, NSTRI#NST2r 
5NSTR2, IGP-V#E, T 
6/C3/NFT, NLT, NFBINLBtNkTtIJRB#týL$TlNFSB, NISBI 
? NLSBrNSB#NFLTiPL#IL 

COMMON/C6/NLMtNFUL#PTilT, P#Ltl#NFD 
COMMON/C7/MB(128)#MTC#MLTCtJCS 
COMMON/C9/NELrLD, LE 
DIMENSION SS(N5PR)jY00) 
CA(L DFFBUF(5, bUiY) 
CALL ITIME(ITI) 

3 FORMAT(3010) 
LEO. FALSE. 
LDP. TRUE, 
NES; IH 
Kai 
N= 10 0 
NGS#NLSM=O 
DOI litioNELS 
READ(l#i0)(Y(I)lIxiil0) 

10 FORMAT(JOA8) 
READ(5g3)NEL 
CALL PROP 
M*K*NNOD+2 
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IF((-l. LT. N2RR)G0 TU 4 
JE(K)=sI 
CALL RFCWT(IH*lslEtl) 
I Hr- I H+j 
Kwl 
MaK+NNOD+2 

4 READ(5f3)JE(Y)P(ýIE(J)PJýýY, +3tti) 
IF(NLSM. LI. NPECS)NLSMýNRFCS 
JE(K+I)oNNOU 
LN"NGS+Joo0 
D05 JzK+3oM 
t9JE(J) 
IF(L. GF. 0)GU To 2 
READ(1,10)(Y(I)rI;; Ij10) 
READ(5jS)(JE(l)jI;; JjMl) 
LciE( 15 

2 IF( L. NE .0 AND L, LT , LN) LN=L 
IF(L. GT. NGS)NýScL 

5 CONTINUE 
JE(K42)qLN 

I K=KO-NNOD+3 
CALL RFCWT(lHilFJEiI) 
IH91H+I 
IF(NLSM, GT, NRA/3)NLSm=NRA/3 
LIaNES 
NFULiNFDtKtIT=l 
NLMPITBgVO 
NLSTONSPR 
I CS;; IH 
PTr-0.0 
JE (I )=wl 
SS(J)xl, 0001*(NGS+1)+0100001 
D022 liml, NELS 
IF(JE(K), GTj())GQ TO 12 
CALL RFCRD(Lleli. JEpI) 
LIaLI+i 
Kai 
NNOD=JE(K+I) 
LNcJF(K4,2) 
IF(LN"f, T'NFD)CALL UPDAT(SS) 
D016 101'eNNOD 

L=JE(K+1+2) 
IF(L. EQ. o)GQ TO 16 
0aL 
DOI? JTVINNOD 
M4JE(K+J+2) 
IF(M. EO. O)GO TO 17 
PNQ#M*0.0001+0100001 
lF(M. LT. L)PftM+Q*0,0001*0.00Q01 
CALL FIND(SS) 

17 CONTINUE 
16 CONTINUE 
ZZ K=K+NNOD+3 

tNcNGS 
CALL UPDAT(SS) 
KH(NFULel)/NRR+l 
ITB*ITB*NFUL-1 
CALL RECWT(jH#KfSSjI) 
IHaIH+K 
JCSiKaIH 
LmNSPR*l 
NLSTvNSPReNRR 
NFSBcNLST+i 
NRTPNRAel 
M# Ns! I 
MSS&JCS*J+(NGS-I)/N2RR 
NFTMMSS 
NN42 
pa2.0 
ma(I)aI 
SS(I )=(). O 
CALL FmoVE(SS(I)#SS(2)#NLSTýj) 
D030 ImIsITB+1 
lF(L, Lf. NSPR)G0 TO 31 
CALL RECRD(IC$flt$StNFSB) 
LxNFS8 
ICSxIc&*1 

31 IF(M, LF. NLST)GL) TU 32 
CALL RFCWT(NFT(NRTjSStl) 
NFToiNFT*NRT 
SS(l )UO. O 
CALL FMOVE($S(l)tSS(2)#NLST-1) 
MtMwNLST 

3Z SS ( M) cSS ( L) 
IF(', S(t). LT. P)FjQ TO 34 
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IF(NN', 'LE, N2RR)CU TO 31 
CALL RFCWT(Kfl#MR#I) 
K:: K41 
N Nit i 

37 MS(NN)qN 
NNNNN+i 
pxp* I, 0 

34 M; cM*Np3 
NaN+NP3 

30 Lct#l 
MSFismSS+(ITB*NP3-1)/NRA 
IH4MSF41 
CALL RFCWT(Ktl, MBfi) 
MTCoMLTCiNFLTilLrNFB=U 
PL*0,0 
NRTg(mn2)/NRR+l 
NLST'ýWPT*NRR 
NNRT=NRA*NLSM-NRPB 
IF(M, EO. O)NRT#NFTMO 
CALL RFORG(NNRT#MSSsSStNRPD) 
CALL ITIME(IT2) 
ITI@IT2-vlTl 
WRITE(2e23)NFL')iITIINGStITBilisr 

23 FORMAT(l6o3lH ELEMENTS READ INiTII-IF TAKEN= 
115l/f22H TOTAL NO, OF NODES= 15p/, 
Z23H TOTAL NO, OF BLOCKS= 15, /, 
333H TOTAL NO, OF RECORDS REQUIRED 9 15) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FIND(SS) 
COMMON/Cl/lCtIH#NRR#N2RR, C(3), ýISPR#NRA#týRPBoNPG# 

INP2#NP3tlT8tNLSMiNFND#NRO, JE(128), t4OT 
COMMON/C6/NLM, NFULIPTrIT, P(LflfflFD 
DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 
JMNLM+i 
IF(P+0.00001, ýT, PT)JxIT 
DOI NujgNFUL 
IF(APS(P-SS(N)), LT, O. UO00001)GO TO 2 
IF(P, LT. SS(N))GU TO 3 

1 CON TI NUE 
3 IAGNFUL#I 

D04 I=N, NFUL 
IA01A-I 

4 SS(IA+I)-SS(IA) 
SS(N)0P 
NFULsNFUL+i 
IF(NFUL, NE, NSPR)GO TO 2 
JR(NLMol)/NRR 
KaJ*NRR 
CALL RFCWT(IHJJfSS; l) 
IH01H+J 
CALL FMOVE(SS(K+1)#SS(I)tNFULOK+l) 
ITBxIT8+K 
NFUL=NFUL-K 
NaNaK 
NLMPNLMoK 

2PT8P 
I Tit N 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE UPDAT(SS) 
COMMON/Cl/lCtIHFNRRIN2RR, C(3), NSPR, NRA#NRPBttJPGi 

INPZtNP3olT8rNLSM#NFNDeNRQ, JE(128)#NOT 
COMMONIC6/NLMlNFUL#PTrITIPiLN, tIFP 
DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 

14 JAONLM*i 
NCqSS(JA) 
IF(NC'. *GT, LN)rjO TO 15 
GO To 20 

?i LN(SS(JA)oNA)*10000 
QcL 

11 Ps*#SS(KA)-NB 
CALL FIND(SS) 
KAvKA+i 
N88$S(KA) 
IF(N8 , 'PQ, NA)GO TO 11 

?o JAvJA+j 
KAjA 
NASS(jA 
N0NA 
IF(NA. FQINC)GO TO 21 
NLM0JAai 
IF(NA. LTlLN)GU TO 14 
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NFDmNA 
RE T UPN 
END 

SUPROUTINE CONTRA(IojpoS) 
COMMON/CI/fCjjH#WRRtN, eRR, C(l) 
COMýiON/C7/MB(12d)itlTCtMLTCtJCS 
IF(I. GF. MTCgAND67, LT, MLTr)15U TO 
Ja(1015/N2RR 
CALL RFCPD(J*JC$tl, MB, l) 
M7C2J*N2Pk4l 
MLTCaMTC*N2RR 
JPoS-'MA(I-MTC+l) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE P0S(NNoNCN#IPOStSS#llSiLP) 
LOGICAI, LOFLQ 
COMMON/Cl/IC#lHlNRRIN? RR, C(3), IISPReNRAoNRPB, 14PGj 

INP2#NP3#ITB#NLSMtNFNf)rNRQ#JF(128)ttIOT 
? /C2/ICON, NNL)DiNRýCfN[IECS, NPOS, IAINES, NELS, tIGS, 
3NRMoMSSsMSFjNRHSiLRHSpLDEF 
6/C3/NFT j NLTf NFB r NLB I NRT#t4RB I fILSTt NFSno NISB# 
7NLSB, NSBt NFtT#PLiIL 

DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 
LOF. FAtSE, 
IF(LP. 'FQv0)L(J9sTRUE, 
IF(LO)rO TO 1 
PmNN+NCN*0,0Q01+0,00001 
IF(NFND. EQ, NFLT)GU TO I 
NFLYvNrND 
CALL CONTRA(NFND, I) 
NRQvI 

I NFRNO(NRQOI)/NRR+MSS 
IF(LO)GO TO Y 
I POSm IL 
1 49 PL 
IF(NN'. 'NE, I, ()R, P, LT, PL)CALL CONTRA(NN, IPOS) 

9 IREC=(IPOSsl)/NRR+MSS 
ITpIPOSvNRR*(NFT-mSS) 

?3 WIREC. LE, NLT)ýO TO 26 
13 NOMwNFRN-NFT 

IF(NLT+N0M, LT, lREC)GO TO 7 
IF(NFB. NE. O)CALL RECwT(NFBiNRB, S5rNFSB) 
NF8*0 
NMRNRR*NOM 
ITaIT-NM 
IF(NOM, LE, NRT)GU TO 2 
CALL RFCW7(NFTFNkTiSS#I) 
CALL RFCRD(NFRN, NRTFSS, J) 
60 TO 25 

2 CALL RFCWT(NFTINOMISS, I) 
CALL FMOVE($S(NM+J)(SS(l), NLST-f4li) 
CALL RFCRD( N LT+l i NOM, SS MLST-('411+1 

25 NF. TRNFAN 
NLT4NFT+NRT*l 

-26 IF(LO)GO TO 12 
iaIT 
LQW, FALSE. 
D027 IT*JtNLST#NP3 
IF(ABS(SS(IT)-P), LT, 0,0O0005)GO TO 12 

27 CONTINUE 
IRFCcNLT+l 
GO TO 13 

I? IF(IT+NPI, LE, NLST)GO TO 16 
IF(NLT+I, EG, NFB)GU To 16 
IF(NFB. EQ. O)GU TO 15 
CALL RFCWT(NFB#NRB, SS, NFSB) 

15 NFBaNLT+l 
CALL RECRD(NFB, NRB#SS, NFSB) 
60 TO 16 

7 IF(IPEC. GE, NFB, ANDIIREC, LT, NFB+IqRB)Go TO 18 
IF(NFB. EQ, 0)GQ To It 
CALL RFCWT(NFB#NRBISS, NFSB) 

17 NFBRIkEC 
CALL RFCRD(NF8rNRBjSSpNFS8) 

18 IToNFSV+IPOS-I-NRK*(NF8-l! SS) 
IF(LO)GO TO 10 

19 JmII 
IF(SS(IT)-O, ()UoUoI, LT, P)GO TO ?I 
WRITF(2,42)P 

42 FORMAT06H UNABLE TO FIND rl2.5) 
STOP 

21 LQI, TRUF, 
D028 ITRJ#NLSbrhP3 
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IF( A 13S ( SS (IT) -P LT , 0,000005) GO TO 20 
0 CONTINUE 

CALL RFCWI'(NFBtNRBfSS, NFSB) 
NFPNNFP+'4RB 
CALL kFCRD(NFbfýýR8j5S#NFSjj) 
I101T-NSB 
GU To 19 

ZO lF(lT+NPZ. LEwNLSR)G0 TO 16 
J=(IT-NFSB)/NRR 
KxNRA-J 
NISBONFS8+NRR*J 
CALL RFCWT(NFUIJ#SS, NFSB) 
CALL FMC)VE(SS(NISý)fSS(14FSB)iNRR*K) 
NFBwNFB+J 
CALL RECRD(NF6+KtJpSS#NFSB4K*NRR) 
112IT-J*NRR 

16 MLO)GO TO 33 
PLaP 
ILPlT+NRR*(NFT-MSS) 
IF(Lo)YLRITwNI-ST+NRR*(NFn-IISS) 

33 MSFIT 
RETURN 
FND 

SUBROUTINE PTELN(SS) 
LOGICAL LOIIC()Nrl3D#LDiLE 
COMMON/ Cl /I CiIHI NkRr N2RR, C(3) , IISPRtNRA I NRPD I 14PG 

INP2, NP3, ITBPNLSMNFND, NRQ, JE(128), NOT 
Z/CZ/ICON#NNUDONRFCONRECSrNPoSPIA#NES#NELS, 14GS, 
3NRM#MSS#MSFfNRHS, LRHSPLDEF 
6/C3/ NF T, N LT FNýB, N LB NRT i WRB i LST tNFSr, d4l SR i 
7NLS8#NSBpNFLTtPLiIL 
IIL 

COMMON/C9/NEL, LD, LE 
DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 
CALL ITIME(ITI) 
NOTCwo 
NLSSWNLSB*NLSM*NRR 
PLV0,0 
0 "NES 
Kai 
ic (I)M. 1 
DOS IlvioNELS 
IF(JE(K), GT, O)GO TO 4 
CALL kFCRD(L1i1#JE#l) 
Ll r- Ll 0 
K"I 

4NEt*JECK 
CALL PROP 
MRWLSB+NPOSv1 
N3NP2 
IF(ICON)N3=NP3 
NXGNLSM 
NFNDcJE(K+2) 
IF(NFL, EQ, NOTC)G(l TO 6 
LOP, TRUE, 
NRVNREC 
NLR*NRFC+NRECS-1 
NOTC=NEL 

6 D03 Ix1, NNOD 
NNPJE(K*1+2) 
D03 N=I#NNoD 
IF(LO)GO TO 11 
IF(M+NPZ, LE, NLSS)GO TO 2 
J*(M-NLSBwi)/NRR 
NR0NR+j 
MnM&J*NRR 

11 IF(NR+NLSM, GT, NLR)NXmNLR-NR+l 
CAtL RFCRD(NRtNXtSSjNLSB4l) 
LOG, FALSE, 

2 JXM 
IF(NN, FQIO)GO To 3 

NCNPJE(K+N+2) 
IF(NCN, Eo, o)(iU TO 3 
IF(NCN. LT. NN)(iU TU 10 

CALL POS(N%NCNjIPOSjS5jf11tl) 
D07 I Mal i NP 

N1NI+I 

7 SS(Nl)wSS(Nl)+SS(J) 
GO TO 3 

10 CALL P0S(NCNpNNpIPOS#SS#N1#l) 
JPJ+NP2wNPG 
DU9 IMwijNPG 
jaJvNP2+I 
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9 
3 

8 

D09 fKitl, NPG 
NIaN141 
JaJ+NPG 
SS( Ni ) P; SS ' NO ) *SS (J 
MxM#N3 
IF(NRECS, UT, NLSM)NO7C-'0 
KxK*NNOD+3 
CALL ITIML(IT2) 
ITiv172wlTl 
WRITE(2sIONELSOT1 
FORMAT(l6t32H kLEMENTS ADDLC 
NNRT=NRAoNRPB 
CALL RFORý(NNkTrMýS#SS#NRPB) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PRUPN(SS) 
LOGICAL L5 
COMMON/ C I/ ICr IN I NRR p N? RR, C( 3) t NSPR f NR AI NRPR I llPGj 

INP2#NP3, ITBtNLSMiNFND, NRQ, JE(128)PtJOT 
2/C? /ICON#NNUD#NRECFNRE 

, 
CS, NPUS, lAfNESjNELS, fJGS, 

3NRM, MSS, M5FfNRHS#LRHSsLDEF 
COýiMON/C8/D(64)#SM(64)#Stl(64)#JT(8)#JS(8) 
DIMENSION S$(NSPR) 

17 FURMAT(1010) 
CAtL ITIME(ITI) 
READ(l, j7)NRN#(JT(l)#Iml, NPG) 
CALL C(INTRA(1#IX) 
I Pi p NRO; l 
NNwo 

7 NNPNN+i 
NFNDgNN 
IF(NN"GT, NRM) GO TO 5 
CALL ýONTRA(Nlý+J, J) 
NCR(JoIX)/NP5 
I xs; j 
CALL POS(l#l, lPl#SSiLMf0) 
CALL FmOVE(5S(LM+1)#D0), NPZ) 
j r. I 
D027 IviiNPG 
iS(Ixo 
IF(D(J). LT. Q, lEv-lU)JS(I)=l 

27 Jr-J*NPG*l 
IFINN. NE, NRN)GO TO 18 
DO? 3 InliNPG 

23 IF(JT(l), EQ, I)JS(I)cl 
READ(J, l7)NRNr(JT(I)jI=l, NP6) 

18 D019 101, NPG 
IF(JS(l), EQ, O)GU TO 19 
KcNPG*fl. l)+l 
MCI 
0020 jvjjNPG 
D(K)a0,0 
D(M)vO. 0 
KcK+l 

20-MzM#NPG 
D(NPG*(I-J)*I)cl, U 

19 CONTINUE 
CALL CHOLINV(DpNPGpNPG) 
D028 181PNPG 
IF(JS(l), EQ, U)GO TO 28 
D(NPG*(I-kl)*I)=U. 0 

28 CONTINUE 
26 D029 IsliNP2 

LMO 040 
29 SS(Lm)weD(l) 

IF(NC'LE. I)GO TO 7 
D06 fi=2, NC 
L5*. FALSE. 
lPljNR0%IPi+NP3 
CALL POS(l#l, IPlS$#LM#Q) 
10 SS(LM) 
Niol(SS(Lm)ol)*10000 
CALL FMOVE(SS(LM+1), SN(l), 14P2) 
CALL AT8(DjSNiNPZpNPGrhPGr14PG) 
IP2aIPi 
DOI 12mlliNC 
CALL PoS(l#l#IP4rSS#LSPO) 
IaSS(L5) 
N2p(SS(LS)vI)*lUUV0 
CALL FMOVE(SS(LS+l)tSM(l)tNP2) 
CALL AT8(SN#5MiNP2#N'PGsNPGrNPG) 
IF(LS)60 TO d 
CALL FMOVE(SN(l)#SS(LM*l)oNP2) 
L5m, TRUE, 

ADDED IN TIME TAKEN a #15) 
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2 CALL pOS(Nl, N2fl, SS# 
f)', )9 Iml, NP2 
tS 41 Lý+1 

9 SS(LS)mSS(LS)-SV-(I) 
I lp2qlp2*Np3 
6 CONT I NUE 

lPlqlPi+NP3 
60 Tn 7 

5 CALL ITIME(ITe) 
ITIPIT2olTi 
WRITE(2,3))Tl 

3 FORMAT(35H REDUCTION 
RETURN 
END 

Z6 

25 
36 

LS 11) 

COMPLETr. D, TIME TAKEN = #15) 

SUBROUTINE PRDUWN(SS) 
LOGICAL LD#LE 
COMMoN/Cl/iCtIHINRRtN2RRIC(3)stlSPRiNRA, NRPB, tIPGI 

INP? #NP3, ITBfNLSMFNFND#NRC), JE(128), NoT 
2/C? /ICONiNNODoNRECONRLCS, NPOS; TA(NES, NELS, ýJGS# 
3NRM#MSS, MSFINRHS, LRHS#Lbr-'F: 
6/C3/NFT#NLT(NFBiNLBiNRT, IIRBili'LSTINFSB, NIS13, 
7NLS8rNS8iNFLT, PL, IL 
4/C8/RH2(8)fRHS(d) 

COMMON/C9/NLL#LDrLE 
DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 
FORMAT(2lOrFU, U) 
LD#LF=. FALSE. 
READ(lt26)NELý#LCAS 
IF0 , 'ELF. EQ, U)6L) TU 12 
Em060 
NELFNELF 
CALL PROP 
NRTzNRAwNRHS 
NLSTPNRT*NRR 
NFSB=NLST+l 
SS(NLST)cO, O 
CALL FMOVE(SS(NLST)#SS(NFSP), NRHS*NRR) 
READ(l, Z6)NELM#NLUAD 
lF(NFLM. EQ, 0)G0 TO 23 
CALL SFT(NELM#K) 
NPLRHS+NRHS*(NLOADel) 
CALL RECRD(NINRHS, SS#I) 
ElcE*SS(NRHS*Nkk) 
McNp6*NRM 
DU8 IlmliNNOD 
Jr-JE(K*11) 
IF(J, EQ'O)GO TO 8 
NIPNp6*(; wl)+NLST 
D09 J=J, NPG 
mr-m+ I 

9 
8 

23 

:3 

23 

13 

N=N#l 
SS(N)zSS(N)+S$(M) 
CONTINUE 
NELvNELF 
CALL PROP 
GO TO 25 
THE FOLL-6-W-l-W(-iLjNES ARE DI F 
FOR 3"D ANALYSESI 
READ(1026)NINFKtA 
IF(N. EQ, 0)GQT0 ý4 
JxNPG*(N-I)*NFK+NFSB-l 
SS(J)=SS(J)+A 
GOTO 23 
FOR HYBRID ANALYSES1 
Ns(RHS*NRHS*(LCASwl) 
CALL RfCRD(NiNRHSsSSjl) 
FoE*SS(NRHS*NRR) 
DO 27 JuNFSBiNRHS*NRR+NLST 
SS(1)3; SS(I)+SS(I-NLST) 
READ(1,26)N#NFK#A 
IF(N. EQ. O)GOTO e4 
JmNPG*(N-l)*NýK*Ný$B-1 
SS(J)=SS(J)*A 
GOTO 2R 
FOR FQUILIsRIUM ANALYSES: 
CALL RFCRD(LRHSpNRHStSSil) 
ExE*S$(NRHS*NRR) 
DO 11 IxNFSSINLST+NGS*NPG 
SSII),. SS(1)4 

-S, 
SNLST 

IA91 
LoNLST+l 
NFTsMSSoNRA 
NXa, NRT 
IIr. 1 
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NIpI 
7 IF(L+NPZ, LTNLST)GO TO 1 

JE(L-I)/r, 'kR 
NFT*ýj T+J 
IF(NFI, &NRI, GT, MSF)ýIX--tý, SF-NFT+I 
CALL RFCRD(NFT#NX, S5, l) 
LaIA-(NFT-MSS)*NRR 

i KmNJST*NPG*(Nlwl) 
IF(Nl', NE, 11)GOTU 5 
N*NLST*NP'v*(Ilpl) 
D06 10, NPG 
NaN+I 
PHS(I)xss(N) 

6SS(N 
TME FOLLOWING 6 LINkS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE 
EQUILIPRIUM SOLUTION UNLY 
IY1; 0 
1Z It L+I 
DO 3 lr. lFNPG 
IF(Sý(TZ), LT, lvltE-10)IYr-. l 

3 IZ917+NPG+l 
I F( IY. rQ, 1) CALL FMOVF(RHS(l) tRI12(l) jjpG) 
DYi-ý- I ;; -I -#'- N1 P6 
KPK+l 
DOii JpliNPG 
L*L+l 

11 SS(K)mSS(K)wSS(L)*RHS(J) 
LaL+I 
IA41A+NP3 
IF(NI, NE, 11)GUTO 14 
IF(NNOD, NE,, O)GOTO 15 
IF(11, FQ, NRM)GOTO 14 

15 K19K-NPG 
DO 2 J71, NPG 

2 Exf*RHS(J)*SS(Kl+j) 
14 11 lps"q ( j. ) 

IF(Il, LE, NRM)GU TO 7 
SS(NLST+NRWS*NRR)=E 
IF(LCAS. EQ, Q)UO To 4 
JzLRHS+NRHS*(LCAS-i) 
CALL RFCWT(J#NRWSISS, NFSB) 
60 Yo 4 

12 RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PRBK(SS) 
COMMON/Cl/fCtlHtNRRtN2RR, C(3)oý4SPRiNRA, NRPBPtIPGI 
NP? j NP3 I TBj NLSM, NF ND r NRQi JE(l 28) , NOT 

Z/C2/ICONiNNOD, NRECINRECS, NPOS, TAINES, NELS, tIGS, 
3NRM, MSS, MSF#NRWS, LPHSoLDEF 
6/C3/ NF T, NLY , NF B, NLB o NRT , NRB , NLSTt NFSB# NI SBr 
5NLSB#NSBt'NFLTlPL, L 
6/C8/RHS(8) 

COMMON/C9/HELiLD, LE 
DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 

26 FORMAT(1010) 
NXFN PT 
60 TO 17 

7 READ(lo26)NELFjNELM1NDEF, LCAS 
IF(NFLF. EQ, O)G0 TO I 
NEL*NEýF 
CALL PROP 
CALL RECRD(LDEFINRHS, SSIJ) 
CALL SFT(NELMjK) 
NRYYNRA*NRMS 

NXxNRT 
NLSTONRT*NRR 
NFS82NLST+l 
IF(NDEF. NE, O)GO TO 2 
SS(NFSR)00.0 
CALL FMUVE($S(NFSB)#SS(NFSB#l)tNRHS*tIRP-l) 
GO TO 3 

2 NitN2=tRHS+NRMS*(NDEF-1) 
CALL RECRD(NlyNRHSFSSFNFSB) 

3 NuNpG*NR'I+NFSB 
D04 foliNNOD 
JgJE(K61) 
IF(J, E0,0)GQ TO 9 
MPNPG*(J-1)#l 
CALL FMOVE(SS(M), SS(N)#NPG) 

GO TO 4 
9 DU5 JZN#N+NPG"l 
5 ss (i )NO. 0 
4 NxN*NPG 
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NFTxNRFC+l 
LrNPC)Swl-NRR 

17 IF (L, GF 
.1 )GO IU1 

Jx(NLSTm! L-NP1)/NRR 
NFT4NFTIPJ 
IF( NF T. GE , MSS ) (jvJ TO 8 
NXP(IA+NP2"l)/N'RR+1 
NF To N,, S S 

8 CALL RECRD(NFT#NXpSS, j) 
LgIA-(NFTeMSS)*NRR 

16 1 loss (L) 
No(SS(()"Il)*l0Q0U 
IF(N. NF, 11)GO TO 12 
IF(Il FQ' , 'I)GO TU 19 
NJ; 4NL; T*NPG*(IloZ) 
60 TO 15 

12 KoNLS7+NPG*(N-1) 
N30L 
N4uK 
D018 Ir-liNPG 
N511NI 
N4'; N4+i 
DO18 JoliNPG 
N50N5+I 
N39N3+I 

18 SS(N5)vSS(N5)vSS(N3)*SSQ14) 
is LUL"NP3 

IANIA-NP3 
Go To 17 

19 LmNFSB 
WRITE(2,6 

6 FORMAT(//) 
D030 Imi#NGS 
WRITE(7,3151, (SS(J)FJ'LFL+NPCml) 

30 L r, 3 
EcSS(NLST+NRHS*NRR) 
IF(NNOD, NE, Q)GfJTO 11 
KxLwNPGvl 
THE FOLLOWIN-G--3--LINES ARE REQUIRED BY THE 
EQUILIBRIUM SULUTION UNLY 

U DO 20 Ir1#NPb 
IF(ABS(SS(K+I)), GT, l, Ewj0)G0T0 21 

20 CONTINUE 
ev DO J-0- I-I, NP5 

THE FOLLOWING LINE IS DIFFERENT FOR EACH SOLIJ: - 
FOR COMPATIBLE AND HYBRIP ANALYSESI 

10 E=E+SS(K+I)*RHS(l) 
w FOR EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSES 
10 EzEwSS(K+I)*RHS(I) 

Ea E- 7-2 
, WRfTe(? r5l)E 

51 FORMAT(20H TNT 
, 

STRAIN ENERGY=PF20,10) 
31 FURMAT(I5j(8El4#6)) 
11 CALL RFCWT(ý0tFjNRH5j55f? JF513) 

THE FOLLOWING LINE IS REQUIRED BY THE 3-D 
AND EQUILIBRIUM SULUTIONS ONLyi 
CALL SOLCONSTEQNS(SS) 
THE FOLLOWING LINE IS DIFFERENT FOR EACH SOLN, - 
FOR 3-D ANALYSES$ 
CALL STRST(SS) 
FOR HYBRID ANALYSES1 
CALL HyeDSTR(NDEF) 
FOR EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSES; 
CALL STRESSES 
60 TO 7 

1 RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE SET(NELM#K) 
COMMON/ Cl /I C #I Hp NRR i NýRRI C(3) I NSPP I NRAt NRPDr NPGr 

INPZ, NP3, ITBfNLSMiNFNDiNRQtJE(128)rýIOT 
Z/CZ/lCt)N, NNUD#NRECFNRECS, NPOS, IA, NES, NELS, NGS, 
3NRMvMSSr"5FiNRH$, LRHS, LDEF 

COMMON/C9/NELyLD#LE 
LiaNFS 
Kai 
JE (i) pol 
DOI'fpl, NELM 
IFQE(K), ýT, uýGL, To 2 
CALL RrCRD(LlillJE#I) 
LIi 
Ka 

2 NGPJF(K+I) 
K=K+NG*3 
KmKnNGwi 
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NEL&JE(K-2) 
CALL PPOP 
RLTURN 
END 

SURROUT I NE RE OR G( NNRT , NIJFT SS , fý! ýRB) 
CUMMOt, / Cl /I C #I ýý p NRR p N2RR ,C 3) , IýS PRi NR AI IJRPllt NPGo 

iNP2#NP3, ITBt 'ýLSMo NFND, NI'Q, JF(128) NOT 
2/C2/ ICON, NNUD, ý! kEC i NRECS, týPOS, IA#NES, NELS, NGS, 
3NRMlMSS, MSF, ýJi, li'$, LRHS, LDI'F 
6/C3/NFT, NLY j NFL# f-ILB, Nkl I !, R[,, # týLST# NFSI;, III S13, 
? NLSB#NSB, NFLT#PL#IL 

DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 
IF (NKFT4NNRT- I, GT 

, MSF ) NNRTWIS F-1414FT+l 
NNLSýPNNRT*NRR 
IF(NrT, EQ, O, Ok, NFT, EQ, NtjFT)Qn TO I 
CALL RECWT(NFTFNRT, SS, l) 
NF Tr-O 
IF(NF8. NE. O)CALL kECWT(IJFBjNRBrSS, NFSB) 
NFBmrO 
IF(NFT. EQ. O)GU TO 2 
IF(NRT. EQ, NNRT)bQ TO 4 
IF(NRT. LT, NNRT)Qo TO 3 
ImNFT*NNRT 
CALL RFCWT(IrNRT-NNRTt$S, NNLST+J) 
60 TO 4 
IoNFT+NRT 
CALL RFCRD(IFNNRT-NRT#$S, t)LST+I) 
GO TO 4 
IF(NNRT. EQ, O)Go TO 4 
CALL RECRD(NNFT, NNRT, SS, l) 

4 NFT=NNFT 
NRTPNNRT 
NRBgNNRB 
NSRGNRB*NRR 
NLTGNFT+NRTel 
NLSTUNRT*NRR 
NFSBPNLST+i 
NLSBNNLST*NRB*NRR 
NIS86NLSB-NRR+l 
RETURN 
FND 

SUBROUTINE PROP 
LOGICAL LD, LE, ICON, 13D 
COMMON/C2/1 CONPNNUDiNREC, tIPECS, f,! POS, lAtf4ES#NELS#IIGS, 

3NRMrMSSjMSF#NRHSrLRHSoLDFF 
4/C4/13bilD, IFiIFi ITYPljITYPZfNSTl#NSTRl#flST2, 
5NSTR? tfG 0 ýV#EPT 

COMMON/C9/NELPLOFLE 
DIMENSION K5(1Z6), K6(j6), K7(16), C(3) 
EQUIVALENCE (K6(1)#ICQN), (K7(j), 13D) 
DATA NDOWN/U/ 
1'(NELel)/5+1 
IF(I. EQ NDOWN)GU TO 2 
CALL RFýRD(Iolp0ol) 
NDOWNal 

2 La22*(NEL-5*1+4)+l 
IF(LE)GO TO 5 
CALL FMOVE(K5(L)tK6(l)r3) 
IF(LP)GO TO 3 
MICON)GO 10 4 
CALL FMOVE(K5(L+6)IK7(l), 8) 
GU TO 3 

4 CALL FMOVE(K5(L+6)lK6(7), 5) 
60 TO 5 

5 CALL FMOVE(K6(l), K5(L)f8) 
IF(ICON)GO TO 6 
CALL FMOVE(Kt(l)lK5(L+6), 8) 

6 CALL RFCWT(ltloK5tl) 
3 RETURN 

FND 

SUBROUTINE PRUDEL(SS) 
LOGICAL LO, ICUN#13DFI. D#LE#LSTR 
COMMON/ CI /I CrIHI NRR NdRR, C (3) fjSPRfNPA, NRPD, 1'PG, 

JNP2, NP3, ITBo NLSM#NFNf)tNRQtJF(12P) NOT 
Z/C2/ I CON; NNUn# N91 Cs NRECS, NPOS, iAl NES, NILS, NGS, 
3NRF;, MSSoMSF, NRHSFLRHS#LPFF 
4/C4/ 13 DFiDiI EriFtITYPI#ITYP?, NSTliNSTRI, tISTZ, 
5NSTR2s1GtV, EjT 

COMMON/Cg/ D( 64), SM(64)PS! f(04), JT(8)PJS(8) 
COMMON/C9/NEL, LD, LE 

COMMON/El/NN#LN(4, NR#N, NDoF(F(12) 
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DIMENSIO! i Sý(NSPR) 
FoRMAT(I(), SFO, ()sL3) 

2 FURMATWU) 
4 FORMAT(LI) 

LE4gTRUE, 
ICONOB'FALSE, 
NR *I 
READ(1#4)13D 
D06 NEL'41#NUT 
14 aI 
LOO. FALSE, 
READ(j#J)ITYP, As8#VtEj, T#LSTR 

Z, WRITF(2,43)ITYP 
43 FORMAT(i4H ELEf, *, ENT TYPE 17) 

NmITYP/ 10 0 
LNMaTTYP*N*IUU 
CALL SFSM(SSrA#6#VrEjT) 
NN () DuNN 
MLO)GO TO Y 
ITYP141TYP 
NPOSmj 

91 zz; o 
LCNDOF*(NNOD-1) 
D03 I0, NNOD 
M*NDOF*CNDOF*NNUD+I)*(1-1)-L 
D03 Jxi#NDOF*(NNODvl+l) 
Mam*L 
D03 13oliNDOF 
M*M+i 
IZm 12 +i 

3 SS(12)mSS(M) 
IF(. NOT, 13D)C, U TO 7 
INGZcNDOF*NDOF 
IF(LO)GO TO 8 
14"NSPRnNP2*lU4'1 
Ss( 14)40.0 
CALL FMOVE(SS(14), SS(14+1), NSPR-14) 
RFAD(1,2)lTYPilD 
ITYP24ITYP 

8 CALL TRANS(DrlD#LO#NP2) 
11 ITBIVNN+(NN*1)/e 

MImi 
M24 14 
D014 164lrNNOD 
D014 17gl6fNNOD 
CALL FMOVE(SS(Ml)jSNMjI14GZ) 
Ml mMl 41 NG2 
CALL ATB(Dt$NiNPZ#NPGrNDOrrrNDOF) 
mxo 
DO12 IFJJNDOF 
L0 19 ND0F 
DOIZ jvliNPG 
MMM#l 
LWL*NDOF 

12-SM(L)12SN(M) 
CALL FMOVE(D(l)oSN(l)jNP'c3) 
CALL AT8(SMfSNjNPZiNPG#ND0F! NlPG) 
D03 ir; IINP2 
SS(M2)mSS(MZ)+SN(l) 

13 m2oM2+1 
14 CONTINUE 

IF(LO)GO TO 15 
7 IF(13D)I? cNSPR 

19(12"14)/NRR+l 
NRfCaIH 
CALL RFCWT(IHJIrSS#14) 
IH"IH+I 
NRECSzTH-NREC 

15 IF(, NOT, LSTR)GO TU 16 
CALL SMTS(SSrAjS) 
ln(12*Nol)/NRR+l 
CALL RFCWT(IHillSS#l) 
IHaIH41 
IF( NOT LU, AND, 13D)GO TO J? 
NST icIH; I 
NSTRIa1 

16 IF(LO)GO TO el 
60 TO 6 

17 NST2sjHvI 
NSTR221 

6 CALL PROP 
REWIND 21 
RETURN 
END 
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S6 LROUT IN EA Ti b (A, 13 sN1r 11 1ý, 13) 
DilliENSION A(Nl)pG(NI), C(70) 
N -, U 
IF(IGE, IiGU 10 4 
K 11 3 
LM= 12 3 
NKM 
D0511, M 

(K0(L 
t(L to I 

5KtK1 
4L in I 

D03 Iio 13 
M=O 
NLN1 
DOI J=l , 11 
Dvo 

10 N=Novl 2 
DUZ Kai 1 12 
Mr-M+l 
N--N4,1 

2 DPD*A(M)*B(N) 
IC(J) v-D 

CALL FMOVE(C(l)iS(L)tll) 
3LmLo 11 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE RECWT(IFJ#AfK) 
DIMENSION A(l)oC(3) 
CALL Ef)WRITE(3jIjJfA(K)jC(l)) 
CALL EbWAIT(C(l)) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE RECRD(I(J, ArK) 
DIMENSION W)tC(3) 
CALL EDREAD(3iljj, A(K)FC(l)) 
CALL EDWAIT(C(l)) 
RETURN 
END 

SU13ROUTINE TRANS(DfID#L0fNPe) 
LOGICA4 LO 
DIMENSION D(36) 
CoýIMON/El/NNfLNMeNRFN#NDOFlF(12) 
D (I) CO. 0 
CALL FMOVE(D(l)iD(Z)#NP2-1) 
lF(Lo)GO TO 8 
LOM TRUE 
IMOD-2)(5,9110 
D(I)-I. 0 
D (NDOF +2 ) 01 t0 
D( 18) mi ,0 GO TO 11 

9 D(I)=i. 0 
D(2*NDOF+2)4110 
D(15)c:,, I, O 
GO TO ii 

10 D(NDOF+i)mls0 
D(2*NDOF+2)nl, U 
D( 12): 31 ,0 
IF(NDOF. EQ. 2)D(11)=0,0 
GO TO il 

8 IF(ID-2)00708 
D(7)vI. 0 
D02), ci. O 
D(14)xol'#'O 
GO TO 16 

17 D(4)x"1.0 
D( 12 )Pi. 0 
D(17)awl, O 
GO TO 16 

18 D(1)01,0 
D(15)=I. O 
D(17)xol, O 

16 LOý. FALSE. 
il RE7UPN 

END 
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8.4.3. The subroutines described in Section 3.7.3. 

SUBROUYINIE 5FTCONSTk(5S) 
LUGICAl, LD#rL 
COMMON/ Cl /I CfI H# NRR f NePri , C(3) , 110SPR i NRAt NRPR: NP()i 
NP2 , NP3 e 17 B IN L-Vi I NF t. p , NR(,,, iE( 128) , NOT 
COMMON/ C21 KD (I Z), NR K01 ( 4) 1 [. ý'S 

I /C8/ KCM , KNR IK 6C i KRH MN i LCHI UIR , LGC ,LRH, NCH, Nlfliý , NGC , 2NRN 0 Nl f N2 , N3 r N4 tKL# NU, N UR, Y (10) 1Rr Ill, NBTPS r L, NN, NFR, At Bi 
3NF(12), JiK, NNJ, ND, LDiUGC(le), DCII(24)tDNR(12) 

DIMENSION SS(NSPP) 
CALL VEFRUF(5r8QtY) 
KCM*LPit+NR 
KNR%KC14+2*NR 
KGCPKNR+NR 
KRHgKGC-ýNR 
READ(lj5e)NBTPS 
NaNRA/4 
NGCVKGCoN 
NCM=KCMn2*N 
NNRMKNRnN 
LCM"l 
LNRgLCM*? *N*NkR 
LGCRLNP4N*NRR 
IHOKPH+NR 
NI VNPG 
Kx(NR'i)/N+? 
NZ, NDiIBTPSPO 
KLtLb"-, FALSE, 
DO iIm; l ,K 
IF(I, EO, K)N=NR-(K-? )*N 
lF(IATPS, GT, N8TPS)GOTU 2 
1F(, NOT , LU) (j()I() 13 
IF(NI. Fo, NPG)GOTO 18 
CALL F14OVE(VGC(Nj+j), SS(LGC), N2) 
CALL FMOVE(DNR(Nl+l), 5S(LNR), tj2) 
CALL FMOVE(DCM(2*Nl+l)rSS(LCII)#2*N2) 

18 DCM(I)IDGC(l)-"()10 
DNR(I)vI11 
CALL Fm OVE(DCM(j)jDCf-l(z), 2*NPGýj) 
CALL FMOVE(DNR(l)tDNR(2), NPG-1) 
CALL FMOVE(DGC(1)PDGC(e)PtJPQ-j) 
ND'NDPI 
lF(ND'; LT'ol)G0T0 14 
N240 
IR91R4NP6 
GOTO 20 

13 IF(lPTPS, GTgN8TPS)GOTO 2 
LDF. FALSE, 
READ(lf5l)(Y(J), J'l: i#lQ) 
READ(5,52)LfNN 
IF(IPTPSjNEl0)GUTO 21 
NNI*NN 
GOTO 2 

V IF(NNI, NE. NN)GoTO 17 
14 IRP(NNwl)*NPG-KV*l 

IF(L. EO. O)GOTU 3 
READ(5#55)LjNNfNFRjA, B 
DNR(NFR)EA 
DGC(NFR)r. B 
DCM(NFR*2-1)ul, U 
IF(INT(A). NE, Z)GOTO 19 
REAp(l I 56)DCM(NFR*Z) 
DCM(NFRoZ+2)al, Q 
GOTO 16 

3 REA0(5j54)LjNNj(NF(J)iJ=lrflPG) 
DO 4 jal, NPG 
IF(NF(J), FQ, 0)GUT0 4 
DCM(J*2wl)ol U 
DNR(J)0311 

4 CONTINUE 
GOTO 16 

19 KLR, TRUE, 
16 NN 10 NN 

IBYPS=IBTPS#l 
GOTO 13 

17 NDONN-NNI 
NION*NRRPIR+l 
N28NPGeNl 
IF(NI, GT, NPG)IilsNPG 

ZO CALL Fý'OVE(D(: M(I)oSS(LCtl+(IR-i)*? )#2*Nl) 
CALL FMOVE(DNk(l)#SS(LNR+IR-1); Nl) 
CALL F"0VE(D(jL(l)rSS(LGC+IR-l)rh'l) 
IF(Nl'. 'ý'Q, NPG, AND, N1, NE, U)GOTO 18 

2 LDP$Tkt)El 
IF(NGC. LT. KýC)GUTO 6 
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CALL RFCWT ( NCIlt 4*Nt SS o LCII) 
CALL RFCW7(NNRjN'#SStLNR) 
CALL RFCWT (N(At N, 5Sj LGC) 

6 NCMaNCm+Z*N 
NNRvNNR*N 
NGC*NGC+N 
KVN(NNR*KNR)*t,, IRR-t,? 
IRM(NNPI)*NPboKV+l 
SS(i)a0.0 
SS(LNRý91. i 
CALL FmoVE($S(j)rSS(2)p24NRR*N-j) 
CALL FMOVE($S(I)tSS(LGC)rttl*? JRR) 

I CALL FMOVE($S(ýNR)f'oS(L[4k+1)114*tqi'R-1) 
PETUPN 

51 FORMAT(IOA8) 
52 FORMAT(210) 
53 FORMAT(310#ZFO, O) 
54 FORMAT0410) 
56 FORMAT(FO. O) 

END 

SUBROUTINE MKCONSTEQNS(SS) 
LOGICAL KL 
COMMON/Cl/iCilliFNRRfNZRR, C(3), ISPRfNRA, NRPRit4pGf 

1NPZ#NP3, ITB, NLSII#NFNDfNRQ, JE(128), NOT 
COMMON/C2/LDII. 10),!, ýiSSeMSF, NReLlýS 
COMMON/ C8/KCM r KNR r KGC s KRIJ rlN , LCII f LNR # LGC , LR11 NNI, NNR NGC 

JNRM, NltNZ, N3tN4#KLINU, NUR, lýJIIS, K#L, KPR#KtJliliC 
DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 
CALL ITIME(171) 
E it 0,0 
NMS*LMS 
NCMPKCM 
NNALcKNR 
NGCFKGC 
NRN WK J, M 
MNP(NRA*NRPB)/5 
IF(NP*5#NRPB, LE, NRA)f, 'iNaNR 
NSONRAv5*MN 
LCMPNS*NRR+l 
LNRFLCM*Z*MN*NRR 
LGCPLNR*MN*NRR 
LRHFLGC*MN*NRR 
SS(LGC)TO, O 
CALL FMOVE(SS( L6C) i SS( LGC+l F2*iitl*NRR-1 
KP(NR"J)/MN+l 
DO 2 jr-1 #K 
CALL RrCWT(NRHtM%'rSSrLRH) 
NAMIýNRWN 
CALL RECRD(MSSiNSrS5#l) 
NRMvKRH 

KNI tai 
L;; MSS 
KpRpN$*NRR 
CALL RECRD(NRHfMN#SSPLRH) 
CALL RFCRD(NGC, MNFSSPLGC) 
CALL RfCRD(NCMjZ*MNpSSfLCM) 
CALL RjCRD(NNR#MNeSSPLNR) 
DO 1 1*1 ITS 
IF(KNJ#NPZ, LE, KPR)GOTO 4 
CALL RFCWT(LrNStSSjl) 
LML*(KNI-I)/NRR 
CALL RFCRD(LPNS#S$tl) 
KNl*NP3*(Iwl)+lm(L-MSs)*flRR 

4 NIO(INT(SS(KN1))-I)*NPG+l 
N2p(TNT((SS(KN1 )-INT(SS(KN1 )))*IE04),. I)*tlpG*l 
N30NI*NPG-i 
N40N2+NPG-1 
IF(jN0T. KL)GoT0 3 
CALL FORMRMSI(SS) 

31CIII 
CALL FLEMAT(Nj, N3#N2jN4, SSjICj) 

ICip2 
CALL FLEMAT(N2jW4jNl, N3jSSjICj) 

i KNi*KNI*NP3 
CALL RFCWT(LtMSF-L4ivSSrl) 
CALL kFCWT(NRH, MN#$$#LRH) 
CALL FORMRMSd(55) 
CALL ITIML(ITZ) 
ITIVIT2eTTI 
WRITE(2,54)ITI 
RETURN 

54 FORMAT(36H SYSTEM EQUATI()NS FOPMEDiTIME TAKEN=P15) 

END 
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SURROUT I ', ý 'c FU W", 04 H51(SS) 
commori/cl/ IGO I i'#NkR#N4kP, C(3) tl)SPR, t, TA, HRPB, fjP6 
COMMON/ C8/K C", , ! ýN RsK (i C, rPH, 11 N, LfiL, LGC, L", H, NC t: r Nti RiNGC 

iNRHjNljNl, N3, N%pKL, NO IJQ , WIS ,KLýKP 1), , KN 1, KN2 
2E, EI, 1,18,11, J, dl 

DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 
CALL CHECK(NlfN5, NZjN4FSS) 
J1m NI fe (NRH-KPH)*NRR-, 2 +LR ý', 
J2*N2-(NGCwKQL)*NkRsl+LGC 
I :; 0 
DO 3 18uNliN3 

DO 3 jqN2iN4 
II;; I 1 +1 
SS(jl+y)r. SS(Jl+l)+SS(KNJ+11*Np(; +I)*SS(j2#11) 
IF(Nl'; FQ, Ne')r3UTU 5 
CALL CHECK(NeiN4, NI#KI3rSS) 
J1PNI-(NGCnKGC), ýNRRaI+LGC 
J2vN2o(NRH, PKRH)*NRR-2*LRfl 
I10 
DO 4 18 uN2, N4 
Ilrqj+j 
Joel 
DO 4 jqNl jN3 
I=I+I 
SS02+11 )cS$ (JeW )*SS(K, '11+14(11-1 )*tlp(, +l )*SS(jl+l) 
RLTVRN 
END 

SUBROUTINE CHFCK(NtN1#Mff1l! 5S) 
COMMON/Cl/IC(IH#NRRtN2RR, C(3), ý! SPR 

i /C8/KCM, KNR i KLC t KRH #MNo LCHi LNR i LGC t LRH# 
ZNCM#NNR, NGC, NRH 

DIMENSION SS(i,. SPR) 
IF (N GT , 

(NRH-KF, 'H) *NRR AND, (NR1i-KPH+I1Il) *f41RR . GE Ill )GOTO 
CALL ReCWT(NRHjMNrSS, LRfi) 
NRHxKRH+N/NRR 
CALL RECRD(NRHjMNjSSpLRH) 

I IF (14, GT, (NGC-KGC) *NRR. AND, (NGC1*KGC+f-1f, J)*NRR. GE. 111 )GOTO 
NCM%M/NRR 
NGCOKGC*NCM 
NCMINKCM*Z*NCM 
CALL RFCRD(NGCtMN#SSiLGC) 
CALL RFCRD(NCMie*MNjSS#LC1-1) 
DO 2 1*1, MN*NRR 

? SS ( LGC* 1-1 ) x$S ( LGC* 1-1 )*SS( LCM+ (I ýl ) *2) 
3 RETURN 

E 14 D 

SOR OUT I NE FLEM AT( NN I, NN?, W-13,1,11, ý4, SS, I Cl ) 
COMMON/ Cl /I CrI Hr NRR# N2RR, C(3) , NSPR#NR A# NVPB, flPG 
COMMON/ C8/ KCM'r KNR r KGC a KRH i f14 r LCH, LNR, LGC , LRH , N01, NfIR, 

I NGC i NRH ,NI, NZ i N3 , N4 f KLj NO, NOR , N11S , K, Ll , L2 , KN1 Or 
? EfI8tKPOW, J, I'1I1 

DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 
IF( NN3, GT ( NNR" KNR) *NRR AND, (NNR-KNR+Mfl) 

I*NRR ' GF. NN4)GUTU 2 
NCM*NN3/NRR 
NNRPKNR+NCM 
NCMPKCM*2*NCM 
CALL RECRD(NCMv? *MN, SSrLCM) 
CALL RFCRD(NNRiNN#SS#LNR) 

2 11 r. 0 
124NN3w(NNR"KNR)*NRRw2 
13rLCM*NN3*? -(NLM-KCM)*NRR-3 
DO I ? 8xNN31NI44 
11111141 
KROWwSS(LNR*I1*J? ) 
G0T0(jtoj0)jKRUW 
IaU 
Do 3 JaNNIeNNI 
I Ict fI 
IF(KROW. FQs? )b0TO 5 
qOTO(3#6)lCl 

5 IF(jCl. EQ. 2)bUTQ 4 

SS(KNJ+11*NPG+I)=$S(KNI*(11-1)*NPG+I)*SS(13+11*2) 
14$S(KNi*ll*NP6+1)*SS(13+(Il+1)-2) 

GOTO 3 
4 SS( ( I-i ) *NPG+ 11 +KNI 41 ) r-SS 1-1 ) *IIPG+ 11 +K111 ) *SS 3+ 11 *2) 

14SSC(Iol)*NPO+11#1+KNI)*SS(13+(11+1)*? ) 
61F(II +NN3 . EQ I +NNI ) SS (KtJl +( 1-1 ) *IIPG# 11 ) r-0.0 
3 CONT I NUE 
i CONTINUE 

RETURN 
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END 

SUBROUTINE f0RMPHSZ(SS) 
COMMON IC I/ ICIIHt NRP F NzVR, C (3) , IýS PR, l. PA I NRPBt IIP(,, 

JNP2oNP3, ITB, ýJLSM#týFNDPNROtJE(128)tf4OT 
COMMON/ C 21 KD (1d, NP p LMS 

I/ C8/ KCM , 0, NR ( K6C K kH r MN LCII i LlIR # LGC r LP11 , NCII, till R 
ZNGC NRH , '41 p N? , K13 , 1*4 KL tý: i NUP NNS , K, Ll L2,1.3, L4 

EFNI, J#J1 
DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 
MNONRA/6 
N a, MN 
NGCMKGC 
Kx(NPýi)/MN+1 
NIxMN*NRR 
LDi jol 
LGCLDI+N1 
LCMLGf+N1 
LRM=LCM+? *NI 
LNRYI-RV+N1 
KDIxIH 
NRH, FKRH 
NMSgLMS 
NCM;: KCM 
NNPFKNP 
Do iI=I, K 
IF(j, Eo, V)NwMR-(K-I)*N 
CALL RFCRD(NMS, NiSS#LGC) 
CALL RECRD(NCMte*N, SS, LCf') 
CALL RFCRD(NRH, N, $SoIRH) 
CALL RFCRD(NN'R#N, SS#LNR) 
CALL RFCPD(NGLjNrSS#Ll)I) 
NGCMNGC+N 
NCMxNCM*2*N 
NNRPNNR+N 
DO 6 jcl, N*NRR 
JIaj. I 
E=f+SS(LD14JI )*SS(t CM+Jl*2)*(SS(LPH+Jl )-2. *SS(I, GC+Jl)) 

6 SS(LRH+jl)=$S(LGC+Jl)-SS(LRH+Jl) 
DO Z J:: loNRR*N 
Jir-J-1 
KImSS(LNQ+JI) 
GOTo(2g0,5) f KI 
SS(LRH#J)=SS(LRH+Jl)*SS(ýCtl+Jl*2+1) 

1+S$(LRH+J)*SS(LCM+J*2+1) 
5 SS(LRH+JI)ýQ, Q 
2 CONTINUE 

IF(I. EO. K)S$(LRH+N*NPk-l)=E 
CALL RfCWT(NMS#N#SstLRH) 
KDIAKDI+N 
NRMqNRM+N 
NMSPNMS*N 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE $OLCONSTEONS(SS) 
COMMON/Cl/lCrIHFNkR; N2RR, C(3), ýISPRF NRA, NRPBII. 'PGo 

INPZ#NP3, ITB, NLSM#NFNDPNRQ#JE(128), 11()T 
COMMON/C3/KSP(l), NFS8 
COMMON/ C2/ IS 1( 6) 1 NGS I SZ(3) i NR P LRHS , LD IF, I FEN, IIDK, LMS 
COMMON/ C8/ NUR i NU, NSf KCMf KNR I f! l IS, NCVI I f! NR# LCIle LNRol! N, No 

iKS, 18il, L, J#D(SO), KpKl#KP, K4, K5, ANIKGC, NGC 
DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 
WRITE(2th2) 
NMSPLDEF 
KSwO 
MNaNPA/5 
Nm(NP-i)/MN*l 
IF(MN. GE, NR)MN=NR 
KCMRLMS+NR 
KNRNKCM+Z*NR 
KGCmKNP+NR 
NMSmLDEF 
NCM4KCM 
NNRNKNR 
NGCmKUC 
LCMPMN*NRP*l 
VNRNLCm+2*MN*NRR 
LGC4LNR*MN0NRK 
K500 
K400 
DO 1 18rl N 
IF( 18. FQ, N)ýJNr-NR-(N-1 )*(III 

CALL RFCRD(NMSFMN#SS#J) 
CALL RFCRU(NUl#2*MN, SStLCll) 
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CALL kFCRD(NNRpMNjSSvLhR) 
CALL RFCPD(W'Cl"; ýSpLGC) 
D () 21c; 1#f, * N*NRR 
JPSS(LNR+1-1) 
GUTU(2oO , 7)fj 
SS (I) as S (I) *SS ( LCM*? * 1 -2) +SS (14-1 *', S I. CII+2* 1-1 
GOTO 2 

7 SS(I)=SS(LGC*1r-v1) 
2 CONTINUE 

Ktl8*NRR*VIN 
KicK/NPG 
KiwKl*NPC 
KrKwK2 
IF(K5'**FQ, 0)G0l() 3 
CALL FM0VE(SS(l)jD(K5+1), K4) 
KS0KS+i 
WRlTF(2t5l)KS, '(D(J)jJ=ljl! PG) 

3 IF(K. EO. O)GOTU 4 
IF(Kl@'-GT, NGS)(i0T0 4 
K5aK 
K4*NPGaK 
CALL FM0VE($S(KZ+l)tD(1), Kl) 
60TO 5 

4 K5190 
S IF(KS. 'F-Q, fqGS)RETl. JRN 

'GT, NGS)Kl=NGS IF(Kl'Q 
Klr-Kl-(18-1)*NRR/NPG 
Lai 
DO 6 fpl rKj 
KSOKS+i 
WRITE(2,51)KSI($S(J), J=L, L+NPGý1) 

6 L=J 
CALL RFCWT(NMS#MN#SStl) 
NMS,; NMS+M, N 
NNRaNNR+MN 
NGC*NGC+MN 

j NCMpNCM+2*MN 
RETURN 

51 FORMAT(15, (60517)) 
52 FORMAT(M) 

END 
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8.4.4. Routines particular to the solution by equilibrium elements. 

DUMP ON(FD, PRU(jR1, M Dlit-', P) 
LlBkAxY(ED#', UbbROUPBRAD) 
OVERLAY PRCýRAM(VWUj) 
OVERLAY(1,1)ROLLS 
OVERLAY(li2)PTELN 
OVERi. AY(1*3)PkUV#CHOLlWl 
OVERLAY(1,4)PRBKfSET 
OVFRtAY(lt5)SFSM 
OVERLAY(lt6)FORMZ 
OVERLAY(1,7)tlKCUNSTEONS, rLEIiAT 
OVERLAY(1,8)SETCONSTR 
OVERLAY(1#10)TRANS 
OVERLAY(1,9)SIRESSES 
OVERLAY(Ztl)REORG 
OVERLAY(2#2)PRODEL 
OVERLAY(1#3)PUS 
OVERLAY(2,4)FIND, UPDAT 
OVERLAY(Z, 5)GUEFF7jPlC, 61PjDC 
OVFRLAY(?, 6)F0RMRHSjtCHECK 
OVERLAY(?, 8)FURMRHS2 
OVERLAY(2,? )PL4STRESS 
OVFRLAY(Zjl? )bdSTRESS 
OVERLAY(Z#10)PRDOWN 
()VERLAY(2,9)SOLCONSTEQNS 
INPUT imCRO 
INPUT 21=MTO(STIF AND STR) 
OUTPUT 2=LPU 
USE 5p /ARRAY 
COMPRESS INTEGER AND LOGICAL 

END 

MASTER SOLVE 
L061CAL lCON, 13D, LD, L[jIFEN 
C0MM0N/C1/ICiIHINRRpN2RR, C(3 11 SPRiNRAiNRP81NP6 

INP2#'IP3#ITB, NLSM, NFND, t-'RQPJE(128), NOT 
2/CZ/ ICON# NNUD , NRECI NREC, ý, NPOS, lAr 1, ýES, NELS, NGSt 
3NRM, MSS, MSF, NRHSiLRHSoLDF. FiIFEN, 1-1 DK, L rl S 
4/C3/NFTiNLT, NFBpNLBFNkT, 11 RBINLSTNFSP, NISBp 
5NLSBjNqB, NFLToPLtlL 

COMMON/C9/NELjLD, LE/El/NfJ, LNll 
COMMON SS(3201) 
CALL EDFILE(3,12HHA14UATAFILE) 

2 FORMAT(410) 
51 FORMAT(31U) 

NR mg 1 
5 CALL ITIME(W) 

WRITE(2#44) 
44 FORMAT(lHl) 

READ(jp2)NPG, NUT, NTELjNSPR 
IH%(NTFL-l)/4+Z 
NRA 19 64 
N2RR28 
ICai 
NP2PNPG*NPG 
NP3*NP2*1 
NRAPNSPR/NRR 
NSPR=NRA*NRR 
NRPB=(NP3-2)/NRR+2 
CALL PRODEL(SS) 

15 READ(1051)NELSjNGLolRHS 
CALL RDELS(SS) 
CALL PTELN(SS) 
CALL RFORG(U, ()I$Sr()) 
NRMS=(NGS*NPG)/NRR+l 
LRNSxIH 
LDEF%LRHS*IRHS*NRHS 
lHPLPEF*NRW$ 
CALL FORMZ 
CALL SFTCONSTR(SS) 
CALL RFCRD(LmSpNRMSpSS#J) 
CALL RFCWT(LRHS, NRHS, SS, I) 
CALL MKCONSTEWNS(SS) 
lwNRAwNRPB 
CALL RrORG(I, MSS#SS, NRPB) 

3 ýRMaNGSoNGL 
CALL PPUPN(SS) 
CALL CONTRA(NRM41, JPOS) 
ln(JPOSol)/NRR 
jaI*NkR 
LEIICUNO, TRUE, 
NOTONUTO 
NELONOT 
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NNODcNf, L 
NkECvpiSs+l 
NRFCSFM$F+I"NKEC 
NPOScJPOS-J+l 
IAOJPOS 
CALL PROP 
CALL RFQRG(Qt0fSSjU) 
IF(NGL. NE. O)Gu TO 15 
CALL PRDOWN(SS) 
CALL PPDK(SS) 
CALL ITIME(ITZ) 
ITI, tlT?, wlTl 
WRITF(2j4U)ITJ 

40 FURMAT(//, Bli TIME 015) 
JF(j, Nk. 0)GU To 5 
STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE DC(AjDEFLN, DIjj, jPJ, E, I) 
DIMENSION A(7#7)tDlM(8) 
Jig( 1-1 ) *1 
XIRDIM(J+I) 
YIPDTM(J+2) 
VAL ;j0 "0 
IF(AA; (Xl), LT, jw0Ew6)C0To 4 
IF(ASS(Yl), LT, ls0E-6)GQT0 6 
12 1PI+I 
DO 2 Jxl Ip1 
12 12 vi 
Du 2 11 c01e 

2 VALNVAL+Xl**(Jlml)*A(J, Jl)*Yl**(Jý1) 
GOTO 3 

4 IF(ABS(Yl). LT'tl, OE-6)GQTO 3 
DO 5 jml ,I P1 

5 VALPVAL*yl**(J"1)*A(Jol) 
GOTO 3 

6 DO 7 J;; III Pi 
7 VALPVAL*Xl**(J-I)*A(IIJ) 
3 CONTINUE 

DEFLNOVALIE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE STRESSES 
LOGICAL LD#LEi1C0NjJDEF 
COMMON/ Cl /I CIIHI NRR I NeRR, CD (3) rNSpR, jjRA, tJPPB#NPGt NP? #NP3f 

1178, NLSMiNFND, NRQPJE(128)ff. 'L)T 
COMMON/C3/IZD(I)#NFSB/El/NN#LNM 
COMMON/ CZ/ ID (6) 1 NESt NELSt NGS rNR1,1rVSS, MSF NRHSj, LRHS# LDEF 

jjIFEN#MDKfLMSiKVL 
COMMON/C8/NMS#IPDIX(5,12,2) 
COMMON/C4/1D1(10)jAjPrPV, YFiT 

1//y( 5i 12 12) 1C( 7j 7) 1 D( 7,7) , E(7,7) )(1 (7) Yl (7) ,DI M(8) 
2Z(32) , U, V, Ll I MN, 19 1 K, NG, A1 , BI I 18j 11 jI Ci I Pi I P2, Xl Et 
3Y1 FI Xi I Yi II X# IYIN IAN ill 112 1 Jl I NP #NIJR# 101i NVL# I TYP, 
4LTYp#IDEF#VL(5r6)fSS(lU8,3)iSX(4)fSY(4) 

COMMON/C9/NELiLD, LE 
MNa 17 *NRR 
IF(LNM. LT, 10)GUTO 6 
WRITE(2,51) 
GUTO 7 

6 WRITE(2,52) 
7 IF(NRHS*NRR, GT, MN)STOP21 

CALL RECRD(LDEFFNRHSISSpl) 
3 READ(1,53)NFIRINLAST, IDEF 

ICONEITRUE, 
IF(NF; P, LT, U)RETURN 
utvno, *o 
ICON#ýDsLEvIFALSE, 
LTYPr-O 
NVLaKVLw9 
K21F6 
Ka 
JEi 
LINES 
DO 10 19altNELS 
IF(JF(K), GT, U)GUTU 2 
CALL RrCRD(tIiltJE#I) 
LI141 
Ka 

2 ITYP, NFLrJE(K) 
IF(NLAST, LT, JE(K+e))G(JTO 3 
NGNJE(V+I) 
DO 12 IEK*3#K+NG+2 
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IF( jE (I), G IV NFIRA ýýD E (0, LE 
, NL AST) COTO 13 

12 CONTINUE 
K 2: K 2+4 
GUTU 10 

13 IF(ITYP. FQ, LTYP)GUTo 14 
CALL PROP 
LTYPOITYP 

14 LI 
z1090 
CALL FVQVE(ZM#Z(2)fNG*NPG-l) 
DO J7 jr-1, NG 
NN(3DRJF(K+1+2) 
IF(NNOD. EQ, U)G0T0 18 
JuNPG*(NNUD01)+l 
CALL FM0VE(SS(, J)#Z(L)tNPG) 

18 Lwt4NPG 
17 CONTINUE 

IF(LNM. GT, 10)G0T0 23 
XlEiylF;: O. O 
IF(, NOT, IDEF)G0TC1 19 
DEFLN CALCN PT 1 
DO 20 1rI#6 
DO 20 JrI, 6 

20 C(f#J), D(IfJ)iF(1tJ)zO, O 
D0 22 1 w5o 7 

22 XI(I)#Yi(l);; u, o 
Al "A 
Bi 'ZB 
WJF(K+3), GT, JE(K+4))Bl=-B 
IF(JE(K+3), 6T, JE(K+5))Aj=, A 
READ(1p55)XlEiY1E 
IpDa4 
1 cl Ill 
IF(NPG. EQ, 4)GOTO 15 
1PD6 
1C13 

15 IPip2*IPD-2 
IP2FIPiwI 
CALL C0EFFT(XiX1EiAl) 
CALL C0EFFT(YfY11#Bl) 
END DEFLN CALCN PT 1 

19 CALL PL4STRESS 
Do 25 1=1 jNG 
NNOD"JF(K+I+Z) 
IF(NNUDILTgNFIRtUR, NNOD. GT, I'LAST)GOTO 25 
IF(. N0T. IDEF)G(. )T0 26 
CALL DC(C, UjDIMrIPljYEjI) 
CALL DC(D#V1DIMiIP1fYE#I) 

?6 WRITE(2#56)19#JE(K+e+l)iSX(I), SY(I)#Z(tlG*I)ltj, V 
25 CONTINUE 

GOTO 10 
Z3 CALL SPSTRESS(NFIRINLAST, NGIZ#tIVL, K, K2*1ý') 
10 K=K+NG+3 

GOTO 3 
51 FORMAT(//, 8HELT NDo7XiZýIIIX(15X, 2HrlY, 14X#3HIIXY, 

114X#2HOX; 15XIZHQY, 14X, ZH%'Xfl5Xf2HVY) 
52 FOkMAT(//#12H-ELT N0DEt6X, 9HSIG11A M#11X, 

19HSIGMA MOIXOMTHOR (XY), 10X, IHUfl2X, IliV) 
53 FORMAT(210#0) 
55 FORMAT(2FOQ) 
56 FORMAT(I3, I8,3E2O, lQs2El3,4) 

END 

SUBROUTINE PL4STRESS 
LOGICAL IDEF 
COMMnN/CI/IDZ(13)#NPG 
COMMON/C8/NMSiIPD#X(5ii2,2)/C4/IDI(10), A, BsPV, YErT 

I //Y(S '12,2) 1C (It? ), D(7 17) rE (7,7) #X1 (7) Yl (7) ,DI H(8) i 
2Z (32) t (It ViLII MN 119 1 Ke NG F All F31 r 181 It JI Cl I PI #I P2rXl El 
3YJ F #I Xi I Yl iIX #I YiNi AN i 11 #1 er Jl I hRr NUR# NUo, NVLo I TYP, 
4LTYP, IbEF, VL(5/6)jSS(l088)j 
5SX(4), SY(4)jWl#W? #W3#W4 

DIMENSION NFR(ejl2)fNODE(2f4) 
DATA NFR/5*0,1,1, VlloO, 0,5*1,2,0#2po, Og?, 0,2/p 

1NUDE/3*li2,2, l#2p1/ 
IF(. NUT. IDFF)boT0 6 
Do iIc10NG 
NONPG*(I-I) 
IXxNODF(l 1)*0-6 
IYmNODF(2#I)*b-6 
DO I Jul i NPG 
IXlmKFR(l#2*J)+ICl 
IyjxkFp(1j2*J)+1cl 
NPN#i 
AN01(N) 
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IF(ASS(AN), LT, ltQE-06)GoT0 1 
DO 16 11=1#IPD 
XI (li)xtx(l, '. l I X4- 11 1 )*A llý 

16 Y1 11 )uy(IyItIy4.11 1 
IIIpI 

DO 2 12r-lilPe 
IIII. I 
ANr-Vl(12+2)*I2*(I2+1) 
DO 2 ilwl 011 
AMPXi(jl)*AN 
C(12jjj)=C(ldpJl)+AM 

? 1)(12111 2DI ? fJl)+AM*PV 
IIIp1 
DO 31 ? =1 1 pe 
IIII-I 
AN6Xi(I242)*I2*(I2+1) 
DO 3 i1cl III 
Amocyl 01 )*AN 
C(Jitl2)=C(JltlZ)+AM*PV 

3 D(Jl, 12)=D(Jl, Ie)+AM 
IIaIp 14 1 
DO 21 12r. ItIP1 
ANPYI(12+1)*12 
liall -1 
00 21 jIxiI11 

?i E(12, ji)=E(le, Jl)wAN*Xl(jl+l)*JI 
I CONTINUE 

DO 11 12r. 1flpl 
lir-IPI"12+1 
DO IIjIm11 

I, E(f2, Jl)ME(l? #Jl)*Al 
11 al Pi 
DO 4 110 1 Pi 
12 
11 
DO 5 jc; l 11 

C0I, 2+1)wC(I#, 4)1I2 

C1 11 )60 0 
4DIsI or 0: 0 

DO 8 lql IIp2 
IIxIP2-141 
DO 8 J=l 1 11 

8 E(IIJ)r-E(IFJ)"C(1+1#J)*I-D(I, J*1)*J 
D091 el 01p1 

9 
DIM(I)tDIM(Pý-X1 E 
DIM(2)#DIM(6)=YIE 
DIM(4)#DIM(b)=YIE+Bl 
DIM(5)rDIMMPXlE+Aj 

6 W146.0/8/B 
W2F4/8 
W 3., v 6/AA 
W4P4/A 
SX(I)mZ(1WI-Z(3W2+Z51Z7 112 20 
Sy(i)=. Z(J)*W3-Z(2)*W4*Z(9)*Iý3-Z(10)*W4/2.0 
SX(2)ml(l)*WI+Z(3)*W2/2,0-Z(5)*Wl+Z(7)*W2 
SY(Z)=mZ(5)*W3-Z(6)*W4*Z(13)*W3-Z(14); ý1: 4/2.0 
SX(3)=. Z(9)*Wl-Z(11)*W2+7(13)*Wl-Z(15)*W2/2,0 
SY371W3+Z2)*W4/2,0-Z ('ý )*W3+Z( 10 )*1! 4 
SX479WI+7 11 )* 14 2/2.0-Z( 13 )*61+Z( 15 )*W2 
SY(4)=7(5)*W3+Z(6)tW4/2,0-Z(13)*W3+Z(14)*W4 
DO 7 YXI ING 

7 Z(NG*I)g-Z(N(i*l) 
RETURN 
EN9 

SUBROUTINE 88STRESS(NFIR, NLASTiNG, Z, tIVL#KiK2,19) 
CUMMON/Cl/ND(13), NPGIN[)1(6)FJE(128) 
ComMoN/C4/IDI(10), A#P, V, FtT 
CUMMON/C8/10(6)tKIoXM, YflpXYIIIQX, QYIVX, Vy, 

IWIFW2, Jlillfl, le, JZIJ, J3, j4,14, tl#ý1(4) 
COMMON KDj(682)oVL(576) 
DIMENSION NC(6)sMC(8), Z(32) 
DATA NC/l 913,11 ,1(, 25,11,271,?, IC12,18,4#20#10,26,12,28/ 
IF(K2; LT, 19Z)GOTO Z 

NVLoNVL+9 
CALL RFCR0(NVLo9, VL, l) 
K21 
W16.0/S/8 
W2v6 , 

0/ A/ A 
W(I)v40B 
W(2)a208 
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w(3)r. 4,0/A 
W(4) w2,0/ A 
floo 
jII 
DO 1 
f2m3 
12 m0 
DU 5 icl #2 
J3a1 
l4vO 
IF(I+J, NE, 3)bUTU 4 
J3w-l 
14 ai 

4 J2tJ2+i 
12 m 12 -i 
111; 11+1 
IF(jl. 'EQ, 3)j4=-l 
jIPaiI 
NNODXJF(l, '+114? ) 
IF(NNUD. LT, NFJR, OR, NNOD, GT, NLAST)GOTO 5 
K3%(K2w1)*3 
M0 11 *NPG 
XM-Z(m 2)-VL(K3+1) 
YMcZ(M: 3)-VL(K3+1) 
XYMPQ(M-5)*Z(mv4))/2,0 
13x(l-i)*NG 
Ogm(Jl*(Wl*(Z(NC(13+1))-Z(tjC(13+2)))+Z(NC(13*3))*W(J2) 

I+Z(NC(13+4))*W(12))+Z(11*NPG))/2,0-VL(r3+2) 
VXOQX+(Jl*(Wl*(Z(NC(13+1))-Z(NC(l3+2))) 

I+Z(NC(13+3)), W(JZ)+Z(NC(13+4))*t, 1(12))-7(11*NPG))/2.0 
13"(J-i)*NG 
OYP(7(11*NPG-I)+Jl*J3*(Wt'*(Z(IIC(13+1))-Z(IiC(13+2))) 

I+Z(MC( 13+3))*w(J2+2.14)+Z(IIC(13+4))*II(I2+2+14)))/2. 
2, VL(K3*3 

VYPQY+(wZ(11*NPG-l)+jl*j3*(112*(Z(I,, c(13+1))-Z(MC( 
113+2)))+Z(MC(13+3))*W(Jý+2-14)+Z(fý, C(13+4)) 
2*W(12+2*14)))1Z, 

WRITF(2,52)19iNNODlXMFYMFXYfilqXlqy, VX, Vy 
5 K26K2+i 

RETURN 
51 FORMATM) 
52 F0RMAT(Zl4#7EI6l6) 

END 

SUB ROUT IN E FORMZ 
LOGICAL ICONlLDILE 
C014MON SS(2UUV)/El/NGrLNjl 
COMMON/ C I/ IC IH t NRR p N2RR, C(3) NSPRj NR A, NIRPB, ljPG, 

INPZONP3, ITBtNLSM, NFND, NRQ, JE(128)otýOT 
? /C2/ICONP'NNOD(NRECINRECS, NPOSolAINES, NELS, 14GSP 
3NRMpMSI,, M$FrKZ(5), LMStKVL 

COMMON /C4/ I 3D iI Do IEr IF PI TYPJ rI TYP2 f NSTJ tjjSTRJ #14STR2 iI Go 
lAsB#V#EfT 

COMMON/C8/N#IPDpXLolc2f lClrlX, IY, IXI, IYI, J, I, D#K, Kl#tlýiS, 
IMNeLlilTYP, XlixerYI#YetLil6il7,19#18, 
? 12jI3oL2#jllfNejNVLrNl 

COMMON/C9/NEL LD, LF" 
DIMENSION X(5, le, 2)fy(srl2te), KA(48), NODE(2,4), NFR(2,12) 

i'#Vt(576)#XC(e)fYC(2) 
EQUIVALENCE (SS (1)#X(l))P(SS(121), Y(I))P(SS(241)tKA(l)) 

l'i(SS(265)#VL(l))t(XC(l)tivll)F(YC(l)rYl) 
DATA NFR/5*Vtlfl, otl, O#0,5*lr2,0,2#0,0,2,0,2/1 

lNUDE/3*lj2p2, lfe, 2/ 
KVL*IH 
NVLPKVL 
KmNELS*i2 
LMSMKVL*(K-I)/NRR+l 
NIa0 
NMSPLMS 
MNRNSPRw896 
NRS*NRAnl4 
SS(89? )ZO. O 
CALL FMOVE(SS(897)tSS(e9? 1)i[-lfl-l) 

Ki8(NGS*NPG"1)/NRR*l 
K2m(Klwi)/NRS+l 
DO 71 ml o K2 
CALL RFCWT(NMSoNRS, SSj8(17) 

7 NMSNNMSONNS 
NMSatMS 
IF(LNM. LT. jO)kETURN 
NELPNOT#l 
ICONFLFN, TRUE, 
CALL PROP 
IC0NjL r) ,LEFALSE. 
READ( i. 51 )XL 
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L 10 NE5 
Kul 
iE(i )all 
DO 10 18=1#NLLS 
READ(1#51)X1iXL, 'rY1oY2 
IF(JF(K), G', lU)GUTO 

I 
CALL RECRD(Ll#IIJEol) 
L1LI+I 
Kc 
NELIIJE (K) 
CALL P90P 
NGMJE ( K+1 
I c2rl 
IF(NPG, 8)0#0#R 
ICI IR I 
I PDv4 
GOTO 3 
1C143 
IPDv6 

3 CALL COEFFT(XtXl, A) 
CALL COEFFT(YtYltB) 
r)9; 12,0*(1.0+V)/E/T/T/I 
Do 4 Jr. 1, N6 
NxNPG*(1-1) 
IXwN0DF(Ity)*6"6 
IYXNODF(2tl)*6-6 
DO 4 Jpl, NPG 
IXI*N. FR(1#J)+Icl 
IYIItNFR(2, J)+ICI 
Na 14 *I 
GOT0(0j5)rlU 
SS(840+N)O(PIG(X#2iXl, X2, IXIIXI)*GIP(Y, I, yl, y2ilY, IYI) 

I+Glp(X#2oXl#X2flX*lXl)*PIG(YrIpYl, Y2, IY, IYI))*D 
IC2aIC2+I 
GOTO 4 

5 SS(8404N)=(PIG(Xtl#Xl*XRPIXIIXI)*GIP(yr? lylfy2flytlyl) 
1+61p(Xplixl#X2, IX#IXI)*PIG(Y, 2, Yl, Y2, lYflYl))*D 

IC2ai 
CONTINUE 
DO II 17=1 I" Dlpxc(17)*Xc(l() 
Do III 6=1 1e 
WNIýLT, 192)(jOTO 12 
CALL RECWT(NVL#9rVLtl) 
NIx0 
NVLW; NVL+9 

12 NJ I; NI +I 
N2P(Nlfti)*3 
VL(N2+i), XL*(Dl+yC(16)*YC(16))/4ý,, O 
VL(N2+2)=XL*XC(17)/2,0 
VL(N2+3)=XL*YC(16)/Z, U 

li CONTINUE 
l2w840 
'Igo 
DO 6 10 , NG 
131v(JE(K+I+1)"l)*NPG 
IF(13'GT, (NMS-LMS)*NRR-ml AM, (Nj. lS-LjlS)*NRR+M1J. GT, 13+14PG) 

iGOTO ; 

CALL RfCWT(NMSiNRSjSS#897) 
NMSoLMS+13/NRR 
CALL RFCRD(NMSFNR5FSSi897) 

8 DO 6 JPlvNPG 
I? a 12 +i 
13 a 13 +i 
L2"896+13-(NMS-LMS)*NRR 

6 SS(L2)OSS(L? )+SS(12) 
10 KmK+N6+3 

CALL RFCWT(NMS, NRS, SS, 897) 
KOLMS-NVL 
CALL RFCWT(NVLtKPVLtl) 
ICONc'ýTRUE, 
NELaN0T#1 
CALL PROP 
RETURN 

51 FORMAT(4FOO) 
END 
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REAL FONCIJON GIP(AtIAP01,02, IX, IXl) 
CUMMON/Ce/Ný, eIPDjAt. 
DIMENSION A(5tlirý) 
VAt I r-0 .0 VAL2wO, 0 
IAIaIPD 
IF(IA; FQ, 2)IA11ýIA1-1 
Du i Mal ,I Al 
I F(01 'IT, 1 Of: -L)6)GOTO 
VALiOýAL1+01**M*A(IX1, IX+IitlA)/tI 
VAL20VAL2402**M*A(lXltlX+IltlA)/M 
61P9VAL2-VALI 
RETURN 
END 

REAL FUNCTION PlG(AjIAjQj, 0Z, IX, JXj) 
CQMMON/C8/W8jlPD, AL 
DIMENSION A(5,12,2), C(10) 
DO 4 MRI, 2*IPD 

4 C(m)uo, o 
IA 14 1PD 
lF(IAýF. Q, 2)IAJ,, IA1-1 
Du I M0 #I Al 

I C(? 4*2)MC(M+? )+A(lXlf I)(+rl, IA)*XL/4 
VALia0,0 
VAL2=0.0 
DO 2 M43, IA1+2 
IF(Ol't-TvlwQE'06)G0T0 2 
VALju; ALl+O1**m*C(m)/M 

2 VAL29VAL? +Oe**M*C(M)/m 
PIGRVAI. 2wVALl 
RETURN 
FND 

SUBROUTINE COEFFT(XfU, S) 
COMMON/C8/NbrIPDrXL 
DIMENSION X(5062) 
DO 2 1141 ,5 
Do 21cIIII 
DO 2 Kzl j, 2 

2 x(Ifi, K)nuou 
W193*U*U/S/S 
W2n2*U*U*U/S/5/S 
w3m6*U/S/S 
W44W3*t)/S 
w5rs*s 
W6pW3/S 
w7=2/s/s/s 
WIUP2*U*L)/S 
Wl I mU*L)*U/ S/ S 
w 12 p2/S 
W13=3*U/S/S 
W 14 3/S/S 
W 15 w 12 U 
W 16 W 12 2 
wl Tal ;o 
X(lgl, i)=wl7-wlwW2 
X(1#2, i)cW3#W4 
X(lf3jl)w-(Wl4+W6) 
X(i#4, i)ZW7 
X(I, 71) =wl +W2 
X(ls8, i)--(W5+w4) 
X(if9rI) =Wi 4+W6 
X0 io i)=ýWf 
X(Zoi, i)n. (U+Wlo+Wll) 
X(2f2, i)xWi7+e*Wl5+Wl 
X(?, 3#1)m-(Wl2+Wl3) 
X(214#i)oWI7/W5 
X(2,7,1)=-(WlUle+Wll) 
X(2,8, i)xWi5+wl 
X(Zf9oi)a-(WI7/$+WI3) 
X(? flo, l)vwl(/0 
Du ii at If2 
DO 
X(Jolf2)2)((Jtl*lfl)*l 
X(J, 6+lfz)rX(Jfl+tfl)*l 
RETURN 
END 
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S 1) BR WIT INEPTE LIJ (SS) 
L0G I CAL L, ) iIC I) At I 3D ,LD, LE : IF F 11 
C ')I I* I0 WC 1 /1 CpI 'It 'M t N2 It k, C NSPR , J NRAj HRPD, NM NP2, NP3, I TFI, 

i NLS'1, AF 111) 0 R0, JF( 12-3) HO T 
C1)'1f1o'4/C2/ I Cull, 10101), NPEC # rJ[%'LCS , tIP0S, I A, NES , IIELS , IIGS, IIRI`I, I1SS, IISF, 

i IN if Sl , LRIIS pLPEFs IF Ell, 110K 
COI V 10-'4/C3/11 FT t NLT s NFB NL R# NRT NRB III-ST 111"311, N IS51, ? JLSBf NS BI I'll' LT , PL 
IL 
CM Vlo'J/ CQ / NE L, LI)f LE 
01AE, 'JSI0IJ SS(, -ISPR) 
CALL ITII*iE(IT1) 
116 117 =0 
NOTC=0 
1ILSS=: 4LSB+'ILSII*1IRR 
PL=O. 0 
Li ýNES 
KFI 
jE(I) =- 1 
DU5 11zlefIELS 
IF(JE(K). GT. 0) Go To 4 
CALL RECRD(L1o1rJEt1) 
L1=L1+1 
K=1 

4 14EL=JE(K) 
CALL PROP 
If;: a) LS0+ 11 PUS -1 
r4 3 =; I P2 
IF(ICO: I)N3=IIP3 
11 X ='I LSH 
If F: J n=JE(K+2 
IF( 14 EL. F 11 .NTC60T6 L02 . TRUE . 14 9 ̀ 5 14 REC 
IjLR=NREC+NRECS-q1 
NOTC=NE L 

6 D03 WrNNOD 
tlN. '=J E K+ I+2) 
DU3 t4 I, NNOD 
IF(LO)GO, TO 11 
1F('I+NP2. LE. NLSS)G0 TO 
J=(II-j4LSI3-1)/NRR 

I1:; H-J*? JRR 
11 IF(tJR+, 'ILS; I. CiT, IlLk)tlX=f4LIt-tiR+i 

CALL RECRD(NRjfIX, SSrNLSI)+1) 
1F(L0)NRIiT=SS(Ii)-1 
LO=. FALSE, 
J;; II 
1F(. iIoT. 1C')I0 60TO 20 
i17=sS(I9 
1F(117. 'IE. WRIiT+I) GOTO 3 
lIo=(SS(I1)-! I7)*10000 
jF(H6,! JE., 17+tj-I) GOTO 3 

20 IF(1JN. EQ. 0)GU T(I 13 
IICII=JE(K+,, 4+2) 
1F(tICrJ. EQ, 1))GU TO 13 
1F(IICrJ. LT, NI4)G() TO 10 
CALL P11S("l1J, NCN, 1PoS, SSotI1#1) 
oU7 10=1 o 102 
141 =14i +1 
jxj+l 

7 SS("I1)! -sS(1l1)+Ss(J) 
GO TO 13 

10 CALL P(IS (: ICN r NII oI POS SS Ill I 
j =j +tip? -tiPG 
D09 I! Iml 14PG 
J=J-NP2+1 
D09 IK=I, NPG 
141 =ill +1 
j zj +fjpG 

9 SSCj1)=SS(141)+sS(J) 

3 CONT I WIE 
IF(; 'IkECS. GT. NLSIMI0TCz0 
K:; K+NN0 D+ 3 
CALL ITIIIE(ITZ) 
IT1=IT4'-IT1 
WR ITF( -1 , 8) NE LS ,I T1 

.3 FORtIAT ( 16 , 32H E LEIIEIJT S ADDE PINTI HE TAKEN 
WIRT= fJRA-'JRIIB 
CALL RE()RG(r4i, 1KT, I`ISS#SS, IIRPB) 
KETORN 
END 
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8.4.5. Routines particular to the solution by hybrid elements. 

DUMP ON(FDOPRUbRAM DUMP) 
LIBRARY(FD#SUEGROUPBRAD) 
OVERIAY PROC-PAM(HAUS) 
OVFRtAY(l#l)RDELS 
OVFRLAY0*2)PIFLN 
OVFRl. AY(1#3)PRUVNtCHoLTNV 
OVERLAY(lt4)PRBK#SET 
OVERLAY(lt5)f, RHS 
OVERlAY(1,6)hýBDSTR 
OVERLAY(1,7)F(jl? 15 
QVERLAY(1#8)FHlel5 
OVFRLAY(lt9)P51215UDL 
OVERLAY(1,10)MATINV 
OVFRLAY(2#1)REOkG 
OVERLAY(2,3)PUS 
OVERLAY(2,4)FIND, UPDAT 
OVERLAY(2s6)PkDQWN 
OVERLAY(e, 2)HYRDEL 
OVERLAY(2f5)ST1415 
INPUT i9CRO 
OU7PUT 2000 
USE 5c /ARRAY 
COMPRESS INTE(iER AND LOGICAL 
END 

SUBROUTINE HYBDEL 
LOGICAL LD, LE#ICON#13D 
COMMON/ CI /I CiIHi NRR i N2PR, C (3) , IýSPR i f4rA, J4RPB, fjPG 
NP2 # NP3, I TR j NLSM, NFNDr NRQ, jE ( 128) r NOT, Ll RF-C , LRECSo 
3D( 12 85 

3/C2/ ICON iN NOD, NRECj NRECS , NPOS I At NES, NF LSr NGS, 
4NRMIMSSIMSFiNRHS, LRHS, ýDFF, Kci, irKLCtKtýIC 
4/C4/13DilDrIElIF, ITYPleITYýle, KH, KG, EtAiBiViT 
5/C9/NEL, LD#LEiKZNEL 
6fC8/X(? U0)FND(eQ) 
? IISS(2000) 

DIMENSION H(Z25) t HI (22S) jG(lf')o) Gl (180) , DP(V, ý2) 
EQUIVALENCE (SS(l)rDP(l)), (5S(1(-ý3)pG(l)), 

l(SS(373)fHl(l))t(SS(598), Gl(l)), (SS(778), H(l)) 
CALL ITIME(ITI) 
K2NEL=YH 
LE8, TRUE 
NPOS=l 
ICoNr', 'FALSE, 
N NO Do 4 
DO 2 NEL*1#NQT 
READ(1(51)ITYPIrAvBsVlEtT 
KGuITYPJ/100 
KH*ITYPI-KG*IUO 
NDCF=KG/NNOD 
NRECSz; (N DO F*NDOF*N NOD* (NtIOD+1 ) 12-"l /14RR+1 
CALL FH1Z15(H(KW*KH#Af8rVtErT) 
CALL FG1215(GIKG*KHfA#B ) 
READ0j5Z)jCSj(MD(j), j=iT, jUS) 
IF(ICS. EQ. O)GOTO I 
CALL CP(HtKH*KH#KHtKM, ICS, ND) 
CALL CP(G#KG*KHrKHrKGtICStND) 
CALL MATINV(HiKH#KH) 
CALL FMOVE(H(l)fHl(l)iKH*K40 
CALL FMOVE(G(i)#Gl(l)pKG*KH) 
CALL ATB(H, G, KH*KH#KHIKH, Kb) 
CALL FMOVE(Gl(l)#H(I)#KG*Kli) 
CALL ATB(6oHjKH*KGgKG, KH, K6) 
CALL FMOVE(H(I)IDP(l), KG*KG) 
1200 
LwND0F*(NNODmj) 
DO 6 1;; I#NNOD 
McNDOF*(NDOF*NNUD+I)*(I-I)-L 
DO 6 jmloND0F*(NNOD-1+1) 
MOM*L 
DO 6 13sliNDUF 
mwm+l 
12 a 12 +i 

6 Dp( 12)uDP(M) 
CALL RFCWT(IS#l3FSSjl) 
NRECmIH 
IHmIH+ 13 

2 CALL PROP 
CALL ITI"E(IT-2) 
]TlxIT2wlTl 
WRITF(2,54)NOTtIT1 
READ(IvSZ)LTYPS 
IF(LTYPS, EQ, U)RETURN 
IF(LTYPS*55lGT, NSPR)STOP 01 
Du 7 folotlyps 
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x(I)a0.0 
CALL PIOVEOM ) IYM 1 19( 
READ(lo5i)JtArBtVfE#TrQ 
CALL P%1215UDL(Q) 
Ko(1-1)*55+1 

7 CALL FMoVE(X(l)pSS(K)#55) 
1, RECSx(LTYPS*55wl)/NRR*l 
CALL RFCWT(IHiLRECSrSSol) 
LIRECmIH 
IHI; IH+t-RECS 

9 RETURN 
51 FQRMAT(10#5FU, 0) 
52 FORMAT(2110) 
53 FORMAT(10,6F0, U) 
54 FORMAT( 13,26H ELEMENTS FORMEDITIME TAKEN=# 13) 

END 

SUBROUTINE HYBDSTR(NDEF) 
LOGICAL LD#Lf--'#ICON#13D 
COMMON SS(2UUU) 
COMMON IC I/ ICIHf NRR I N2kR ,C (3) 1 NSPR I NRA I t, 'RPB, tIPGp 
NP2 # NP3 I T8 IN LSM INF NDp NRQ, JF (128) 1 NOT, LIRE Ci LRECS I 

2JD( 12 8) 
3/CZ/ ICON j NNODJNREC I NPECS , NPOS I A, NES NELS I NGS , 
4NRM#MSS, M$FgNRHStLRHS#LDEF, KCM, KLCtKtIC 
5/C3/KD(6)#NLSTrNFSB 
6/ C4/ 13 r) IDIIEr IF #I TYPI II TYPý' I KH I KG rEA, B, VIT 
7/C8/DDW(20), DH(18), DJH(j, ')IDQ(16) 
8/C9/NEL, LDfLE 

DIMENSION H(ZZ5)#G(180) 
EQUIVALENCE (SS(53)jH(I)), (SS(2? 8)fG(j)) 
ITT 1; 0 
LE#ICUNm, FALSE, 
K ll I 
L 19 NES 
KImIE6 
KSwj 
L2PKLC+(NDEF-1)*KNCwl 
JDMiJEMý-l 
CALL RFCRD(LDEr-#NRHSrSS(flFSB) 

I READ(1,51)NFIRoNLAST 
IF(NFIR. LT, O)RETURN 
NLNPNLST-704 
NLRvNLN/NRR 
DO 2 19zliNELS 
IF(JE. (K), GT, o)G0To 3 
CALL RFCRD(LliltJEjl) 
LIL1+i 
K r. 

3 IF(JD(KS), GE, Q)GOTO 16 
L2" L2 +i 
KS01 
CALL RFCRD(Ldil#JD#l) 

16 NELPJE(K) 
MNLAST, LTOE(K+ý))GOTO I 
DO 4 IgK+3#K+NG+? 
IF(JE(I)IGE, NFIR, AND. Jt(l), LF. NLAST)GOTO 

4 CONTINUE 
GOTO 2 

5 IF(NEL. EQ. ITT)GOTU 15 
ITTRNEL 
CALL PROP 
CALL RFCRD(NREC+5t8fSSpl) 

15 DQ(I)Ito, o 
CALL FMOVE(DQ(I)tDQ(2)oKG-1) 
DO 6 IwljNNUD 
JgJE(K+1+2) 
IF(J. EQ, O)GOTO 6 
Jn(jwl)*NPG+NFSO 
Jlv(l-i)*NPG+l 
CALL FMOVE(SS(J)rDQ(Jl)ftlPG) 

6 CONTINUE 
JXP(JD(KS)wl)*55+1 
IF(JX'LE O)GOTO 7 
IF (JX: GT: KI AND, JX*53. LT. K10100GOTO 
120JX/NRR 
NLRCwLiREC+l? 
CALL RFCRD(NLKUjNLR#SSj705) 
KjQ(NLRC-LlREL)*NkR 

8 JXPJX . KI*704 
CALL FMOVE(SS(J)()rDH(1)#KH) 
CALL Fý'OVE(SS(JX+34)rDDli(l)v20) 
GUTO 9 

7 DDM(l), DH(I)=Qgu 
CALL FMOVE(DDH(l)#DDHM, l'l) 
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CALL FMOVF (DHO VH KH"l) 
9 DO 10 lzlfKm 

willo. 0 
DO Iij1 KG 

1WIcWI+G(jI) *KH+I)*[)Q(J) 
10 DH(I)=WI-DH(l) 

D () 12 1 =1 KH 
wi wo Iu 
DO 13 j ýýl KH 

13 W1 r-WI +li (( jel ) *KM+ I) *[)H (j 
I? DIN(I)%: 1.4 1 

CALL ST1215(NFIRjNLASTpDlHjDDHjj9#K) 
17 KS0KS+l 

2 K=K*NNOD+3 
GUTO 1 

51 FORMAT(ZIU) 
END 

SUBROUTINE FRHS(SSIL3sJR) 
LOGICAL LDsLEjIC0NeI30 
COMMON/CI/ICIIH#NRRIK, '2RR, C(3), t,, SPR i NR Af NRPR i NPG 

iNPZ, NP3, ITRINLSM#NFND#NRq, JE(128)#NOT, LIREC#LRECSo 
2JD(1 28) 
3/cz/ IC0 14 #NýýUDeNRECeNrECSINPOSsfAiNES, NELS, fýIGS, 
4NRM MSS , fAS F, Nk HS i LRHS I LDEF f KC11, KLC i KNIC 
4/C4 13 b, TD#IE; IF#ITYPlrlTYP2, Kti, KG, E, A, B, VPT 
5/ C9/ RE Ls LDP LE 
6/C8/DD(16)#DH(lb), DDH(18), Dlli(18) 
7/C3/KD(6)rNLST#NFSB 

DIMENSION SS(NSPR) 
ICaIH 
EZO! 0,0 
ICON# Lb$ LEr, FALSF 
I TT! cO 
Ll PNE 
Kai 
KIF6 
KS 
L214 L 3- 1 
JD(I)#JE(1)2'-l 
NLNuNLST-640 
NLRENLN/NRR 
SS(NFSR)=U, O 
CALL FMOVE (SS (NFSB ) ISS (14rSB+l jqpzHS*IIRR-1 
DO I 19=11NELS 
IF(JE(I(), GT, U)(jOTU 2 
CALL RFCPD(LliltJEtl) 
Ll IrLl *i 
Kai 
IF(jr)(KS). GE. U)GOTO 8 
L? 0L2+i 
CALL RrCRD(LZf'ltJDvl) 
KS cc I 
JXO(JD(KS)el)*55+1 
IF(JX. 'LE, O)GOTO I 
NEL*JEK) 
IF(NEL NE I ITT)GOTU 11 
IF(JX-JX1)7#IUI? 

11 ITTwlNEL 
CALL PROP 
CALL RFCRD(NREC#3#7#SStl) 

7 lf(JX"GT, K1, AND, JX+53, LT, K14fiLN)GCTO 4 
12 aiX; NRR 
LNRCv0REC-'IZ 
CALL RFCAD(LNRCjNLRrSSt641) 
Kl*(LNRC-LJREC)*NRR 

4 JXPJX-KI+640 
ixIaix 
NSajX+ 17 
CALL FMOVE(SS(JX)#DH(l)rKl0 
CALL ATB(SS, DH#KH*KHtKGtKHil) 
CALL FMOVE($S(JX)rDDH(I)IKH) 
DO 12 1 al i KH 
E 10 0.0 
Ils(Tai)*KH+180 
DO 13 jzIj KH 

13 EI$EI+SS(11+J)*DDH(J) 
12'DIM(I)uEl 

EI*SS(JX*54) 
DO 14 1aI, KH 

14 El8EI. PDH(l)*DIN(l) 
DO 5 jzil , KG 

5 DH(J)cýS(NS+J)+PH(J) 
jo Do 9 fol, NNOD 

J29JE(K+1+2) 
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lf(J? 
BFQ, 

O)G(ITO 9 
? -PI 1ý Pi.; +NFS 8- 

DO 6 11 : 21 1NPG 
6 SS(J4,11)=SS(J+11)+DH(Jl+ll) 
9 10 NTINUE 

E2'FE2+Ei 
K Slý KS +i 

I KCK*NNOD+3 
SS(NLST+NRHS*f, RP)'rE2 
CALL RFCWT(JRFNRHS#SSINFSB) 
RETURN 
END 

MASTER SOLVE 
LOGICAL ICON, 13D#OrLý 
COMMON/ Cl /I C #I Hf NRR j N2RR ,C( 3) , IýSPR f N'I'A t NRPn, VPG t 
NP2 i NP3 #I TB fNL GMf NF ND r NRQ iJE( 128) f NOT# Ll PEC r LRECS 

2JD( 12 85 
31C2/ICON'iNNODtNRECiNRECS, NPoS, IA#NES, NELS, NGS, 
4NRM I MSS , MS F# NRHS i LR HS , LDE F, KCfl F KLC , KflC 
5/ C3/ NFT ,N LT t NFS I NLB I NRT r IIRR, tl LST iN FSB, NI SB, 
6NLS Be NS Bi NF LT iP Le IL 

COMMON/C9/NEl. #LDfLE 
COMMON SS(30Uo) 
CALL EDFILE(3112HHA14DATAFILE) 

2 FORMAT(410) 
5 CALL ITIME(ITJ) 

WRITE(2,44) 
44 FORMAT(iMl) 

READ(liVNPýtNUT, NTELINSPR 
IMP(NTFLvl)/5+Z 
NR Rc 64 
N2RRwl28 
NP2*NPG*NPG 
NP3WNP2+1 
NRAmNSPR/NRR 
NSPR=NRA*NRR 
NRPBc(NP3-2)/NRR+2 
CALL HYBDEL 

15 READ(1#2)NELSrNGLtIkHS 
CALL RDELS(SS) 
CALL PTELN($S) 
CALL REORG(UjUrSSi0) 
NRMFNGSoNGL 
CALL CONTRA(NRM+I#JPOS) 
lx(JPUS"I)/NRR 
JaI*NRR 
LL#ICONV, TRUE, 
NUTPNOT+l 
NELxNOT 
NNOD=NGL 
NRFCmMSS+I 
NRECS=MSF+I*NREC 
NPOS=JPOS-J+l 
NRMSC(NGS*NPG)/NRR+i 
LRHS=IH 
NRTONRAwNRHS 
NLSTONRT*NRR 
NFSBONtST*l 
LDEF=LPHS+IRHSANRMS 
KLCPLDFF+NRHS 
KaI 
KNC*(NELS*Kol)/NZRR*l 
IMOKLC+IRHS*KNC 
CALL PROP 
DO 3 ls; l, IRMS 
JlxLRHS*NRHS*(Iel) 
L3rL2=KLC+KNC*(I-I) 
NSON2RR 
DO 6 jql#KNC 
IF(J, EO. KNC)NS--NELS*K (KIIC-1)*N2RR 
READ(l ' 5j)(JD(11)#Ilu;, NS) 
CALL RFCWT(Ll, lfJ0#i) 

6 L2gL2+i 
CALL FRHS(SS, L3tJl) 

3C0NTIN 1) F 
jCoNv. TRUE, 
NELoNOT 
CALL PROP 
JENRAwNRPU 
CALL RFORG(I, NSSo5SpNRPB) 
CALL PRUPN(SS) 
CALL RFORG(OrUeSSIO) 
IF(NGL. NE, O)(, U TO 15 
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CALL PRDOWN(SS) 
CALL ppSK(SS) 
READ( 1,2) 1 
IF(I. NF, O)GO TO 4 
CALL ITIME(170 
lll:; Ti2wlTl 
WRITE(2#40)171 

40 FORMAT(//#8H TIMF f15) 
READO 2) 1 
IF(I. NF. O)GO TU 5 
STOP 

51 FORMAT(3212) 
END 

SUBROUTINE 5Tldl5(NFJRjNLAST#DH, DDH, Iq, K) 
COMMON/C4/ID(10)tAtB 

I/C8/Dl(212)#XM(4)pYM(4), XY(i(4), VX(4)tVY(4) 
Z/Cl/, J0(20)jJE(je8) 
3/C2/ICONiNNOD 

DIMENSION DH(16), DDH(ýO). 
Wl 90 A 
w2m B*B 
XM(i)gDH(I)+DDVI(l) 
XM(2) =DH (I) +B*DH ( 3) *W2*Dll (6)l-DDH (2) 
XM(3) xnH( I) +A* Dd (2 ) +Wl *Dll(4)+DWl (3) 
XMW =xM(3) +B*DH (3) +A* 8*DH (5) +142 *PH (6) -DDH (3) +DDH(4) 
YM(I)=DH(7)+DDH(5) 
YM( 2) a DH ( 7) +B*DH ( ý) *W2*DII (1 Z) +DDH(6) 
YM(3) =DH ( 7) *A*DH (6) +Wl *Dli (1 U) +DDH (7) 
YM(4) a YM(3)+B*DH (9 )+A *B*DH (11 ) +14? *Dli (12)o-DDH (7)+DDH (8) 
XYM 0 )=DH (13 ) +DDH (9 ) 
XYm(? )uDH(i3)+B*DH(15)+Df)H(10) 
XYM(3)=DH(13)4A*Dh(14)+Dt)H(ll) 
XyM(4) ;,: DH (13 )+A* DH (14) *A* B* (DH (4) +DH (12) ) +B*DII(l 5)+ 
DDH( 12 
VX(l)ýDH(2)-Z, U*DH(15)+DPH(13) 
VX(Z)zDH(2)+B*DH(5)rZ, O*DH(15)+DDH(14) 
VX( 3) rr)H ( 2) mZ 0* A* DM (1 ? )-2, ()*DH(1 5)+DDH( 15) 
VX (4 )=DH (2) +B: DH (5 )"2, U*A*DH (12)-2, O*DH (1 5)+[)DH (16) 
Vy(i)znH(9)r!, U*Dýi(14)*DDH(li') 
VY (Z) =DH(9) *e , V*B* DH(4)-2 O*DH( I 4)+DDH(1 8) 
VY( 3) =DH(9) *A* DH ( 11 ) -2, Q*Dli( I 4)+r)DH( 19) 
VY(4)uvy(3)*ZýU*B*DH(4)-DDH(19)+DDH(20) 
DO I lal NNOý 
N62JE(K*142) 
IF(NG*LT, NFIR, UR. NG, GT, NLAST)GOTO I 
WRTTEi2,51) l9rNýrXM( 1) #Yrl(l) tXYf,; (I), VX(j) #VY(J) I CONTINUE 
RETUPN 

51 FORMAT(1308,5E20,10) 
END 

SUBROUTINE PS111SUDL(G) 
COMMON/ C8/DH( 18) 15 ( 16) f PSS (ýO) tEl GF(36) # DHI (18) 

lHF(51), dF(3)rND(2U) 
II C4/ I 3no I Df IEi IF rI TYP ( 2) K"t KG i Ei A, B, V, 7 
2/0 /1 CIHi NRR I NZRR I CZ (3) NSPR , IýRA, NRPB, NPG 

K Fir 3 
W1AAA 
W28Ba 
W3PA*A 
W48B*8 
8F(l)=wWZ*Q/?, 0/(Wl+W2) 
AF(2)mwWI*OlZtUl(wl+W2) 
8F(3)xwQ*A#8/8jQ 
DH(I)xuwl*B/6, U 
DH(? )zwWl*A*B/14tV 
DH (3) r-oWl *W4/1 e, () 
DH(4)"wWl*W3*8/Z0v0 
DH(5)muWl*A*W4/24,0 
Dpj(jo), DH(6)z-Wl*W2/18oQ 
DH(? )R. A*W2/6,0 
DH(8)noW3*WZ/lZsO 
DH(9)moW2*8*A/12, U 
DH(li)voW3&8*Wl/, '4,0 
DH(12), gW2*W4*A/lU '0 
HF(34)sHF(4Z)cW3*W4l4, O 
HF(43)"A*6 
HF(44)wW3*B/Z, U 
HF(45)wW4*A/1, U 
CALL FMOVE(DH(l), HF(l), 6) 
CALL Fm0vE(DH((), HF(22)t6) 

DO iImIF KG 
DH(l)"*DH(I)*V 
CALL FmoVHDH(l), HF(7)r6) 
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CAI L F(-1OVL(UH( HF(16) 
Clr-2, *(I, #V) 
Du 2 1*34#45 

2 HF(I)r. HF(I)*Cl 
Dvl2/E/l/T/T 
Do 3 jxl 0 45 

3 Hý(I)rHM)*D 
REAU(10 55) 1CS I( N r) MI IV I, I Cs 
IF(ICS. NE. O)CALL LP(Hýj5ltKH#KF#ICS, 1,, D) 
GF (I )0 rF (2) jGF ( 10) jGF(ll ) GF (1c) #GF(20) GF (28) 

iGF( 29 )- A*B/Zo 
GF(5), GF(l4)! -W3*8/l2.0 
GF(3), GF(30)m2, U 
GF(? ), GF(? S)=A*W4/12, U 
GF(j2), GF(2l)=-2, u 
GF(16)VGF(34)-! -A*W4/1?, O 
GF(? 3)oGF(34)=-W3*8/12,0 
PSS(9)cBF(3) 
CALL Pý1OVE(PSS(Y)tPSS(lQ)r3) 
PSS(13), PSS(14)7: -A*BF(l) 
PSS(l5)#PSS(10)=-! 'SS(13) 
PSS 0? 5, PSS ( 19 ) c-B*BF (Z ) 
PSS(20)1PSS(l8)U-PSS(l? ) 
DO 41 r- 1, KG 
W1110,0 

DO 5J =1 /KF 
5 WloWl-BF(J)*GF((I-l)*3#j) 
4 S( 1)=Wi 

DO 6 10 05 
WIa0,0 
Do 7 J10 #KF 7 Wl41Wl+HF((J"l)*l5+I)*8F(j) 

6 DH(1 )awl 
GF(3)#GF(6)sGF(? )iGF(8)=0,0 
GF(1)=w3*W3*A*B/3U, O 
rjF(4), 6F(2)=-V*W3*A*W? /36,0 
GF(5)=A*w2*W4/30$U 
GF(9)-. A*B*Cl 
DO 8 101 9 

8 GF(I)zriF(I)*D 
DO 9 1; 1, KF 
WIc0,0 
Il=(Iýj)*KF 
DO 10 J=l jKF 

10 Wl13ýWl+GF(Il*J)*BF(J) 
9 DMI (I )owl 

E10,0 
DO III=11KF 

II El El + DHI (I) *8 F(I 
RETURN 

51 FURMATM/tOF2U, 10)) 
52 FORMAT(///, (12FIQ, 4)) 
53 FORMAJ(2110) 
55 FORMAT(2110) 

END 

SUBROUTINE CP(AIKDtKR#KC, ICS, fjD) 
DIMENSION A(KD)tND(ICS) 
DO I 11"IfICS 
JaND (I i) 
DO 2 jol tKC 

2 A((I-J)*KR+J)ý0j0 
IF(KC. 'NEqKR)bUTU 
JIG(Jol)*KR*l 
A(JIa0.0 
CALL FMOVE(A(JI), A(Jl+i), KR-1) 
A((jwl5*KR*J)r-loO 

I CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUFAý, 'OUTINE MATINV(A, NtM) 
D NS I ON A( m, M) , t3 ( 36) 1LP (36) 
EpsP0,0000005 
DU22 K=I#N 
PIV0Tm0. U 
D07 T=K, N 
D07 i wK ,N 
lF(APS(A(jfj))"ABS(PIV0T))Tii 

6 PIVOTKA(T#J) 
LP K) I 
LQK)J 

7 CUNTINUE 
lF(APS(PIVOT)-EPS)76,76r8 

8 IF(LP(K)-K)9#lltV 
9 DO10 Jlxlt'N 

LAcLP(K) 
ZaA(LA, i 
A(LAPJ)PA(KiJ) 

10 A(Kfj)t! Z 
li IF(LQ(K)-K)j2rl4, j? 
12 D013 1;, IFN 

L80L0K) 
ZzA( I LU) 
A(I#LB59A(IIK) 

13 A(IiK)cZ 
14 DU19 J-ItN 

IF(J-Kli? 0jl(#l? () 
17 B(J)-I. O/PIVUT 

C (j )cl .0 GO TO 18 
170 O(J)=-(A(KFJ)/PIVOT) 

C(J)=A(J#-K) 
18 A(K#J)nO. O 
19 A(J#K)cO, O 

D022 I ml ,N 
DU22 Jml iN 
A(I#J)r-A(I#J)+C(I)*B(J) 

?2 CONTINUE 
K: aN 

64 IF(LP(K)-*K)26i? 7#26 
Z6 D0260 ypl, N 

NP2LP(K) 
ZmA(l jNP) 
A(l#NP5zA(IoK) 

260 A(ItK)cZ 
a? IF(LQ(K)-K)2bf3Qo28 
28 D0280 Jol, N 

NQ0L0(K) 
ZaA(MQIj 
A(NQlj):; A(KtJ) 

280 A(K, J); FZ 
30 KzKel 

lf(K)77#83#84 
77 STOP77 
76 STOP76 
83 RETURN 

END 

tLQ(36)fC(36) 

"6 

SUBROUTINE FGjZj5(GjKGi'AfB, T) 

DIMENSION G(KG) 
G(i ) 2: 0.0 
CALL FMOVE(G(I)lG(2)#KG-1) 
Wl to A* A 
w2vwI*A 
W388*8 
W4=W3*8 
G(2)#G(4? )oG(lU6)jG(151)m-D/2.0 
G(s)uWo. j5*w3 

G(9)jG(8Z)FG(99), G(j72)x-A/Z. 0 
G (i 1) 1200,1 5*wl 
(; ( 13) G (148) ý22 ,0 
6(14)#G(149)"A 
G (15) , 60 50) wB 
G(16), r, (6j)jG(92), G(137)=Gj?. O 

G (18) (, ( 45 )i G(l 60) :: W3/6#0 
G (21 ) cW411 2, U 

*G(Z4), 
r, (159)s-wl/1?, 0 

G(26)r-. We/30, U 
6(29), G(39) G(164): --Wl/6,0 
G(3? )#G(167ýz-wJ/12,0 
G(35)u. w4/30, U 
G(37), r, (54)t(i(lel), (j(144)=A/2.0 
G(40)rw2/12, U 

G(49), G(102)X-A*B 
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(i(S0)x. 0,35*w3 
G(56)xO. 15*wl 
G(58), G(lU3)--ZsO 
rj(Sq), r, (j04)m-A 
G(60), G(lU5)ý-B 
G(63)xW3/3.0 
G(64)#G(86)1'"01*B/6vO 
G(66)rw4/4,0 
G(69)#G(114): ', 'wl/l2oU 
G(7l)aW2/30,0 
G(? 4)sG(8S)fG(119)m"JI/6-0 
6(77)rG(12? )ýýW3/1200 
G(8o)mW4/20#() 
G(i? 4)OG(84), G(107)(G(15, ')), =-A*B/?. O 
6(85)r.. Wz/leqo 
G( 8? ) ; &a A*W3/ Z, U 
G(90), C, (lU8)rG(135)w-w3/6, U 
G (95) c; O I 5*WS 
G0OI)mwU. 35*Wl 
G(109)wowl*slz, o 
G(IJO)jG(13e)=., A*W3/6 0 
60ll)vwsW41le, () 
G(ij6)ujW? /2OjU 
G(12S)nW4/3U, O 
6(1? 8)qwl/310 
G(q3O)cW2/4,0 
G(147)jG(j39)=A*B 
6(140)xO, 35*w3 
G0 46) 00 , 35*Wl 
G053)crW3/3, Q 
G(i54) G(176)=wWl*B/3,0 
G(155): G(j77)=mA*W3/3,0 
G(156)meW4/4, U 
G(161)oewz/zulo 
G(4? O)pvW4/4Q. U 
G(i? 3)auWl/3, V 
G(i75)xw2/4, U 
RETURN 

51 FORMAT(///, (j2ýjU, 4)) 
END 

SUBROUTINE FHjZ15(HjK2H#A, BrV, EsT) 
COMMON Ss(20uo) 
DIMENSION H(KýH), DH(36) 
EQUIVALENCE (SS(l57), DH(l)) 
HMjDH(1)330%0 
CALL FMOVE(H(l)jH(2)#K2H-1) 
CALL FMOVE(DH(l), DH(2), 31)) 
Wl ;; A* A 
W2 X! B*8 
CrZ*(I+v) 
D942/E/T/T/T 
H(t93)jDH(l)=A*0 
H(208)#DH(7)=Wl*B/Z, O 
H(209), DH(19)jDW(8)=Wl*A*B/3,0 0 
H(223)#DH(13)=A*t-)2/2,0 
N (224) ,H (19? ) iM (164) , DH (t'5) tDH (14) awl *vj2/4 0 
m(225)pDH(3l)tDH(l5)zA*B*WZ/3.0 
DH(20)=WI*Wl*6/4,0 
H(207), H(199)#DH(26)PDH(21)ýPH(8)*B/2.0 
DH(22)nWI*WJ*A*B/510 
H(ZJ4)#H(222)IDH(32)#DH(27)'FDH(15)*A/2,0 
DN(28)wDH(20)*8/2.0 
DH(34)#DH(29)=DM(6)*B*B/3,0 
DH(33)aA*w2*w2/4,0 
DH(35)mDH(35)*A/2,0 
DH(36)wA*B*We*WZ/5,0 
DO IIv1,5 

DO iiaI+i 
i DH((I-i)*6+J)NDH((J-1)*6+I) 

DO 2 141 6 
KaIai 
Do 21qI, I 

2 H((1+5)*15+J+6)tH(K*15+J)=DH(K*6+J) 
DO 3 1411 6 
DO 3ja1 #6 

3 H((1+5)*15*J)N-DH((1-1)*O+J)*V 
00 4 19184td25 

4 H(I)r-m(l)*C 
H(49)zH(49)+H(65)*C 
H(169)NH(169)+H(65)*C 
H(177)aH(177)+H(65)*C 
DO 5 iml 0 U5 

5 H(J)KH(J)*D 
DU 6 Ir-I , 14 
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DO 6 jr, 141115 
6 

RETUPN 
51 FORMAT(///#(8, FI5,? )) 
52 FORMAT(///#(7Fl5,7)) 

FND 



%J 4ý 

8-. 4.6. Routines particular to the 3-D soluticn syLýem. 

SHORTLIST(LP) 
PR0G, HA05 
INPUT I=CRO 
INP 1) T21=IIT0C5TIFA 11 DSTR) 
OUTPUT Z=ýPO 
USE 3mF`, 0/DlR9CT/i(124 
USE 5a ! ARRAY 
CUPPRESS INTEGER AND LOQICAL 
END 

SUB ROUT I NE 11OVE SS 113 r 14? 1 t, 14PZ I) 
C01111ON/C I/ ICIH NRPN , N2RR ,C (3) 1 PSPR i 11RA NRPn , NPrj NP2j 

11D (131. ) j Kýn'ýD (10) 1 KROW II DI (16) 11 P1 (4) 1 P2 (4) 
DI PENS I Wi SS (IJSPR 
WERS POSITIONS OF ROWS AND COLUMNS SO THAT 
CUNSTRAINTS CAN ýk APPýIED TO FIRST DERIVATIVES 
DU 2 1=1 4 
lex( I. -I )*N21+1 

Z CALL Ft', OVE(SS(13+(IP1 M-1 )*1421 ) ISS(Ii! ) N21 
11 NO 
Do 31 al ,4 
1 i! x ( 11 +4) *fjZl 
11 1: 11 *10 
Ka 13+ 1 PI (I) ,I 
DU 3 Jol 021 

3 SS(12+J)=SS(K+(Jptl)*N21) 
DO 4 1=1 4 

4 CALL FfOVECSS(IZ)tSS(I3+(IP2(1)-I)*1,121)tNZI) 
I 110 
Do 51 rsl 14 
jZw(11+4)*NZl 
11v1l+l 
K=13+JPZCI)Pwl 
DO 5j t3l , NZ I 

DU II lal #4 

DO 6 Jul r4 
m 

6 SS(J)DSS. (K*(IP2(11)-I)*fi2l) 
Do li J=l r4 

11 SS(K*(1P1(J)-l)*N4l): aSS(J) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TRIF(SSjN21#llPZljKROW) 
CUPPON/C I /I D (13) 1 NPQ 
01 V ENS ION SS (NPO KROW( 10) 
IIa0 
1 zoll 
DO 7 1=11NZI 
IF(I, NE. KRnW(I2))G0T0 8 
11 aI1 +1 

GUTO 7 
8 CALL Ffl(JVE(SS( (1,11) *1421+1 rN21) 
7 CONT I NUE 

Do 9 JRI#NPG 
11110 
14 IN I 
IKIaCJmINP6 
IK? =(Jml)*NZI 
DO 9 131 INZI 
IF(I, NF, KR0W(jZ))(i0T0 10 
14MI261 
GOTO 9 

10 11 NIi+I 
SS(IKI#11)sSS(IKZ*I) 

1; CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE LAIIDA(NPG) 
C()VfiON/C8/Ttl (441 ) 
CUVIION THO (9) r T111 (81 T11Z (61 
TMO ) aO ,0 
CALL FMOVE MW ) #Ttl(&') f440) 
fil *I 
N23 
ti'N*N 
READ (1,51 ) (TMU (I mNl r! l) 
DO 6 101 13 
CALL FMOVE(TVIUM-11)*34-1. ) 
CALCULATE LA14DA FOP IST DERIVATIVES- 
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IIx0 
DO 21 UN I 114 
I KI =(I mi'll )*N 
DO 2 J=NI 114 

DO 2 Kr-NI IN 
IK3=(Km1`II)*?, 1*IZ 
A=TI10(1K`l*K) 
DO 2 ONI III 

e Tlil (IK3+0; 2Tl10(1y, 2*0*A 
PLACE 114 TO FUR OUR ELTS, 
D03 1231 11, 

8 CALL Ff'OVE (Till 1-1 ) *11"fil ) iTtl( C 1*2) *NPG#4) Ill) 
IF( 11 PG, 4T, ý1)6 OT 00 
CALCULATE LAIIPA FOR 214D DERIVATIVES 
I1 : 00 
DO 3 IRION1 ON 
IKImIBI*N 
IK2u(lnl-Nl)*N 
IF(IKI, EQ, I1)IKl=0 
DU 3 JRNIO 
IIm1I*? JI 
Iex(IIr, f4I)*Il 0 
1K4m(JmNI)*14 
DO 3 KAil3Nl#N 
KBI nKAl *NI 
IFCKBI, EQ, 4)K[41=Nl 
ANT110 (I KI +KAI ) *TfW CI K2*rBl ) *TIIV (I KI *KBI ) *T! 10 (I KZ*KAi 
IK3xIe*(KAI"NI)*N 
DO 3 LA NIIN 

3 TMZ(IK3+0=A*TI-l0QK4*L) 
DO 10 1 X1 Ill 10 CALL FI1OVE(TM4((IvIJ1 )*Fi+Nl ) ITI1( (I*II)*NPG*I3) Ill) 

ý' RETURN 
ý1 FORMATOF0.0) 

END 

SUBROUTINE TRUNCATE(NDOFiNNODISSONSPR) 
DIMENSION SS(NSPR? 
100 
NxNDOF*(NN. DD-1) 
DO 31 mi NNOD 
Mm 

, 
NIDOF*(NDC)F*N? 4f)D+I)*(I-I)NN 

Do 3 J=ljNDOF*(NNODwl*l) 
M! xf'*N 
DO 3 13,004DOF 
fill I d, 1 

I4xJ2*l 
SS(12)mSS(II) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE lIK3DELT(14GfNPGD#14PG3#IPD, 1411JP2#SS) 
comrovci /Ic #I H [I KR , NSPR 
DI I', E14S I ON SS (14SPR) I PD (8) 
FURIIS 3D ELT, IN ETA, NETA PLANE 
H4=0 
MI lzNG#i 
Do I rl:; I, NG 
111=111"I 

- DO I NMI 11-11 
HeMI12*1 
IKI =W2-1 )*t4PGD*14PGD 
IK4cs(I-12-1 )*HP4414-1 
DO I JISI#NPGD 
I K2=1 KI + (J-1 WIPGD 
IK5mIK4*(jPDW-I)*HPG3 
Do I 1310PO 
SSCIK5*IPD(l))r-SS(IKZ*I) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TRANS(NpGjjjPZjf4Qr14) 
C0r'fION SS(5056) 
CU1-IrION/C8jT11(44I)jSII(44I) 
DIIIENS1014 SN(441) 
EQUIVALENCE (MiltS140)) 
memo 
MIxNG01 
DU I f1ml tNG 
M1 Mill "I 
Do I Pul (III 
jKzf'2*NP20j4 
Mgx"20 
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CALL Ff'OVE(SS(I K) jSjj(j ) fjpý5 
CAL 4 ATD (TI! I SNI 441 1 IIPG# NPO NPG) 
DU 2 1131 1 NPG 
Kr-(1-1)*NPG 
Du 2 Jýl 114PG 

CAL 4 FfIlOVE (TIl M, Sf) (I)# IIPZ) 
CA LL AT B( Sf I, S14 1 441 1 IIPG i NPri t j, PG) 

I CAL4 FfIUVE(SN(1)#5S(IK), NP4) 
RETURN 
END 

I% SU13ROUTINE PRODýL 
LOGICAL IFtLD, 4ErlC0N#l: ')DoL0iLSTR 
CUf'll0N SS ( 5050 )i SIN ( 512) 
COf'. 110ti/C I/ ICIH,!; RP # N2RR, C 14SPR I I: RA, NRPR , NPG, NP2r 

I NP3, I TF, r N4SIll NFI)Dr N'RQ# JC (145) 1 NOT, KROWD(l 0) 1 KROWt IPPM # JPS(8) 
11IP1(4), IP2(4) 

C01111()N/ E 1/ 141; , LNM , 14R ,N, N DO F 
CUP11ON/ C2/ I CON I 10,0D , 14REC , 14RECS r NPOS I A, NES j 14EýS NGS i NRM, MSS i MSF 

lNRHSjLRHSjLDEF 
C LW110 li /C 4113 DPIDiIE, IFrITYPIII TY P2 ,NSTI, N5TRI, NST2rNSTRý "i 

lArBtVtEtT 
9/C"/NELrLDiLE/C8/Tll(44I) 

RkAD(I 151 ) 14 DS, 144 1tNTEL fl PG HSPRTYPIi TY PZ 
READ(I, 51 )IKRUW, C KR OW DII KROW) 
lHa(NTEL-I)*4+Z 
LD, LEpl3D=, TRUE, 

NPýl xN21 *NZI 
NP2=NPG*NPG 
NRA=N$PR/NRR 
NSPR=NRA*NRR 
NP3=NP24,1 
NRPR=(NP3m2)/NRR*4 
Kr- (14Pýl *10-1 ) /IIRR*l 
14=14SPR-K*NRR*l 
Kc(14PZ*10-1)/NRR*l 
NELa0 
DOI 1101 
READ(1,51)NOT 
CALL LAIIDA(N21) 
CALL F? l0VE(Tf40), SS(14), NPZI) 
CALL M0VE(SS, J4, N4I, NPZ1) 
CALL Ffl0VE(SS(14)fSlj(I), NPZI) 
lF(IKR0lJ. NE, 0)CAL6 TRjF(Sf4jtJ2Ij1jp2I#KR0WD) 
CALL RECWT(lHt8, SN11) 

lHxIH*8 
DU I IZairNOT 
NELmNE4*1 
READ(I, 52)A, BrV#E#TtLSTR 
DU 2 lai IR 
ITYPxITYPI 
lF(I. EQ. 2)jTYP'31TYPZ 
N121TYP/100 
LNIIPITYP-N*100 

IF(11, NE. O)GOTO 5 
CALL HYDB(LSTRO 
6()T0 6 

5 CALL SFSM($S, A, B#V#E#T) 
6 NNODxNN 

Nposlql 
CALL TRU14CATE(ND0Ffl4N0DpSS#NSPR) 
lf(I, EQ. 2)GOTU 3 
SS(14)=O. O 
CALL Ffi()VE(SS(14), SS(14*i)FIJSPR-14) 
CALL llK3DELT(WJ0D0D0Fill2I #IPPI14fNP21 jSS) 
IF(. NOT. LSTR)GOTO 2 

4 CALL SIITS(SS, A#n) 
CALL RECWT(lHtJ, $5#I) 
NSTIIH 
NSTRIJ 
IHaIHj 
GUTO 2 

3 CALL 14K3DELT(litiODrIlDOFill2l, IPBol4eflP21#SS) 
IF(, NOT. LSTR)(iOTQ Z 
IF(ITYP, EQ. 40)GOTU 2 
CALL SPTS(SSiAi0) 
CALL RECWT(lHrJtS$, I) 
NST2xIH 
NSTRZaJ 
IHaIH+if 
CUNTINUE 
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CALL TRANS 0-1-21 tNP, -'1 , NNOD, 141% 
liewo 
111 U14NOD41 
DOI 5 11,11 01NOD 
1,11 mill -1 
DOI 5 N=1 , MI 
13=14+114*NPZI 
Ve tv I 12 +I 
CALL li 0VE(SS1 13 ,N 41 1NPZ1 
IF(IKROI). EQ, O)GO Tn 15 
CALL Ft1DVE(SS(13)jS')(J)jNPZI) 
CALL TRIF(SSt1-'Z1iNP2ItKROWD) 
13 = 14 +( 112 r, 1)* 14 P ?, 
CALL Fr10VE(SS(1)jSS(13)oNPZ) 

15 C () NTINUE 
CALL RECWT(IH(KPSSF14) 
NRECnIH 
IHmIH+K 
NRECSPK 
IExIDE 

I CALL PROP 
NUTmNEL 
CALL ADJC(IPPi8#KRo14D)* 
CALý ADJC(IPB(4#KROIJD) 

14 RETURN 
51 FURHAT(1610) 

4 FoR11AT(5F0,0r0) 
END 
SUFROUT114E STRST(SS) 
LOGICAL LotICOlJ#I3DPLDrLE 
COMMON/ C1 IICfIHs NRR 'N2RR PC ( 3) fNS PR p NR AI 14RPB , NPQ , NP2 f NP3 fI TB I 

1 NýSllj NFNDi NRQ, J [0 23) 1 NOT, KRW (11 )PI 11P(8) iI PD %'d) I PI (4) 1 P2 (4) 
CUPMON/ CZ/ ICON, NNUD, NREC # NRrCS i JJPOS I At 14ES I NEO, NGS # NR11, MSS I ? 4SFf 

INRijSjLRHSfLDEF 
COVIION/C41 I 3D, I Di IE IF, I TYP I, I TYP2, NSTI r NSTR1 P NST21 l. 'STR, '# At 0 oVp Ee T 
C Of-', ( 10 NC3/NFTN4TNFBIN4B, NRTi NR B, NLSTNFS0oNIS51NLS8, NSBfNFL, TPL 

CUI 1110 NC81D3Q21D( 21 DPQ(32DBQ( 16 SNC51ZSRP( 12 SR3(20 
CU1. M0NC9/NELLD1. E 
COf111ON/EI/NNjýNf1jNRjNrNDOF 
DIVENSION S5(NSPR) 
NSG=3 
NCw4 
NELl1wNE4 

11) READ( 111 2)NF I Hill ýAST 
19 FURHATMO) 

IF(f, 'FIP,. LT. O)QO TO 20 
WRITE(Zo57) 
NELmNELM 
CALL PROP 
4E( I )p"I 
KnI 
LIa! 14ES 
LTYPmO 
DOI ILSmIoNELS 
LO: I, FALSE, 
IF(JE(K). GT. O)GO TO 2 
CALL RECRD(LIrI#JEfI) 
0 : qL1 *I 
K r. I 

2 NEL, ITYPmJECK) 
IF(NLAST. LT, Jk(K+Z))GO TO 19 
NG=J E( K*I ) 
DUZZ IEK+3rK+NG+2 
IF(JE(I). GE ,NFIR. AND .JE(I LE 14 LAST GO TO 21 

4z CUNT114UE 
60 TO I 

41 IF(ITYP, EQ, LTYP)QU TO 3 
CALL PROP 
CALL RECRD(IE#8, SN, I) 

3 Dpq(l)mo. o 
CALL Fl10VE(DPQ(I)jr)pq(Z), 3I) 
CALL Ff1OVE(DPQ(I)jD5Q0)#I6) 
Do Z4 ImI,? lNUD 
PJECK*141) 
IF(j. EQ. O)GOTO a4 
Jc(jml)*NPG*NFSD 
CALL Fr'OVE(SS(J)#D(I)jNPG) 
DO Z? 11MI Opý 
w1m0.0 
DO 28 1121 1 flPQ 

48 

DO 29 Jol 12 
GOTO(30, O)fJ 
ITYoITYPI 
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N1xITY/ 10 0 
NPFI "NI /NG 
CAL 4 TRH (IODF It I PP I D. -, )Q, DPQt fjj I) 
GUTO 29 

30 ITYmITYP2 
NýaITY/ 10 0 
IF (I TY, EQ, 40) fl2m I 
NDFe=N? /NG 
CALL TRH (14DF2t IPD 

VC0NT 114 11 E 
94 CONTINUE 

DU 36 1=112 
G()T0(0j33)jj 
IP=NSTI 
IQ214STRI 
ISMI 
DExE/(I, -V*v) 
GUTO P 

ý3 ITY=ITYP2 
N4=ITY/100 
IF(ITY, EQ, 40)NZ=I4 
NDFý=142/NG 
IPmNST2 
lQuNSTRZ 
IS=P. 'STRI*NRR*l 
IF(ITY. PIE, 40)GO TO 4 
IF(ITYP. NE, LTYP)CALL RECRD(IP+Z, IQ-gl$SSjI) 
CALL STHYDD(NQiAtb) 
NSGB=5 
60 TO 40 

4 DE=DE*T**3, /14, 
ýl IF(ITYP. ý4E, LTYP)CALL. RECRD(lPriq#SSfIS) 

D(I)ID(5)=DE 
D(2), D(4)=DE*V 
D(9)RDF*(I, "V)/R, 
D(3)rD(6), D(8)#D(? )=O, 
IF(I. EQ, 2)GO TO 34 
CALL STR(DPqINDFIIfJSG#SS#NSPRt? 4l, D3Q#NGfIS) 
GOTO 35 

34 CALL STRCDB(ItNDF2rflSG#SS,, NSPRof4ZtD3Q*NGIIS) 
IF(I. EQ. 2)GOTU 5 
CALL BPSTRFSS(flGjNSG#SRP) 
GOTO 36 ' 

5 CALL DPSTRESS(NGjNSG#SRD) 
NSQBm3 

40 Do 6 11 al 114G 
NNOD=JE(K#11&9) 
IF(14NOD. LT. 14FIR. OR. flljOD. GT, IILAST)GOTO 6 
IZxNSG*(I1"I) 
13vNSGB*(IIpql) 
WRITE(2#58)fINUD#($RP(lZ+jl)lJlPlot4SG)i 

I(SRr, (13+Jl), Jl; al, NSGB) 
6 CONTINUE 

36 CONTINUE 
LTYPmlTYP 

I KNK*NG*3 
GOTO 19 

40 RETURN 
ý7 FURflAT(/flOH STRESSESlt//) 
>8 FoRllAT(I3j5XjdEI4,5) 

END 

SUBROUTINE TRHCIIDOF, IPD, D3Q, DDfl, Nfl) 
DI MENS ION I PD(4) i D3Q(21 ) iDDQ(N) 
Jil(1-1)*NDOF 
DO I fl=i#NDOF 
Ka I PD(11) 
IF(K. NE. 0)PDQ(J*l9wD3Q(K) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE STRCDDqo? IDOF, NSG, SS, IISPR#NFD3Q#NG#13) 
DIPENSION SS(NSPR)PDDQ(ll)rD3Q(Zj) 
ND=ND0F*NG 
DO I 1;; i#NSG*NG 
ANO, 0 
11 r. I S-1 *C1 -1 ) *ND 
D02 J'41 iND 

Z APA+SS(J+11)*PDQ(J) 
I D3Q(I)NA 

RETURN 
END 

, 
SUBROUTINE nPSTRE5S(NGPrlSGjSRD) 
PIPENSION SRDOZ) 
CUfll'ON/C8/ D3Q ( 21 )1 D( 21 
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DU 37 11ý1#NG 
i A( II "l )wNSG 
Nol 
Do 37 11, aIINSG 
WIc0,0 
DU 38 JlmitN56 
WlxWI+D(N)*D3Q(J+J1) 

38 NOW 
P SRD (J +11) NWI 

RETURN 
END 

4 
:5 

SUDROUTINE ADOCCIPtlID) 
CU111ION/ CI /I D( 149) 1 Kjýowo (I o) IR 
DI ME N' S 10 NIPC 10 D(1 
DU3 1=1 OD 
KýIP(I) 
DU4 J -1 ,4 
jF(K, FQ, IPI(J))jpjj)mjP2(j) 
C014T I 141JE 
DOZ lzltlKROW 
IF(IKROW, EQ, O)RETURII 
JOKROWD(l) 
DOZ 119liND 
IF(IP(Il), FQ, J)jP(jj)mU 
CALL Frl()VE(IP(I)#IPD(l), 5) 
DU I I: ziilKRUW 
JINKROWD(l) 
DU 1 1121 1 No 
IF(IPD(Il), GT. J)IP(11). **-IP(li)--I 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE HYBBCLSTR) 
LUQICAL LSTR 
CWTION/E 1 /104 p 4NM I NR , 14 ,N DO FIC I/ ICIH 
CUJIMON/C41 13D, I Dt I Es IF# I TYP1 #I TYP2, JISTJ i NSTRI o NSTZ# IJSTR2# A# B#Vt EtT 
cut"MON ss (2000) 
DI MENS ION H (245) p HI (225) 1G (180) , GI (180) DP (I 9Z) , ND(20) 
EQUIVALENCE CSS(l ) DP0 )) P (SS093) #G0 (SS(. i? 3) 01 0))t 

l(SS(593)fGl0)), (5S(77d), H0)) 
NDOF43 
Krial 2 
KHm 15 
N No 4 
CALL FHl2i5(MrKH*Klf, A, D#V#F, T) 
CALL FG1215(G, KG*KffjApfl, T) 
READ(l, 51)ICS, (1lD(D#P31oICS) 
IF(ICS. EQ, O)GUTO I 
CALL CP(HIKH*KH, KHoKHrICS#ND) 
CALL CP(G, KG*KH#KHiKG, ICS, ND) 

I CALL MATINV(HrKHpKl0 
CALL Fl'()VE(H(l)rHl(j)fKll*KH) 
CALL FfloVE(G(j)fGJ(j)rKH*KQ) 
CALL ATS(HiG#KH*KfirKHjKfi, KG) 
CALL FP0VE(Gl(l)jH(j), KG*KH) 
CALL AT5(GfHpKH*KG, KGrKfljKQ) 
CALL Frl()VE(H(I), DP(J)IKG*KQ) 
IF(, N0T, LSTR)KETURfl 
CALL KECWT(lH, 10f5Sfl93) 
NST2qIH 
N$TR2mlO 
IHnIH+ 10 
RETURN 

ýi FURMATU012) 
END 

C 

SUBROUTINE STHYDB(PIG, A, n) 
COMMON/C81DO1111(74) i DBQ (16) 1 DUM 1 (524) 1 

lSTRES5(e0)jDH01QrDlH08) 
4//PD(52)tH(Z25)PG080) 

KH; 'i 5 
KGr-l 2 
DU i 1=1 M 
w1nogo 
DU 2 Jmi jKG 

Z wlwwj#Q((J-J)*KH*I)*D10R(J) 
I DH( I )awl 

Du 31 al jKH 
W180,0 
DU 4 J=1 #KH 

4 Wljwtjl#4((J-l)*KH*j)*DH(J) 

Wl 1'A*A 
wexn*B 
CALCULATE PX FOR EACH IMDE IN TUR14 

lKROW#IDI(16)rIPI(4)oIP2(4) 
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STRESSM"DIHO) 
STRESS (6) aDl H( I) +L-*Dl H li (6) 
STRESS (11 ): lDl 11 (1 )*A*Dltl H(4) 
STRESS (16) NSTRESS (11 ) +EI*Dl 14 (3)4A*S*Dl H(5)#I)Z*Dl H(6) 
CALCULATE IIY FOR ýACH NODE IN TURN 
STRESSM=DJH(7) 
STRESS (7) : 2D1 HM *13*Dl H(0)41, )P. *Dl iici 7) 
ST, RESS(12)=Dlii(? ),, -A*Dlfi(8)4-111*Dlli(lo) 
STRESS (1 7)nSTRESS (I 2)*B*Dl H (9)+A*B*Dl H (11 )*142*Dl H (12) 
CALCULATE PXY FOR EACH IJODE IN TURN 
STRESS (3)=Dl H(l 3) 
STRESS(8)=DlH(13)+r, *Dllf(15) 
5TRESS(l, 3)=DlH(13), NA*Dlll(14) 
STRESS(1,5)=DIH(13)+A*DIII(14)*A*r, *(DIH(4)*DlH(IZ))* 

1B*D1H( 15 ) 
CALCULATE VX FOR EACH NODE 114 TURN 
STRESS(4)=DlH(2), 2, *DIH(j5) 
STRESS('; )=DlH(2)+b*DIH(5)-e, *Dlli(i5) 
STRESS (1 4)r-DI H Mm2, *A*DiH (12)-cl. *DIH(l 5) 
STRESS (19) ýDl H (ý') *r, *Dl 11 (5)"(7, *A*Dl 14 (14) m2, *Dl H(l 5) 
CALCU4ATE VY FOR EACH NODE IN TURN 
STRESS(5)=DIH(9)r, 4, *DlH(i4) 
STRESS 0 0)=Dl H(P)mZ. *B*Dj HWP-2. *Dl 1104) 
STRESS(15)2! DlH(l))+A*DJH(Il)-2, *DlH(14) 
STRESS(eO)=STRESpaý15)-Z. *B*DlH(4) 
RETURN 
END 

SUPROUTINE CP(ArKDrKRjKCjICS, ND) 
DIMENSION A(KD)tNP(ICS) 
Do I Ilx1 I Ics 
JxND(11) 
DO 2 121 1 KC 

9 A((Ipl)*KR4, J)=O. O 
IF(KC, NE. KR)GUTO I 
Jlm(Jml)*KR*i 
A(JIa0.0 
CALL FriOVE(A(Jl)tA(Ji*l)pKR-i) 
A((J-1)*KR+J)mi,, Q 

I CONT I NUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE 11ATI11V(A, Njr1) 
DIMENSION A(f1r10jB(36) LP(36)#LQ(36)#C(36) 
EPSPO, 0000005 
DOZZ K"l #N 
PjVOTQ0,0 
D07 IRK, N 
DO? JPK, N 
IF(ABS(A(IlJ))F, ABS(PIVoT))'ft7t6 

6 P1VOTPA(1jJ) 
LPMAI 
LQCK)PJ 

7 C014TINUE 
IF(ABS(PIVOT)-EPS)76176,8 

8 IF(LPCK)-K)9, lio9 
9" DUIO Jal N 

LOOM 
ZmA(LA, J) 
A(LAiJ)mA(KiJ) 

10 A(KiJ)0Z 
11 IF(LQ(K)-K)12fi4,12 
19 D013 InIoN 

LBNLQ(K) 
ZNA(ItLB) 
A(1jLH)=A(j, K) 

13 ACI#K)mZ 
14 DO19 Jul N 

IF(JvnK)l70, l7r170 
17 B(J)al O/PIVOT 

C(J)xl 0 
GO TO 18 

170 B(J)N"(A(KtJ)/PIVOT) 
C(J)"A(J, K) 

18 A(K#J)00.0 
19 A(itK)mO. O 

D022 I al N 
DOZ2 Jul N 
A(1jJ)vA(IrJ)+CM*D(J) 

42 CONTINUE 
KaN 

84 IF(LP(K)-K)26iZ7t#? 6 
46 DOZ60 1xijN 

NP=LP(K) 
Z=A(I OP) 
A(I NP)PIA(i K) 
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2()() A(I, K) ! 'Z 
e? IF(LQ(K)-K)e8o30i48 
48 DU? 30 J41IN 

NQ=LQ(K) 
Z =A( NQ# J 
A (N(lt J )A (Ki J 

280 A(KiJ)2Z 
K=Kmi 
IF(K)77,83,34 

77 STOP77 
76 STOP76 
83 RETUR14 

END 

SUBROUTINE FGlZl5(G, KGtA#RiT) 
DIMENSION Q(Kq) 
G(I)r-0,0 
CALL FFl0VE(G(l)iQMfKG-1) 
WIzA*A 
W2=01 *A 
W391, *B 
W4x', 13*D 
6(2)#G(47)prj(106)t(i(151)xt-0/2,0 

6(11)="0.15*Wl 
G(j3)jG(148)a4, O 
G (14) pG( 149 ) ;, A 
G(15)jG(150)l0 
G(16)IG(61), G(9Z)I(j(137)=1312,0 
G(j8)jG(45)FG(lb0)csll3/6.0 

G(24), G(159), i-Wl/12,0 
G(26);: i-W2/30,0 
(3Q9), G(38)jG(164)'sW1/6.0 
G(32)#G(16? )z-W3/iZ. O 
G(35); -W4130.0 
G(37), G(54)#G(lZ7), G(144)IIA/2,0 
G(40); tlJ2/1Z. 0 
(j(49)lG(102); smA*B 
Q(5u); '-0,35*W$ 
Q(56): 90,15*0 
G(58)jG(103)a-2,0 
G(59), G(104); a-A 
G(60), G(i05)0-B 
G (63) 01313,0 
G(64), G(86)="Wl*Dj6,0 
r4(66)pt)4/4,0 
G(69)jG(114)=Wlll4,0 
G(71)PIJZ/30.0 
G(74)jG(83)fG(jj9)="Wl/6,0 
G(77), GMZ)aW3j14,0 
6(80)mU4/Z0v0 
G(1? 4), G(84), Q(107), G(152)sq-A*0/2.0 
G(85)pwWZ114, Q 
G(87)mPA*w3/2,0 
G(90)tG(108)j(i(j35)m-W3/6, Q 
6 (95 ) =0 ,1 5*W3 
6 (101 ) =-O, 35*Wl 
G(109)u-Wi*D/9,0 
G(j10)jG(132)-'A*W3l6,0 
G(iil)x-W4/lZ. O 
(M16)ml421Z0,0 
6 (125) xlJ4130 ,0 6(128)otjl/3,0 
6(130)xl)2/4.0 
b(j47)jG(139)'xA*6 
W40)aQ, 35*0 
G046); F0.35*Wl 
6(153)u-W3/3.0 

6 (155) 1G( 177) =,, A*V)313.0 
6(156)t'-W4/4,0 
6061)W-WeI4090 
6(170)n-W4/eO, O 
G(173)t3-wl/3,0 
G( 175) w-WZ/4,0 
RETURN 
END 

SUDROUTINE FH1215(H, KZH, A#B#V#E#T) 
C urno Nss(z00u) 
DI I'E NSI nN HKeHD If ( 36 
EQUIVALENCE (5s(2>7)#DH(l)) 
H(I)iDH(I) r-() U 
CALL FllOVE(H(l ) #H(Z) #KZliml 
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CALL F11()VE (DHO )I DR(2N IIr, ) 
W1 13A*A 
we: s SOB 
cn2*(I+V) 
D' 12 /E/T/T/T 
H( 19 3) IDH(1): xA*B 
H(208)jDH(7)=,,! J*DjZ, o 
H (209 DH (19) ,DH, (6) =tjl *A . 13/3. 
H223 DH (1 : 5) ;; A* -, Jd I Z, 0 
H224 Ili (I r'ý) ,H( 184) 1 DH (25) 1 D11 (14) x111 *WZ/4,0 
H225 Dli (31 )1 Dll (15) ; 4A*D*WZ/3, 
DH(20)mt)j*1J1*b/4, O 
H(207), H (1rr)) ,P if (? 6) D" (21 ) gDH (g) *p/2, o 
DH (U) ull! *1'1 *A* n/5 0 
H Q'I 4) 1 if (e2? ) I) if W) Dli(27) =D11 (15) *A/ 2,0 
D1i(e8)4DH(20)*f3/2, () 
DH(34)0H(2ý))=Dlj(8)*D*j3/3,0 
DH(33)"A*W2*We/4, U 
DH(35)=DH(33)*A/2, n 
DH(36)=A*B*t12*W4/5,0 
DO I 1=1 15 
DO I J=1+1 16 

1 DH((jmj)*6*j)=Dll((Jý1)v164,1) 
Do 2 101 16 Kmltql 
Do Zj 131 
H( C 14,5 )*1 5+j +6 H K*1 5+J DHC K*6#. j Y 
DO 3 19: 1 16 
DO 3Ja1 #6 

3 K((I+5)*1 5+ jDHCI vol *6# j *V 
Do 4 19184r245 

4 H(j)QH(j)*C 
H(49)PH(49)*H(65)*C 
H(169): xH(169)+H(6ý)*C 
H(17? )xH(17? )*H(65)*C 
DO 5 Jm1jZ25 

5 H(J)=H(J)*D 
DO 6 1: 0 114 
DO 6aI *j 

6 
UTURN 
END 

BLOCK DATA 
CUPPON/Cl 011 Dpp(, 3? iI DP13 (8) #1 DPI (4) #1 DPZ(4) 
DATA IDPP/1#2r7t5f4,8113,14/, IDPB/3,6,9#15#4*0/t 

11DPI/4j7j9tj0/#IDPZ/9,4, l0f7/ 
END 

SUBROUTINE DATA 
COMMONICI /I D(160) II PP(8) *I Pil (8) , IPI (4) 11 P2(4) 
CUllflON/C I()/ I DPP(8) iI DPF3 (8) 11 DPI (4) 11 DPZ(4) 
CALL Ffl()VE(IDPP(l)rIPP(l)r4) 
CALL FflUVE(IDP8(1)jIPB(1)#4) 
CALL Fll0VE(IDP1(1)tIPl(l)#Z) 
CALL Ffl0VE(IDP2(j)jIpZ(l)j4) 
RETURN 
END 

MASTER SOLVE 
LUGICAL IC0NiI3DtLD#LE 
C011110141cl / IC fIH, llýRRf N2RR# CM i NSPRf 1IRAi NRPB# NPGtNPZ# Me ITO# 

I NýSllj NFtJDt NRQr JE (123) 1 NOT r KROWD (10) jI KRoWr 
ZIPP(8), IPD(8)flPl(4)jjPZ(4) 

CUMll0N/C2/ I CON i IINUD, 14REC PN RE CS i NPOS #I Af NES I FIE LS , FIGS f FIRM, MSS f MSFf 
INRHSiLRHSILDEF 

CUIIIION/C3/NFTif4LTillFBINLB, NRTiNRB#14LSTilIFSOiNISBINLSBiNSB*NFLT#PL* 
IIL 

CUl'fl0N/C9lNELt Or LE/E II IIN r Olit 11R, Nt 11DOF 
CUPPON SS (5050 
DEFINE FILE 3(500164#UtIDF) 

9 FURPAT(410) 
NRMI 
NRRm64 
N4RRMIZ8 

5 CALL ITIME(ITI) 
WRITE(2t44) 

44 FORIIATCIHI) 
CALL DATA 
CALL PRODEL 

15 READ(ljZ)NELS,? 4GLiIRHS 
CALL RDELS(SS) 
CALL PTELN(SS) 
NRfiaNGS-NGL 
CALL REORG(OrUrSSO) 
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CALL 5ETC(SStNBTPS) 
lF(, 'J8TP5. NF, 0)CALý ! 'KC(SS) 
VALL CWý'TRA(IlKII-6-1 jJP0S) C 
l=(JPOS-I)/NRK 
j21*NRR 
LEjlCO! 4: 3. TRUE, 
NUT=NOT+l 
NEL4NOT 
NNOD=?, IGL 
NREC=rlss+l 
NRECS=MSF+I-NNEC 
NPoS=Jpos"J+I 
NRHSut4GS*NPG/tiRR+l 
LRIiS-- I It 
LDEF=LRHS+jRH$*? IRHS 
JH12LDEF+NRHS 
lAwJPOS 
CALL PROP 
I=I: RA"NRPB 
CALL REoRG(l#IlSSj5S, NRPFl) 
CALL PRLJPN(SS) 
CALL R10RG(0, UlSSj0) 
lF0JGL. l, IE, 0)G0 TO 15 

4 CALL PRDOWNCSS) 
CALL PRnK($S) 
READ (It 4) 1 
IF(I, NE, O)GO TO 4 
CALL ITIME(ITO 
ITIPITZ-ITI 
WRjTE(Zt4U)lTI 

40 FL)RIIAT(//, 8H TIME 115) 
READ(liM 
lF(l.? 4E. 0)Q0 TO 5 
STOP 
EN6 
FINISH 



i ne program used to &ene. cate -and store the st 
_iffness 

coeffic-le. - 

(see Section 2.9.2. ) for the in-plane elements described in Chapter 

PROr. RAM, ("A0514) 
INPUT i=(PO 
OUTPUT 2=LPO 

JJSE 21=mTO(TFrýS PATA) 
COPPRFSS IhIF CER AND LOrjIC4L 
[ 14 D 
PFAL FLINCT I(J'J P((AfIAPIP) 
COMMON I'll, IP, ipn 
DI PENS I(), A(26,64), C(64) 
DO 3 F1 =1 2* 1 PD 

3C(p)=0.0 
IAIIP 
IsiIp 
IF(IA. [Q. I)IA1=IPD 
IF( 19 

.E0. 
I) 110 =IPD 

DO iM=ItIA1 
DO IN=1, IBI 

I C(M*N-1 ) =C (M+N-1 )+A( I As"# I) *A( I Of N, I I) 
pI=0.0 
DO 2 M=l ,IAI+ 16 1 

2 PI=PI+C(M)/m 
RETURN 
FND 
MASTER PEREFINED 
COMMON fell, IP, lPrý 
DIMENSION A(? f6,64), B(2.6f64)fFUHCT(64*2) 
DO 1001 11=1,52 

1001 PEAD(21) 
. 999 CONTINUE 

RFAD(l#5l)N, IPD, NP?, NDOF 
WRIIE(21)NN,,., DOF 
DO II=I#N 
READ(l, 5? )(A(l, J, T), J=l, IPD) 

IREAD(1 52) (B(l Jt 1) J=l fI PD) 
IP=IpD-I 
DO 3J=IaN 
DO 31=1, IP 
A(2,1, jA(1,111 

3 8(2.1, J)=S(l f I+I, J)*l 
IC=o 
DO 41=I, N 
IC=IC+I 
GOjO(0r5)tIC 
tci=O 
DO 6 11 =IvN 
ICi=IC1+1 
GOTO(O. 7), ICI 
FUNCT(ll, l)=PI(A, 2,2)*Pl(8,1, l) 
FUNCT(11,2)=Pl (Al, l)*Pl(8#2#2) 
GOTO 6 

7 FUNCT(Il, l)=PI(A, 2. l)*Pl(8, i, 2) 
FUNCT(11,2)=PT(A#1,2)*PI(B, 2fl) 
ICI=0 

6 CONTINUE 
GOTO 2 

51Ci=1 
00 8 11 =IN 
ICI=ICi+1 
GOTO(O, Q) ,IC1 
FUNCT(11,1)=PI(A, 1.2)*PT(8,2,1) 
FUNCT(11,2)=PI(A, 2,1)*PI(Bel#2) 
GOTO 8 

9 FUNCT(11,1)=Pl(-Ifil)*PI(Ft, 2,2) 
FUNCT(11,2)=PI(A, 2o. 2)*PI(Bolfi) 
ICI=0 

8 CONTINUE 
jC=O 

2 CONTINUE 
WP 17 E(21 )((FIJNCT(11,, Jl), Jl=l., 2)#11=1#N) 
DO 4 tj=l 2 

4 WRITE(2,53)(FIINCT(11, IJ)oll=I, N) 
READ(1,54)IK 
IF(IK. EO. O)GOTo '09 
STOP 

51 FOP11AT(410) 
52 F OR S1 AT( #ý F 10 .2 
53 F0V'4T(//(12F10.6)) 
54 FORMAT(10) 

END 
FINISH 

DOC DATA 



APPENDIX 5 

Specimen data 

Specimen for the 3-D solution system: - Data for the analysis by 

B/4/3/H +'P/4/6/C off the strapped channel considered in Section 6.5. 

2 12 9 11 16334 2413 1202 
19 
3 
1.0.0.1.0. -1.0.1.0. 
0.75 1,0 0.35 445000.0.25 F 
1 .51.0.35 4450v0 , 

0.25 F 
1.5 0.5 0,35 445000.0.25 F 
2 
0.0.1 .1.0.0.0.1 . 01 
1.5 1.0 0.35 445000.0.25 F 
1.5 0.5 0.35 44500n. 0.25 F 
641,3 0 
1 62 63 12 
11256 
1 63 64 23 
12367 
1 64 82 34 
13478 
156Q 10 
167 10 11 
178 11 12 
19 10 13 14 
1 10 11 14 15 
1 11 12 is 16 
1 13 14 17 18 
1 14 15 13 19 
1 15 16 11) 20 
1 17 13 21 22 
11 i3 19 22 23 
1 19 ZO 23 24 
1 21 22 25 26 
1 22 23 26 '2 7 
1 23 24 27 28 
1 25 26 21) 30 
1 26 27 30 31 
1 27 23 31 74 
5 33 34 32 29 
4 34 35 2') 30 
4 35 36 30 31 
4 36 75 31 74 
5 66 33 65 32 
5 67 37 66 33 
5 37 38 33 34 
4 38 39 34 35 
4 39 40 35 36 
4 40 76 36 75 
3 68 41 67 37 
3 41 42 37 38 
2 42 43 33 39 
2 43 44 30 40 
2 44 77 40 76 
3 69 45 68 41 
3 45 46 41 42 
2 46 47 42 43 
2 47 43 43 44 
24d 73 44 77 
3 70 49 69 45 
3 49 51 45 46 
2 50 51 46 47 
2 51 52 47 43 
2 52 79 41 78 
3 71 53 71 49 
3 53 54 4 r, ' 50 
2 54 55 51 51 
2 55 56 51 52 
2 56 80 52 79 
5 71 53 72 57 
5 53 54 57 53 
4 54 55 53 59 
4 55 56 51 60 
4 56 80 60 81 
5 72 57 73 61 
5 57 53 61 62 
4 53 59 62 63 
4 59 bi 63 64 
4 60 81 64 82 
14 

-. 0.0 
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). 

1 31 4 2,1 0.0 

1 37 4 2.1 0.0 

1 33 4 2.1 0,0 

1 39 4 2.1 0.0 

1 40 4 2.1 0.0 

1 53 4 2.1 0.0 
Vol . 1 54 4 2.1 0.0 
1 55 4 2.1 0,0 

1 56 4 2.1 0.0 

1 62 4 2.1 0.0 

1 63 4 2.1 0.0 

64 4 2.1 0.0 

1 83 41 .1 0.0 
000 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 18 0 
6 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1 23 4 56 7 3 
6123 456 789 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
4 
114 2.1 0.0 
Vol . 134 2.1 0.0 

174 2.1 0.0 
0-41 . 194 2.1 0.0 
Vol . 1 28 41 .1 0.0 
000 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 16 1) 
7 10 1 12 13 14 15 1 () 17 18 123 456 7 89 
7123 456 789 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
4 
114 2.1 0.0 
re I. 
134 2.1 0.0 
oqi 
174 2.1 0,0 
"tj . 194 2.1 0,0 
9-1 . 1 23 41 .1 0,0 
000 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
500 
8000 000 000 12 3 45 6 78 9 
8123 456 789 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 13 
8 lu il 12 13 144 15 16 17 18 117 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
d ly 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 23 a 2" 30 31 7 

32 33 34 35 36 
8 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 33 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 
20 
114 2.1 0.0 
"I. 
134 2.1 0.0 
Pei . 174 2.1 0.0 
P, I. 
1Y4 2.1 010 
oil . 10 4 2.1 080 

12 4 21 000 

1 16 4 Z1 000 
9-1 
1 13 4 2', 0.0 

0.0 
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* 

1 21 4 2.1 0.0 

1 25 4 2.1 0.0 

1 27 4 2.1 0,0 
-1 . 1 28 4 2.1 0.0 
ml . 1 30 4 2.1 0.0 

1 34 4 2.1 0.0 

1 36 4 2.1 0.0 
"I . 1 37 4 2.1 0.0 

1 39 4 2.1 0.0 

1 43 4 2,1 0.0 
"I 
1 45 4 2.1 0.0 

1 46 41 .1 0.0 
0 0000 0000000 
90 
00 
3Q 2 0.16666667 
43 2 -0.1666666 7 
00 0.0 
00 
-1 0 
00 00 
0 
0 

4 0 
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Specimen data for the analysis by equilibrium elements: - Data for the 

solution by B/4/8/E (2x2 mesh) of the problem considered in Section 5.5. 

8 1 2 3001 
321 0 0.5 0.5 -0.3 
4 0 1 T 

1 4 25 
2 5 36 
4 7 53 

0.5 
0.5 10 5 
0,0 f), 5 0 
0,5 10 1 VO 15 
1 1 3 2.1 0 00 
-1 0 
0 1 

-0 3 lz 3.1 -0.25 
3 3 3.1 0,5 

1 3 4 3.1 -0,5 
1 6 1 3.1 -') , 06Z5 

0 3 3.1 0.25 
6 4 3.1 -1), 25 
7 2 3.1 -0.25 
7 3 3.1 -0.5 
7 4 3.1 0,5 
d 2 3.1 -J, 0625 
8 3 3.1 -0.25 

1 8 4 3.1 0,25 
0 9 1 1 10 
1 1 0 1 00 0 
0 0 0 00 
2 1 
0 
00 

9 F 

0 0 0 
0 

1 

00 

0 

0 

0 
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Specimen data for the analysis by B/4/3/H (2x2 mesh) of the problem 

consideredý in Section 5.5. 

31 2 30 00 
1215 0,5 0.5 0.3 1 .00.3 0 

0.9 0.5 0.3 1,0 0.3 1.0 
00 
40 1 
10 00 1 

0 1o 2 
o 01 3 
1 32 4 
11 1 

20 1 
3U 
40 11 
00 00 
21 
00 
0 09 0 
00 
04 r 

0 00 
0 

I 
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APPENDIX 6 

On the conversion of finite elements derived in terms of stress functions 

to selý eaui-librating models defined in ter_ms_o_-' internal element stresses 

and botnd. ary displacements. 

Here we shall attempt an alternative formulation 70S22 
of P/4/4/E 

whereby the solution equations are expressed in terms of generalised 

displacements, the significance of which will become apparent as the method 

proceeds. The general variational formulation is given in reference 22, 

and only the specific application to this principle of the stress field 

generated by P/4/Lý/E is given here. 

It is readily verified that the polynomial expansion from which the 

stress function of P/4/4/E can be derived is: 

i 1 

xy 

22 
x XY y 

xxy XY y 

x3yxy XY 

3223 
xyxy 

33 
xy 

(8.30) 

Whence subject to Equations 8.25,8.2, and 8.3, the parametric stress 

representation can be written as: 

ax=p1+p 2* x+p 3* x2+p 4' x3+p 5'y + P6'xy + P7-x 2y+P 
8* x3y 

cr y -= p9-+p 10 *x+p li*Y +p 3' y2+P Vy 
3+ p12 ' xy + 3P V xy 

2+p8* 
xy 

3 

2322 
T XY 

p 13 -p 110 x-p 2*y - p12* xp 6*y 
2P 3xy - 3P4X y 

22 

p7* xy 3P8*xy 
7 

8.31 
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This is equivalent to writing the stress distribution of P/4/4/E in 

the form of Equation 4.1, and it is seen that there are 13 independent 

PIS. , 

,, The boundary tractions that must be in equilibrium across interelement 

boundaries are an and T ns - In this respect inspection of Equations 8.31 

reveals that an varies linearly, and T 
ns 

parabolically; a suitable choice 

of generalised boundary loads 
22 

that will ensure the transfer of such functio 

are those shown in Figure 8.6. There are therefore 16 independent boundary 

loads, each of which generate a generalised displacement such that the work 

done by the element tractions due to Equations 8.31 against the overall 

boundary displacements equals the work done by the generalised boundary 

loads against the generalised boundary displacements. Thus the difference 

between the number of generalised displacements and the number of independent 

stress parameters is 3. As this is equal to the TIumber. of rigid body modes 

of the element, the system is therefore equivalent to a kinematically 

70522 
stable system Although in the present case this fact was assured 

since the expansion 8.30 satisfies Equations 8.2 and 8.3, as stated in Sectioi 

4.1 parametric expansions for the stresses of the type of Equations 8.31 

which do satisfy this requirement are extremely hard to identify, and pose 

a major difficulty in identifying equilibrium models suitable for application 

to the principle under consideration. 

As stated by Pian and Tong 
22 

. when introduced into the complementary 

energy functional the generalised displacements can he considered as 

Lagrangian. multipliers, defined only at the bouridary, maintaining inter- 

element equilibrium. They do not in themselves define the internal element 

stresses$ which by definition must be determined uniquely by Equations 8.31. 

HoweverD study of Figure 8.6 reveals that the generalised loads determining 
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T XY 
at the boundaries are sufficient (with the inclusion of an internal 

node that would not affect boundary equilibrium), to identify interpolation 

formula, p, duplicating the third of Equations 8,331. Thus a certain degree of 

embigui-cy seems to have been implied. 

'70 22 Alternatively, as stated by de Veubeke' 
. and Pian and Tong 5 

in order 

to identify explicitly the generalised displacements, each one must be unique 

to a particular boundary in order that the work done by the boundary 

displacements against the boundary tractions can be expressed uniquely as: 

Q le 42+Q2q2 so** =T 

where T1= boundary tractions 

boundary displacements 

column matrix of genera. 11-ised boundary loads 

q= column matrix of generalised boundary displacements 

Consider again the boundary loads defined by Equations 8.31 and 

illustrated in Figure 8.6: Clearly the boundary displacements will be defined 

0 in the positive direction of the rectangular cartesian coordinates, whilst 

the boundary tractions acting on the element are as shown in Figure 8.7. 

Therefore, considering for instance the normal stress on edge 1-2 of 

Figures 8.6 and 8.7. 

22y2y dy 
cr xu 

dS cyx 1,. (1- /B) dy cr x 2' 
/B 

icr 
xll*ul2 

+ lcrxl2*u2l 

and thus the associated generalised displacements are: 

12 

21 

Ue(l-Y /B)dy 

B. dy 
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However, considering the'generalised displacement associated with 
I 

xy 
1 

4 
1, T 

XYo u dS. IT 

xyl2'u26 
I' 'Txyl6"1264 IT 140U46 

2 
and 

2 

T 
XY aV dS -IT 

xyll*Vl5 - ITxyls. v 1 IS 2- 
IT 

xyl2*V25 

It is evident that IT 
xy12 

is associated with both V25 and u 26* 

Furthermore, whilst u 26 does w9rk against + IT 
xy12' 

V25 does work against 

- IT 
xy12' 

It does not appear possible to identify the displacements V 25 

and u 26' 

Thus it seems that in addition to the requirements stated in Section 4.1 

that the assumed stress modes must satisfy in order to formulate an element 

of the type considered in this section, a further stipulation must be 

complied with: that it mUst be possible to identify a set of generalised 

boundary loads, which allow inter-element transfer of the boundary tractions 

to the degree defined by the element parametric stress representation, and 

, _; 
each of which pertains only to one boundary. 

It can now be seen that the family of compatible elements described 

in Chapter Two, and which generate a family of self-equilibriating elements 

of the type considered in Chapter Three, does not generate a family of 

stress diffusive elements of the type proposed by de Veube e70. 
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zl*", 
y 

t 

FIGURE 8.1 

I 

z (W) 

x (u) 

ILLUSTRATING THE SYSTEM OF REFERENCE FOR A TYPICAL 

THIN PIATE. 

t, 

ay+6 cy 
-Y 

. dy 

ay 

T 
xy 

+ 6T 
XY . 

dy 

ýy 

cr 
x 

xy 

T 
XY 

CF 
x 

T+ 6T dx 
XY XY 

a+8 cy . dx 
>»- 

x- 

ýx 
x 

FIGURE 8.2 STRESSES ACTING ON AN I. N'11'ý'I TESS IMIAL ELE! -'FN'T OF A PLATE 

UNDER PLANE STRESS CONDITIONS. 
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M 6M dy 
Z-*7 v 

y 

dx 

/ 
" rr . __ 

(load on element = q. dx. dy. ) 

x 

FIGURE 8.3 POSITIVE FORCES ACTING ON AN INFINITESSI! ý! AL ELEMENT OF A 

PLATE UNDER TRAN%'FRSE LOADING. 

i 
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Tr 

.f 

1 

R3 

r 

LI 

FIGURE 8.4 POSITIVE FOkCES ACTING ON THE BOUNDARIES OF A_RECTANGULA7. 

PLATE UNDER TRANSVERSE BENDING. 

Y 

FIGURE 8.5 THE NODAL COORDINATES DEFINING DATA LP, 4E 6 OF THE 

QUT ENT ' SPECIFICATION FOR THE SOLUTION BY E ILITBRIUM ELEML S). 
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L 

3 

10 
x14 

ly 

IT 
xyl 21 xy16 1x130- 

1T 
xyl 50 

10 
y14 

1T 
xyl 1 

IT 
xyl 7 

IT 
xyl 4 

T 
xyl 8 

T 
xyl 3 

Yll 
I 

yj 3 

FICURE 8 . 6. GENERALISED BOUNDARY LOADS___A_ T jLOWING FU"L INTFIR- 

i BY EQUATION 8.31. 

+ 

- CY . 4- 
x 

cy 

x 
+T 

xy 
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xy 

y 

FIGURE 8.7. BOUNDARY TRACTIOINS ACTING Olli A RECTIAý, GULAR ELE'-'E'4-i 

UNDER PLANE STRESS. 
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